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LESSON 1

TheHebrewAlphabet

The Hebrew Alphabet is something that all students should commit to memory .
Later, as the Lessons progress, it will become an invaluable tool for opening up
previously closed levels of documentation and insight for those who know bow to
apply it as a Key. The shape, sound, and numerical value of each letter of the
Hebrew Alphabet will be extremely important throughout this study course . An
easy method of learning the Hebrew Alphabet is to study a letter each day, and
commit its particular characteristics to memory .

These letters are more than letters. They are, in fact, symbols which attract
forces that the student can start to manipulate and control by simply visualizing
each letter. The method of how to utilize the letters is covered in latter lessons,
but the letters' importance can hardly be over-emphasized. They will be used as
forces on Talismatic and Invocational work, and a great many other things . They
are the first hurdle the student will have to get over before advancing to the next
stage of the course .

From a psychological point of view, each Hebrew letter can affect the psyche in a
different way when meditated upon, for these are real potencies of forces . In the
Golden Dawn of the last century, one of the first requirements a student had to
do was to memorize the Hebrew alphabet . The following table is given as a
reference for work in future lessons .
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Letter

	

Value

He

	

i

Vau

Zain

Cheth

Teth

Yod

Kaph

Lamed

Resh

	

1

Shin
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5

7

8

tD

	

9

Mem 40

Nun 50

Samekh D 60

Ayin r
Pe

Tzaddi

Qoph

10

20

30

70

80

100

200

300

Tau
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Meaning Power
Astrological
Association

Ox A

House B, V

Camel G, Gh })

Door D, Dh 9
Window H T

Pin, Hook 0, U, v 'd

Sword, Armor Z 1t

Fence, Enclosure Ch

Snake T

Hand I, Y 19

Fist K, Kh 4

Ox Goad L

Water M 0
Fish N m

Prop S ~'

Eye Aa, Ngh *v4

Mouth P, Ph d

Fish-hook Tz

Ear, Back of tread Q

Head R C
Tooth S, Sh

Cross T, Th
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The lecture given below was written by Mrs. Felkin (her Order Motto was Maim
Choth) . This lecture was given out in the New Zealand Order, and thou written
over 70 years ago, loses none of its potency today .
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L Table of Finals

Name

	

Letter

	

Value Meaning Power
Astrological
Association

Kaph 7

	

500 Fist K, Kb

Mem

	

600 Water M V

Nun 700 Fish N in1
Pe 800 Mouth P, Ph

' Tzaddi 900 Fish-hook Tz
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THE HEBREW ALPHABET
by M . C .

In giving our students the Hebrew Alphabet to study, we are taking them back to
the foundations of the intellectual tradition of the present day. To understand
this, it is necessary for us to glance back to the beginning of human history . We
have reason to believe that humanity in its present form was evolved on the
"Antedeluvian" continent of Atlantis, and that at the submergence of this
continent, off-shoots of their civilization survived in those races which we know
as the Egyptian, the Caucasian, and the Celtic . They were also the forerunners of
the Mongolians. Here, then, we have those primitive races who first reduced the
spoken word to the written symbol . Celtic origins are still veiled in obscurity, but
the remaining three civilizations reveal themselves to patient investigation of the
archaeologist and etymologist as unbroken streams descending and branching out
in today's languages. With the Mongolian tongues, we have no concern . They are
alien alike in sound, construction, and written form . But from the Sanscrit of the
Caucasian, and the Egyptian are derived the modern tongues of the greater part
of present ci iilizations .

There can Ix , but little doubt that when the wandering tribes of the Hebrews first
settled in Egypt they had practically no written language . We are told the spent
400 years in .he land of Goshen ; approximately as long as from the time of Queen
Elizabeth the First to present day. When they first settled in the land of Goshen
on the Eastern side of the Nile, ti ere were 70 people, including women and
children. When they fled, four centuries later, their number is said to have been
over six hundred thousand. It is reasonable to conclude that in that interval,
although they remained separate fro -.n the natives of the country, they imbibed
most of the n itives' customs and as much as possible of their language and
learning. Mose;, their leader, was brought up by the Egyptian Priests and
initiated into their Mysteries. He was familiar with their system of hieroglyphics
and there can be little doubt that when he set himself the stupendous task of
recording the history of Israel, he availed himself of both the form of writing and
much of the Cosmogony which he had acquired in his Temple training . By this
means he was able to preserve the inner tradition while, at the same time,
presenting an exoteric history . It is a peculiarity of the genius of both the
Egyptian Hieroglyphics and Hebrew writing that they are capable of a three-fold
interpretation : literal, symbolic, and spiritual .

In studying the act'ial Hebrew letters as we now possess them, we must, of
course, admit that they have undergone considerable modification since Moses'
days; the most important being their approximation to the Chaldean (owing to
the exile) . From the Chaldean was also borrowed the vocalization system by
means of points placed above, below, or within a letter . Nevertheless, the
hieroglyphic idea is retained in that each letter presents not only a sound, but
also an object, and the name of the letter is also the name of that object : hence
the list which you were given in the First Knowledge Lecture . That is to say -
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ALEPH (Arabic: ALIF), not only means the letter A or E (or more accurately,
the opening of the mouth to make that sound), it also is the name of an Ox. The
word BETH is not only the letter B or V, but it also is the name of a House .

Thee is another thing you have to bear in mind . In all ancient languages, there
was only one system of notation for both sound and for numerals . Thus each
letter is also a number, and each word has a numerical value equal to the sum of
its letters . $K is not only the sound EL or AL, and a Divine Name, it is also 30
1 = 31 .

Moreover, a language like Hebrew had comparatively few words . Each word had
numerous shades of meaning, indicated either by the context, or by inflection .
Each individual letter had its own essential meaning also . It follows that the word
was the sum of, or modification of, those meanings; just as numerically it was the
sum of those individual numbers . Thus K$, which signifies the number 31, is
formed from K, the Sign of Power, and $ the Sign of Extension . Its Spiritual
meaning is therefore "Extended Power," and hence God, the Power extended over
all. Used in a restricted or materialized sense, it may be translated as towards,
against, or upon . The same letters reversed, N5, Spiritually represent the
prolongation of movement to infinity . Translated to a lower Plane, this becomes
negative and may be rendered as no or not .

Let us now consider the abstract symbolism of each of the 22 Hebrew letters :

is the Sign of Power, stability, or unity. It represents mankind as Ruler of
the Earth. Aleph = an Ox .

3

	

is Interior Action. It represents virility, an interior, or a dwelling place .
Beth = a House .

Uniting these two, K and :, one has: 2K or KKK, a Father .

is the Sign of Organic Development . Hence a throat, or a canal which
organizes or controls the inflexion of sound ; a glass of water. Gimel = a
Camel .

'1 is the Sign of Abundance from Division. Divisible nature, the source of
physical existence; the Breast, the source of nourishment . Daleth = a Door,
an Entrance, or an Exit .

merits special attention . It is the symbol of Universal Life - the Breath . It
may be translated as either E or H, and is closely akin to n in meaning as
well as in form . It is frequently used as an article, and may be translated
as the, this, that, or of. In this aspect, it is used as a prefix or as a suffix .
When united with a vowel sound, it forms the principal Deity Names, and
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in this respect indicates an abstraction which no modern language can
render adequately. Thus fl' is Absolute Life, Eternal, Immutable ; 7111,1M can
be adumbrated only as That Which Is - Was - Will Be. It is the root of
the verb "to be"; to exist, and is used to denote the source of human life in
the Name X111, which we translate as EVE, but which may also be given as
HUA - the third person singular of the verb "to be", or simply as He .
When the significant is added, it becomes Tetragrammaton, m1', the
Inviolable Name which must not be taken in vain, and which was intoned
only by the High Priest upon entering the Holy of Holies . Even today, no
orthodox Jew attempts to utter it .

is equivalent to 0, U, or V. It is therefore convenient to use the point to
indicate the sound, since its symbolism differs widely according to its
pronunciation. As a V, 1 is used as a conjunction, and is placed at the
beginning of a word. It may be translated as and, also, thus, then, or
afterwards; but it links words together more intimately than any of these .
Used as a vowel, 1 0, U, or OU . It is then a Sign of Action and has the
peculiarity of transforming a verb from present to past tense, or from past
to future tense. In this respects it no longer represents the junction of two
things (as a hook and an eye ; a knot; a link), it rather is the symbol of
light, sound, air, or wind. Hence 111 = RUACH = the wind, breath, or
soul, because -1 = movement ; "I = life, and I in their midst gives the
peculiar human character to the word indicating expansion, or inspiration .

f

	

is the hissing sound of something passing through the air, hence a sword or
arrow ; a javelin or a spear. It also denotes the refraction of light,
suggesting the dazzling appearance of a' ray of light falling on polished
metal. It may be translated as Z, C, or S .

11 is closely allied to 1 in both form and significance . Because it is more
closed in form, it is more guttural in sound, and of a material connotation .
It signifies life, but on a lower Plane . It implies effort, labor, or care . In a
concrete example, it indicates a field - an enclosure upon which labor
must be expended .

n hieroglyphically shows the coiled Serpent protecting her eggs ; hence the
universal tradition of the Serpent guarding treasure. From that we get the
idea of a shield, shelter, or a roof, protecting a man's family as the Serpent
protects her eggs . Finally, we have a haven, refuge, or a goal .

is another symbol of deep significance . The hieroglyphic interpretation is
that of the hand . But it is a hand held out in action ; thus a symbol of
creation . It is the symbol of a flame detached from any material base, free ;
the leaping creative impulse . By a natural transition we get the phallic
symbol of Creative Power. On the abstract Spiritual Plane, we have the
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Divine Creator. This letter thus transmutes 1171, the feminine source of life,
into r11s'l', the Ineffable Supreme.

hieroglyphically represents the closed or half-closed hand, a fist ; hence a
hollow; therefore a receptacle; the power of assimilation, reflection, and
mediation . It forms a link between 71, the Sign of Manifest Life, and 2, the
Sign of Organization, and carries in itself something of the symbolism of
both of these . Used as an article or preposition, it may be translated as
similar or according to . Vocalized by ', it signifies 1 .20, which equals because,
for, then, and when .

5 suggests in a material sense any extension ; the outstretched arm of man ;
the unfolded wing of a bird ; hence the further symbolism of a whip-lash or
an ox-goad. When these interpretations are raised to the Spiritual Plane,
we . perceive at once how significant this letter becomes . $K, therefore,
represents an extension of power - omnipotence. Hence C'1$l1, ELOHIM,
is the extension of the Power of Life to the nth degree ; that aspect of the
Divine which is capable of creating without effort . Conversely, 145 signifies
an indefinite and therefore unknown and incalculable quantity, which
brought down from the abstract to the concrete becomes negation, no, and
not .

is the Sign of Passive or Plastic Action ; the genuine protective aspect of
Creative Power. Vocalized as DID, it signifies water, always used in the
plural since C final is collective as water is the condensation of moisture .
With the letter n prefixed, we have 0'CV, SHAMAIM, the Heavens, the
Ethereal Water or atmosphere . Used as an article or a prefix, -D may be
rendered as from, out of, with, or among . Hieroglyphically, we may say
that C indicates rough water, or sea waves ; while C (final) suggests rather
still, calm water; silence, or peace .

is the image of Produced or Reflected Existence ; offspring, fruit, a child . It
hieroglyphically represents a fish, the inhabitant of water . Joined to a, the
Sign of Interior Action, it becomes 12, BEN, a son. This is more clearly
defined when we realize that 1 (final) is augmentative and emphasizes the
individuality. 7 at the beginning of a word suggests passive action,
contemplation folded in upon itself ; 1 at the end of a word is the converse :
unfolding. Thus » represents inspiration, prophecy, or ecstasy . From this
is derived !1'» - a prophet .

represents the development of the hissing sound of t, so hieroglyphically it
is the duplication ; the duplicate link forming a prop, not merely joining,
but supporting. It is the image of all circular and spiral movement ;
possibly a deduction from the peculiar movement of the Serpent .
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hieroglyphically signifies an eye, and here we find one of the most curious
and eurdite survivals of occult knowledge. Superficially, there seems to be
but little likeness between the letter and the symbol . Considering it more
carefully, we find that .i t is indeed an extraordinary glyph of the organs of
vision . Externally, we have two eyes, ", but inside our head lies a small
body, one (or rather two closely connected) of the so-called "ductless
glands" of modern physiology - the pineal and pituitary glands. These
glands are connected to the external eyes by delicate nerves . When the
external eyes are exercised in certain methods, they awake a definite
response in the internal glands - the "Third Eye" of legend . The complete
y is an exact counterpart of the complete organism, and signifies the whole
visual apparatus . One of the secondary results is the reaction upon our
general muscular system .

Phonetically, y represents the opening of the glottis (in the throat) to make
a guttural sound. It is therefore transliterated as aa, oo, wh, or ng . It
symbolizes interior hollow sounds or noises, and connotes materialism or
emptiness, sometimes falsity or perversity . It is the physical aspect of ',
and when used as a consonant almost always has an evil implication .

is a hieroglyph of the open mouth, naturally symbolizing speech . It is
transliterated either as p, in which case it closely resembles : in meaning
as well as in form, or as ph, in which case it approximates rather the
meaning of t .

represents all ideas of severance or solution . It concretely represents a hook
by which something is caught or ended . In sound, it falls into the same
group as t and n, though it is harder and more abrupt . Placed at the
beginning of words, it indicates the movement which carries us on towards
an end ; placed at the end of a word as y (final), it indicates the end
accomplished . On a higher Plane, it represents a refuge for man .

is another guttural, and like Y, suggests materialistic tendencies .
Hieroglyphically, it represents an ear . Symbolically, it becomes an
implement or instrument by which man may accomplish an act or defend
himself. It marks at once force and restraint . It is significant of repression
and decision. In sound it is the harder and more guttural sound of Z.

Abstractly, we may trace a regular succession of descent and development .
Thus n = Universal Life, Pure Being ; 1 = Life of Nature, Manifest
Existence; : = Assimilated Life hiding Natural Form ; and p = Material
Existence giving the Means of Form .

1

	

is the Sign of Movement par excellence . Hieroglyphically, it is the head of
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man Wln, RESH, which directs the movements of his whole body, a
captain, or by a slight alteration in focus, the initiative movement which
predicates life and ultimate form ; the culminating point of all things .
Hence W$1$an rrrv, RASHIT HA-GILGAL/M, the vortex, the beginning
of Primeval Movement, the Sphere of the Elements . It is the center
unfolding to the circumference ; the Creative Elemental Fire; the renewal . of
all by movement; the perpetual vibrations of ions building up matter .
Hence '11N, AUR, fire, action, contrasted with VN, ASH, potential fire .

is said to represent the teeth, by which its sound is produced . It completes
the symbolism of t and n, and is in a sense bound to them . For as ? = the
arrow, and n = the bowstring, so V symbolizes the bow itself. Thus we are
told that the three Paths on the Tree of Life form t1Vp, QUESHETH, the
bow, the material sign of reciprocity between God and man . V is the
symbol of movement and duration. Used as a prefix, it communicates a
double power of movement and of conjunction . It may be pronounced
either ss, or as sh, and usually has a point above it to indicate which sound
is to be used : b = ss; and V = sh . Geometrically, it represents the semi-arc
of a circle, whereas t is the straight forward movement of a radius, and n is
a spiral. We find by analysis, that the Divine Name, 'IV, SHADDAI,
represents the over-arching heavens protecting the fecundity and
abundance of nature - hence Providence .

is the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet, and is a glyph of the Cross ; the
name being still retained to indicate the ancient form of the cross - the
Tau, sacred to THOOTH . It is indeed probable that the letter was
originally written as the Tau Cross, and gradually elaborated to distinguish
it from 1. It is the Sign of Reciprocity, of that which is mutual,
interchanging, and sympathetic . Joined to the first letter of the alphabet, it
indicates TIN, ATH, the Essence ; the inmost Self of a thing or a person . In
this form, it is repeatedly used by Moses as a prefix in his account of
Creation to indicate that he is not describing a material or individual, but
an essential process which developed on a higher Plane preliminary to any
physical manifestation .

In analyzing the various names occurring in the Knowledge Lectures and
elsewhere, it must be remembered that each letter modifies as well as emphasizes
the others; that the meaning of the whole word is the combination, not the simple
addition of its constituents . An intelligent appreciation of the 22 letters of the
Hebrew alphabet will go far towards helping us gain an insight not only into the
Hebrew, but also into all other languages, since every superstructure must
conform to its foundations . I may add that each letter has also been attributed to
a portion of the human body, but as Astrology has accepted this system with
regards to the Zodiacal and Planetary Signs, it is better not to confuse the issue
by dwelling upon this classification . Rather let us conclude with the saying of theI
Lesson #1
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Rabbi - "In the Beginning GOD took the 22 letters, and with them He formed,
combined, and designed all that was made ."
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LESSON 2

Hebrew Calligraphy

Israel Regardie was very adamant that all students who study the Golden Dawn
System should also study Hebrew Calligraphy . Therefore, to comply with his
wishes it has been included as this Lesson . The importance of the Hebrew letters
was discussed in Lesson 1, and this point cannot be over emphasized enough
before continuing . Re-read Lesson 1, and hold in mind the comments on how the
Hebrew letters can be used when you begin to practice them .

One of the most important aspects of understanding the Hebrew alphabet is to
know how to draw the letters . Each letter, if drawn correctly, becomes a
meditative exercise in itself, and also promotes a better understanding of its
nature. The letters should first be drawn in the approximate size given in the
step-by-step format with either a felt pen, fountain pen, or a brush . Once the
shape of each letter has been practiced enough so that you can do each letter with
ease, progress to the next step : drawing each letter between lines in a more
suitable .size to writing. (Practice sheets are provided at the end of this Lesson for
this.) This exercise is important because it gives us the positioning of each letter
on a line in relation to its neighbor . Pertinent points to look for are the letters
whose top or bottom go beyond the boundary of the lines .

Vowel points have not been included in this Lesson since they were introduced
into the Hebrew alphabet at a late stage of its development, but for those
interested in taking up the study of Hebrew grammar (which is not essential for
this course, but is definitely recommended), there are a number of fine books
available on the subject . One of the most inexpensive and most fundamental is
Teach Yourself Biblical Hebrew, by R.K. Harrison .

From Lesson 1, you have seen how each Hebrew letter has a numerical value, a
name, a description, an English letter, and Astrological or Elemental association
attributed to it . Clarification of these attributes are covered within the Lessons of
this course. For example, the numerical value is covered in depth in the Lessons
dealing with Gematria, Notariqon, and Temura which follow . The student must
realize that each Lesson is a small piece of a vast jigsaw puzzle, and going
through the Lessons enables you to put the puzzle together in your
understanding .
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NUN

1

Artistic License as been taken in the rendition of the Hebrew
Calligraphy in this text . For further examples of Hebrew Calligraphy,
see the Siddur Tehillrri Hasher .
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LESSON
INTRODUCTION TO THE KBBALAH

∎

	

The Kabbalah is an esoteric form of teaching and philosophy

that is to a certain extent skelatonic in format but when applied

to a 10 stage glyph called the Tree of Life it gives a breakdown

by virtue of association to almost any given situation . One can,

by studying the Kabbalah, find where and when one is at a certain

point in any circumstance, and the nature of the obstacles one

has to overcome to arrive at the conclusion of a project . It

provides a clear blueprint or path for esoteric studies .

In the 19th century book called the Cannon, it's author gives

the following excellent analysis of the Kabbal ah :

"The Cabalistic theology, representing the endless reasoning of

countless generation of ingenious men, in the epitome of mans

first efforts to grasp the problems connected with the cause and

continuance of life, the inscrutable mystery which baffled the

understanding of all inquires alike . They reasoned concerning all

phenomena of existence by their analogy to human creation, and it

was supposed that the universal creation took. place after the

manner of human creation, and the generative attributes of a man

and a woman were those of god and the universe, and finally that

all the bodily functions of a human being and their counterpart

in the macrocosm or greater world .



The above statement adequately

translated tradition .

L/3 9

The theoretical system based upon these ideas constituted,

the secret doctrine, which was taught orally, and never written .

All the old Canonical writings are an exposition of its teach-

ings, but these works are composed, so that only those persons,

who are instructed in the rules of the hidden wisdom could dis-

cover their meaning ."

summarises the essence of

Kabbalistic teachings . As to the actual spelling of the word

Kabbalah there may be some confusion as it has been through the

centuries spelt a number of different ways . A popular method is

to take it from the Hebrew root QBL which means to receive and is

spelt Qabalah which has been more or less adopted as the standard

method of spelling it . Other variations of the words are Cabala,

Caballa, Kabbala, Kabala and Gabbalah to name but a few .

Ulimately though it still comes down towards personal preference

which for the duration of this course is spelt Kabbalah which has

possibly a more reliable etymological base than any of the above

origins of the word .

"Commonly the derivation (of the word Kabbalah) is traced to

the Hebrew word Qebil, meaning to receive, collect, and this is

This seems to us to be somewhat forced and

inexact . We believe the Hebrew word Kabbale to be

	

Chaldo-

Egyptian origin, signifying occult science or doctrine .

The Egyptian root Khepp, Khop or Kheb, Khob ; in Hebrew, gab,

Kheb or Khebet, means hide, enc Ease, and Al or 41 i n Egyptian
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signifies take : so that the word would mean a science taken from

hidden principles" . (F .S . Contincin, Encycl . du Me Siecle)

∎ The main point to concern ourselves with is the fact that the

word Kabbalah existed in oral terms for over a thousand years and

its spelling is in fact an after thought (whatever the method

utilised) to describe a great method of spiritual teaching .

It must be clearer by now that the Kabbalah is in fact a tool

I

unlock the secrets of the scriptures of the Old Testament

showing them in a completely new light . Taking this further to

I great Kabbalistic books like the Zohar shows us that it is

r

progressional form of teaching that each generation adds to .

its original form the Kabbalah was a disjointed record of teach-

ings from various Rabbi through the ages which has survived in a

type of cryptic question and answer format . Years after these

early Kabbalistic doctrines had been written, countless scholars

began to formulate a new opinion of

teachings of the Kabbalah began to establish themselves in a ten

stage glyph called the Tree of Life. Each of these ten stages or

Sephiroth (as they became known as) showed growth from a single

cell into a full unit of ten . Interconnecting each

	

f these

I Sephiroth are twenty two paths (often associated to the twenty

two letters of the Hebrew alphabet) which are in fact an active

reflection of each of the ten stages .

the old manuscripts and the

by

In



Se2hiroth

1 . Kether

2 . Chokmah

3 . Binah

4 . Chesed

5 . Geburah

6 . Tiphareth

7 . Netzach

8 . Hod

9 . Yesod

10 . Malkuth

Letters

K-Th-R

Ch-K-M-H

B-I-N-H

Ch-S-D

G-B-U-R-H

Th-Ph-A-R-Th

N-Ts-Ch

H-O-D

Y-S-O-D

M-L-K-U-Th

L/ pg 4

Meaning

Crown

Wi sdom

Understanding

Mercy

Severity & Strength

Beauty

Victory

Glory

Foundation

Kingdom

The entire concept of these ten stages of learning is the use

of polarity in teaching . Each Seph.iroth, when placed on the Tree

of Life is in juxtaposition so that each is an exact counter-

balance of the other . The Kabbalah has been described as a ladder

of lights for it not only shows formation (descent into matter)

but also shows how one can use it for ascent as well (through

ritual, prayer and meditation) which theoretically takes us back

to the pure state of both mind and body that is epitomised by

Kether, the first Sephira which is sometimes called the godhead

or true self .

While in its infancy the Kabbalah was considered as an

obscure or secterian aspect of the Hebrew

process of time it diverted into a

itself aloof from the main stream of western thought .

religion but under the

form of mysticism that held

1
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The modern concept of visualisation of the Tree of Life

(which today is considered indistinct from the Kabbalah itself)

is to assume that it has three pillars . The left hand side is the

pillar of Severity, the middle is the neutral or Middle Pillar

while the right hand side is the pillar of Mercy . By using this

method one can understand the use of polarity applied to the Tree

of Life .

To state outright that inherent in each individual there is a

Kabbal i sti c Tree of Life (on the lines of the DNA double helix)

would be something of a gross misconception . What happens, is

that through study and meditation one applies certain potencies

of the Sephiroth and gradually the psyche orientates to a system

of growth along Kabbalistic lines . Carl Jung commented that when

studying the ancient science of alchemy, as the practical and

theoretical alchemical knowledge was applied the psyche began to

change so that it was brought in line with the experiments being

performed . The same psychological aspects could be applied to

Kabbalistic studies as well . As the aspiring student starts to

meditate and experience the energies of the Sephiroth (whether it

be in daily life or through meditation) he finds that they become

real potencies of forces that start to act up when the psyche

starts to regroup its component parts that are scattered through-

out the subconscious, into cells that start to resemble the

Sephiroth . Most of the experiences of these Kabbalistic energies

will be both of ascent and descent with the reception of the

energies flowing down from Kether and their return through active

effort and ritual work .



Another simplified explanation of F(abbalistic meditation

that the glyph of the Tree of Life becomes so implanted in the

mind of the devotee, that it becomes for all intent and purposes

a collection of artificial archetypes that tidy up the relative

aspects of the subconscious to more easily accessable areas that

the individual can relate to within the confines of the self .

The classification of the Kabbalah can be divided into four

main general areas :

PRACTICAL KABBALAH = Practical and Ceremonial Magic, Divination

and Alchemy .

LITERAL KABBALAH = Gematria - Numerica value of words and

letters .

Notoriqon - Anagrams .

Temurah - Permutation of letters .

Tarot - Study of universal archetypes .

UNWRITTEN KABBALAH = Oral teachings .

DOGMATIC KABBALAH

	

= Study of Kabbalistic doctrines and texts .

L / pg b

Because the essence of Kabbalistic teaching was oral

is

tradi-

tion it is difficult to pinpoint its exact origin but one of the

first written Kabbalistic texts is the book Sepher Yetzirah . Its

r+-it .e in manuscript form is said to be around the 10th century but

1
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its roots in oral form were possibly around 100 A .D ., though some

esoteric scholars have firmly entrenched it in the Old Testament

the time of Moses and were thought to be part of the original

laws handed down by him .

L/ pg 7

Other branches of Kabbalistic scholars

have considered that its origins were from Abraham the Patriarch .

When studying some of the early Rabinnical literatures there is

little doubt that the Kabbalah (in the form the Sepher

Yetzirah) is a book of theology very distinct from the Mishnah

and Gemara'which are of course the basis of the Talmud .

One of the most interesting aspects of the Sepher Yetzirah

and Kabbalistic theology is the grammatical use of the Hebrew

language which gives it a clear anchor to planetary and other

astrological associations . This stands out with the association

I

	

to the three mother letters of Aleph,

elements, with the 7 double letters to the planets, and the 1

simple letters to the Zodiac signs . Hebrew scholars of the last

century, such as Wyn Wescott, have confirmed that the Sepher

Yetzirah, though not widely known is mentioned in the Talmud

Jerusalem and of Babylon .

Mem and Shin to the three

Another Rabbinical book called the Bahir also came into

prominence around the 12th century though modern exponents of

this remarkable piece of literature place its date in manuscript

form around the 6th century A .D . Though not considered by some

scholars as a strict Kabbalistic text there is no doubt that

there are parts of it that are Kabbalistic in concept, as the

Sephir,oth are clearly mentioned and commented on, and as such,



Aurelius Antonitus .

L/ pg 8

has been included in the Kabbalistic literature category .

Without doubt the main piece of Kabbalistic literature is the

Zohar, or book of Splendour . It first came into general notice

around 1290 when it was published by Moses de Leon . A fierce

controversy has raged ever since to the book's original author-

ship which de Leon claimed to have been copied from an old text

said have been written by Simeon Be Jacobi who lived in the

2nd century A .D. under the reign of the Roman Emperor Marcus

It is doubtful that the entire Zohar can

been

ater

attributed his authorship as clearly other books have

added to the body of the original text that relate to

period of philosophical thought .

The Zohar comprises of the following books :

1 . Tosephta & Mathanithan - Small additional pieces

2 . Hecal oth - The Mansion or Palaces of light

3 . Sithre Torah - Mysteries of the Torah

4 . Midrash Ha Neelan - Mysteries of Midrash

5. Raja Mehemna - Faithfull Shepherd

6 . Raze Derazin - Secret of Secrets

7 . Saba Demishpatim - Discourse of the age of Mishpatim

8. Siphra Detzniutha - Book of Secrets or Mysteries

9. Idra Rabba - The Greater Assembly

10 . Yenuka - Discourse of the Young Man

11 . Idra Sutra - Lesser Assembly

12 . Idra Di Be Mashkana - Assembly before a lecture an Torah

1
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13 . Rev Methivtha - Academy Head

14 . Kav Ha Middah - Standard of Measure

15 . Sithre Othioth - Secret of Letters

16 . Midrash Ha Neelam Midrash Ruth - On the Book of Ruth

.17 . Tikkune Zohar - New Supplements of the Zohar

18 . Sifra Di Tseniutha - Book of Concealment

19 . Untitled Commentry on the Song of Solomon

Other Kabbalistic texts of note include the Commentary on th-e

Ten Sephiroth by Rabbi Azariel ben Menachem (in the year 1200), a

former student the noted Kabbalist Isaac the Blind (1190-

1210), father of the Gerona School of Kabbal i sm . The Treatise on

the Emanation by Isaac Nasir, The Gate of Heaven by Jacob ben

Sheshet, The Alphabet by Rabbi Akiba, The Garden of Pomegranates

by Moses Cordovra (1591) are just some of the note worthy Kabba-

listic texts of interest but at this stage in the course most

these and other published earlier Kabbalistic literature

meaningless to the reader save that in the knowledge that the

rhetoric of the Kabbalah is very long and well documented .

---------------------------

would be
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LESSON FOUR

GEMATR I A

Gematria is a branch of the Literal Kabbalah which is numero-

logical in form . The word Gematria itself is a metathesis of the

Greek word Grammateia which has a contemporary meaning of

Secretariat . For many years it has been used for indepth analysis

many sacred Hebrew texts by learned Rabbis and by those who

study the Hermetic tradition . Its basis consists of the numero-

logical value of each letter of the Hebrew alphabet (and any

other alphabet that has a numerical value) which is used to give

a value of any particular word . By use of a Hebrew Lexicon one

can then uncover other words of the same numeration whose meaning

throws light on the hidden meaning of those words which have the

same numerical value .

One example of this is the Hebrew word ADNI (1+4+50+10=65)

meaning 'My Lord' . Turning to the Lexicon we find a word of

similar value HLL (5+30+30=65) which means 'shone, gloried,

praised' - a clear elaboration . There is also HYKL

(5+10+20+30=65) meaning the 'Palace' which describes yet another

aspect of the nature of ADNI .

	

By looking at the word 'Unity'

which is AChD (1+8+4=1":-) one finds that other

L4/pg 1

words of the same

value are,AHPH (1+5+2+5=13) meaning 'love', and GHH (3+5+5=13)

meaning 'raised up' which hints at the exalted nature of unity as

well as love ..

You will find that with five of the Hebrew letters there are



two sets of values present .

	

One is for the ordinary letter and

the other is for when any of these are the final letter, at

end of a word .

	

As an example, take the word ChKM

original word examined .

	

In Gematria,

to blend both the positive and the negative

a concept of the total meaning .

L4/pg 2
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the

be wise',

which could be either 8+20+40=68 or 8+20+600=628, taking into

account the final numeration . Most often the former is used

gain a general interpretation while the latter for pinpointing

more specific meanings . So for ChKM i n search of the general or

even passive, one can take the word ChLL (8+30+30=65) meaning

'emptiness' (undistorted, uncluttered) and for something more

particular or active the word BRKVTh (2+200+20+6+400=628) turns

up to explain something of the divine process therein, with a

meaning of 'blessing' .

When using Gematria an important thing to consider is whet-

her the words being utilised do relate . By referring to a Hebrew

Lexicon or texts such as the Sepher Sephiroth, one will find that

the majority of words of the same value are in context with the

original word chosen, it must also be pointed out that there may

be some words that do not fit, and in these instances intuition

plays an important part by combining with the science of numero-

logy to produce a desired effect . Do not be at all surprised to

find opposites in words of the same numerical value, in some

instances they can be applied to the extreme aspect

	

the

one will find that to

uncover the broadest and truest meaning of a word it is necessary

aspects to formulate

1

1
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Possibly the best period of Hebrew writings to work on is

the Old Testament, and a lexicon of this period will help greatly

though it must be remembered that a lexicon provides words and

roots only, and not the numerical values which the student will

ahve to work out, or purchase some of the existing literature in

this field . It must be remembered though that in Gematria not

only words but the Hebrew root meanings as well are to be used as

more often than not they provide more information on the word

than the word itself . If you examine many of the biblical names

and break them down into their root form one can uncover a wealth

of information not previously suspected .

	

Take for example the

10

I

I

I

I

r

A breakdown of the value of a word can be utilised when that

number is a double digit figure or more . For example : ADNI =65,

6+5=11, which turns up words such as DHE+ (4+5+2=11) meaning

'gold' ChBA (11) 'to conceal', GCh (11) 'to erupt or burst

forth' etc ; all of which show aspects of the Adonais nature .

Such reduction provides clarification at a more fundamental

level ; a further breakdown of 11, 1+1=2 implies 'wisd.om and

duality' which are even more fundamental aspects of the naturt~ of

the word .

name of, the Archangel Auriel (AVRYAL) from which

If we wish to use Gematria to relate to

L4 /pg

the root words

ARV 'to see, behold' and YAL 'to will or be willful' can be

derived . These meanings suggest dual aspects of opening up to

the light and the way of aspiration, here linked directly to the

divine light .

the 10 Sephiroth of



the Kabbal ah we would have the following :

1 . Kether (KTHR = 20+400+200) = 620

2 . Chokmah <ChKMH = 8+20+40+5) = 73

3 . Binah (BYNH = 2+10+50+5) = 67

4 . Chesed (ChSD = 8+60+4) = 72

5. Geburah (GBVRH = 3+2+6+200+5) = 216

6. Tiphareth (ThPARTh = 400+80+1+200+400) = 1081

7 . Netzach (NTzCh = 50+90+8) = 148

8. Hod (HVD = 5+6+4) = 15

9 . Yesod (YSVD = 10+60+6+4) = 80

10. Malkuth (MLKVTh -- 40+30+20+6+400) = 496

Though there may not appear to be many direct relative

associations at this level, a little searching will always yield

something of value . Take Kether as an example which has a value

of 620 and compare it with a another Hebrew word such as ShAaRYM

(in this instance the final numeration is discounted) which means

'The Doors', clearly referring to an entrance point, the way in

or out . Further, if 620 is reduced to a single digit - 6+2+0=8,

words such as AHB 'love' and DD 'breasts' can be derived and

these are two associations that show Kether in a matriarchial

way. This is an energy that gives love and nurtures itself <and

others) through the devotional mode of existence . Another

example i s Chok ::mah ; other words of the similar numerical value

have meanings such as to trust, shelter in, feast, and positive

retribution. 73 reduces to 1, generally relating to its being an

entirety, an emanation from Kether the Crown .

L 4 /pg 4
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Another method which can be used is to multiply the number

of the word, i .e . with Netzach : 1x4x8=32, which yields associa-

tions such as 'glory' and 'mind' . Such a method relates more to

the expanded meaning of a word, but still in a general sense .

Another point of importance in gematria lies in the use

discrimination .

	

Take the Hebrew word 'lily' as an example ;

ShVShNTh, which equates to 1056 . Since there are very few words

of this value, we resort to 1+0+5+6=12, which aligns with other

words meaning 'longed for', 'departed', etc . This

show this are the following biblical examples .

numeration of "Lo!

H

	

Sv

	

L

	

Sh

	

N

alludes to the

lily which represents those who have gone and are missed (hence

the lily as the flower of funerals) . A further breakdown, of 12

to 3, provides only a very general meaning .

Gematria works well on sentences and groups

	

words, to

Working with the

three men stood by him" (Gen xviii,2) it can

revealed that these were Michael, Gabriel and Raphael, the

sentence having the same value as "These are Michael, Gabriel and

Raphael" . Thus :

Lo! three men stood by him

V

5 + 300 + 30 + 300 + 5 + 50 + 5 + = 701



and Raphael

L

+ 30 +

These are Michael

L

	

A

	

K

	

Y

	

V

	

A

30 + + 20 + 10 + 40 + 6 + 30 + 1

Gabri el

L

	

A

	

R

30 + 1 + 10 + 200 + 2 + 3

+ 80 + 200 +

V

='701

[Bear in mind that Hebrew is written right to left as

sentences here quoted .

	

However, throughout this lecture all of

the words written on their own (i .

phrase) will be from left to right .]

verse 19, which reads thus :

L4/pg 6

with the

. not within a sentence

Another good example can be given with Exodus Chapter xiv,

of Elohim

	

Angel

	

And the

M(F)YHCAH(=651)

	

K(F)ALM(=571)

	

AaSYV(=146)

Israel

	

the camp of

	

which went before

LARShY(=541)

	

HNChM(=103)

	

YNPL(=170)

or

1

1
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N(F)NAaH(=825)

	

CVMAa(=120)

	

AaSYV(=146)

behind them

	

and stood

	

removed from before them

M(F)HYRChAM(=864)

	

DMAaYV(=130)

	

M(F)HYNPM(=785)

There are of course numerous methods (as previously des-

cribed) for analysing and interpreting writings such as this, but

to really open it up, there is the technique whereby each word is

replaced by another of the same value, thereby creating a whole

new sentence . This, as with single words, would still have a

direct parallel with the first sentence, the whole process based

very firmly on numerical association .

	

In addition, words of the

same value are not always to be

to replace it with two words, i . . for MARVTh (647) - 'lights',

one could utilise PSG (143) - 'make distinct',

'arrange into order' .

found,

L4/pg 7

went behind them

	

removed and

M(F)HYRChAM(=864)

	

K(F)LYV(=546)

of cloud

	

Pillar

	

and the

but it is quite feasible

and ShDR (504) -

Working from the above verse, the following is one possible

derivation :



(reading right to left)

L4 /py 8

pronounce solemnly

	

balance

	

The first gate

M(F)AN(=651)

	

ALOThM(=571)

	

AMU ABB(=146)

sharp + secure

	

Oblation

	

the Wand

BRD + HLSh(=541)

	

HChNM(=103)

	

LOM(=170)

Sun + Moon

	

a Watchman

ShMSh + ChRYV(=864)

	

RMVSh(+546)

Master

	

shelter, trust in + returning, positive retribution

LAaK (=120)

	

HSCh + LlMG (=146)

blessings + leap forth

	

arrange together + an assembly

ThVKRB +

	

ONZ(=785)

	

M(F)S + HTzAa(=825)

rainbow

	

+

	

extend

	

repeat

ThShO

	

+

	

HTN(=864)

	

Lf'K(=130)

This could be read as "The first gate unto balance was

pronounced solemnly with the wand and oblation,

ings to repeat and extend as a rainbow" .

sharp but secure,

with a Watchman biding the Sun and Moon, to shelter and trust in,

always returning and with positive retribution .

	

Herein the

Master arranged together an assembly, to leap forth with bless-

1
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To further clarify, one may take the total of all these

numbers (6463), and by the use of theosophical reduction and

multiplication, construct a further sentence therefore deriving

THBL (432) 'a mixture of two kinds', k:D(24) 'propel forth',

ChVH(19) 'manifest', ChB(10) 'a hidden place', plus the total of

these numbers reduced HZH(17) 'dreams' . This provides such an

explanation as "A mixture of two kinds, propelled forth to mani-

fest from a hidden place in dreams (or visions)" .

Remember that in all of Gematria the greatest key lies in

discrimination, recognising the underlying thread .

Gematria there is a method of utilisation that was

popular among the adepti of the Golden Dawn which was called

theosophic addition . Earlier in this lesson it was pointed out

how a double number can be reduced to a single digit to further

expand on its meaning . Theosophic addition follows a reverse

direction, the number involved added with all the numbers preced-

ing it, from 1 upwards . This yields a larger key number to work

with, though generally this form of addition is only used in

areas where low number values are involved . To work with larger

numbers there is a means known as theosophic multiplication,

where the value of a word or sentence is multiplied out, i .e .

MANBN (a lover) = 53, 5x3=15 which yields 'overflowing, abound-

ing, pride, exaltation etc' . Theosophic reduction can be applied

the results of both these methods to further expand on the

general meaning involved .



Netz ach

10

21

7 28

8 = 36

9 = 45

55

11 = 66

12 = 78

13 = 91

14 = 105

15 = 120

rendered by theosophic addition is given below :

= 1+2 = 3

= 1+2+3 = 6

= 1+2+3+4 = 10

= 1+2+3+4+5 = 15

Tiphareth = 1+2+3+4+5+6 1

= 1+2+3+4+5+.6+7 = 28

16 = 136

17- = 153

18 171

19 = 190

20 = 210

21 = 231

22 = 253

23 = 276

24 = 300

25 = 325

26 = 351

27 = 378

28 = 406

29 - 435

30 = 465

L4/pg 10

A list of numbers from 1 t 30 showing their values as

The Sephiroth can be worked with in a similar manner, i .e .

Kether

Chokmah

Binah

Chesed

Geburah

1
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The sum of these totals equals 220, the numeration of AaNC,

meaning 'surround, encompass' and BChYR 'the Elect' .

	

There are

∎

	

many other possibilities inherent in working with the values

the Sephiroth, experimentation and discriminative analysis yields

much which is ordinarily hidden from view .

A few more examples follow, using the three methods of

theosophical addition, multiplication and reduction .

M
By reduction the number of Kether (KThR = -20+400+200)=620,

produces 8, suggesting the Splendour of

applied to 8 turns up 36, one association i 'perhaps, possibly'

from the word LV intimating the potential yet not manifested

state of Kether .

	

Taking this one more step, 3+6 = 9, hinting at

Kether's Foundation aspect (Yesod) ; and

tial number of 11-'ether) the wholeness of the esoteric concept of

returning to the source is described . Multiplication 62C)

leaves us with 12, describing as an expanded aspect of Kether the

Universal form, as in the Sphere of the Zodiac . 12 can also

represent another type of expansion in 1x2 = 2, 1+ = 3, 2x2 = 4,

2+3ri etc ., alluding to the unfolding a

Hod .

	

Further, addition

with 9 added to 1 (essen-

the Sephiroth .

Tiphareth, the sixth Sephira which is central to the Tree,

has a word value -of 10:61, that reduces to 10 .

	

Hence on the

L4/pg 11

Hod

	

= 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8 = 36

Yesod

	

= 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9 = 45

Malkuth

	

= 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10 = 55



5)

appropriate considering such

male and femal

L4/pg 12

fundamental side of Tiphareth we have it described as

midway between 10 and 1 ;

menting this line of analysis is the number derived from

emphasises the mid-point .

	

There is also NGB (50+3+2 =

point

the equipoised manifestation .

	

Comple-

10 by

addition, 55 . This, when rendered into two single digits (5 and

55)

which represents 'noon, mid-day' - a reference to its solar

nature as well . Working on 1081 Theosophical Multiplication

would normally only give us 8 . To go beyond this there is an

occasionally used method which combines the 1 and 0 as 10 . So

from that would result lOx8xl = 80, the numerical value of words

such as KS meaning 'Throne' (see Ex . xxii, 16), and VAaD which is

translated as 'Union' . When analysing through this method, it

can be helpful to bear in mind the relationship between the st

and 10th Sephiroth .

Mathematical considerations provide for another direction to

work with, taking into account the nature of any particular

number and its cross-relations . Any prime number, such as 13,

41, or 107, suggest an indivisible wholeness or similar .

	

Very

words as ChGL(41) 'to go round in a

circle', and BYTzH(107) 'an egg' .

	

Any number divisible by

could be interpreted in light of positive and negative, paternal

and maternal archetypes .

others, YOD meaning 't burn' .

A good example is 114, providing among

Half of 114 is 57 where we find

DNG 'soft, like wax', thereby illustrating active and passive

stages combustion . The value of 57 (MZBCh) which means

'Altar' .

	

Combine this with YOD and it alludes to aspects of the

1

I
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similar concept can be applied to those

divisible by 3, only in this case the relating is through any

L4 /1:)g
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particular triad concept or Trinity

word values

archetype .

	

For example, the

word ABVS 'a manager, stable', = 69, 69t3 = 23, giving us ChDVH

meaning 'joy', and ChYH meaning 'strong in living' . This well

describes the joy of the Mother (Bi nah) and Father (Chol ::mah) i n

the birth of their son Jesus (Tiphareth) and his strength of

life .

The same process is applicable as far as one wished to up

through the number scale, though this may be impractical beyond

double digits .

Numerical patterns are another key in Gematria, with numbers

such as 64, 88, 81 and 147 containing sequences allowing a more

developed interpretation of the words involved . 88 for instance

suggests 11/22/33/44/55/66/77/88, yielding :

ChKLL(88) 'to inherit'

GCh(11) 'erupt or burst forth'

ZVVG(22) 'state of puberty'

GL(33) 'spring, fountain'

YLD(44) 'to breed, procreate'

HYM(55) 'swell, heave'

NBZBH(66) 'gift or reward'

AaZ(77) 'strength, vigour'

Relating to this there is NChL 'to inherit'



64 is a very versatile number,

example of another kind of pattern, i .e .

L4/pg 14

ChKLL also amounts to 88, 'redness, sparkling', both words

describing through this sequence the cycle from being born to

giving birth and beyond, but from two different perspectives .

suggesting with any word of

that kind of value much diversity in meaning .

	

147 provides an

1+3 = 4+3 = 7 etc . . .

This more suggests an expansive flow of ideas, possibly utilising

triad concepts in analysis, or recognising in the words meaning

an indication of steady growth or movement . 81 is a product of

3x3x3x3, as well as 9x9, intimating ideas of balance in the pairs

or double pairs of numbers composing it . Notions of thorita-

tive power and universality are also derived adding much to words

such as KSA 'throne', and ALYM 'Gods' . Keep in mind that any

process or sequence which works one way can work the other . For

instance: 24 can be built up by 3, 6, 12, or to 48, 96, 192

etc., and this enlarges on the meaning of a word .

Geometric forms are another area of consideration such as

linking up word meanings through the triangle, square, circle, or

even cube and other three dimensional forms . One example lies in

grouping three words of the same value around the points an

equilateral triangle thus :

t
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LHB-

	

DGL-Banner or beacon

Fl ame

L4/pg 1 5

for divine travel

Reading clockwise from the apex, this could be interpreted

as "God issuing as a beacon for the divine traveller the flame" ;

reading anticlockwise there arises "the light of God is the flame

which illuminates the divine way" . Transposing ALHA and DGL

renders a further interpretation of "to travel along the way to

God, seek the beacon of divine flame" . Further to this is the

adding of the three word values, 37+37+3 = 111, and picking up

on what ideas that presents .

Another process lies in placing a three lettered (or even

six lettered) word equally around the points of a triangle, i .

with the word TBR(211) meaning 'elevated part of country' :

and RB 'contend, strive',

earth which caused such elevation .

First we have TB 'relate

well to, be compassionate',

then BR 'pure', and thirdly

TR 'order, consistency', all

speaking well of the significance of such places to spiritual

aspirants in eastern lands .

Also yielding from this are RT 'tremble, excessively even'

suggesting the conflict within the
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Much the same ideas can be used in working with the square

or rectangle, but with an even greater possible diversity . Take

the word PRKTh, which means 'Veil of the Holy' . Apart from what

may be found in other words formed (i .e . KPR 'cover over'), we

may take the value of the word

700 and divide it amongst the

	

R

four sides or angles of the

square . This yields 175, the

number of T:PH 'overspread'

	

K

suggesting four layers composing

this veil ; the doubling of these four

'Th

numbers leaves 2x300, hence

the words OR 'emanate', and AaRL 'superfluous' are a few more

descriptive keys . With the sides at 175, the length from one to

the opposing angle is 247, the numeration of ZMR 'to prune use-

less branches' . This can be related to the hexagram formed when

the triangles created by that line are placed on top of one

another .

	

The hexagram is a prime symbol/tool for contact with

the actual universe, and hence assisting in uncovering the Way .

The circle as a tool in Gematria explains largely in terms

of the whole, or the position of something within that . Using

the word ZHB(14) 'gold', as an example, we take 14 as the radius,

and find the circumference to be 88 . Apart from other ideas to

be derived from that number, it is the value of NChL 'seething,

burning', explaining the nature of gold as an expression of the

Sun . Working in reverse one could loot; into the word APYLH<126)

'darkness' ; the radius of a circle with such a circumference

0

46
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being 20, also the number of TATA 'deep hole',

one' .

	

Similar ideas can be used with the diameter, or even

angles within the circle .

With Greek alphabetically having a similar structure

Hebrew we have been using, it is quite possible

Gematria with it in much the same way,

versions of various texts, where (for example)

Finally,

	

in
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or 'the creating

utilise

or even cross the two

languages in some instances .

	

As an example : in Gk . AGGELIA(53)

'message',' and in Hebrew NBA(53) 'prophesy' .

Utilising such a technique can be very useful in verifying

with different

translations f the bible misunderstanding of a word or arrange-

ment of a sentence has easily knocked out the subtlety of meaning

therein .

working with the .broad spectrum of techniques

which Gematria contains, it can be very handy construct

various numerical tables for use, such as the list of numbers

from theosophical addition given earlier . One possibility is to

gradually assemble a dictionary of numbers, relating to each what

it breaks down, adds or multiplies to, also whether it is a prime

number or divisible by 3, 4, 5 etc . . . Enjoy yourself!
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NO TARIQON
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I
Notariqon is the second of three primary methods of the

	

Literal Kabbalah covered here . Its origins are expressed well

enough in the root of the word, which is the Latin "notaries",

meaning shorthand writer . It is a method comprised of two basic

forms, which are the exact opposite to each other . The idea is to

take a word and form a sentence from it utilising each letter as

the first in each word of that sentence . The opposing form

consists simply of taking the first letter from each word in a

sentence and from these letters constructing a word which is

interpreted as a key synthesis of the sentence meaning, or the

container of a mystery to be unravelled .

these two techniques back on to each other, one being the means

of access to the other .

Here are some examples of Hirachyb (the Hebrew word HRChYB -

'to expand'), largely derived from McGregor Mathers' excellent

introduction to the 'Qabalah Unveiled' . Starting with BRAShYTh

(Berashith, the first word of Genesis) every letter of it is made

the initial of a word, and so we obtain BRAShYTh RAH ALHYM

ShYQBLV YShRAL ThVRH, read as "Berashith, fiahi Elohim

Sheyequebelo Israel Torah" ; In English : "In the beginning El~ohim

saw that Israel would accept the Law ."

It is easy to see how

In this connection some more very interesting specimens of
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Notariqon are formed from this same word BRAShYTh, as given by

Solomon Meir Ben Moses, a Jewish Kabbalist who embraced the

Christian faith in 1665 and took the name of Prosper Rugere .

These all have a Christian tendency and by their means Prosper

Rugere converted another Jew, who had previously been bitterly

opposed to Christianity . The first is BN RVCh AB ShLVShThM YChD

ThMYM - "Ben, Ruach, AB, Shaloshethem Yechad Thaubodo", tran-

slated as "The Son, the spirit, the Father, ye shall equally

worship their Trinity" . Next, BKVRY RAShVNY AShR ShMV YShVO

ThOBVDV - "Bekori Rashuni Asher Shamo Yeshuah Thaubodo", tran-

slated as "Ye shall worship my first-born, My first, Whose name

is Jesus. Thirdly, BBVA RBN AShR ShMV YShVO ThOBVDV - "Beboa

Rabban Asher Shamo Yeshuah Thaubodo", translated as "When the

Master shall come Whose Name is Jesus y shall worship" .

Fourthly, BThVLH RAVYH ABChR ShThLD YShVO ThAShRVH - "Bethulh

Raviah Abachar Shethaled Yeshuah Thashroah", translated as "I

will choose a virgin worthy to bring forth Jesus, and ye shall

call her blessed .

	

And fifthly, BOVGTh RTzPYM ASThThR Sh6VPY

YShVO ThAKLV "Beaugoth Ratzephim Asattar Shegopi Yeshuah

Thakelo", and translated as "I will hide myself in cake (baked

with) coals, for ye shall eat Jesus, My Body" . The Kabbalistic

importance

	

f these sentences as bearing on the doctrines

Christianity can hardly be over-rated .

In working with more of a Kabbalistic theme given below are

two more examples of what can be derived from BRAShYTh, followed

by more examples derived from other words .

1

1

r
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BL RVCh AShYN ShChR YM ThBL - "Bel Ruach Ashin Shacher

Thebal", translated as "The Lord with Spirit laid foundations

Ilavidah Thavidoh", translated as "Created he them a Womb

Light in Two for the birth of consciousness ."

f or

the daybreak to come upon the Sea and greet the World" .

	

BRAM

RChM AVR ShThYYM YLVDH ThVDAaH - "Bram Rachim Avar Shathyim

of

Turning to the title of the 6th Sephira ThPARTh, or

Tiphareth, we have : ThChYYH PAaM ALYM RBH ThChVLH - "Thachiiah

Porn Alim Ribah Thichavilah", which is "In this Rebirth the heart-

beat tunes to the Gods, thus grow great in the time of coming

into force" .

	

A second example of Tiphareth turns from a micro-

cosmic to more macrocosmic domain as in : ThVKYVTh PZ ASVK RYNH

ThAaLVMH

	

"Hevakivath Paz Asivak iRinah Tholivamah", which is

"All inner nature is Gold, a Cup abounding with the music of

Mysteries" .

move now to the Hebrew word for the Pillars which is

I

AaMDVM, or Omadivem.

	

Some possible derivations are :

	

AaRYGH

MBVKH DMY VSTh MThNGD - "Origah Mabvikah Demy Vasith Methinaged",

meaning "A yearning from confusion found rest in a regulator f

all contrary" . Secondly there is AaRB MQVH DRK VDAVTh MAZNYYM -

"Orb Miqevah Derek Vedavith Mazniym", which equates with "The

Mixture from the Fountain of Living Waters know the Path by the

certainty of balance" . A third example of AaMDVM is AaShRTh MRKZ

DVMY

	

VMThQBL MOBYL - "Oshirath Merkez

	

Divemi

	

vemithqabal

Miqebil", which is "In a group of

with both Active and 'Passive" .

Ten the centre knew quietness



Israel ; and there was the Cloud and the darkness,
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We shall now examine the possibilities of this method in

exploring a numeral . In this instance we will choose the number

seven which in Hebrew is ShBAaH (Shiboh) . Shiboh is often spelt

without an 'H' but we shall include this letter in our example to

facilitate a full expansion of meaning . Firstly, ShGYA BRAShYTh

AaVNH HMVTzYA - "Shigya Berashith Ovenah Hemvatzya", translated

as "These exalted in the Beginning of the seasons of the Bringing

Forth One" . The second example is ShBAaThYYM BRAM AaVMO HShLYM -

"Shibothiim Bram Ovamiq Hashalim", which is "Sevenfold He created

them unto profound depth and in perfection" .

	

I

Proceeding on to another. area of the Old Testament we will

examine Exodus, Ch XIV Verse 20 . The English translation of this

verse is "And it came between the Camp of Egypt and the Camp

yet gave it

light by night, and the one came not near the other all night" .

It has been considered that with Hebrew text or writing, the

first word of its first sentence (sometimes the sentence itself)

is the title thereof, by virtue of its descriptive capacity .

clear instance of this is BRAShYTh of the Old Testament . The

first word of the above verse, VYBA (Vibah), which is translated

as "And it came" expands to : VGVMR YYChVDYVTh BLAaM ALHYM -

"Vagivimar Yichevedivath Blom Elohim", which is "And so, on to

the end exclusiveness made a stranger of Elohim" ; second

example is VHKN YHVH BMH AVPN - "Vibakin Yehovah Bimah Avipen",

which is "Accordingly Yehovah formed the cloud for the Way" ; and

thirdly, VAaD YRD BR.-A ALVHY - "Vod Irad Bra •Ai vi by", or "An

J

41
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Assembling came down and created within the Divine" .

These examples should be quite satisfactory in indicating

the essential process in Hirachyb, again these are only really

practical in partnership with clear discrimination . Meditation

on the results such as those above is also invaluable in yielding

inner content which adds refinement to your technique .
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Using' the BQYTzR (from the Hebrew Beqitzar meaning

abridge") method of Notariqon on ChKMA NSThRH "Chokmah

Nesethrah" which means "the secret wisdom", take the initials of

these two words, Ch and N we form the word ChN - "Chen" meaning

"Grace" . The same method can also apply with HRY ARRT - "Heri

Ararat" or "The Mountain of Ararat" . The two first letters of

these words make up HA - "Hah" which is "Behold!" . Clearly not

all sentences or phrases reduced in this way yield actual words,

one possible way of tackling this is to reverse or rearrange the

letters derived . An example of this is RVCh ALHYM - "Ruach

Elohim", "the Spirit of God" . There is no such word as 'RA in

Hebrew, but AR (Ar) exists with the meaning of "Light", or as a

root word "t flow" . Also: MShVSh KL HARTz - "Meshavesh Kel

Haretz", which means "the joy of the whole Earth From this one

can formulate the word MKH (Mikah) though its meaning (a beating,

striking) is more of an example of an antithesis turning up . A

rearrangement of the letters gets around this and provides KMH

"Kemeh" which translates as "Warm, friendly, heat

Another instance of a phrase reduced to contain

"to

its own



description is OVL ShVPR - "Oivel Shaviper", "the Voice of the

Trumpet", it's two initial letters spelling OSh - "Qesh" meaning

"gather together" . The various names of God have many underlying

meanings . Taking the following sentence as an example : AChD

RASh AChDVThV RASh YYHVDVThV ThMVRThV AChD - "Achad Rash

Achadivathev Rash Yihavadivathiv Themavirithav Achad" which is

"One is His Beginning ; One is His Individuality ; His Permutation

One" . This yields from the initial letter of each word ARARYTA -

"Ararita", one of the principle names of the Divine One .

Another variation within Beqitzar lies in using the letter

ending each word to construct a new word, or using the

letter of the words . Further combinations of the first, last, or

middle letter can be assembled with the only proviso being that

one is consistent in whatever pattern is used to choose and

arrange the letters . Consider these examples :

VYAMR ALHYM - "Vyamar Elohim", "And God said" (Gen .I,3 .) ;

the final letters spell RM - "Rem" or "High, Lofty" .

	

HR TVB -

"Har Tiveb", which means "Goodly Mountain" (E :: .III,25 .) is

dered RB "Rab" - "to strive" .

	

Working with middle letters, we

have from SBA DSBYN - "Siba Dasbin", which is "The Ancient among

the ancient", the word BB - "Beb", meaning

"Paq'•, a word meaning "stumbling block" .

"a
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middle

ren-

vein" . From ShPTh

ShOR - "Shepeth Shiqar", meaning "the lip of the liar" comes PQ -

With phrases containing evenly lettered words, the solution

is simply to make use of the two nearest the centre .

	

Using

1

44
1

1

1



derive BAaMY, though it is not a word in itself, as AaM BY - "0m

Bih", it translates as "by bringing together attend to

letters from each word,

L5/pi 7

ShBAaTh YMYM - "Sheboth Imim", which is "the seventh day", we

sel f ",

relating well to aspects of the sabbath .

	

When combining several

such as ChBLY LYDH - "Chebeli Lidah"

meaning "the pangs of childbirth", from which we take the first

and last letters and assemble the word LChYH - "Lechyh", trans-

lated as "strong unto living" .

complete this section on the Beqitzar method of

Notariqon, we will return to Verse 20 of the 14th Chapter

Exodus. Working from its Hebrew form : VYBA BYN MChNH MTzRYM

VBYN MChNH YShRAL; VYHY HAaNN VHChTzK, VYAR AThYHLYLH, VLAYQRB ZH

ALYZH BLYHLYLH - we can derive, using the basic technique of

extracting first letters : V B M M V M Y V H V V A V Z A B.

The first sentence of the Verse reads : "And it came between

the camp of Egypt and the camp of Israel ; its initials (of the

first seven words) provide us with MV MBVYM - "Mev Mebavim",

translated as "the very staging . . ." . The second sentence is :

"and there was the Cloud and the darkness", the letters derived

being VHV . These rearranged produce HVV - "Hivav", which is "for

the linking together" . The third sentence is "yet it gave light

by night", the accompanying initials being V and A . Here we have

the word AV - "Av", which is "either with" (sometimes also mean-

ing "desire") . The last sentence is : "and the one came not near

the other all night", its letters are VZAB . There are two poss-

ible interpretations of these, the first is ZB AB - "Zeb Avi",

1

1
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which is Hebrew for "flow or", and the second is AB ZV - "Ab
Ziv", translated as "The Father or this" .

Joinihg these derivatives together yields "The very staging
for the linking together either with the flow or . . .", or alterna-
tively "The very staging for the linking together either with the
Father or this" .

	

Both are equally valid, depending on how they
are read ; they are also clearly unfinished in keeping with the
verse itself not containing the whole picture .

	

For further
clarification, you could either utilise other methods mentioned,

such as working out a complementary sentence from the middle or

last letters, or obtain from a good Hebrew Bible the accompanying

verses, and experiment with them .

ment with VYAMR ALHYM YHY AVR, translated as "And the Gods said,

let there be Light" .

You may also like to experi-
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LESSON 6

TEMURAH

Temurah (the permutation of letters) is the third area of

L6/pg 1

the Literal Kabbalah to be covered, completing a triad of methods

developed for unveiling the inner nature of Kabbalistic

knowledge. The word Temurah itself is Hebrew and spelt ThMVRH,

which translates as 'permutation, apposition, exchange' . Applying

Gematria to it we have 651, of that same numeration is NAM(f)

which means 'assert or pro- nounce solemnly' ; there is also the

Greek word EPISTEME, meaning 'insight, science' .

Breaking down 651 by Theosophic reduction 12 is derived,

indicating the broadest spectrum of knowledge such as with the

sphere of the Zodiac . Turning again to a Hebrew lexicon we find

ChD which translates as 't penetrate', emphasising Temurah as a

means of access into something . By multiplication 651 comes to

30(6x5x1) the value of the Hebrew letter Lamed, which is attri-

buted to the Justice card of the Tarot . This is analogous to the

twofold structure and balance in the method of Temurah, which in

essence consists of folding the alphabet in half according to

certain rules. Then new words are derived to work with therefrom,

by swapping each letter with its counterpart above or below .

To begin with we will work from the first letter arrangement

of a set of 22, which are called the 'Table of the Combinations

of TzYRVP (Tziruph) . This arrangement is called ALBTh (°Albath),



the name as you will see is formed from the

1 .

M

T Ch

entry, and the Element of

Q R
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letters to the right .

B

Sh Th

information on the meaning of Albath for analysing its

Before providing examples from this, here is some background

deriva-

tions . To begin with there are the general ideas akin

	

the

monad (value associated to the Albath table), point of origin or

Air . Utilising Gematria, the numeration

ALBTh is 433, equating with the word ZKVTh meaning 'purity,

innocence' . ALBTh can also be broken down to the root words of AL

meaning 'to intervene' (also a Divine Name), plus BTh meaning '

pass the night' . These suggest the concept of divine interven-

tion within the darkness as a path to light i s forged, refer also

to the archetype of the Egyptian Sun God Ra . Further, the numera-

tion of AL(31) is that of VYHY - 'and there was', this when added

to BQSh - 'sought into or after', which has the same numeration

as BTh, yields the idea of movement at the beginning of a cycle .

All of these lines of thought, when condensed and considered

together, provide a broad but definite key concept for interpre-

tation of words derived .

an example, the word RASh meaning 'the head' translates

into DLG, which means 'leap forwardly' .

describes the 'up front' nature of the head summed up by being

associated to the zodiac sign Aries ; from another approach it

refers to the consciousness, where actions begin as ideas and

With one approach this

1
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inspirations . From a higher perspective one could interpret 'the

head' as the Divine One, with 'leap forwardly' describing the

initial spark or movement in a cycle .

Take for another example the word ChPH meaning 'cover over',

via Albath AaZQ is derived, a word translated as 'fence around' .

Clearly there is a direct association between these two, but in

order to expand it to its fullest the key concept of the table

used must be interposed . 'Cover over' could be analysed as dark-

ness spreading, with 'fence around' the Divine Light moving

bind it within a limited sphere . From a more down to earth view-

point, the first word signifies the initial covering of

with soil, with the derived word signifying the next step of

preparing defences for that growth .

Another meaning of AaZQ is 'ring' (the kind worn on a finger) .

This leads to an interpretation in light of the marriage ceremony

and the cycles of growth which it begins, 'cover over' a

reference to the protection gained through that union and within

the home established .

The second table is named ABGTh (Abgath), a direct continua-

tion of Albath with the exception of Lamed being returned to

usual place in the letter sequence . This is the table of Abgath :

2 .

T

	

Ch Z

	

V

	

D

	

a

M N S

	

Aa

	

Tz a Sh Th

seeds

its



The key concept to be used with this begins with the dyad and

idea of dividing into two, draw your impressions of these from

the Sephira Chokmah and nature of the planet Mercury . Gematria

applied to ABGTh yields 406 to work with, f that value is the

word GRGR meaning 'neck area where the breath flows' ; inflow and

outflow comes to mind along with consideration of the point where

these two are in balanced motion .

By Theosophic reduction 406 breaks down to 10, the number of

ZG 'join together' . This method being a reference to the key

meaning a basic level, it links fundamentally the idea of

'join together' with the above concept of dividing into

Thus it is made clear that uniting and dividing are

association in meaning,

nature of the trade or trader .

yet still the essence of the matter

L6/pg 4

evenness or justice comes across strongly determining

opposite

sides of the same coin ; both are of significance here . ABGTh

provides two root words, AB - 'father' and GTh - 'actions in

preparing food', these suggesting the paternal and maternal .

On now to some examples using Albath . The word MNH meaning

'distribute consistently' becomes LKR, which is in that form no

known word . There may be a solution in a different arrangement

of the same letters though, in this case there turns up RKL - 'to

trade, merchandiser' . Again we have two terms with a direct

is

untapped. The key concept of Abgath is close

	

'distribute

consistently' in part, hinting at an undistorted flow ; the idea

the

Ultimately there is suggested tte

value of balancing actions in dealing with All, thereby clearing

1

t
r
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the way for the Universal Flow .
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Here are some root words for you to examine via Abgath,

case you're without an appropriate lexicon, the derivatives have

also been included.

ChKL - 'resplendent, a red shine',

	

which converts to :

PNM(F) - 'within, of the interior' .

PAR - 'to beautify, an adornment',

	

which converts to :

ChBH - 'hiding, a secret place' .

RAM - 'elevated exalted',

	

which converts to :

HBL - 'release a vapour, evaporate' .

N~rnr^rti

The third table has the title of AGDTh (Agdath), its key

concept is based on the triad and expansion into form or area .

Any expression of the trinity is relative to it, as well as the

nature of Luna the planet . The numerical value of AGDTh is 408,

the same as ChShQ - 'connect, like spokes of a wheel', and QShCh

'harden, even with an intensity' . These indicate the confirma-

tion of a definite form, in essence a very sure step . The root

words derived from AGDTh are` GA - 'proud' and DTh - 'law, edict' .

So described is the sureness of the trinity, it being the truest

point of judgement or issuing forth of Divine Law .

This i s the table of flgdath :



3 .

Using the table of Agdath we can take the word GAaL

'reject the seed' and derive AYN

	

'non-existent' . Developed from

these comes the idea of the unmanifest striving for existence,

but without a balanced union (sperm & ova, etc) with the Divine

spark present it is not excepted . In a much more general context

these explain how nothing comes from nothing showing (in triune

form) that 0+0=0, or 1+0=0 .

Naturally not all conversions will form words directly .

a sense it is poetic licence which removes that difficulty .

arrangement . Hence we look for two or more words in it

'essence,

M

	

L

B

	

N

	

Aa P

	

Tz 0

K T

	

Ch Z

	

V

R Sh
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Th

A

For

instance there is YShVAaH - 'help, salvation', by Agdath it

becomes AaHRYSh

	

with the letters forming no known word in any

turning

as one example RAaH - 'feed upon, nourish' plus YSh

being' .

	

The reference is clearly to the core

nourishment, when expressed through the key concept, the purest

and truest flow of energy comes to light as food for the soul .

Further references to the harmony in YShVAaH are contained

in its conversion having the same letters, excepting the centre

one, a point of balance . There is as well the three words forming

a triad, with the quantity of their letters b ing 1 .0 ; breaking

that number down we have i as the unity, plus 0 as the essence,

unity and harmony .

y

S



r The title of the fourth table is ADBG, which has as a basis for

its key concept : the square, matter changing, movement in time,

paternal orientation and the anima, along with the character of

the planet Venus . The title itself has a numeration of 10,

same as GZ - 'remove from',

state or locale . In making use' of Theosophic addition 10 becomes

55, the value of KLH - 'the bride', as in a means of creating

change through a newly formed growth centre .

ADBG are AD - 'emanation of mist, vapour' and BEG

	

'meat, f

These intimate a background of subtle affectation, along with

transmutation for growth .

CJ .

N M

K

Aa P Tz

Tz

a

wrtin,Arh

Following are the remaining nineteen tables of the Combina-

tions of Tziruph . With each is a breakdown of its name using

Gematria, along with other information relevant to the key con-

cepts associated to them .

4 .

Ch

i .e . movement away from a'previous

z

tititititi

T

	

Ch

Sh

Sh Th
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Th

V

the

The root words in

D H



signify the four Elements and Spirit . AHBD has a numeration

12, equating it with DGH - 'to multiply' and ChD - 'to pene-

trate', solidifying the concept of the Divine

matter with the essence of growth .

	

The root words are AH

'underlying, potential will' plus BD - 'singled, alone', i .e . the

Divine uttering many individual sparks, all imbued with a poten-

tial will to live .

6 .

M

titititi

K

	

Y

Sh Th

Ch

	

A

H

The sixth table is called AVBH . Its key concept is founded

on the basis of : focusing to a central point, an horizon

infinity (especially re the microcosm/mind),

parental characteristics, and the fixed earthy sign of Taurus .

There is also the hexagram, two triangles co-joined which

the planets, with the Sun at its centre . AVBH has a numerical

value of 14, the same as HDH - 'stretch out' and GYA

L 6 /.pg -0

AHBD, the fifth table is defined by such ideas as : the Divine

making its first move with matter, plus maternal orientation and

the animus . The fiery sign of Aries (ruled by Mars) is of signi-

ficance, along with the pentacle, a symbol of power used to

entering into

a son partaking of

signify

- 'rising

ground' .

	

The above ideas can be emphasised from one perspective

as an outward expansion moving towards something . The root words

of the title are AV - 'desire in essence' and BH - 'complete or

i

41
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NNNnrN

N

	

M

	

T

R

	

Sh Th 6

	

D

	

H

	

Z

The seventh table has a title of AZBV .

	

Referred to it are

the ideas of : dual motion,

root words of the title are AZ - 'at that time,

B .

T

S

	

M

Sh Th

NNNN

L
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airy vacuum', show a background of the will to evolve in clear

space .

Ch B

	

A

communication between different

realms, the oracle of the Gods, and the airy sign Gemini .

Consider also the mathmatical nature of seven as a prime number,

a heptagon and double triad balanced on a central or focal point .

AZBV itself has a value of 16, with it being such an extremely

divisible number, when associated with seven the idea of 'two

totally different natures linked' arises . Of the value of 16

there is GBVH -'elevated, high' and ZVG - 'like, equal to' .

These back up the concept of association between different

realms, describing especially what is conducive to contact . The

'communicated to, contagion', relating as underlying factors the

point and process of contact .

D

T

H

	

V

then' plus BV

Ch
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Ch
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The title of the eighth table is AChBZ, basic to its key

concept are ideas of : flexibility, change in stability, lower

reason but with a higher link, and the nature of the ogdoad ; the

watery sign of Cancer expresses it astrologically. AChBZ has

numeration of 18, equating it with ChY - 'living' which intimates

the cycles of life ; with Theosophic addition 18=171, the value of

NATzL - 'emanating from' . This expands the concept of fluctuation

through the movements of higher energies or forms,

	

type of

flexibility, the opening of which allows ease of reaction by the

lower . The root words are ACh - 'equilibrium' (one of a number of

meanings given) plus BZ - 'spoil, plunder' . So the background

expresses two extremes, linked by a cycle bound up with life .

Ar^rtiti

9 .

Aa S

	

L

	

Y

The ninth table is called ATBCh . Its key concept is based

around : the ennead (a nine sided figure, consider three triangles

interwoven within a circle), stability in change, consistent in-

teraction, along with the fixed and fiery sign of Leo . Moving on

to the Gematria of the title, its value is 20 suggesting first of

all a link with the second table (refer to the numerics of the

Aiq Bekar system, covered later in this lecture) . With a compara-

tive value of 0 is ChZH - 'settled, fixed into place',

Theosophic addition applied to it produces 210, that of HRH

r

t
t



M

tr

- 'to incline (posture)' plus ChB - 'be obliged t payment or

punishment', i .e . underlying is acknowledgement of the Divine in

allowing such purity of movement,

that b .

ft, tititi

10 .

P

	

S

	

K

Sh Th

The tenth table has a title of AYBT, for its key concept

associate ideas of : completion point atop of steady continuance,

summary of the outer form, the decad and the earthy sign of

Virgo. AYBT has a numerical value of 22, linking its meaning with

the structure of an entire cycle and suggesting possibly an

opening into such wholeness . Words with a numeration of 22 are

ZVVG - 'the state of puberty' and YChD - 'unite into one', with

further clarification through Theosophic addition wherein 22=253,

the value of NGR-'be spread out' . These bring to mind the tenth

Sephira Malkuth, the material sphere where higher forces and

forms are integrated into action . The root words of AYBT are AY

- 'settle, take up ones habitation' plus BT - 'sparkling, murmur-

ing', thus the background is that of solidness, with both lively

and passive emanations of lifes forces .

Lb/pg 11

'swell, rise in height', making clear the increased potential

growth when change is stabilised . The root words of ATBCh are AT

f or

and respect paid to the forces

Tz Ch
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12.

Sh Th
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o%, ti-%, ti

Aa
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Ch

Ch

based on ideas of :

	

breaking away to an

T
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Y

The eleventh table has a title of AKBY, its key concept is

internal direction,

directive fortunes, and the nature of the planet associated

the Wheel of Fortune, Jupiter .

33, linking it to the words BLA - 'to destroy' and GL

'spring, fountain', expanding on the notion of removing past and

external limitations, so as to release inner flows .

	

The root

words of AKBY are AK - 'certainly, compacting' plus BY - 'attend

self', describing a background of karmic pressures, working

through openings created by inward attention .

M

	

B

	

A

K

The title has a numerical value

The twelfth table is called ALBK(f), and is based on ideas

of : connecting or linking together, the wholeness of a cycle and

its integrated functioning, plus the airy sign of Libra . With

ALBK(f) having a final, two different numerical values can be

attributed to it, 533 & 53 . As no words avail for 533 Theosophic

reduction shall be utilised, yielding 11 and the word ChG -

'circularity of motion or form' . With the value of 53 (also

providing more of a non-specific meaning) is NG-'reflected light

or energy' ; these relate to the cosmic interaction in such func-

1

y
t
1

1



r

r

The root words are AL

subject)' and BK(f) - 'contraction into flow',

factors energy acted on, to resolve it into its strangest

form. Note also the part similarity between the titles of the

first and twelfth tables, along with links between their

meanings .

N..NtiN

13.

Th Sh

	

S

	

N

based on ideas of

14 .
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V
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H V Z
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tioning, with the consistency therein of the quality of purity .

intervene (for protection

hence underlying

M

The thirteenth table is called AMBL .

	

Its key concept is

unity and love or devotion emphasised with

stability as a background, along with the element of Water relat-

ing to the soul or emotion . The title has a value of 73, linking

it with ChKMH - 'the Wise One (Chokmah, the second Sephira)' and

ChSH - 'trust in, shelter in', suggesting the context of protec-

tion within the auspices of a unified, beneficient soul

hti^rhti

Th

	

P

.Ch T

	

Y K

B

	

A

L

	

N

or

centre. The rootwords of AMBL are AM(f) - 'support, sustain,

confirm' plus BL - 'to mix, mingle', i .e . a background of posi-

tive interaction for growth .
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The fourteenth path has a title of ANBM(f) . Its key concept is

based on : force applied in transformation, effort of self or

being utilised through thought, and the fixed watery sign of

Scorpio, ruled by Mars. ANBM(f) is another title with two

values, 653 and 93, the first turns up nothing from the lexicon,

so via multiplication 90 is derived to work with, the value of SL
I

- 'raise, exalt', the second turns up SGL - 'make ones own' .

These refer to the undertaking of a personal project for growth,

transforming with an individual centre as base . The root words

are AN(f) - 'to labour (body or mind)' plus BM(f) - 'the most

sacred, elevated through union of inner & outer, positive and

negative, etc ., essentially means and end .

N.NNnr

15 .

D

	

Th Sh

	

Tz

	

A

H

	

V

	

Ch T Y

	

K

forming a new individual being or structure

L S

The fifteenth table is named ASBN(f), its key concept is

centered around : relating unity (such as male and female, etc) in

along with the fiery

sign of Sagittarius . Of the'two values derived from the title

763 & 113, the first through Theosophic reduction equals 16, the

numeration of ChZA - 'behold, focus on', the second provides PLIG

- 'stream, brook' . These emphasise attention to a point of signi-

ficance, as well as lesser flows - the originating source

larger movements . Of the root words there is AS - 'basis' plus

1
1
1

46
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The sixteenth table is titled AAaBS, with a key concept derived

from ideas of : renovating the foundation area for the s ke of

progress, further establishing the strength of a position,

the earthy sign of Capricorn . The title has a value of 133,

linking its, meaning to GPN(f) - 'vine', plus by multiplication

of that value the number 9 and the word GAH - 'became powerful,

grew high' . Both are straight forward enough to associate to the

key, 'vine' suggesting the well managed use of surrounding forms .

The root words extracted from AAaBS are AAa - 'wood' and BS -

'tread under-foot', hence a background to this concept of natural

substances used resolutely .

17 .
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S
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BN(f) - 'divide, create distinction', describing a background of

the origin and the separating from that as part f further

growth .

Nnr^rnrN

16 .

H

	

Th Sh

P

and

The seventeenth table i s titled APBAa, with its key -concept



18 .

Ch T

titi . ft,
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M
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Aa P

known word, the letter meanings will be reverted to .
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derived from ideas a excited movement expressed, an aroused

sphere, with the most energetic of the planets, Mars . The numer-

ation of APBAa is 153, the same as PGAa - 'meet with, approach' ;

by multiplication 15 becomes apparent providing ZCh - 'he who

impels, t force' . These indicate different forces or beings

coming into contact, with one dominating or exerting its will

over the other . Connected with the above ideas, all of this

occurs within a defined sphere of action . The root words are

AP(f) 'means to an end' plus BAa - 'harsher, base movement',

indicating a definite but lower purpose to what is being done .

Tz

The eighteenth table is titled ATzBP, the ideas accompanying

it are : expansion to natural vision of cosmos, higher visions or

learnings communicated, motivation of being or force to become

familiar with something, along with the fixed airy sign of

Aquarius . The first of the two values of ATzBP(f) - 893., by

multiplication becomes 216, that of DBYR - 'oracle', the second

is 173, which turns up GL AaYNY - 'lighten mine eyes', expressing

a source of wisdom and its result . The root words are AT_ 'to

urge, hasten' and BP(f) - with these letters not forming any

Associated

Beth is 'house'and to Peh 'mouth', the overall background

picture that of a source of growth through communication,

1

r
1
1
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motivated by a higher entity or force .

titititi~

19 .

Ch

	

V

20.

T

	

K

	

L

The nineteenth table has a title of. AQBTz(f) . The ideas

forming its key concept are : sensitive interaction, the process

of full identification with another object or entity, and the

watery sign of Pisces . The two values of AQBTz(f) are 1003 & 193,

the first i s that of GRP (f) - 'wrap or roll together', the second

provides no words to associate, so Theosophic reduction is used

G Th Sh

to yield a workable figure - that of 15 and

L6/pg 17

B

from it ZBD - 'to

endow with' . So we have something external providing for

unifying of two (or possibly more) entities or objects, with the

intimation of a special capability gifted, as a necessity to such

an intermingling occurring . The root words are AQ - 'empty,

lacking' plus BTz (f) of a soft body' t thus as underlying

factors are a vacuum for the inflow necessary, and receptivity

through being pliable, or being able to cause that in another .

tititititi
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The twentieth table is titled 1fBQ, the ideas forming its



creating at its originating centre a

higher forces . One could refer these ideas to those of the sixth

table of AVBH .

21 .
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vacuum which would attract
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key concept are: of a radiant flow outwards from a source, self-

generation of energy, along with the planet of the Sun . Further

this 20 is the value of YVD - Yod, the letter of the Father

(as a Kabbalistic reference) . ARM has a numerical value of 303,

equating it with ShAB - 'induce flow of water', there is also

through Theosophic reduction the value of 6, and from that ,GG -

'to expand, draw out' . These can be interpreted in light of Water

being the element of the soul (akin to the flow of life or Divine

essence), along with expansion and extraction relating the energy

formation and movement . The root words are AR 'to flow' plus BQ

- 'make empty or void', hence a background of an outward flow,

B

Sh

The title of the twenty-first table is AShBR . Its key

concept is formed from ideas of : ascendancy or downfall through

severe trial, burning and its purification, judgement of, along

with the element of Fire . AShBR has a numerical value

	

f

	

0

associating it with GRSh - 'reject, force out' and ShGR - 'emit,

clearly relate to various aspects of judge-

ment, as well as the movement of fire (more in a higher sense) in

action plus the cleansing effect of its nature . The root words of

1

I

r
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22 .

Y Ch

Aa

tititititi

D

The twenty second and last table of the Combinations

Tziruph is titled AThBSh, and its key concept is

L6/pg 19

AShBR are ASh - 'fire, wrath' and BR - 'to clear, purify', such

as the Gods in their most authoritative roll .

Sh Th

in the Hebrew alphabet and Paths on the Tree of Life, the idea

of

derived from

ideas of : one extreme as it works in with the other, limitations

encountered in the outer part of a sphere, and the planet of

Saturn .

	

Further to this, with twenty two the number of letters

of

finality comes through . The numeration of AThBSh is 703, asso-

ciating i t with ABRK (f) - 'Father of Blessings' and GN (f )

'defended, shielded', which are references to the reward in (and

of) reaching the end of the pathway, along with an emphasis on

defending the wellbeing

the inner .

	

The root words of AThBSh are ATh

	

'essence,

(the)' plus BSh - 'become weak, inactive, spiritless' basically

foundation of one extreme or the other, attainment or utter

failure .

tititititi

There are several other tables useful in the right context,

the first is in a sense the most basic of the Temurah structures,

consisting

	

the alphabet folded exactly in half with no re-

the protective nature of outer regions,



arrangements . This is the table of ALBM(f) :
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N

motion, and unfoldment - as with Kether to Chokmah .

element, applying its nature as the key concept . Fire-,

L6/pg 2C)
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The key concept to use with it is derived from ideas of :

exact reflections, a pair or positive and negative in equal

The title has

two numerical values, 633 & 73 ; the first and more specific

these provides GLM(f) - 'wrapped up together, embryo', the second

provides GML - 'recurring, positive retribution' . 73 is also the

value of AMBL which is : the title of the thirteenth table, hence

there is a connection in meaning with that . The Gematria indi-

cates new growth formed by cyclical impressions, or stimulated by

helpful influxes . The root words are AL - 'to intervene' plus

BM(f) - 'the most elevated, sacred - through union' . So here we

have a background of external involvement, likely forming

central point for manifesting, with the Divine staging the whole

process . The reference is not so much to union occurring, but

.unfoldment through union retraced .

ALBM(f) could be regarded as the table of Spirit Relative to

the following four tables . These have a general application in

usage, each one associated to one of the four elements . These are

applicable when one wishes to analyse a certain word or phrase

(Beqitzar method of Notarigon is helpful in reducing a sentence

or group of words to a workable size) in consideration of an

Water, Air

I

46
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This is MBSD, the table of Water :
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This is ShBQD, the table of Air :

L M

Sh P
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and Earth have many associations esoterically, all which

relate back to a very simple core of definition for each . One

significant association, based on the Four Worlds of the Kabbalah,

attributes to Fire the Archetypal, to Water the Creative, to Air

the, Formative and to earth the Material . Add to these numerous

other fourfold structures availing, concentrating on those which

have been directly linked to the Elements .

This is AMGS, the table of Fire :

S M

P

	

0

	

Sh

Ch V

	

D

	

B
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Sh

This is ThBRD, the table of Earth :

Q

H

..-%, -11%. -1

Aa Tz

Ch
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GAaSh - 'shake, as in an earthquake' becomes RZB,

Th

Here are some examples, beginning with words analysed

through AMGS, the Water table . To start with, there is APS -

'fail, cease to be', which is converted to MGH, a slight rear-

rangement of which provides GMH - 'forces opposed to' . Especially

considering Fire to be the most intense of the Elements, this

comes across as : being overwhelmed, obliterated or even absorbed

by a stronger opponent or force . ANChNV - 'several persons pre-

sent together' converts to MDTzDAa, which yields the words TzMD -

'join together, e in pairs' and AaD - 'being beyond, further,

beside'. So is described a gathering or ceremony which is devoted

to transcendance, with active ritual as its core .

Using the Water table of MBSD, the word GBH o be lofty,

exalted' converts to NMAa - ' to withhold, restrain', intimating

the holding back of emotions, to allow the soul to rise up . GYA -

'rising ground' is converted to NShL - 'removed by force', sug-

gesting a volcano and its outpourings, or a comparative occur-

rence in other realms . - Through the Air table of ShBQD the word

nothing in

itself but as BZR meaning 't dissipate' This describes energy or

force spreading without restraint through solid mass, indicating

M

i
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in GAaSh an extreme flexibility of movement . Through use

ThBRD, the Earth table, AaQSh - 't pervert' converts to ChGA -

'turn about in terror', relating to the corruption of form in the

sense of spiralling down into the dark solidity of the under-

world, agony through a provoking of Divine retribution . This

should make clear enough your use of the four Elements in study-

ing texts Kabbalistically, simply remember t

	

consider your

results carefully, the answers gained are impenetrable to super-

ficial viewing .

There are a number of esser methods used for analysis, the

first is ThShRQ (Thashraq), which simply involves writing a word

backwards. The resulting word (if it does actually exist as one)

can be used to study the reflected or reverse aspect, an example

of the reflected lies in AaZ - 'strength or vigour' ZAa -

'arouse, cause trembling', showing cause and effect . An example

of the reverse aspect is TBAa - 'to sink into', written backwards

it becomes AaBT - 'turn aside, divert' .

	

Thashraq can also

used in conjunction with Gematria to expand on a words meaning,

by working with a change in its numeration caused by finals which

have been moved . Thus with FQCh(188), when reversed it becomes

908, and so is associated

	

other words of that value .

Another method sometimes of use is Tzaloh (TzLAa - 'to be or

to one side), it consists of swapping each letter of a word, or

only one or several, with the letter to its left or right,

go

the

alphabet being used in its normal order . The result of this

relates to outer aspects of the words meaning, separate from its

core essence . Here are afew examples : GHSh - 'pearl or crystal'



when altered to the left becomes BAR - 'to open, as with a pit

or hole in the ground', the -connection

L6/pg 4

is indirect, referring not

to the objects themselves but to the means of discovery. POD -

'to visit, oversee' when altered to the right becomes TzRH - 'to

flow - as with blood or gum', indirectly relating association

with others to the life force functioning . As with Thashraq the

Tzaloh method quite often turns up no actual words to work with,

hence it is usually better to concentrate on the numerical side,

still analysing in light of the outer aspects of the words

meaning, away from its essence .

Aiq Bekar is a system of much value and application,

primarily mathematical, it begins with

alphabet (finals included) into nine groups

dividing the Hebrew

three, thus :

The basic idea of it is to utilise the connection between

letters of linked value, i .e . in the sequence of single, double

and triple digited numbers . Depending on the context of use,

1
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M

upper, middle or lower count-rparts, according to which way you

wanted to look at it . For instance, when totally reduced R(200)

alters to the single digit of B(2), P(60) alters to Ch(8), A(1)

remains as is, and L(30) alters to G(3) . One of the first things

you will notice is that when Theosophic reduction is applied all

these words have the same total - 5; this

L6/pg 5

letter value can be increased or decreased, thereby changing the

letter (or letters) and numeration of the word . This technique is

expandable in all manner of directions, taking the basic methods

of Gematria and Temurah into a whole new realm. Further to this,

there is the use of the Aiq Bekar table in the construction if

sigils and talismans, when the letter values of a word need to be

brought down to a workable size .

Here are some examples of how to use this table . For the

first the name of the Archangel attributed to Tiphareth and East

will be used, that of Raphael (R=200 + P=80 + A=1 + L=30 =311) .

This name can be altered in five basic ways, for the purpose of

further analysing it for meaning, seeking connections with other

names or words, unfolding its background and core content, or

simply to disguise the word involved, as has been done in various

older texts. These ways are (utilising fPAL) :

Part reduced - KPAL = 131

Totally reduced - BChAG = 14

Part expanded - RPYL = 320

Totally expanded - RP(f)QSh = 1400

Midway - KPYL = 140

The means is simple enough, in changing the letters to their

shows the very
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direct association between all thats involved in this working .

you can proceed to examine the words these numbers link

- such as with NAaR(320) - 'agitate,

or examine in various ways the number itself,

of the part reduced and the part expanded - 131+320=451,

when raising a triple digit reverts to a single digit,

versa for lowering . A more general

There is the process of using

move with liveliness' ;

like with 14 via

Theosophic addition . It comes to 105 and that reduces to 6,

Tiphareth,

	

the

	

Sephira to which Raphael

	

is

	

attributed .

Take note of the lines of thought behind the number movement

in Aiq Bekar, with the single digit having ideas akin to Kether,

the double digit a mid-point in expansion and the triple digit

the broadest development ; whether reducing or expanding this

applies .

Another possibility is to combine (for instance) the results

i .e .

one

the words with this number is ShNANYM - 'angels of Tiphareth' .

connection indicated which could be developed . Also there

A

is

raising or lowering the letters of a word in sequence, for in-

stance AaQD to NAM, though with this particular method note that

and vice

point concerns the application

of finals, which within Aiq Bekar pay no regard to their standard

placement .

the method of creating several

different spellings from a key word, then examining these for

existing words . from what turns up a sentence can be constructed,

J

a

i
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clarifying in some way the subject matter .

The Aiq Bekar table is sometimes used as a cipher, with nine

figures of some sort accompanied by one, two or three dots

distinguish the letter . For instance I . III : IX . . . would

interpreted as the word ALTz(f) .

Besides all of this , there are hidden meanings in all

manner

	

odd placements of the Hebrew letters,

finals in the midst of a word or not recognised

	

its end,

letters written larger (normally increases Aleph to 1000, etc) or

smaller than their companions, a letter written upside down or

even sideways, plus variations in spelling - not always

printers error . Look out also for number sequences in a sentence

or group of words, these can indicate a definite direction or

opening .

So ends a basic elaboration of Temurah, it is indeed a group

of methods open to endless exploration via the combining of one

process with another, or even building up sequences of methods

for analysing within a patterned format . Take your time!

for example :
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LESSON 7

THREE VEILS OF NEGATIVE EXISTENCE

THE BANISHING RITUAL OF THE PENTAGRAM

YHVH - THE FORMULAE OF TETRAGRAMMATON

PART ONE

THREE VEILS iiF NEGATIVE EXISTENCE

The diagram below shows the Three Veils of Negative Existence

grouped around Kether, the first of the Sephiroth .
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Before one should study the structure of the Kabbalah in

detail it is important that the forces that emanate into the Tree

of Life be studied as well . The forces that taper this incoming

energy

	

fit the Kabbalistic blueprint are called the Three

Veils of Negative Existence which are three successive forms

energy that manifest around Kether .

	

The

analogy is that of the Tetrad, for this is a complete unit which

incorporates stages of emanations which can be broken down to an

elemental form in the etheric (unmanifested) .

MacGregor Mathers, former head of the Golden Dawn wrote the

following on the Veils of Negative Existence .

'There are three qabalistical veils of the negative

existence, and in themselves they formulate the hidden

ideas of the Sephiroth not yet called into being,

entire concept in

and

they are concentrated in Kether, which in this sense is

the Malkuth of the hidden ideas of the Sephiroth . I

will explain this . The first veil of the negative

existence is the AIN, Ain = Negativity . This word

consists of three letters, which thus shadow forth the

first three Sephiroth or numbers . The second veil is

the AIN SVP, Ain Soph = the Limitless . This title

consists of six letters, and shadows forth the idea of

the first six Sephiroth or numbers . The third veil is

the AIN SVP AVR, Ain Soph Aur = The Limitless Light .

This again consists of nine letters, and symbolizes the

first nine Sephiroth, but of course in their hidden
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idea only . But when we reach the number nine we cannot

progress farther without returning to the unity, or the

number one, for the number ten is but a repetition of

unity freshly derived from the negative, as is evident

from a glance at its ordinary representation in Arabic

numerals, where the circle 0 represents the Negative,

and the I the Unity . Thus, then, the limitless ocean

of negative light does not proceed from the centre, for

it is centreless, but it concentrates a centre, which

is the number one of the manifested Sephiroth, Kether,

the Crown, the First Sephira ; which therefore may be

said be the Malkuth or number ten of the hidden

Sephiroth . thus, "Kether is in Malkuth, and Malkuth is

i n Kether" . '

Using a modernistic approach, one could say that beyond the

Three Veils of Negative Existence is a parallel universe and that

the Ain, Ain Soph and Ain Soph Aur are merely a series of door-

ways from another universe to our own (as the Tree of Life) . If

the Three Veils of Negative Existence is a doorway (or doorways)

it must be built so that anything from another plane of existence

trying to enter our environment is tapered to suit our current

level of existence in much the same manner as a doorway is, built

to suit the average individual . Though placed outside the Tree

of Life the Veils of Negative Existence are in fact an important

r

	

part f

	

It is their job to attract and transform energies

from another plane so that it can be injected into the Tree on

something akin to perpetual motion .



The Ain Soph Aur for example, (which is outside the veil)

attracts this energy and injects in it or rather obtains from it

the divine spark of interest . This, in rational terms, is some-

thing like a'spark and as such extracts its fiery essence from

the energy which is the first stage of transformation (.or extrac-

tion) for in discovery of the elements fire is always the first .

Though the Ain Soph Aur does not have any

L7/pg 4

associated it, it could b likened (for visualisation

purposes) like an electric net . It attracts only aspects of

energy that it can control as anything uncontrollable will not

enter the net . Ain Soph Aur, in very loose terms, is associated

to fire and attracts and extracts that portion of energy, as like

attracts like . The energy that is caught by Ain Soph Aur is to a

certain extent abstract in concept and conforms to Ain Soph Aur

because it wishes to join it . The elements of this abstract

force or energy that is not compatible with Ain Soph Aur are left

outside its boundaries .

The next veil is Ain Soph : It pulls the energy in Ain Soph

Aur toward it and tapers the energy further by extracting only

what is compatible to it . The energy residue left in Ain Soph

Aur is then absorbed by t for Ain Soph has extracted even

further than Ain Soph Aur could, leaving Ain with previously

unaccessable energy to absorb .

The last veil is Ain which draws from Ain Soph along the

same lines that Ain Soph draws from Ain Soph Aur .

definite symbolism

J
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PART TWO

THE BANISHING RITUAL OF THE PENTAGRAM

A tape by Israel Regardie, is recommended for use with

this lecture . THE BANISHING RITUAL OF THE PENTAGRAM is available

at a discounted price of $10 .00, which includes postal charges .

This tape gives full instructions on how to perform the Banishing

ritual and should be memorised by the student .

T understand correctly the fundamental "Banishing" aspects

of the pentagram, we will take, as an example, the "Lesser

Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram" as taught in the Neophyte

grade of the Golden Dawn .

L7/pg 5

)Pirk
The basic concept behind this pentagram is to rid ourselves

of unwanted astral aspects. We know what it does, but then

various questions such as how, and why, come to mind .

When performing the "Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram"

using, of course, the pentagram of earth only - what you are

actually doing is drawing power from the earth (element) of this

planet .

	

Since earth is our density element, we are bringing to

our area of working increasing density, which forces the lighter

elementals to depart, as they cannot exist out of their realm .



element, i .e .

element banishing you

imbalance is a by-product of the element contact being

too soon .

	

As the effect of the earth pentagram wears off, the

disturbance would become more pronounced .

The correct procedure is that if one invokes a particular

element, for example air, then they banish

L7/pg 6

This is in part an explanation of why a great many high areas

were used, in ancient times for magical purposes - the air being

less denser . Various elementals, whether for "good" or "evil"

purposes, usually contact us better in these higher places .

If we banish, say with the fire element, it should only be

if we have invoked the element of fire, or as our training

teaches us, the area we are in has - for one reason or another -

an elemental imbalance of fire and to rectify it a type of purg-

ing is needed, this rule holds good for all the elements . (Note :

.The invoking pentagrams will be explained in a later lesson .)

As another example ; if one decided to invoke the element

water but used only the earth pentagram to banish, this would

have the desired effect, but the result would only be temporary .

To go from one step to another - in this manner - leaves what one

would call a disturbance or imbalance in the atmosphere .

	

This

severed

with that same

use the invoking pentagram of air to invoke, and

use the banishing pentagram of air to banish .

	

If after the

find that the area still needs clearing,

then you can use the banishing of earth pentagram as in the

"lesser banishing ritual of the pentagram

	

All of this has the
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effect of harmoniously sealing off the astral link .

Generally the power of the pentagram lasts for only few

hours (it is drained at dusk and dawn) and only gains greater

strength if reinforced daily .

PART THREE

YHVH - THE FORMULEA OF TETRAGRAMMATON

Tetragrammaton is expressed in YHVH and is a complex

formulea . If one wished to express these four letters in arche-

typal terms YOD is the young man who marries HEH (a woman) who

produces VAU (a son) . The FINAL HEH can either be another young

woman who marries VAU (the son), or his sister . The following

table shows some association applied to tetragrammaton .

World

	

Element

	

Numerical

	

Title

YOD

	

Atziluth

	

Fire

	

10

	

Unity

HEH

	

Briah

	

Water

	

Duality

VAU

	

Yetzirah

	

Air

	

Relationship

HEH(F)

	

Assiah

	

Earth

	

5

	

Transition

According to tradition YHVH is a word, which, if the true

pronunciation be discovered womuld give the sayer divine power .

MacGregor Mathers wrote the following on YHVH .

L7/pg 7

'The name of the diety which we call Yehovah is in



Hebrew, a name of 4 letters YHVH (IHVH) -

the same meaning) : The true pronunciation of it is

known to very few ; I myself know some score of

different mystical pronunciations of it . The true

pronunciation is a most secret arcanum, and is a secret

of secrets - therefore when a devout Jew comes upon it

L7/pg 8
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in reading the scripture, he either, does not attempt

pronounce it, but instead makes a short pause or

else substitutes it for the word ADNI, Lord (Adonai) .

The radical meaning of the word is "to be" and is thus

like AHIH, a glyph of existence .

	

It is capable

"to

are

twelve transpositions which all convey the meaning of

transpositions

be" .

	

It is the only

without its

word that will bear

meaning being altered .

so many

they

called the 12 banners of the mighty name and said

to rule the 12 signs of the zodiac .'

Holy Name_ Zodiac Tribe o Israel_ An-gel

YHVH

YHHV

YVHH

HVHY

1

b

o-M

GAD

EPHRAIM

MANASSEH

ISSACHAR

MELCHIDAEL

ASMODEL

AMBRIEL

MURIEL

HVYH

HHVY

VHYH

o2 JUDAH

NAPHTHLI

ASSHUR

VERCHIEL

HAMALIEL

ZURIEL

WHY

VYHH

HYHV

~~

l~

DAN

BENJAMIN

ZEBULUN

BARCHIEL

AOVACHIEL

HANAEL
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HYVH

	

~~

	

REUBEN

	

CAMBRIEL

HHYV

	

>F

	

SIMEON

	

AMNITZIEL

For those of you who have done the Banishing Ritual of -the

Pentagram have you ever wondered what the names inscribed in the

pentagrams mean .

	

YHVH, which has been attributed to the quarter

f the east is explained above but there are also three

names attributed to tetragrammaton which are used in the penta-

gram ritual . ADNI also has been explained, leaving only AGLA and

AHIH .

AGLA stands for the first letters of the sentence "AThH GBVR

LOVLM ADNI" which means "Though art mighty forever, O'Lord

MacGregor Mathers further explains the formation of AHIH :

'The first thing we notice is that both AHIH and YHVH

convey the idea of Existence ; this is

analogy .

	

The second is, that in each the letter

comes second and forth ;

their first

and the third is that by

gematria AHIH equals IHV without the H (which we shall

see presently is the symbol Malkuth, the 10th

Sephira) . But now, if they be written above the

others, thus, within the arms of a cross :

A H

	

Y H

Y H

	

V H

They read downwards as well as across, AHIH, YHVH

other



SEPHIROTH

O O

0 0
0

0 0

0

HOLY NAME
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Now if we examine them qabalistically we shall find the

reason for these analogies . For AHIH is called 'the

vast countenance, the ancient one, macroprosopus'

(which is attributed to Kether, the first Sephira) ."

In this instance we now consider one tree broken up into the

divisions of the four worlds .
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LESSON 8

THE FOUR WORLDS

When studying the Kabbalah one will invariably come across

the doctrine of the four Kabbalistic worlds . Because there is

some confusion into their exact application to the Tree of Life

it would be best considered if one accepted their dual applica-

tion . In the first instance the diagram below shows the division

of the four worlds as applied to a single tree . The other

approach is to use four separate trees tone on top of another) to

illustrate each world .

ATZILUTH

BRIAR

YETZIRAH

ASSIAH

LB/pg 1



ATZILUTH

The Creative World of Atziluth is the first emanation into

the Kabbalistic framework and as such is the world

The inhabitants of this level are what could

LB/pg 2

Spirit .

described as

archetypal and are expressed in terms of thought as the various

God associations to the Tree . Their domain is vast and every-

thing they touch is on a macrocosmic-microcosmic aspect . These

beings are manifestations of the Kabbalistic concept in terms of

human understanding. This world is the one that issues the

directions to the other worlds and as such expects devotion from

its subjects which is given by prayer and meditation and is then

carried up to this level from the lower worlds . Divisions and

future patterns for growth are first established here on a grand

scale, and the lower worlds are left to work out the delicate

karmic balances perceived from this world . The associations of

the numerous godf orms from the various cultures is a way of

describing this world, but it must be understood that the

godform associations to Atziluth are only in the terms of grand

stages of development of cultures and not on a personal level for

this i s left to the lower trees .

In terms of "Cosmic Creation" as in Atziluth, it comes in

three fundamental terms of development .

	

The first is manifesta-

tion or establishment of archetypal energy levels . The second is

the conversion of these energies into levels human comprehension

can accept which is the standard archetypal godform . The third

is the rounding off of these dieties by associating a string
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attributions to them,

These figures are are to a certain extent shadows which have been

thrust into the light and have taken a more suitable form

survive .

	

Atziluth is the collective area

development from which all things come and return to .

NAMES OF ATZILUTH

•

	

Kether

2 .

	

Chokmah

3 .

	

Binah

•

	

Chesed

•

	

Geburah

Tiphareth

Netzach

Hod

9 .

	

Yesod

10 . Malkuth

BRIAN

4

6 .

7 .

in relation to the Sephiroth and the Tree .

EHEIEH

YEHOVAH

YEHOVAH ELOHIM

EL

ELOHIM GIBOR

ELOAH VADAATH

YEHOVAH TZABAOTH

ELOHIM TZABAOTH

SHADDAI EL CHAI

ADONAI HA-ARETZ

L8/pg

subconscious

Briah is the Creative World and is derived from the Hebrew

root BRA (to beget or create) .

	

This is the world of the

archangel, the essence

Atziluth world before

government but are

of God depicted as a being who serves

directly under him and over the angels . It is here in this world

that polarities and hierachies are established .

	

Like the

it they are very

	

general in their

more specific than the Gods Atziluth .
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They control the elements and countries and their entire concept

is one of vastness in the plan of man and continually control his

direction and scope . While the Gods of Atziluth sit as

a stabilising force the archangels create . The God forms will

have a rough draught of a plan for man in general and this is

passed on to the archangel who lists the developments out in

terms of time and place . It is they who are the balancers and

control the chess like game of world karmic patterns .

If you wish to learn of the Briatic World simply consider it

like the four elements in both nature and astrology . Draw up a

list of association to these elements and you will have the areas

of the four major archangels .

	

Below them are the seven

. archangels who control things even further .

NAMES OF BRIAH

1 .

	

Kether

2 .

	

Chokmah

3 .

	

Binah

4 .

	

Chesed

5 .

	

Geburah

6 .

	

Tiphareth

7 .

	

Netzach

8 .

	

Hod

9 .

	

Yesod

10 . Mal truth

METATRON

RAZIEL

TZAPHOIEL

TZADQIEL

KAMAEL

RAPHAEL

HANIEL

MICHAEL

GABRIEL

SANDALPHON

In some instances

these names overlap but they control the foundation of the world

as we know it today .
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YETZIRAH

Yetzirah comes from the Chaldee ITzR meaning 'to form' or

'make' . The angelic beings of this world are designated as

choirs and act on the tasks considered too menial for archangels .

This world is one where form manifests on all minor- levels . It

is the detailed aspect of the karmic patterns that are taken care

of here . This effectuates a rounding off of karmic patterns

where all loose ends are cleared up . It is here that souls of

previous -incarnations assume the divine function and take their

places as angels or teachers once their earthly confines have

finished .

The Yetzirac World is the one that man sometimes ventures

into during unconscious or self induced dream states, where one

reaches the very pinnacle of ones core essence which is called

the Higher Self who issues out instructions to us .

	

The Higher

Self or H.G .A .

further extension of the 'ID' .

mediums .

	

It is the world of

LB/pg 5

(Holy Guardian Angel) as it is sometimes referred

dwells in this world and is considered an angelic being,

nation, clairvoyance and visionary experiences .

It is he who works in with the

angelic choirs and works on our day to day activity for our

better good . Also this is the area where the souls who have died

and rest between incarnations, and is the area often tapped by

dream consciousness memory, imagi-



NAMES OF YETZIRAH

1 .

	

Kether

	

CHAYOTH HA-QADESH

2 .

	

Chokmah

	

AUPHANIM

3 .

	

Binah

	

ARALIM

Chesed

	

CHASHMALIN

5 .

	

Geburah

	

SERAPHIM

6 .

	

Tiphareth

	

MELEKIM

7 .

	

Netzach

	

ELOHIM

8 .

	

Hod

	

BENI ELOHIM

9 .

	

Yesod

	

ASHIM

10 . Malkuth

	

KERUBIM

ASSIAH

Assiah, the world we live in, is influenced not only by the

forces of light but also of darkness and it appears that this is

the neutral ground where they meet and do battle hence the dual

association to this world .

LS/pg 6
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(Lilith)

The above tables are but one example of the names attributed

to the Ql i ppothi c forces . Many of these Sephi roth have i n fact

dual associations to them and they must be studied with this in

mind . Lilith is a prime example appearing as a demon in Malkuth

and as an arch-devil in Yesod . Though some of these names are in

fact more applicable to paths rather than the Sephiroth, they

have been so grouped so that a general concept of their nature

can be understood .

Mathers says: "The demons are the grossest and most defi-

cient of all forms . Their 10 degrees answer to the decad of the

Sephiroth but in the inverse ratio, as darkness and impurity

increase with the descent of each degree . The two firsts are

nothing but absence of visible form and organisation . The third

is the abode of darkness .

	

Next follow seven hells occupied by

L8/pg 7

Planetary Forces Demons Arch-Devils

Kether Neptune Kerethiel Moloch (Satan)

Chokmah Uranus Zogiel Beezlebub

Binah Saturn Satori al Luci f uge

Chesed Jupiter Gagh Shekelah Ashtaroth

Geburah Mars Gal ahab Asmodeus

Tiphareth Sun Zomi el Belphegor

Netzach Venus Ghoreb-Zereq Baal

Hod Mercury Samael Adrammelech

Yesod Moon Gamaliel Lilith

Malkuth Earth Nahemoth Nahema
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those demons which represent incarnate human vices, and torture

those who have given themselves up to such vices in earth life .

Their prince is Samael (SMAL), the angel of poison and death .

His wife is the harlot or woman of whoredom, AShTh ZNVNIM,

(Isheth Zenunim) and united they are called The Beast, Chiva,

Chioa . Thus the infernal trinity is completed, which is, so to

speak, the averse and caricature of the Supernal Creative One .

Samael is considered to be identical with Satan ."

The Kabbalistic associations here to both the forces

light and darkness go into extraordinary detail (of which will be

compounded on in later lessons) so that not only the positive

aspects of our psyches are placed in some sort of order but the

negative influences as well .

	

After some study and practice we

will

	

able to easily identify not only the positive areas

energy but negative ones also . The object of this is when one is

pursued by negative influences to look at its counterpart on the

upper Tree and draw from it (through prayer and invocation) to

nullify the negative force. For example, if we are inflamed with

hate, destruction or anger, the negative force of the Sephira of

Geburah would be the Golahab and Asmodeus . By praying or drawing

from Kamael and the Seraphim one brings in a counteractive force

to nullify the evil effect .
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following :following: "The first path (Kether) is called Admirable or

Hidden Intelligence (the Highest Crown) :
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~~ giving power of comprehension of that first principle which has

no beginning ; and it is the Primal Glory, for no created being

can attain its essence~"
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`

simple terms this describes the manifestation of life
`

itself in our own level of existence or a plane that we can

least understand .

	

Since life itself, in its divine spark merely

manifests (from a different level of the concept of life as we
~

know it) in this plane it has in essence no beginning for it

is merely a transmutation of energy in its purest form . If we

utilise our concepts of Hermetic Philosophy we find that it is

merely a continual flux and throughout eternity it continually

changes and is refined .

	

No created being can attain its essence

LESSON 9

NETHER - THE CROWN

`
because it is the pure essence of life itself

L9 /pg 1

which drives

creation (in human terms) .

	

We are in fact a product of the

Divine Essence, not the other Way round *.

Kether being the first spark, like Adam (from whom eve was

derived) is androgonous in characteristics and as such is placed

at the head of the Middle Pillar,

	

the utmost

equilibrium .

	

Though it is manifested in terms of

poi nt

influence,



If we apply Kether to the body of man (sometimes called Adam

Kadmon - the Heavenly Man) we can, to a lesser extent obtain an

idea of its function in terms we can understand .

	

Kether is the

Sephira, that in part, touches the top of the head

ever, have considered that

L9/pg

Kether has not yet manifested in terms of appearance . In general

terms the Supernal of the Tree of Life (above the abyss) does not

make their appearance (until their influence passes through the

abyss) until the Sephira of Chesed, for beyond that it is nothing

but unmanifested forms of influence . A simple term to describe

Kether is the moment or point of conception .

with the

remainder of the Sephira slightly above it (about the size of

dinner plate) and is generally visualised as being a bright light

because its essence defies description .

	

Some Kabbalists, how-

the Magical Image of F(ether i s that of

a bearded man in profile . This of course fits in with some old

Rabbinical texts which refer to Kether in such terms as : Vast

Countenance ; White Head, (due to its luminosity) ; The Head which

is not ; Macroprosopus .

When we view Kether there are two main forms thought

regarding its makeup . The first is to consider Kether as an

entire Sephira encompassing all the other Sephiroth and as such

is given the title of tetragrammaton . The second consideration

is think of a Kether that complies to the doctrines of the

four Kabbalistic worlds .

	

If we consider the latter then we have

t understand the God names applied to Kether in each of these

four worlds . In Atziluth the God name is AHIH (pronounced AY-

1
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and from having at his command a human experience of one or two

'

	

million years, almost immortal	He would have lived count-

less times over the life of the individual, of the family, tribe

and people, and he would possess the living sense of the rhythm

of growth, flowering and decay" .

Of course access to this timeless void would enable man

reach the realm of super-consciousness and all knowledge, past,

present and future .

1

r
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HER-YAY) which is another title for the letters of Tetragrammaton

(the word AHIH is obtained through the process of Temurah) . the

literal translation of AHIH is 'I will be' . By reciting this

correctly a number of times an individual will open doors

within the self that can take one back to the point of conception

itself .

Another Kabbalistic association to Kether is the Yechidah

(pronounced YAK-I-DAH) which is the divine spark of the

Kabbalistic Soul . Since the Yechidah is the primal singular

point of the perception of consciousness it is associated to that

level which the psychologists refer to as the Collective

Unconscious . To explain this principle the following quote from

'Modern Man in Search of a Soul' by Carl Jung, gives us some

insight into its mechanism .

"If it were permissible to personify the unconscious, we

might call it a collective human being combining the characteris-

tics of both sexes, transcending youth and age, birth and death,
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t
MacGregor Mathers considered the real self lay in the

Yechidah .

	

"Thus Yechidah is called Divine Consciousness

'Conscire' means 'to know with' and 'to be in touch with'

being known as the H .G .A .

- and

only your Kether can do this as regards the divine and your

Kether is then Divine Consciousness" . Also in Yechidah is the

Divine Will, that which functions under the guiding light of the

(Holy Guardian Angel or in other terms

ones Higher Self, sometimes called HVA by the Kabbalists) .

Divine Will is of course the higher aspects of human will which

is classed under another aspect of the Kabbalistic Soul.

If we examine the name Yechidah, its numeration totals 37

which when viewed with other Hebrew root words gives the

following :

By carefully studying these meanings one can gain an insight

into the functions of the Yechidah and its relationship t

Kether .

The emanations of Atziluth on Kether is literally to become

one of the godforms one has worked so hard at emulating .

	

Though

1
1
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ALV interpose, supposing

	

I
GDL greatness in something

DGL banner or beacon for divine travel

LHB inflame

LZ

	

to turn away from
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one may aspire to reach this realm it is unlikely that it is in

the sphere of human comprehension, for to do so one would in fact

have to become bodiless and exist in terms of pure energy . How-

ever it still does not stop us from trying by using our intel-

lect . The biblical attestation to this concept is the ascention,

in which Christ ascended to heaven, both body and soul .

The vibrations of the Briatic World on Kether are shown by

Metatron, the Archangel whose name one must vibrate in attaining

this level . Sometimes called the 'King of Angels', Metatron was

the angel who lead the Exodus of the Children of Israel through

the wilderness . In the 'Abodah Zarah' text of the Talmud,

Metatron is described as the 'Teacher of the prematurely dead

children in paradise' . In modern concepts the vibration of this

archangel's name will try to get the individual back to God or

the pure state of Kether . He is our guide or aspiration to

higher levels of the self . By vibrating his name we draw down

that part of him to help guide us .

The Yetziratic influence on Kether is through the Order

Angels called the 'Chayoth ha-Qadesh' (Holy Living Creatures) .

These take the elements, in their corporeal form and transmute

them through four radical processes into a common form which is

ready for entry into the next level .

	

Other titles they have are

'Movers of Wheels' which is linked to another title of Kether

called 'rashish ha-Gilgolim' (whirling forces) . Since Yetzirah

is the World of Formation the actions of these angels literally

form the cell structure (in man) and the blueprint of his life on
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earth . It is here that the Karmic web has already begun to weave

a path for the individual to follow .

and multifaceted . This is because Assiah is a world of overlaps,

not only with the influence of the planets but also with emana-

tions of the Qlippoth as well . Since the ancient Kabbalists did

not apply more than seven planets to the Tree of Life, the modern

concept is to apply either Neptune or Uranus to this Sephira

(depending on the system one uses) . Out of these two planets

Neptune fits Kether more than Uranus does, if both are considered

from their esoteric standpoint and not their mundane meanings .

1
The effects of the World of Assiah on Kether is very complex

41The planet Neptune is a fundamental force that is almost

beyond the scope of reason and control . Because of this it is an

extremely difficult planet to understand as it goes beyond the

boundaries of normality .

	

T

	

fight against the influence is

futile and it is best to channel its energies into a creative

project .

	

In this way one will go with its emanations and which

in turn will take us to newer heights and horizons we never

dreamed existed before . Words like illusion and immagination are

good ones to describe its potency as Neptune is the planet of the

astral voyager, limited only by the controls he or she sets on

themselves .

Assiah is the World of Action (our expression) where we

currently exist . It is here the Karmic influences merge through

Yetzirah and we act out our carefully chosen parts .

	

Within



I
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t

Kether of Assiah we have to consider the effect of the World of

shells (or Olippoth) has on us as well . Since these are the

negative phases of the Tree they must also be examined, for their

influence over us on earth is quite substantial .

Thaumi el (Twins of ,God) i s the Demon of kether of the lower

Tree. MacGregor Mathers says of Thaumiel :

"The Bicephalous Ones ; and their forms are those of dual

giant heads, with bat like wings ; they have not bodies for they

are those that seek continually to unite themselves to other

beings and forces" .

L9/pg 7

It must also be pointed out that Thaumiel is part

Kerethiel (according to an unpublished Golden Dawn paper on the

Olippoth) .

	

The large giant-like aspect of Thaumiel is repre-

sented by the material value of the Olippoth as opposed to the

misty astral of the upper Tree .

	

Here, in the World of Shells,

consolidation of form is of prime importance . Kerethiel is KRT

and means to 'Cut Off' while YAL means 'Will to Resolve' . This

can mean- its effect on man i s 'To cut off the Will to resolve

things' . By using gematria on the name Thaumiel (which is 488)

its meaning is 'to dig and cut' and 'unbind', all of which are

part of this demon's nature .

Kether, in Hindu concepts, is associated to the Atma the

supreme state of illumination .

	

In terms of the subtle body

centres or chakras as they are more commonly known Kether is



reach and upon reaching it one has to retain it, without burning

oneself out . Kether is the point of union of both Purusha and

Prakiti and also is the state of Advaita (non duality) . This is

the meeting of the Kundalini energy with the essence of pure

consciousness . Mookerjee and Khanna consider that this centre is

the quintessence of consciousness, where the synthesization of

all polarities is experienced . It is a centre which neutralizes

all the major senses, yet integrates all cognitive and conative

functions and embraces the static and dynamic energies the

various centres into all-pervasive unity . It is here at this

point that the Kundalini energy completes her journey after

having passed through the six lower chakras .

One Egyptian God associated to Kether is Ptah, meaning

'Opener' . As a god Ptah was the one that fashioned new bodies

and was considered the grand architect of everything that was

fashioned in the world . So powerful a god was he that he made

the supports which held the sky in place . From the Greek Epoch

we have Zeus, father of the Gods . Zeus was in his first form a

sky god who controlled the . elements and later became omnipotent

and was the protector of all the gods in the Greek States .

	

In

the Roman pantheon Jupiter is the god associated here .

god who hurled thunderbolts (his name

L9/pg 8

Sahasarais the topmost Chakra centered above the head which has

been called the thousand petalled lotus . The centre of this

lotus is a brilliant white with golden flashes at its midst which

can be seen as whirls .

	

This centre is the most difficult to

He was a

is derived from a root that

means 'brilliance') and was a warrior god who emulated his Greek :

41
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counterpart .

this Sephira as it was he who commanded the giants

Valhalla where he could rule the world .

L9 : pg 9

Woton, a Germanic form of Odin, is also associated

build

One important symbol associated to Kether is the Fylfot

which is most recognisable by its German name, Swastika . It is

present in one form or another in just about every civilisation

on earth and a variety of meanings are associated to it . For

example, the Buddhists consider it a symbol of the Wheel of Life .

The Hindu concept is one of life and good fortune. To the Romans

it was a symbol of Jupiter while in early christian times it was

a symbol of Christs power .

The Diamond is the gem of Kether and in Hindu philosophy is

also the jewel of the thousand petalled lotus . It is often

called the 'King Gem' and is symbolic of both modesty and purity .

this refers directly to its properties of unconquerable resil-

ience and its transparency which is related to purity . When worn

as a talisman it is said to bring victorious results (to

wearer) and gives superior strength and courage .

	

n the book '

Lapidibus' by Marbodus, the diamond is supposed to keep

the

away

ghostly visions of the night . It should be set in gold and worn

on the left hand . Rueus, in 'De Gemmis' considered that the

diamond had powers of reconciliation between lovers .

Another association to this Sephira is the Crown which, is

more of a root symbol than others . Jung considered that the

Crown was a symbol of par excellence and of attaining the height



the evolutionary scale . The Budhists say the Crown is a

symbol of realisation while the Chinese consider it a symbol of

the supreme ruler . The Christian concept of a Crown shows vic-

tory over death while the Romans used the Crown as a symbol of

Victory. The Hindu idealism of the Crown is that it is a symbol

of the Celestial Heavens .

The Tarot cards attributed to F:ether are the four Aces and

the following extract from Golden Dawn Tarot papers adequately

explain this .

"First in order of importance are the four Aces, represent-

	

I
ing the force of spirit, acting in and binding together, the four

scales of each element ; and answering to the dominion of the

letters of the name in Kether of each . They represent the radi-

cal forces . The four Aces are said to be placed on the North

Pole of the Universe wherein they revolve, governing its revolu-

tion ; and ruling as the connecting link between Yetzirah and the

material plane of the Universe ."

Ambergris is the perfume of tether and is processed from the

intestines of a whale . In its initial state it is black but on

exposure to the sun and air its colour changes to light gray and

its odour then develops . In Europe Ambergris is said t have

special rejuvenation powers .

The Rosicrucian grade allotted to this Sephira is that of

Ipsissimus which is symbolised by the numbers 10=1 .

L9/pg 1 0

The final
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path leading to this grade is Aleph which shows that to

this level one must become like a child in all its innocence and

purity . This particular grade shows that one has attained the

highest levels possible in the Rosicrucian Order .

	

From a tech-

nical viewpoint this grade is included in the grade structure

only as a point of reference for attainment as it would be impos-

sible for a normal human to reach it . Some temples who follow

the Rosicrucian philosophy have actually given out this grade to

Order Heads . Since the Sephiroth of the supernal are in fact

unmanifested points of reference, the highest grade one should be

able to obtain through a Rosicrucian Order is 7=4 which

ponds to the Sephira of Chesed .

L9/pg 1 1

approach

corres-

From a numerical viewpoint Kether is the Monad (which means

Unity) and is the sum total expressed . It is a number unable to

be divided and when multiplied (by itself) can go on into infin-

ity without altering its value .

i

I
I
I
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T I TLE :

TITLE IN MICROCOSM :

KABBALISTIC SOUL :

ATZILUTH NAME :

BRIATIC NAME :

YETZIRIATIC NAME :

ASSIAH - PLANET NAME :

QLIPPOTH :

HINDU DIETY :

EGYPTIAN DIETY :

GREEK DIETY :

ROMAN DIETY :

GEMSTONE :

MAGICAL WEAPON :

AROMATIC :

TAROT ASSOCIATION :

VIRTUE :

CHAKRA :

ROSICRUCIAN GRADE :

MAGICAL POWER :
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ASSOCIATIONS

KETHER, THE CROWN

THE CRANIUM

YECHIDAH

AHIH

METATRON

CHAYOTH HA-QADESH

NEPTUNE

THAUMIEL AND KERETHIEL

ATMA

PTAH

ZEUS

JUPITER

DIAMOND

FYLFOT

AMBERGRIS

FOUR ACES

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE GREAT WORK

SAHASARAIS

EPSISSIMUS

UNION WITH GOD
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HO AH - W DO

'The

	

second

	

Path ( ephira

	

is that

Intelligence :

	

It is the Crown of Creation, the Splendour

Unity, equalling it, and it is exalted above every head,

named by the Kabbalists the Second Glory .'

From a simplistic

point of llumination hence its title Wisdom

	

This type

illumination is not to be confused with that of ether which is a

point of departure into another level Being exalted above every

other head refers to its station above the abyss

	

The reference

the rown f reation alludes to hokmah being the first

separation from the hub of tether and the first venture into

polarity hence the creation from the rown of ether

viewpoint this means that Chokmah is

hokmah is the first of the ephiroth to develop polarity

and as such sits on the top of the Pillar of ercy ince the

point is associated to ether to illustrate its beginning we in

fact take this further by the point extending t

	

the straight

line one of the symbols of hokmah

	

The force flowing into

hokmah from ether is predominantly masculine and it must

assumed that this ephira is an active one as well and uses the

new creative energy to its fullest The definition of wisdom

according to the Oxford dictionary is being wise possession of

experience and knowledge together with the power of applying them

L.1too/pg

Illuminating
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the



critically or practically

upernal ather

convey the father image and it is no accident that it is

similar to that of ether for though it is androgynous` it still

appears to convey the masculine concept

	

Where it differs from
`

hokmah is that it attempts to show the power behind the ather

by use of the principle of luminosity hence such titles as White

Head etc

One of the rabbinical titles of hokmah is the reat or
`

This archetype concept is in fact an ideal one

pg 2

rom this it can be deduced that the archetype concept

ether is to use the masculine head of hokmah with a

Restored") that AB as the potential sign united to that

interior activity produces a root whence come all ideas

productive cause

this root is applied especially

bright

light shining through it AB is also a title of hokmah of which

abre D Olivet makes the conclusions (in his "The Hebraic Tongue

of

efficient will determining movement creative

force

	

n many ancient idioms and particularly in the Persian

to the aqueous element as prin

ciple of universal fructification He then goes on to say AB

all ideas of Paternity

	

Desire to have	this is of course

the personification of the masculine principle in nature

n one application of the formulea of Tetragrammaton to the

Tree of ife Yod is hokmah Heh for Binah Vau for the next six

ephiroth and Heh (final) to alkuth n the Zohar the Book of

esser Holy Assembly further states And all things are created

in Yod VD and therefore is the ather of all the ather of

athers!

	

The beginning is called the home of all

	

Whence Yob
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cluded as a part but a whole

	

Yod

energy cannot help be anything but the

tO pg 3

VD is the beginning and end of all ; like it is written Ps

V 24 "All things in hokmah thou hast made" n his place he

is not manifested neither is he known When he is associated

with the other (Binah) then he is made known This quotation

may appear cryptic to some at first glance but in reality is

very clear statement

	

irstly as Tetragrammaton applies as a

whole to ether Yod the first and masculine principle will go

to hokmah who epitomises it Heh being feminine goes to Binah

Vau covers the central theme while Heh ( ) can only be YHVH yet

is not to be confused with the application of YHVH to the four

Worlds

	

n this particular analysis of YHVH ether is not in

as masculine procreative

beginning and the end

a force in its own right Yod has no beginning because there is no

eminine polarity to establish it as asculine for without

Negative there can be no Positive

hiah (pronounced A YAH) is part of the abbalistic soul

associated to hokmah ac regor athers says n hiah is the

beginnings of the self of man The real elf is in Yechidah and

its presentment is in hiah n Hebrew h AH means "living

reatures" and has a numerical value of 23 which when taken back

to its root form means "being vigorous strong and living"

Another title for hiah is "Animal oul" which of course is

reference to the base motivation of man hiah in Jungian

psychology corresponds to the Animus the masculine essence of

the human psyche



means "He who impels ; to force" it also means

of the nature of Yah as applied to hokmah

O pg 4

t must not be forgotten that hokmah as a ephira is in

fact a receptor for the dynamic principles it receives from

ether and its function is to stimulate that creative aspect of

it which can only be considered as masculine Though Binah is a

ephira created from hokmah (by extending its feminine aspect)

"overflowing

abounding" and "exalted"

	

All these are of course attributions

Here we have

hokmah as an initiator of explosive force but directed in a

it helps to associate one with the other for they are both the

essence of polarity that shapes the Tree of ife

	

hokmah in

fact merely expresses the masculine concept of tether

	

As

creative force it personifies energy powerful and creative but

as yet still only the form the impetus that makes the initial

start of the project The blueprint within is still underdeve

loped enough to weld together the two forms of polarity which is

finally united in alkuth Because of this partly blind force of

hokmah it is equated with living creatures and animal soul

(considering the process of descent on the Tree) it is not deve

loped enough ts title of "Wisdom (and ntellect)" refers to

just that it is a quasi form of part energy and matter co

existing in the same time continuum before it has fully pro

jected into matter to act out its form of karma

The influence of the world of Atziluth on hokmah is shown

in the vibration of the Holy Name attributed to this level This

is the mantra of the great od Jehovah shown in simple terms as

Yah (a derivative of YHVH)

	

By ematria this equates to and

4
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Angels called the Auphanim

O pg 5

positive format

The Briatic influence is in the name of the archangel Raziel

(sometimes called Ratziel) who was the author of the book

Raziel Wherein all celestial and earthly knowledge is stored

The purpose of Raziel s influence is to provide us with the means

obtain knowledge and wisdom His book as an example is

symbolic of a framework blueprint or terms of reference that one

can express oneself through based on macrocosmic and microcosmic

principles The numeration of Raziel is 248 and means "exchange

one thing for another" two other meanings can also be used

"spread" and "spear" The latter has certain phallic ramifica

tions connected with the masculine creative force of hokmah

The Yetziratic effect on hokmah is through the hoir

which when translated means "wheels"

and "many eyed ones"

	

The Auphanim literally stir one into

action by initiating the whirls of karma through the

There are in fact two ways of spelling Auphanim in Hebrew

intellect

with

one valuation of 87 meaning to leap or parry at their prey

The other numerical value is 747 which is from the Hebrew root

Z N(f) meaning "To appoint an appointed time" The former shows

the swiftness of their action while the latter relates to timely

application of it A good association to these two principles is

shown in the space time curve

The influence of the world of Assiah on hokmah is firstly

through the effect of the planet Uranus This brings about great
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and sudden fluctuations with electric rapidity The destructive

aspect of Uranus is only when there is a blockage and its power

ful forces cannot be expressed The effect on us is sudden

awareness realisation and drastic changes in consciousness The

keyword f Uranus is "new" as it brings forth new ideas and

concepts in such a manner it is often termed " iberator" Dane

Rudhyar considers that Uranus is the creative power of the

Universal pirit

bashan)

	

They attach themselves unto lying and material appear

ance and their form is like that of black evil giants with loath

some serpents twined around them " The

ephira of the unholy tree is Beelzebub

evi chief thi s

Another title for this

arch demon is " ord of the lies" n the " ospel of Nicodemus"

hrist gave Beelzebub presidency of the Underworld (making him

second only to atan in hierarchy) for allowing hrist to take

Adam and the saints from Hell to Heaven against atan s wishes

The virtue of hokmah i s Devotion This i s formed from the

piritual Experience of hokmah which is "meeting of od face to

face" By the process of ascent on the Tree if one gets to the

level of hokmah they in fact meet an aspect of their Higher elf

(which is a reflection from ether) which strips away barriers

and allows them to see their true selves and the motive for their

continued existence on this planet as such their devotion to

J

The Qlippothic Demons associated to hokmah from the World

of shells are the Zogiel ac regor athers says Unto hokmah

are referred the Dukes of Edom and the Zogiel (from O ing of

	

44
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this cause is then revealed to them When one descends the Tree

it is the devotion of the Higher elf (to man) which is the

stimulus for his continued existence

The vice of this ephira is "obsession" and is when the

conception of devotion is overtaxed and devoid of any love

Though the allegiance is still there its perspective has shifted

and the reason for devotion is lost One is going through the

motions with no idea of why other than it is an obsession

The agical Weapon for hokmah is the " nner Robe of lory"

part of nostic terminology showing the pathway to conception

ether

	

Brought down to simple terms it is the

female doorway to fertilisation the uterus On its own it

cannot produce conception without the masculine power of hokmah

n short it is the entrance way or framework in which the

energies can express themselves The framework in this instance

clearly shows that it is a way to a new level of existence

The Tarot has two sets of symbolism associated to hokmah

The first are the ings described by ac regor athers in the

olden Dawn papers as

	

The four ings or figures mounted on

steads represent the Yod forces of the name YHVH in each suite

The radix ather and commencement of material forces a force in

which all others are implied and of which they form the develop

ment and the completion A force swift and violent in its

action but whose effect soon passes away and therefore symbo

lised by a figure on a steed riding swiftly clothed in complete



armour

The second set of tarot associations to hokmah are

four two s symbolise the powers of the ing and Queen just

uniting and initiating force but before the Prince and Princess

are thoroughly brought into action Therefore do they generally

imply the initiation and fecundation of a thing

pg 8

The

The Hindu association of subtle body centres to hokmah is

the Ajna hakra This is situated between the eyes and is des

cribed a two petalled lotus white in colour eadbeater who

did some clairvoyant studies on this centre described it as

either a rose colour or a purplish blue n Tibetan scripture

the Ajna hakra is included as part of the petalled lotus

which is centered at the crown Overall the actions this

centre seemed to be agreed by all as controlling the mental

faculties of the individual

sis is one of the Egyptian godforms attributed to hokmah

because of her faculty of Wisdom Though sis i s a woman i t i s

what she represents that is important and in this instance it is

a certain aspect of her nature t must be considered that there

are a number of versions of sis throughout the various Egyptian

dynasties that illustrate this quality One such example is sis

the orceress

	

Two early reek ods of this ephira are Athena

and Uranus Athena was considered to be the oddess of Wisdom

who sprang fully armed from the brain of Zeus Uranus i s the

personification

	

f man s ideal of Heaven

	

He united with his

r
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mother aea to produce the twelve Titans the first race n the

was the

guardian the gates of heaven and was the Alpha Omega

associated with the beginning and the end of the day

Roman pantheon we have Janus

The precious stones

	

hokmah are the Ruby and the

Turquoise

	

The

the two faced god who

magical influence of the Ruby was to give peace

and harmony to the owner and protect his belongings against the

tempests The Burmese thought that the Ruby made the wearer

invincible The Turquoise was also a stone of protection (mainly

against falling) and was also an amulet for horses The Persians

thought that when the reflection of the new moon fell on this gem

one would attain good fortune and escape evil happenings

Phosphorus is one of the ineral Drugs of this ephira

	

t

aids in general growth and repair

fats and starches

work by helping to break down

The Amaranth is the plant of this ephira and is formed from

the reek word which means "unwithering"

	

t is said to

plant of immortality (due to its healing properties) and was used

to decorate the tombs of the dead Another magical influence of

this plant is that it is said to make the wearer invisible (when

woven into a wreath) The perfume here is usk and is considered

an aphrodisiac

	

t is said to stimulate the male sex hormones

and make him more virile

The ross is a symbol of hokmah and is about the most used
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symbol we have today rom a psychological viewpoint the ross

shows stability and the union o opposites (in balanced

format) The Egyptians had the ross as a symbol of immortality

and health

universal concepts

perfect harmony and balance

Broken down into its etymological meaning

	

the Ak

or Os (light of the great fire) one can try to obtain its

n the nostic doctrines it is a symbol of

while the Hindus say that the two

intersecting lines are mans higher and lower natures merging

slam the ross stands for expansion and exaltation and relates

to a high level of spiritual development in which one identifies

with od or complete rapport with the higher self for a more

simpler definition

The Rosicrucian grade of hokmah is that of agus and is

illustrated by the numbers 9=2 f one attains this level he or

she would in fact transcend the influence of the planets and

karma and would be an adept with access to "Divine Wisdom" He

would in fact be able to control the elements and transcend the

laws of nature as well

	

ike all the grades above the Abyss the

agus transcends existing framework but continues work

essence of self which has been expressed by the lower grades

The rench Occultist Eliphas evi sums up the epitomy of the

agus best agic is the divinity of man achieved in union with

faith ; The true agi are men gods in virtue of their intimate

union with the Divine Principle They are without fears and

without desires dominated by no falsehood sharing no error

loving without illusion suffering without impatience for magic

on the

t
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implies superiority

	

mastership

	

and

	

majority

	

signifies

emancipation by knowledge

	

The man god has neither rights nor

duties he has science will and power He is more than free h

is a aster ; he does not command he creates ; he does not obey

for no one can possibly command him What others term duty he

names his good pleasure ; he does good because he wishes to and

never wills anything else he cooperates freely in everything

that forwards the cause of justice and for him sacrifice is the

luxury of the moral life and the magnificence of the heart

is implacable towards evil for he is without a trace of hatred for

the wicked

The dyad is the number of hokmah and it is sometimes called

"The nterval between multitude and the monad" as it has not

reached perfection though it is part of it Proclus says The

Dyad is the medium between unity and number for unity by addi

tion produces more than by multiplication ; whilst the dyad

whether added to itself or multiplied by itself produces the

same

	

Other titles of the Dyad are " ountain

	

ympathy"

"Harmony" and " ntelligible ntellect"

n the terminology of Jungian Psychology hokmah is the

Animus the male or masculine essence of self expressed through a

feminine framework in this instance the Pillar of ercy The

Animus is something that can not really be confined to a single

individual but can also manifest in groups as well and in this

instance the wording groupings would be more appropriate t

also must be considered that the Animus in terms of development
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is still more or less a frontier state with a further need for

transformation and development with the ultimate aim of unifica

tion with the Anima

4
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into manifestation

	

A N means faithful and is

	

title of

E ON

B NAH UNDER TAND N

The third Path (Binah) is the sanctifying ntelligence and

is the foundation of Primordial Wisdom which is called the

reator of aith and its roots are A N and it is the Parent of

aith from which doth aith emanate

The above statement from the epher •Yetzirah tells us that

the ntelligence f Binah is still in the state of holiness

because it is still an unmanifested point before it is expressed

in hesed t is the Primordial Wisdom because it is the first

order of development now that a definite polarity has been estab

lished on the Tree The title reator of aith has many hidden

meanings to it

	

aith is not only devotion and belief but is

when one follows a chosen path in life

pgl

As such we have the

creation of a following of the idea expressed by both Binah and

hokmah now that their influence is ready to cross the Abyss

ether hence the reference to its roots which merely further

expresses the idea of faith which is considered the ideal truth

of the universe

Binah is the essence of female polarity and is the di ect

opposite of hokmah ts English meaning is Understanding whi h

is intended to show the receptive quality of its nature ome

have associated the idea of form to Binah but it must be
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remembered that Binah is the opposite in polarity to hokmah and

as such form is not yet developed only polarity This is

formed from the pent up passive energy expelled from hokmah

The key word to describe this ephira is " eminine" and is asso

ciated to the great mother principle of nature ts entire

concept is one of acceptance to any force that comes to it

One of the titles of Binah is hekinah which is described

Hebrew texts as the feminine side of od s nature (as opposed

martial powers of Jehovah who destroyed armies) and

reside"

	

cholemderives from the Hebrew word chachan "to

reported to lead hekinah back to od and unite her with him is

the true purpose of the Torah This is purely abbalistic in

concept and means that to unite Binah and hokmah one then forms

ether the odhead

the terminology of Jungian psychology the Anima is

applied to Binah Joan orrie author of A B of Jung s

Psychology says The Anima is in contact with the objects of

inner reality the images of the ollective Unconscious as the

Persona is in contact with the objects of External reality

precipitate of mans age long impressions of a woman

	

not

The

Anima is an archetypal figure that might also be described as the

his

conscious reasoned ideas but the unconscious inherited mould

into which she is cast

The Neshamah is the part of the abbalistic oul associated

to Binah

	

einingen considers that the Neshamah as the third

a
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The virtue of Binah is said to be ilence while its vice is

Avarice As opposites these are very unsatisfactory as a cor

rect opposite to Avarice would be more like Unselfishness This

slightly disjointed association between the sins and the virtues

of the ephiroth is because both these associations are taken

from completely different contexts An example of this is that

the virtues of the ephiroth are taken from the Ten Pythagorian

Virtues

	

Dion ortune used part of a planets influence to des

cribe the attribute of Binah while areth night related it t

occult secrecy

i pg3

part of the soul can be designated by the word pirit in the New

Testament concept the passive sensitivity in it relating to the

external nature is no longer present Activity dominates recep

tivity and the spirit lives off its own lifer existence for the

piritual world with which it maintains a constant relation

However like Ruach the Neshamah with its own concept of ideal

nature has no more need of more than absolute general or divine

emanations for its nature is real and calls for some relation

ship with the reality of the material world which exists below

it

yet both these concepts could apply equally to

any other planet or ephiroth n its correct context relating

to its reek origins ilence stands for the virtue of the

individual who knows not to push himself forward until others

might have their say and thus have a chance to develop

The agical Weapon of the Outer Robe

	

oncealment in

simple terms i s the vagina for i t i s the gateway to the uterus



the female opening which conceals the inner passages This

turn relates back to the concept of fertilisation taken back

its base roots

can

	

likened to the circumference of the circle while the

centre is receptive to the penetrating masculine force

The agical Experience of Binah is said to be one of orrow

By association it can be shown that within the feminine archetype

of the other her functions are to give birth and watch her

children through life Though motherhood is linked to other

ephiroth when applied to Binah it gains a special significance

but here it is the parting aspect we are concerned with There

are many analogies we can associate here such as the mourning of

sis the suffering of the blessed virgin at the cross etc or

in nature motherhood gives birth then separation occurs which

shows the sorrows of the self as applied to development

Two titles given to Binah are of particular nterest the

first is Ama the dark sterile mother and Aima the bright

fertile mother

	

The former is derived from the Hebrew root A

meaning " other origin

pg4

ts relationship to Binah is a primal one in symbolism showing

in

The Outer Robe is in fact the passive state and

source family measure and matrix"

This in turn was derived from the Arabic which (whether as a noun

or a verb) has much the same meaning Aima is taken from Al

which means the essence of fixation of the Will Aima was origi

nally Be Aima which in the esoteric sense shows the mother

impregnated with the son

	

The Zohar says

	

n His place He is

not manifested neither is He known when He is associated with

44
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and go

	

or here Binah is the reat other aea

Tzaphkiel (which means contemplation of od)

i pg5

the mother Be A A then is He made known (otherwise symbolised)

in the mother BA A This concept is more easily grasped in

terms of polarity for in descent on the Tree Binah is impreg

nated with the sperm from hokmah A A n terms of A A the

sterile other she has yet to merge with hokmah for the reuni

fication of the Anima and Animus

The influence Atziluth on Binah is YHVH E OH which

stands for ord my od The ephira of Binah according to the

Zohar is BN H which is Ben Yah on of H which is an amalgama

tion of hokmah and Binah n this instance the son redeems the

mother through regression This takes the essence back to the

womb the matrix mother of us all from which all things come

The thing to

remember is here Binah absorbs and revitalises all who come to

her but not without complete change

The Briatic world of Binah is governed by the Archangel

and indicates that

nothing escapes Tzaphkiels scrutiny this meaning further

strengthened by the application of ematria to Tzaphkiel = 3

which means to extend view attentively and make equal All

these are of course differing aspects of Tzaphkiels nature As

the Watcher Tzaphkiel uses the Briatic influence to observe and

record He is in effect a balancer or equaliser for these

energies by presenting both sides for consideration t is his

job to present the total case not to decide the outcome n

simple terms the Briatic influence of Binah is to make visible or
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bring into manifestation so that other forces of this ephira can

act upon them

Binah the Yetziratic influence is through the angelic

hoir called the Aralim which when translated is "The Valiant

Ones" and i sometimes called "the Order of Thrones" The

Aralim utilise the principle of Heroics relating to the defence

of the throne of Bi nah i nah i s a eph i ra of new life and

formation for those that come throught he Abyss The Aralim

patrol the boundaries of their world and hold back the dark

forces of the Abyss that try to escape into the higher realms as

well as rescuing the souls that make it through the Abyss on

their upward journey The Aralim are protectors of the womb the

place of growth it is their duty to allow growth to eventuate so

that the evolutionary should continue its journey back to its

source

The World

	

Assiah brings the planetary influences

aturn into Binah When applying planets to ephiroth like Binah

it is extremely important to utilise their esoteric meanings as

well as the mundane

	

The astrological influence of aturn

that of a teacher who brings the student through to reach

rity and takes on the father image One of the earlier archetype

images showed the apparently evil aspect of aturn as a giant who

devoured his own children which typified the self destructive

forces that can be unleashed by this planet

	

Now aturn in one

instance is the concept of analytical and rational thought

	

The

dark aspect of aturn however is a deep undercurrent that often

matu
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surfaces and hence a certain fearful association is given to this

planet

	

With discipline on the positive side and fearfulness

the negative aturn is indeed a planet of vast changes

The Qlippothic element associated to Binah are the atorial

and are known as the oncealers or the Destroyers whose form and

appearance are as gigantic black veiled heads with

hideous eyes they are followed by evil centaurs which are called

the eiriel because of their hairiness nterference is a good

word describe the Qlippothic influence of this ephira on

human kind The energy here reaches out and tries to interfere

as much as possible with the development of man on the evolution

ary scale The atorial try to keep man in Assiah by making him

appear dull stupid and a slave to his senses so that he cannot

reason that there is a godhead in ether in the upper Tree that

must aspire to The atorial prevent any form of education

that exists in a systematic format n short they try to pre

vent the esoteric orders from establishing themselves Also the

atorial give energy and direction to those who establish

esoteric schools that constantly adore and bring forth the energy

of the adverse Tree

The first set of Tarot r embolism attributed to Binah is the

4 threes which show realisation of action owing to the Prince

being produced the central symbol of each card t shows

action definitely commenced for good or evil The second set of

on

horns and

the

tarot symbolism associated to this ephira are the four Queens

who are depicted as seated on Thrones representing the forces of
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of the divine name in each suit ; the mother and the bringer

f aterial orces ;
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a force which develops and realises

that of the ing ; force steady and unshaken but not rapid

though enduring t is therefore symbolised by a figure seated

upon a throne but also clothed in armour

Nephthys is one of the Egyptian godforms associated

Binah

	

he is the sister of sis and a personification of the

The motherbarren aunt which is shown by her love for Horus

instinct and rebirth principle are polarised in the myths

Nephthys and the corpions

	

n relation to this

Horus was bitten by a corpion and killed The lamentations of

sorrow and grief f sis and the love for her nephew moved

Nephthys to contact the oddess of corpions who in turn urged

her to pray to Ra for help On hearing her prayers Ra stopped

his celestial boat and sent down Thoth who brought Horus back to

life Hence the concept of both rebirth and sorrow associated in

one myth

	

sis is of course another association here and her

grief is epitomised by the grieving mother concept Nephthys

through her actions brings in another association to Binah that

of compassion

The hristian concept of the blessed Virgin ary is one

association to Binah as are the Roman ods and oddesses Juno

is one such example wife of Jupiter ing of the ods Because

of this Juno took the titles of Queen of Heaven and The Ox eyed

other Her specialities were the protection of women and

marriages

	

Hecate is another such example and was one f the

her nephew t
44
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di ety Demeter is another reek diety (who protected marriages)

that can also be associated to Binah as can Hera (daughter

Rhea and ronus and sister to Zeus)

The precious stone of Binah is the apphire which was

originally worn by royalty as a protective talisman and was

generally set in bracelets and necklaces The oral tradition of

this stone is traced back to oses

word of god enscribed on tablets of

pg9

mighty Titans he was the daughter of Perseus and Asteria and

taught the esoteric arts of sorcery and witchcraft and was the

goddess of the Underworld Binah is also ybele mother of the

Olympic gods and wife of ronus and became the supreme mother

whom it is said received the

apphire n later years the

Ecclesiastical aspects of this stone became evident when it was

worn by high officials of the hurch The stone in fact was used

(in ring form) as a symbol of other hurch Also legend has

it that it can be used as an antidote against poison Albert

agnus cites the apphire as being able to remove all impurities

from the body The apphire as a curing gem worked more on eye

diseases boils and tumours than any other afflicted illness

The method utilised was simply one of just rubbing the stone over

the troublesome area

The plants of Binah are many but generally speaking the

ypress and the Opium Poppy are two of particular interest

ypress means Death or ourning while the Opium Poppy governs

dreams Just about any narcotic plant though can be associated

to Binah

	

A further list of some of these is as follows
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Agrimony Amaranth Asafortida Beech Belladonna Birch

Bloodroot inquefoil omfrey opal Dragons Wort Elder ern

laxseed outwort Hemlock Hemp ( ndian) Horse Tail andrake

onkshood ugwort ullein ushroom Nightshade Onion

Parsnip Patchouli Plantain Poplar Rue t Johns Wort

olomons eal Tansey Tobacco Vervain and Wintergreen

iquid ilver is the mineral drug of Binah and is associated

renewed energy like a child a state synonomous with the

rebirth principle both physically and psychologically ilver

as a drug helps the digestive tract and the nervous system

ike all drugs ilver must be given in moderate doses or poison

will set in (causing such things as sensitivity to light

Applied externally the ilver drug can remove skin encrustations

and also works as an equilibrium restorer helping those who

daydream too much or those individuals who are affected by the

unar influence which is sometimes called oon sickness ilver

can remove the adverse affects by stabilising both mental and

emotional health during the crucial period of ull oon

A vegetable drug associated with Binah is Belladonna t is

composed of Hyoscyamine Aropine copolamine Belladonna along

with other ingredients The effects of this drug in herbal terms

are Narcotic Nervine Diuretic edative ydriatic ebrifuge

and Tonic The drug has a bitter taste is odourless and is

"obtained from the root of the plant

	

The name Belladonna

derived from the reek which roughly translated means to b

inflexible

	

A herbal tincture can be made from the leaf to help

is
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get rid of ulcers though it is stressed that the drug is danger

ous and must be administered carefully

yrrh as a perfume was extremely important in ancient times

and its uses are said to have originated in Ethiopia ts sacred

value was for annointing the dead at funeral ceremonies n the

biblical sense yrrh was one of the gifts brought to the infant

Jesus by the three wise men yrrh was known to be used in Egypt

around 2 B though it is speculated that this was a perfume

of Atlantis The magical effects of its aroma on the body of the

anointed was to keep the auric residue in empathy with the planet

aturn the planet of death so that the transition would go over

smoothly This prevents an elemental from trying to take over

the dead body Another perfume of Binah is ivet which was used

to overcome impotence This is obtained from the puch (near the

sexual organs) of a member of the cat

tions used by this animal is one of

family

commercial use it must be aged to attain its full odour

The Triangle is the geometric figure of Binah and epitomises

the threefold nature of the universe The three lines are from

three polarised vibrations positive negative and neutral which

is the central influence between the two and produces the stabi

lising effect The actual direction of the triangles apex though

is extremely important for if the apex is placed facing any of

The ivet secre

territorial markings

the four cardinal points the entire meaning of the triangle

altered

	

or example if the apex is pointing outh the triangle

takes on a feminine outlook a passive nature while if pointing

is
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the North it is exactly the opposite acing East the Apex

indicates the direction of renewal and growth while if the Apex

is pointing to the West it indicates darkness and the completion

of full cycle The hinese use the triangle as a symbol of

life while the hristian concept equates it with the mysteries of

the Blessed Trinity The reeks used it as the letter Delta the

entrance to life

The Vishuddha chakra center (at the Throat) is associated to

Binah ts colouring has been described as a smokey purple and

its geometric symbol is a downward pointing triangle in a circle

within 6 petals On each petal a vowel is written which in turn

relates to a specific diety

	

Within the triangle of Vishuddha

there is also an elephant which is a symbol of the strength

this centre The spiritual influence of Vishuddha speech

(sound or vibration) This chakra can free man of his destiny or

karmic ties by shifting the entire life forces to the spiritual

editation on this chakra will release the cosmic knowledge of

past present and future On the physical level once the correct

vibration this centre is attained one can be free from the

diseases of the body because the negative influences (of the

spiritual which cause these diseases) are understood and held in

check The gland this chakra covers is the Thyroid

The Egyptian concept of the Anima undi ( oul of the World)

was the Ba The Anima undi is also one association of Binah

but its Egyptian counterpart is of particular interest Because

the Ba represented such a vast association a multitude of dieties

4
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level to guide and change the econd Order within the scale

the evolutionary process
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were associated to it Nevertheless the principle of Anima undi

(as it is called today) is deply manifested in Ba While the

World Body was Osiris the World oul was the force that mani

fested behind it The Platonic conept of Ba was called Anima

edia Natura abbalistic concepts the Ba is Adam admon

while to the hristian it is the osmic hrist

The Alchemical application to Binah is alt This is the

divine essence of material substance which is laid bare through

the process decay ome have called this the process of

Understanding through suffering The relationship of salt to

the material is through the earth element the feminine fixed

process t is also important to note there is a strong una

affinity as well alt in alchemical terms is part of the first

matter which is the stabilising factor in the unification of the

two principles of ulphur and ercury

The Rosicrucian grade associated to Binah is called agister

Templi aster of the Temple and is signified by the numbers

8=3 The signification of this grade is reflected in the title

especially the term aster which means that one has in fact

mastered the technical matters of the econd Order which is the

structural confines of the Rosicrucian philosophy The Third

Order is one that in fact transcends structures and is the plane

t is the function of one who attains this
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LESSON 1

CHESED - MERCY

'The fourth Path (Sephira) is called Cohesive or Receptive

Intelligence because it contains all the Holy Powers, and from it

emanate al the Spiritual Virtues with the most exalted essences .

They emanate one from another by virtue to the Primordial emana-

tion, the highest Crown, Kether .'

This Sephira is called Cohesive Intelligence because when

ascending the Tree from Malkuth to Kether it is the highest level

of development in terms of manifestation (showing the unification

the masculine Geburah with the feminine Chesed) for when the

Abyss is crossed, manifestation is lost to emanation . In terms

descent, Chesed is Receptive Intelligence because it is the

manifested point of Binah - the Mother - and as such, represents

that receptivity associated with its feminine nature, hence its

title of Mercy .

Chesed is not only the Sephira of Mercy but the Daughter

Binah as well .

	

Since it is formed from the receptive part

Binah it takes that part of its nature which is extreme and

strongest, granting clemency and hope to all who enter or draw

from its realm . By virtue of its extremism its centre is then

considered masculine though its outer shell shows strong

emphathy with the water element . Chesed is in fact the startor

finish (depending on ascent or descent) of the second Triad of



such wish to embrace all with the eternal love of

creatures, for it is written in Ps XXV 10 :

	

'All the paths of

Tetragrammaton are Chesed and Aemeth, Mercy and Truth .'

The Magical weapon of Chesed is the Wand of the Chief Adept

of the R .R. et A .C . n the ritual of the 5=6 the following

description is given : 'My Wand is surmounted by the Winged globe,

around which the twin serpents fo Egypt twine . It symbolizes the

equilibriated force of the spirit and the four elements beneath

the everlasting wings of the Holy One .'

forth by a Golden Dawn member shows a different aspect

representative features of the Wand :

L12/pg 2

the Sephiroth and its Rabbinical title is the Microprosopus (the

Lesser Countenance) which in simplified terms is the manifested

universe, the materialisation of the Macroposopus which is the

grand scheme of emanations from the higher planes .

One of the magical experiences of Chesed is the 'Vision of

Love' . This refers to the fraternal love of ones fellow man and

this is amply illustrated in the Yetziratic Text which states

that Chesed 'contains all the Holy Powers, and from it emanate

all the Spiritual Virtues with the most exalted essences' . These

are. of course directed from the highest source (within the indi-

vidual) . The motives for such feelings are beyond. reproach

because they come from the deepest yearnings of the soul and as

all living

Another viewpoint put

the

'The winged disk also

stands for the di.vine egg of Isis mounted on a phallus while the

twin serpents show the balanced energies of union - the highest

point of religious ideals . As the equalising force balancing the

1
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two currents relates to the androgynus concept we cannot help but

associate it to Philosophical Mercury .'

The Geometric association to Chesed is the square in a

circle. Mathers in a Golden Dawn Knowledge Lecture (related to

Chesed) wrote the following : 'The square is an important lineal

figure which naturally represents stability and equilibrium . It

includes the idea of surface and superficial measurement . It

refers to the Quarternary in all things and to the Tetrad of the

letter of the Holy Name Tetragrammaton operating through the four

elements of fire, water, air, and earth . It is allotted to

Chesed the fourth Sephira and among the planets it is referred

.to as Jupiter. As representing the four elements it represents

their ultimation with the material form . The four angles also

include the idea of the two extremeties of the horizon, and the

two extremeties of the Median, which latter are usually called

Zenith and Nadir, also the four cardinal points . The number of

degrees of a great circle cut off between its angles will be 90

degrees, the number forming the astrological Quartile or Square

aspect, potent and evil . There is only one way of inscribing a

square in a circle, that is, reflected from every second point' .

The Virtue of Chesed is Obedience and the meaning of this

word is to submit to the control of or to comply to the commands

of . When applied to Greek or Hebrew philosophy this virtue leans

very heavily in the direction of the wife obeying the husband

which fitted into the written and oral traditions of the then law

of both man and God . However, when taken from an esoteric stand-
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point relating to this Sephira that the true course of action of

life has been outlined by the emanations of Chesed and the indi-

vidual must obey these guidelines or principles set down by Karma

if the true value of life is to be discovered and utilised .

The Vice of Chesed is simply Disobedience and typlifies the

actions ,of a rampant force which shatters the boundaries of our

designs and for the most part goes against the common good . This

shows the lust for power as the feminine instincts of Chesed are

reproduced and multiplied then taken to an extreme .

The Mineral drug associated to Chesed is called Stannum (a

homeopathic medicine made from tin) and acts mainly on the - liver
though its psychological benefits are said to bring people out of

themselves by making their nature more jovial . Stannum has a

defined effect on diseases such as arthritis though overall when

used medicinally it alters the cell structure and enriches the

blood which when simplified - is called molecular nutrition . The
entire concept of this mineral drug is one of preservation for if

correctly prepared it can be administered both externally and

internally .

The God name for Chesed in Atziluth is AL which when trans-

lated simply means God . The Hebraic roots of this word show

signs of power and extensive movement . As a hieroglyphic symbol

it shows both concentric and excentric force . On the journey up

the Tree AL has the effect of loosening the bonds of physical

existence and preparing the soul for its journey through the

1
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abyss to the prematerial state .

to cross, Mercy is then given by AL to let

but the success or failure of the crossing

individual will of the soul . If the soul is unprepared for the

crossing AL will help by instruction in loosening the Karmic ties

by providing a life or series of lives on earth that if the soul

experiences can provide the correct criteria for a safe crossing .

The Briatic emanation of Chesed is reflected in the Arch

Angelic name of Tzadkiel which means "Righteous of God"

version of this name is Zadkiel and when translated

	

"Gods

Justice") .

	

The modern implication is that a certain

bonds of materialism .

L12/pg 5

If the soul thinks it is ready

it depart from Chesed

is really up to the

(another

state of

purity '(for the want of a better word) has been achieved .

Tzadkiel works directly under the influence of AL and establishes

Karmic patterns for us to observe and which are in fact our last

Tzadkiel in fact establishes a law or

pattern for us'to follow that is considered Merciful for it is

his job to make sure the wheel of cause and effect is evenly

balanced. Tradition states that Tzadkiel assists his fellow

Archangel Michael in holding the Holy Standard during the battles

with evil . It is this Archangel that stopped Abraham from sacri-

ficing his son and as such is often associated with Mercy .

The Yetzirac influence are the Chasmalim who are called

"Living Creatures" and sometimes called "Dominations" . The oral

tradition associated with this angelic choir is "To dominate ;

procure liberty ; vanquish enemies ; give the authority of Princes

over all kinds of persons - even Ecclesiastics" .

	

The Chasmalim



common development of the individual souls concerned .

	

It

they, on a day to day basis, who control the Karmic Law of

Chesed .

Jupiter is the Assiatic influence of Chesed and has

the title of "The great benefic" because its general meanings are

associated to good health, wealth and happiness . This is truely
: the guiding planet of the beautiful people .

L12/pg * 6

in fact have the task, during our lives on earth (while under the

reign Chesed) of manipulating the Karmic patterns, or in

simple terms, discriminate the adverse influences of the other

Sephiroth .

	

They bring together and separate people for the

are attributed to expansion and growth in all aspects ones

life. The esoteric concept of Jupiters effectiveness is to

consider growth in the universal consciousness both in an indivi-

dual as well as a group or even on a national format . The

magical image of Jupiter is that of a mighty throned king which

is also the image of the Sephira .

The Qlippothic element of Chesed is called the Gagh Shekelah

and they are sometimes called the "Disturbing Ones" . They have

often been seen as black cat headed giants . The chief angels of

the Gagh Shekelah are Aziel, Chataeiel and Agniel . Their duties

are varied but it is said that they attach themselves weak

members of the human race so that they can drain their power . I

return they give instruction in the evil sciences and teach how

to use such arts as astrology for the benefit of the Qlippothic

forces .

	

The energy here is one of general weakness in most

is

earned

Its base meanings
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fields of endeavour from psychological to the physical .

The Tarot cards associated to Chesed are the four fours

which show the beginning of manifestation. The emanations above

the abyss have come down and crystal-iced. The Four of Wands as

Lord of Perfected Work shows the harmonising transition through

the Abyss while the Five of Cups shows the Blended Pleasure

brought about by a more thorough unification with the lower Tree .

The Four of Swords shows Rest from Strife which the new growth

needed after the perilious journey from Binah, a period of conva-

lescence . The Four of Disks as Lord of the Earthly Power shows

the completion of a cycle - Perfection .

In Egyptian mythology Ampn was King of the Gods and was

identified by two long plumes

Abyss of Water,

this Sephira .

surmounting his headdress .

	

The

hidden" .

This

word Amen means "something which cannot b seen,

Another root form of Amen is Men - . "to abide, permanent" .

refers to the creative power beyond the horizon, the renewer

life .

	

He was the God of Heliopolis and Thebes . The main point

of observation here is that Amen is not only known for his crea-

tive powers but for his expansive ones as well (such as governing

two major civilisations - at that time) . Isis is yet another

association to Chesed and' in her earlier period she was con-

sidered a water goddess .

	

This is because she sprang from the

the source of life and hence her association to

A Greek association here is Poseidon, the Greek divinity of
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the Ocean, lakes and rivers .

	

He was the son of Rhea and Cronus

and brother to both Zeus and Pluto .

	

He was a god of possessions

and wealth and went after both greedily . The Roman god of Chesed

Jupiter which is derived from the Latin 'Jovis Pater - Father

Jove' . The Roman Jupiter was a god of light as well as a warrior

god of justice . It must be considered that in early Rome Jupiter

took a number of different forms and functions, especially as an

agricultural god, later these were amalgamated into one diety .

The Hindu god of Chesed i s Brahama and i s a di ety often

depicted with four faces (which are associated to the four Vedas)

showing the doctrine of 'All Knowledge' . He also has four arms

(the four aspects of inner development) and is often shown seated

on a lotus, holding a lotus (higher consciousness growing from

the murky swamps where the lotus often grows, higher intellect

from the clay of man) . Brahama, as a divinity, is the creator to

the world and the stars . To achieve the state of consciousness

(in Yoga) represented by Brahama is to perceive the divine

essence from which all things come . Creativity and divine

inspiration are two key words associated to this divinity .

Another Hindu diety that could be associated to Chesed is Indra .

H is a God (often depicted riding a chariot and holding bow)

Indrawho is both an agricultural as well as a warrior godf orm .

was the brother of Agni and and i s often called the Lord of

Heaven .

The precious stone of Chesed is the Amethyst . In the ancient

text "Speculum Lapidum (by Leonardi)" considered that this stone

1
1

I
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victory and protected the wearer from diseases .

f particular importance to both Christians
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could control mens thoughts and enhance the intellectual

qualities . As a charm it was said to cure drunkenness and pro-

mote sobriety . This also extends into more amorous areas such as .

quelling ones passions .

	

In war the Amethyst was a charm of

It was a stone

and Rosicrucians

shownbecause its colour relates to the aspect of self sacrifice

in both religious doctrines .

The Olive is associated to Chesed and was used in religious

. .festivals for anointing as well as being used medicinally as an

astringent. From a symbolical viewpoint the Olive is associated

with safe passages which is epitomised by the dove returning to

Noahs Arc with an Olive Leaf . The oil of the Olive is reported

to have helped a number of illnesses when used as a demulcent, a

laxative and has also helped in dissolving gall stones .

According to Greek mythology the Olive was chosen as a symbol of

peace, and agriculture when it was chosen over Poseidon's horse

to represent Attica .

The magical animal of Chesed is the Unicorn, usually

depicted as a white animal (esoteric philosophy considers though

that the Unicorn is multicoloured) with a single curved horn

projecting from its forehead . This single horn in fact shows the

unification principle and is said to absorb all poisons . It is

also a symbol of fertility and legend has it that the only way to

capture a Unicorn is for it to be approached by a virgin where it

will lay down defenceless .

	

Its alchemical .meanings are many but



generally it is considered to be a catalyst for unification .

Opium is one of the vegetable drugs Chesed. It is

obtained by bleeding the Opium Poppy and harvesting the Sap (when

it has dried) . From a physical viewpoint, taking this drug

produces deterioration in the cell structure. Its medical

effect is that of a sedative, anodyne, narcotic and toxic . Its

properties contain codein, narcotine, papaverine, thebaine and

narceine . The mystical or magical use of this drug seems to

elevate the various layers of consciousness throught the dream

state. Aleister Crowley published a poem in the Equinox, called

"Opium-Smoker" and is of interest because it was based on

personal experience .

Cedar is the perfume of Chesed and is an aromatic wood that

has been known in Biblical times . The perfume extracted from it

is said to promote longevity and good health. The magical asso-

ciation this perfume is one of attracting the opposite sex and it

is also said to give the wearer a shrewed business in order to

obtain wealth . Also it is a perfume of justice and power to the

wearer .

The Rosicrucian grade associated to this Sephira is the

Adeptus Exemptus (Exempt Adept) and is depicted by the symbols

7=4 . Paul Foster Case in his book "True and Invisible

Rosicrucian Order" asks when describing this grade 'Exempt from

what' and speculates that it is freedom from personnel participa-

tion in anything .

	

Dion Fortune in her "Mystical Qabalah" is of

L12/pg 10
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-the opinion that when one reaches this level he or she is free

Yet another view of looking at this grade is

that the Adept is Exempt from the normal restrictions that are

placed on the lesser ranks within the Order .

	

It is his job

forge ahead new links and try new areas of study since he is at

the top of the Second Order .

	

Being Exempt from the restriction

of limitation also allows personal experimentation into frontier

states of consciousness . The Adept, at this level, is not yet

free from Karma as this occurs only when the abyss has been

crossed and the chains of materialisation are shattered .

Chesed is the level on the Tree where Masters are met and

their teachings open up new mysteries schools .

	

Esoteric tradi-

tion has repeatedly stated that Masters, (a term to equate those

beings above the Abyss that have returned to humanity form time

to time to help it), have appeared in the flesh (Mathers, Felkin

and Case having asserted they have met them), and not just fig-

ments of the misty Astral planes. With the exception of Felkin

(who claimed the rank of 9=2) Mathers and Case reached the grade

of 7=4 in the R .R. et A .C. which they considered the limit of the

grades one could attain in this life though both still allowed

plenty of scope for development on this level . Dion Fortune made

the valid point in her "Mystical Oabalah" when she said : 'The

title of-Master should therefore be given only to those who are

free from the wheel of birth and death .' Though this is not the

Golden Dawn concept of what a master is (at 7=4 level),

	

must

concur with her, it has been a fact that too often prestige

given to Order ranks which human nature is not fitted to bear .

is



level

	

f experience

Chesed i

modes of thought . This necessitates opening up oneself to com-

pletely new concepts, most of them beyond the present compre-

hension,, we know .that we have a change but are not exactly sure

what the change will be . At this point the involuntary action of

our psyches take over and propel us through the Abyss . Though

this is basic evolution and the Karmic lives and currents do

prepare us, accidents do happen and individuals are thrust ahead

of their times and it is usually they who are caught in the

filters of the Abyss . Though on the whole, an' Adept who has

reached the top of Chesed, in relationship to the concepts of teh

various esoteric Orders, would be proficient at the technicali-

ties of this level but not those beyond them . For it is only

when the Adept has been taken out of this level (excluding acci-

dental crossings) that he can be considered a Master of it .

Araboth is the Seventh Heaven associated to Chesed . Its

meanings are varied but the root ARB meaning a mixture has been

cited as one source of its origin .

	

Also the Hebriac roots of AR

L12/pg 12

When one first enters Chesed (in Assiah) one finds the new

is almost limitless but when the top of

reached in Atziluth the limitations then become just

power and movement when combined with BTH =

reach through prayer, meditation,

inner dwelling

place is just as valid an association . The two main angels of

this Palace are Zeburial and Tutrbebial . This heaven assures us

of a safe place that remains so throughout eternity that one can

and human actions, on the

earthly plane .

	

ARBTH = 603 which equates

	

a place of

r
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has to leap into the void and trusting on ones past actions for

salvation . It is * a time of change in every sense of the word and

r

.abundance, in the positive sense .

L12/pg 1 3

The King of Edom associated to Chesed is Jobab (YUBB = 20) .

This word is formed from the root YU which roughly translated

means every intelligent (luminous) manifestation . The arabic and

Coptic roots mean both Sun and Moon respectively . The second

root BB relates to interior expansion or hollow . When placed

together we find an luminous intelligence in a hollow void . The

root ChZH (20) can be related here and means settled or fixed

into place. This refers to Jobab being in a position that is

fixed and cannot be altered . Another root TATA (20) which signi-

fies a deep hole or the creation of one .

The Hell associated to Chesed is called Gihebem and means

'silence' . This ascribes to the period of loneliness where one

shows that if one has passed the test they will leave the

behind but if not they will remain there forever . It is the time

where ones punishment is loneliness, being far away from the

divine source of nourishment .

Hell
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because

	

it

	

resembles

	

Unity,

	

uniting itself

Understanding which emanates from the

Chokmah, Wisdom .'

The above statement of the Yetzirac Text tells us that this

Sephira is associated to Unity and equates this with both Binah

and Chokmah .

	

fact Geburah and Chesed are merely the

LESSON 1 .3

GEBURAH - STRENGTH/SEVERITY

'The fifth path (Sephira) is called radical Intelligence

L_i''lpg 1

Primordial depths

manifested energies of Binah and Chokmah and hence the

Bi nah,

analogy.

The aspect fo Unity here is unification of Geburah and Chesed as

a separate polarity . The term "Radical" means touching that

which is fundamental which shows the underlying meaning of the

term "Radical Intelligence" .

Geburah is the 5th Sephiroth and has the dual title of

Strength and Severity .

	

It derives its power and formation from

the masculine centre of Chesed which is the opposite extreme from

Binah above it .

	

For when Mercy and strength are harmoniously

joined they produce Understanding, since its outer shell is

masculine and its inner natures is feminine .

	

o use words like

Strength and Severity to describe Geburah is really

simplification, for example, Strength without

both

an over

application has no

virtue . By using polarity one begins to understand the nature of

this Sephira a little better .

	

Chesed is Mercy and its opposite



is not quite Strength of Severity but a form of martial aggres-

siveness, hence the relationship of Geburah to war is very

apparent . There are certain destructive qualities associated to

this Sephira such as hate, anger and revenge but all of them are

based on relativity as without the

passions

	

Geburah would emerge .

	

In short, an army or war

cannot engage without an enemy .

The Magical Image of Geburah is a mighty warrior in his

chariot (armed and crowned) . Here we have the warrior aspect not

only prepared for battle but eager for it as'well .

	

It is from

this image that the martial aspects of Seburah

L13/pg

mercy of Chesed none of the

are over the

present .

	

Within this context there is a certain amount

tension present for here we have the warrior constantly on guard

with almost eternal vigilance which can be a strain on the emo-

1
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tions and resources . Since the pendulum sways both ways a back-

lash to this type of behaviour is very real and should be watched

for .

The Magical experience of Geburah is a vision of power . Now

this relates directly to the energies of this Sephira . By the

way of ascent, the power is the growth of the rebirth aspect

which is experienced in Tiphareth. Here the new energy is now

matured and has gained both in stature and strength . In terms of

descent, Geburah is the Sephira Uat shows the establishment of

the newfound masculine energy which also signifies power .

There are a number of Magica Weaaons associated to Geburah,

E
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but the one of importance is the sword .

	

It is a symbol

	

a

guard as well as justice and enforcement .

symbol of the conjunction due to its concept of penetration .

	

In

the Golden Dawn paper on the Magical Sword it says :

	

'The sword

to be used in all cases where great force

b used and required,

defence against evil forces .

	

For this reason it is under the

presidency of Geburah and of Mars, whose names and forces are to

be invoked at its consecration' .

	

The spear has also much the

same function as the sword while the scourge is a symbol

severity and punishment .

	

The chain is the chain of mourning,

symbol of the heaviness of binding obligations .

One of the geometric symbols of,Geburah is the Pentagon and

another is the Pentagram, of this Mathers wrote : The Pentagon,

first form, reflected from every second point . The Pentangle can

be traced in two ways ; reflected from every second point, when it

is called the Pentagon ;

	

and reflected from every third point,

when it is called the Pentagram .

L13/pg

In alchemy it is a

and strength are to

but principally for banishing and for

The Pentagram as a whole is

referred to the fifth Sephira Geburah .

	

The Pentagon naturally

I
represents the power of the Pentab operating in nature by the

	

dispersal of the spirit and four elements through it . The number

of the degrees of a great circle cut off between its angles is 72

degrees, the number forming the astrological Quintile Aspect,

good in nature and in operation . It also answers to the disper-

sal force of the five letters YEHESHUAH .

The Virtue of Geburah is energy which relates not only to



also showing the ability to compete with others,

instances new endeavours financed by Geburah are built on old

ones which will have been torn down as a result of contact

this dynamic force .

	

As a virtue it is the ability to fight evil

and win, then convert it to good .

While the Virtue of Geburah is energy, its vice is self

destruction which is caused by the rampant force of Geburah over

extending itself . This destructive quality is in the self and is

the point where something has over reacted its boundaries . The

force that it has tried to conquer then, in turn, conquers it .

Here the force of this Sephira has utilised a vehicle that is

unprepared to handle its energies .

The two additional titles of Geburah are Justice and Fear .

These actualy relate more to the martial constancy of Geburah's

war like attitude .

	

Both these titles relate back to Geburah's

image of a warrior in a chariot . Justice shows that the warrior

will come to the aid of those in his domain while fear shows the

reactions when his laws have been broken .

blood,,

L13/pg 4

the drive of completing projects but also the courage hold

fast on to ones convictions in the face adversity. Those

individuals who come under the influence of Geburah will have to

go out and build, creating new situations in place of old but

as in many

with

a mineral drug of Seburah, Iron directly effects the

especially the Haemoglobin . This in turn makes our blood

supply oxygen rich which produces more energy . The term used for

1
1
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Tree we approach Geburah with a certain amount
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which mineral substances that are taken into the body is called

Chelation and if absorbed have a potency of up to ten times

greater assimilation . The esoteric aspect of Iron as a mineral

drug brings out a stabilising effect of holding firm to ones

karmic pattern .

Geburah in Atziluth comes under the name of Elohim Gibor

which means "Gods wars or battles" . By the way of descent on the

0 caution as

though the qualities of Mercy in Chesed have made us receptive to

change, it is now bringing in the power of the senses . In ascent

we view Elohim Gibor with a longing for justice . This is because

we have come up through the hell of war and now wish for peace .

The root of Gi bor i s GBR (205) = "to be powerful" which also

equates with another root DRA = "to repel" . Elohim Gibor purges

us of our aggressions by making us act out the karmic play we are

all in but directs us to the selfish side of our nature so that

we can understand the full necessity of it and grow and develop

_from this experience .

The Briatic emanation of Geburah is through the Archangel

Khamael while others (such as Levi) say it personifies divine

justice . It is Khamael that appeared to Jesus (to give him

strength) in the garden of Gethsemane . This Archangel is the one

that gives us the strength to perform the martial duties of this

Sephira . It is here that he must inject in us desire, hate, rage

and fear so that we can experience these for the greater good .

While he does not create these evil forces he does permit them to
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manifest in us by standing slightly aside as we experience this

aspect of evil . For Khameal is a tester of our nature .

The Yeziratic influence of Geburah is in the angelic choir

called the Seraphim (which means fiery serpents) . It is they who

govern the karmic influence of our lives under this Sephira .

They are the angels of Love, light and fire and produce in us

these qualities through manipulation . They try to give us the

chance to have our fill of experiences under their guidance .

Though most of these will be unpleasant they are for the develop-

ment of self and this point must never be overlooked .

The Assiatic influence of Geburah is the planet Mars . Its

mundane effects are that of energy, construction, competitive-

ness,, force, • war, sudden impulses etc . It is important to rea-

lise that with this planet we have a force, a tremendous power

that is to a certain extend blind in its direction .

Hebrew word for Mars is Madim (Mad = force or might) which is

name that reflects this planet's nature . In Mars we have the

warrior, ready for action but the approacher must decide how he

comes to him, as friend or foe . It is here we must examine our

motives for if they be correct he will not harm us but if they be

the opposite we are then in trouble .

The Qlippothic energies Geburah are the Golahab or

Burners with Fire as they are sometimes referred to . Their forms

are said to be those of creatures with enormous black heads which

are sometimes described like volcanoes in eruption . Their energy

The esoteric
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strife (Deimos, Phobos and Eris) .

	

Every evil ill of war was

associated to this god .

	

Another association of interest is that

of Hades, King of the Underworld .

L 13/pg 7

is one of immense force which man picks up and directs towards

others in violent action and aggressive behaviour . However the

energy drawn from their sigil is short lived, like most of the

energy coming from the lower Tree . Passions, vice and immorality

are all the result of the negative aspects of this Sephira and

its effect on man .

Horus is the Egyptian godform associated to Geburah . Since

Horus is a god of many parts the one that has the most signifi-

cance here is Heru-Behutet and he is usually depicted with a

spear and a headress surmounted with a solar disk . Behutet drove

away darkness (and night) and the threatening elements such as

rain clouds, storms, winds etc ., which left the brilliance of the

sun shine through . This is of course symbolic of the victory of

light over dark forces . The battle between Horus and Set was a

battle between Heru-Behutet and Set . Another title of Heru

Behutet was Lord of the Forge City where he was considered the

master blacksmith .

Ares is the Greek god of war and was the son of Jupiter and

Juno . As a god who originated in Thrace he was often shown as an

armed warrior but was more noted for his rages than anything

else . In battle, his weapon was the spear and was always said to

accompanied by the three comrades - war, fear, fright and

The Scandanavian god also

attributed to Geburah was Thor, son of Odin and Earth, h was



also called the god of thunder and possessed the

hammer which could be utilised as a weapon of terror .

L13/pg 9

formidable

One of the important Hindu associations to Geburah is that

Vishnu . Although he is a warrior god he is opposite to the

Greek God Ares because he fights against evil . The image f

Vishnu, with his four arms (holding the mace, shell and lotus) is

in reality a blending of both concepts of Thor and Ares into the

god of preservation but one who will go to battle to defend it .

There are many stories associated to Vishnu as a defender of the

Righteous. One such example of this is Vishnu saving the royal

elephant from a crocidile .

The Roman god of Geburah is Mars and his name is taken from

the root MAR which means generative force . He was the father of

both Romulus and Remus, the twins who founded Rome . Like a lot

of other godforms he was first a god of agriculture . As a god of

Spring he was called Mars Gradiuus (from "growth") while as a god

of war he was always seen with his companions who instilled not

only fear (to the enemy) but honour and courage to the forces

under his protection .

The Tarot association to the four fives shows opposition,

strife and struggle, war, obstacles to the question in hand

ultimate failure or success as also shown .

	

The Five of Wands is

called "Lord of Strife" and shows swift bold action . The Five of

Cups is "Lord of Loss in Pleasure which signifies pleasure

coming to an end - dissappointment and Loss .

	

The Five of Swords
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i "Lord of Defeat" and also shows loss but after a struggle - a

battle lost . The Five of Pentacles i "Lord of Material Trouble"

which shows payment for reward (of a material nature) - sometimes

wealth gained at a bitter expense .

The vegetable drug of Geburah is a tincture made from the

roots and leaves of Nettle .

	

This drug contains a good deal

Iron, Tannin, Phosphates, Formic Acid etc .

astringent, diuretic, purgative, blood builder, stimulant and

tonic . In ancient times Nettle was gathered (before sunrise) and

fed to cattle to protect the farmer against night demons .

The Red Jasper is one of the precious stones of this path .

It is noted as a gem from which imperial seals were made . As an

amulet it could heal one injured in any type of hunting accident

as well as keep one from being possessed . Among its medicinal

qualities apart from bringing good health was a curing of blood

diseases . Though Jaspers come in a variety of colours the Red

Jasper relates more to curing one of diseases or ailments

ciated with the fire element and the martian influence .

It is used as an

asso-

The sixth heaven is related to Geburah and is called Makhon

which means place or base . The Talmud says 'Makhon contains the

reserves of snow, hail, harmful dew, round drops fatal to vegeta-

tion and its doors are in flame' . It goes on to quote Deut ;28 ;12

'YHVH will open unto thee his good treasure' . This shows that

the way to attainment is through the palace of trial and tribula-

tion .

	

If one accepts the challenge it can only benefit them, to



Since early days when this plant was used in incense
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deny it one will fall to the fatalism that this heavenly Palace

represents . Makhon is also called 'Palace of Will' for will is

the only way one can survive the ordeal . The angels this

Palace are Rumial, Katmial, Gehegial, Arsabrsbial, Egrumial,

Machkial and Tufrial .

The sixth infernal mansion of Retzeltoth means gates of

death .. This relates to the area where one experiences death, yet

again, only this time it is related to Geburah . The concept

teaches us that we are on the threshold of burning our bridges

completely with the upper Tree and having little or no chance of

redemption . This is a severing point with the upper Tree but it

is still ultimately up to us whether or not we can reconnect the

severed link .

The magical perfume or aromatic of Geburah is Tobacco .

form it

created a pungent aroma and was used in the Americas as a prelude

to a sacrificial ritual . Also it is used both as a stimulant and

a relaxative before battle . The Mexicans used tobacco to iden-

tify with the rain goddess while the Mayans used it to appease

the four elements .

The Edomite Duke associated to Geburah is Elah and the King

is called Husham (HShM = 905 or 345) . By the use of Gematria we

find that 345 equates to 'Extract' or 'draw forth' while 905

relates to 'Precious Stone' . Together they relate to the emerg-

ing of crystalised matter .

	

The root of Husham is HSh which is a
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violent or disordered movement . Another root of possible origin

is HUSh meaning "barrenness" . The root AM shows a passive force

which when merged with HSh releases its barren principles and

gives birth t

	

a material substance and takes on

	

positive

movement .

The Immaginery animal of Geburah is the Basilisk . This is

an animal with the body of a snake and the head and claws of a

bird of prey. This is representative in Christianity as a symbol

of the devil of Anti-Christ . Its main weapons are the eyes which

could kill at a glance and like in the fight between Persues and

the Gorgon, the only way to kill it is to see it first through a

reflection . .

simplified explanation of the 6=5 grade of Adeptus Major

that in the 5=6 level he learns how to apply his trade in

practical manner, while in the 6=5 he must not only know how to,

but he must become good at it .

	

It is here that the powerful

magician is brought through, a person to be reconned with on all

levels of occultism .
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AS-SO-C1ATIO-NS

GEBURAH - STRENGTH/SEVERITY

RIGHT SHOULDER - JUSTICE, FEAR

ELOHIM GIBOR

KHAMAEL

SERAPHIM

MARS

THE GOLAHAB

HORUS - HERU BEHUTET

ARES, HADES

MARS

VISHNU

RED JASPER

SWORD

VISION OF POWER

TOBACCO

TINTURE OF NETTLE

IRON

NETTLE

PENTAGON - PENTANGLE

BASILISK

4 FIVES

SELF DESTRUCTION

ENERGY

HUSHAM

RETZELTOTH

MAKHON

ADEPTUS MAJOR
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the eye of the hurricane, a place of calm and safety amongst

turmoil and upheavel .

f

mingle, expand and grow .

LESSON 14

TIPHARETH - BEAUTY

'The sixth path (Sephira) is called Mediating Intelligence

because in it are multiplied the influxes of the Emanations ; for

it causes that influence to flow into all the reservoirs of the

blessings with which they themselves are united .'

The term Mediating Intelligence refers to the fact that this

Sephira is transposed on the Middle Pillar, between the two

extremes. The influxes are multiplied because they find them-

selves in a safe area of non polarity and since the restrictions

of the two interposing forces are lifted, they have a chance

L14/pg I

This concept is very much in line with

Tiphareth is the Sephira that stands for Beauty and is the

first

	

apart from Kether to stand on the middle pillar of equi-

librium .

	

By drawing from the two extremes of Chesed and Geburah

a harmonious balance is formed . By virtue of its position on the

Tree, directly below Kether

	

it reflects much of the purity of

its origin but on a more deeply manifested scale .

	

By virtue

ascent, Tiphareth is a Sephiroth that has not yet manifested into

the extreme of Geburah . In terms of descent, Tiphareth has half

the passions of Geburah and rests at a vital point between love

and hate (the two extremes of Geburah's temperament) which is



severeness, and appreciation of things for its own sake which is

beauty . This Sephira is in the shadow of Kether and is the apex

of the second triad, the doorway to the next level of existence .

The Ruach is part of the Kabbalistic Soul associated

Tiphareth, though in actual fact its location on the Tree covers

the Sephiroth of Chesed (as memory), Geburah (as will), Tiphareth

(as imagination), Netzach (as desire) and Hod (as reason) .

	

All

of these faculties are part of the mysteries of Ruach with memory

and will along with imagination are the active parts Ruach plays

in the Second Order .

	

Desire and reason are the two stages that

the Ruach must go through in the Outer Order .

	

Leiningen says

that Ruach consists of an interior but idealistic being

manifests the exterior shell . It has the ability to distinguish

itself from other parts of the body .

which has to keep apart from the protoplasm of the body and the

pure energy above it, the body in fact processes the stimuli back

to the Ruach so that it can feed it (through penetration) .

Regardie considered the Ruach as the 'false or mpirical

ego' which we consider the 'I' which is a flux of changing

concepts. The Ruach is the human soul which covers the area

above and below the veil . The aspect of occult training is to

link this Ruach with the Nephesh (our Lower Self) so that the

Ruach as such no longer exists

L14/pg

which

It is the middle function

and as such the false manifesta-

tions of the ego are then shattered and the Neshamah, the core

essence of Self is then seen clearly . The root RVCh relates to

being drenched by water while the root RU shows

	

spiritual

1
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emanation (also a stream) which possibly has Arabic origins that

relate to the lung . These Arabic beginnings also show contempla-

tion, reflection and deliberation (before action) .

The virtue of Tiphareth is "Devotion to the Great Work" .

This means that to enter this Sephira one must commit oneself

wholeheartedly in the Work of study or teaching the Secret

Wisdom . In simple terms it means commitment, from both body and

soul, and accepting the Karmic patterns of life that one has to

lead to this end . Acceptance of the Great Work and committing

oneself to it can radically alter the individual and his life-

style, and these should be clearly understood before entrance

into Tiphareth .

The Magical Power of Tiphareth is the Vision of the Harmony

of things and the Mysteries of the Crucifixion . In the former we

have the area where the disjointed associations revealed to us in

parts in the Lower Tree, now these can be seen in their totality

as part of the whole vital plan of the Tree which was previously

unrevealed to us when below the veil . At Tiphareth, the picture,

its scope and size now is seen for the first time .

The Mysteries of the Crucifixion are many but one the

main points is that to gain advantage in another level o exis-

tence one must pay ones dues in the present one . The old saying

of "no pain - no gain" is a simplistic but accurate way of des-

cribing this situation . From a psychological viewpoint the cru-

cifixion is death of the ego and subsequent rebirth into the
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higher states of awareness .

	

Much of the symbology of the cross

is also incorporated into this analogy .

The vice of Tiphareth is egotistical pride . It is here at

the point of rebirth on the Tree that ones strengths are rein-

forced, but also it is found that ones problems also increase in

proportion . If' the power and understanding one receives at this

level goes to ones head the ego can inflate, causing all sorts of

disruptions . This produces in many instances a shattering exper-

ience as the ego will only inflate so far before i t seeks new

horizons and patterns to transcend .

life giving qualities . It is placed under the horse in the

Chinese astrological system, is related to the season of summer,

and is attributed to the cardinal point of south . One interest-

ing saying attributed to this trigram is 'what was vegetable now

becomes conscious' which of course runs parallel with the western

meaning .

The chakra association to Tiphareth is the Anahata or Heart

centre . The Geometric. symbol here is that of a downward pointing

triangle within a 12 petalled lotus, each incorporating a letter

and representing an Indian diety . The petals and triangles are

coloured in gold .

	

Within the circle (surrounding the triangle)

are the dieties Isa and Kakini Sakti . When this chakra is

1

41In the Chinese cosmos the I'Ching trigram associated to

Tiphareth is Li which is fire or sun . It represents the middle

daughter and shows the characteristics of agitation, warmth and

	

I



sympathetic bond will take over his own auric emanation and rule

him .

	

This chakra controls the Thymus and is the transmuter, for

it is at a critical gate or entrance way .

	

It produces enormous

radiant power and shows in individuals those who have

deal of power and control over the lives of others .

t

ID

1

elements with a golden cross at its centre .

tions, though it is used as
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activated man becomes aware of suffering of others and relates to

them in a fraternal bond . It is here he must be cautious or this

a great

The Magical weapon of Tiphareth is the Lamen of the Rose

Cross .

	

In magic the Lamen is usually worn over the Heart region

and is a symbol of the devotion of the operator .

	

The Lamen or

Rose Cross is made of the colours of the King Scale in the four

In medieval times

the Lamen was usually metal with the sigil of the invoked spirit

engraved on it . This in fact would blind the spirit (in its own

reflection) to obedience . The Rose Cross Lamen has many uses,

but of importance is to take the energy of devotions and filter

it out through the Rose Cross so that ones power is increased and

controlled by the petals of the rose into a unified spectrum .

Olibanum or Frankincense (Boswellia Carterii) is made from a

gum resin of an Arabian tree and was used in ancient times for

just about every conceivable ritualistic purpose . In early days

the Pleiades star system was associated to this perfume . A a

healer, Olibanum clears up blood disorders and bacterial infec

a stimulant to tone up the system

when inhaled . It helps clear the aura of negative vibrations and

raises the level of consciousness .
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Stramonium is also called Jimson Weed, and the drug from

this plant helps bronchial complaints as well as being pain

killer and sedative . It is a poisonous plant and drugs from this

can prove fatal if too much is taken . Its psychic benefits are

numerous but it is best described as an hallucinogenic which does

induce (in some instances) states of prophecy, as well as being a

catalyst to expell the astral body and make it travel .

The mineral drug of Tiphareth is Potable Gold . It's medi-

cinal qualities are said to help bouts of depression and gene-

rally tone up the entire system helping to cure such diseases

that are bronchial and vascular in nature . It has been used in

such diseases as veneral and multiple sclerosis .

The Atziluth name for Tiphareth is Eloah Ve Daath . There

are a' number of translations for this which could mean "God's

knowledge" or "because of knowledge" . This is the "point de

part", through the mists of the veil of Pokareth . Here knowledge

is not only revealed to us but realised . It is here that we

leave behind our old values and become child in our new role now

that realisation has come . It is here that one experiences the

wholeness of the Tree, instead of the parts, it is the point of

synthesization .

The Briatic world of Tiphareth is under the presidency

the archangel Raphael (meaning "God who has healed") . He is also

the Patriarch of Journeys and it is his job to guide one through

1

1

y
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the veil as the angel who teaches knowledge of the sciences . He

will guide and instruct individuals with knowledge so that reali-

sation comes and the mist of the veil of Pokareth is removed . It

was Raphael who gave the great Solomon the power to control evil

spirits .

The Yetziratic association of Tiphareth is through the choir

of angels called the Malachim (Kings or controllers) which are

equated to the order of virtues . As an angelic choir angels

their function is to give strength whether it be in peace or war,

and to reinforce the health of those placed in their charge . The

Malakim are the ones who bring out the pattern of study or the

formation one develops as a result of the Tiphareth experience .

It is they who decide the religious or mystical path that the

devotee (who has reached Tiphareth) must follow . Once recipro-

cated they strengthen the will and body of the adept so that his

or her task can be accomplished .

The Assiatic experience is based on the Sun, the source of

life itself . It is the force that controls our destinies and

environment. The Sun of course rules the heart but unlike the

lust of Venus it introduces us to a new dimension universal

ecstacy that pushes past the physical barrier, and opens the door

intercourse on a level that we previously would have consi-

dered cosmic . The Sun is a prime mover in our life and that must

never be forgotten . It gives us both harmony and devotion and

merges in divine union .



direct contradiction to the beauty typlified by the higher

Zomiel by gematria equates to 158 which relates to strangulation

or suffocation . The root ZAa means "painful movement - fear or

trouble" . MI is a root that means "water or expansiveness (and

also "who" if used as a pronoun) . The entire concept is one of

painful, great and expansive movement .

The abstract figures associated •to Tiphareth are the hex-

angle, hexagon and hexagram . Mathers.said : 'The Hexangle natu-

rally represents the powers of the Hexad operating in Nature, by

the dispersal of the rays of the planets, and of the zodiac

emanating from the Sun . The number of degrees of a great circle

cut off between its angles is 60, forming the astrological sex-

tile aspect, powerful for good . It is not so consonant to the

Sun nature as the Hexagram, and remember thou, that the 'Gon

signifieth dispersion, distribution, and radiation of a force

but the 'Gram concentration . Hence use the 'Son for spreading,

and the 'Gram for concentration and sealing and when there is

need, though canst compare,

'Son initiateth the whirl .'

The Phoenix is one of the imaginary

It is a bird which slightly resembles an

L14/pg 8

The Olippothic forces. of Tiphareth are under the presidency

the Zomiel and are described as great black giants who work

against each other . This energy shows itself in self adornment,

benef icati on of the self at the expense of all else .

	

It i s i n

Tree .

interpose and combine them ; but the

animals of Tiphareth .

eagle with red and gold

feathers and would kill itself when exposed to the suns rays and

r
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through the suns rays, the renewer of life .
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would

	

turned into ashes which would then transform into

another Phoenix . This of course is representative of the rebirth

The Phoenix was said

to appear once every 500 years .

	

In many ways it is representa-

tive of the soul passing through the various incarnations .

The Bay Laurel is associated to Tiphareth and is used in

clairvoyance matters of divination and sacrificial rites .

	

This

tree comes under the presidency of Apollo and was used in ceremo-

nies

	

worship this divinity .

	

The leaves and berries have

narcotic effect and if eaten produce visions of all descriptions .

It was used to keep away evil spirits and charms (by placing it

above the doorway) . Also the Bay Laurel is said

	

attract

wealth and bring prosperity to the household who hold it sacred .

The grade of Tiphareth is that of the Adeptus Minor and is

signified by the numbers 5=6 .

	

This is the start of the Inner

Order and is the point where the adept goes through a death in

which his old values vanish then goes through a birth as new

ones are fostered in him . At this level he becomes the fledgling

magician . has now been shown how to perform and during the

time of his stay in Tiphareth he must learn to use these powers

and gain strength in th'm before he graduates to the next level

of 6=5 .

Topaz or Chrysolite was said to have first been

as a gem in Topazos, situated in the Red Sea .

recognised

Its psychic pro-

perties are said to pacify the nerves and protect the wearer from
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night demons . If worn around the neck and set in gold it could

protect the wearer against evil charms and spells . The Topaz was

said to be able to project some of the power of the sun and it is

also a symbol to attract wealth .

Adonis is the Greek god of Tiphareth . Adonis was the son of

Cinyras and was the lover of Venus . As a youth Adonis was noted

for his beauty . He was p laced .i n a pastos by Aphrodite at birth,

and given to Persephone for safe keeping, but when she r eturned .

t o claim the child she found that the pastos had been opened, for

seeing the beauty of Adonis, Persephone refused to part with him .

Zeus then decreed that he was to spend six months of the year

with each .

The Roman counterpart of Adonis is Apollo, the son of

Jupiter and Latona . Horn on the floating island of Duus, he was

the god of beauty, the arts, medicine etc . Apollo was the god

(the only one) who could foresee the future and as such was much

sort after by those seeking divination . Often Apollo would be

seen as the sun, in fact many times the sun was called 'Apollos

Chariot' .

The Egyptian god of Tiphareth is Ra, the Egyptian sun god .

The Egyptians considered that he (along with Ptah) was the source

of all nourishment and of life itself .

The four Princes are the first lot of Tarot associations

Tiphareth .

	

they are figures seated in chariots, and thus borne-

1
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forward . They represent the Vav forces of the name in each suit .

The mighty son of the King and Queen, who realises the influences

of both scales of force . A Prince, the son of a King and Queen,

yet a Prince of Princes and a King of Kings : an Emperor whose

effect is at once rapid (though not as swift as that the

Queen) and enduring . It is therefore, symbolised by a figure

borne in a chariot, and clothed in armour . Yet is his power vain

and illusionary, unless set in motion by his father and mother .

The second set of tarot associations are the four sixes which

stand for definite accomplishment, something carried out .

The Hindu diety of this Sephira is Krishna (which means

dark) .

	

His

	

image

	

is

	

of a beautiful

	

youth

	

(possibly .

hemaphrodital) who plays a flute .

	

He is the personification of

the divine child concept . He also is known as Govinda (who takes

care

	

cows) .

	

The esoteric analogy with this phrase can

related to Christ who is Shepherd of the flock . Krishna was the

diety who was born with cosmic consciousness and represents the

divine aspect of thought and deed .

The Fifth Heaven is called Maon (dwelling) and is sometimes

called Rahamim (divine mercy) . The Talmud says: 'In Ma'on there

are hosts of Ministering angels who sing during the night but

keep silent during the day in honour of Israel and it is said

(Psalms 42 :9) "In the daytime (his life) YHVH will command his

loving kindness and in the height (after life) his song shall be

with me" .' This heaven relates to devotion or the heart of man -

his aspirations with his maker or universal love .

	

It is here
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that the unification of both man and god truely begin .

The King of Edom associated here is Hadad and the Duke is

Pinon and they come from the city of Avith . Hadad (HDD = 13)

comes from the root HD (or HED) which expresses power of divi-

sion, which when taken back to its arabic shows limitation,

terminating .. The Duke Pinon (PYNN = 190 or 840) is from the root

PI or PHI and relates to enhaled breath or life giving function

confined to restricted man . The root PN also relates here, it

stands for face, air etc ., and relates to turning away from,

f earf u

The 5th Infernal Mansion relates to Tiphareth and is called

Yadashchom or gates of the shadow of death, though in this hell

one can still receive some of the light of the upper Tree .

find here that one is at the gates of a veil relating to the

equivalent of the Yetziratic forces of these regions . One is

about to go further down which will alter their entire perspec-

tive of the divine . Here in this hell one is re-examined to see

if their values have changed or lesson learnt and if not they

will g through the gates to further levels . If they do show

signs of having learnt the valuable lessons of karma they may

return to the upper Tree .

1
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T I TLE : TIPHARETH - BEAUTY

TITLE IN MICROCOSM : HEART AREA

11
KABBALISTIC SOUL : RUACH

ATZILUTH NAME : ELOAH VE DAATH

I BRIATIC NAME : RAPHAEL

11
YETZIRATIC NAME : MALACHIM

ASSIAH - PLANET NAME : SUN

I CLIPPOTH : THE ZOMIEL

HINDU CONCEPT : KRISHNA

11 EGYPTIAN DIETY : RA

1111
GREEK DIETY : ADONIS

ROMAN DIETY : APOLLO

11 GEMSTONE : TOPAZ

MAGICAL VISION : MYSTERIES OF THE CRUCIFIXION

MAGICAL WEAPON : ROSE CROSS LAMEN

11
AROMATIC : OLIBANIUM/FRANKINCENSE

VEGETABLE DRUG : STRAMONIUM EXTRACT

11 MINERAL DRUG : POTABLE GOLD

TAOISM ASSOCIATION : L I
11 PLANT : BAY LAUREL

I
ANIMAL : PHOENIX

TAROT ASSOCIATION : 4 PRINCES, 4 SIXES

11 VICE : EGOTISTICAL PRIDE

1
if

VIRTUE : DEVOTION TO THE GREAT WORK

GEOMETRIC ASSOCIATION : HEXAGRAM, HEXAGON

THE HEAVENS : MAON



KING OF EDOM :

	

HADAD

HELLS :

	

YADASHCHOM

CHAKRA :

	

ANAHATA

ROSICRUCIAN GRADE :

	

ADEPTUS MINOR
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LESSON 15

NETZACH - VICTORY

'The 7TH Path (Sephira) is called Occult Intelligence

because it is the refulgent splendour of the intellectual virtues

which are perceived by the eyes of the intellect and the contem-

plations of the faith .'

The meaning of the term "Occult Intelligence" in this

instance is the manner of expression of our hidden nature . The

occult is not something we learn but something we discover within

the self, in short, it means to discover the cause of our ignor-

ance so that our true natures can be revealed . It is the expres-

sion of our inner motives and desires . The 'refulgent splendour

of the intellectual virtues' relates to the creative and emo-

tional state of the mind spurred on by the intellect . The con-

templations of the faith is devotion, pure and simple which is

the driving force of our journey into the magical experience .

Netzach is' the 7th Sephira and means Victory . This name in

itself hints at the martial aspects of Geburah and draws from it,

through Tiphareth, a strong and noble force which when considered

in terms of polarity could only be termed Victorious . Without

Tiphareth, Netzach would have expended itself, but beauty brings

harmony which has tempered Geburah's fiery nature so that when

the emanations reach their fullest in Netzach the diversion and

L15/pg 1



Netzach . Man at this point has now been made whole again and he

is ready to venture towards the beauty (in Tiphareth) of his

divine innocence that he has fleeting glimpses of in Netzach .

The virtue of Netzach is unselfishness . This is because the

devotional aspect of Netzach is in strong harmony with mother

nature. It is also a force that works for the common good regard-

less of the personal sacrifice .. It is here at this point on the

Tree that the individual must propel himself forward into

higher strata of his being (to be discovered in Tiphareth)

L1S/pg 21

injection

	

additional force or polarity has averted sure

defeat .

The magical experience of Netzach is the vision of beauty

triumphant . This relates to the Tree in terms of ascent and

signifies that the individual has triumphantly passed through the

lower Sephiroth and approaches the boundary of the Second Order .

Though has not reached them yet the beauty Tiphareth

emanates through the mist of the veil and is warmly received by

the

so

that he can work for the common good of all . He must be prepared

leave behind the material in search of the spiritual and as

such his nature must change for the common good .

The vice of Netzach is greed . It is here that the indivi-

dual becomes very materialistic with a strong leaning towards the

pleasures life. Pleasure is the key word here and this

Sephira brings out the pleasure seeker . Here just about every

type of sense of devotion is experienced to the fullest but at

1
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here is the lighting of the way so that Venus, typified as mother

nature, can be followed .

	

Hence it gives one an illuminating

M

t

the expense of the true essence of self .

	

It is the excess

pleasure that takes over ones thoughts,

making us a slave to them .

Out

quality .

The I'Ching trigram associated to Netzach is Ken, an aspect

of the earth element .

	

This comes under the Chinese astrological

symbol of the Cow and relates to the hand (also arm, leg thigh,

The two magical symbols of Netzach are the Lamp and Girdle .

of these two possibly the Girdle is the one more associated

this Sephira, as it relates to a complete or cyclic function

and is often related to both the zodiac and the ecliptic . Being

cyclic it relates to change to all those it emcompasses . It also

strongly relates to the myth of the Girdle of Venus .

	

The Lamp

finger etc) and relates to .a mountain area .

trigram is stability and solidity but also hints

	

eruptive

pressure that could burst forth at any given

clear cut decision on a thing due to obstacles and progress will

be hard going .

desires and

L 15/pg

emotions

The action of this

moment . It shows no

The Chakra associated to Netzach is the Manipura Centre

(solar plexus) .

	

This centre to a certain extent is a cleansing

area which works on the system functioning around the liver .

psychic functions are numerous but this centre has the power

project ones consciousness into the astral.

Its

It is the centre of



visions and it is here that vital energy gathers and rules the

pancreas . The sense of sight belongs t this centre . This

Chakra is described as a 10 petalled blue Lotus with a reversed

triangle within it with a Ram at its base .

Metallic Arsenic (Arsenicum Metallicum) is a mineral drug of

Netzach and works primarily at lifting ones spirits up from

depressed state . In fact it is an anti-depresant . Any drug made

from Copper will also come under this category and has been known

to help with neuralgia, influenza and emphysema .

	

As a magical

elixer Copper was used to cure at a distance and increase the

etheric vibration of the aura, so that in orgastic rites the

communication during the ceremonies would be made easier .

	

It is

used especially in fertility rituals .

The vegetable drugs Benzoin and Rose are related to Netzach .

Benzoin (Styrax Benzoin) can be classed as a stimulant,
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diuretic,

antiseptic and antipyretic, it is also used in the treatment

skin conditions . Its magical values as an aromatic for evocation

and invocation work is well known and it is obtained from the

Styrax Tree .

	

Rose tincture is also associated . here and is used

primarily for skin and menstrual complaints . In magical use the

Rose tincture was used to attract the aura of the opposite sex .

On a more etheric note Rose Water has been used in some temples

as part of the ingredients of the consecrated water .

The effect of the world of Atziluth an this Sephira is in

YHVH Tzabaoth, which means the Lord of Hosts .

	

In Gnostic ore

1

t
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Tzabaoth (Hosts) was one of the seven archons who created the

universe . It is here in the first stirrings of Netzach that the

various religious orders and mystery schools are created so that

there are numerous spiritual outlets for the various souls rein-

carnating . Since each soul can vary in its perspective, accord-

ing to its lessons, Tzabaoth decided that certain lessons could

be learned by a variety of religious experiences, it caters for a

multitude of ideals and expressions and will continue to create

new schools to fall in line with the developments of each soul .

The Priatic emanation is Haniel and this Archangel' name

means "He who sees God (also Glory and Grace of God)" . While the

Atziluth emanations relate to religious devotion as a whole the

archangelic aspect is to give these religious establishments a

glimpse of their attainment which is ultimately unification with

God . Haniel in fact brings each mystery school or religion

closer its ideal by establishing contact with them through

their own respective structures . Such instruction is often con-

sidered divine (when interpreted correctly) and is a tremendous

step forward on the goal of unification .

The Yetziratic influence of Netzach relates to the Elohim,

the angelic choir. A common title given to this choir of angels

is the Princes or Principalities, which ancient lore states "are

spirits capable of giving treasure and riches, and they and their

dependents serve in all operations, being a mass composed

different orders, and they are sufficiently truthful ."

functions are to protect religious orders and try and guide them

Their



the planet Venus .

	

The Hebrew word for Venus

show that love is shown through duty (whether
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on the correct path. n modern terms their duties are to inspire

religious thought and action and try to raise the level o emo-

tional consciousness, so that it can equate on a single level (at

Tiphareth) where a uniting and merging will take place and it

will then be restructured .

The Assiatic emanations of Netzach are typlified by the

magical image of a naked beautiful lady, a standard archetype for

is Nogah .

	

The

influence

	

this planet shows in areas of love, attraction

(mental and physical) and productivity .

	

The esoteric concepts

it be given or

inflicted) . It shows a love of the beautiful, the arts, which

shows things from a materialistic viewpoint . It is life exper-

ienced at its finer points .

The Qlippothic beings of Netzach are the Ghoreb Zereq (dis-

persing Ravens) . Their forms are that of hideous demon headed

Ravens issuing from a volcano . They also are called Cetzephiel .

their influence or power comes through in the want of others

possessions . The qlippothic demons of this region help their

human confederates achieve this end through collective group

effort . Any form of organised crime comes through this emana-

tion. Also they are responsible for eruptive areas of licen-

tiousness on a grand scale .

The Tarot association to Netzach are the four sevens which

shows

	

force transcending the material plane :

	

and is like a

1
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body aura

level

	

mind and the intuitive faculties .
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crown which indeed is powerful but requires one capable of wear-

ing it . The sevens then show a possible result which is depen-

dent on the action then taken . They depend much on the symbols

that accompany them . The Seven of Wands shows valour, the Seven

of Cups illusory success, the Seven of Swords unstable effort and

the Seven of Disks success unfulfilled .

The esoteric grade of Netzach is that of the Philosophus and

is designated by the numbers 4=7 .

	

The candidates higher mental

Venus and is especially applicable to her nature

is manipulated in this grade and opens up the higher

alchemy this

corresponds to the reddening or the Isosis which is a type

stabiliser or unifier .

	

It is here that the Philosophus must

relate with others from an emotional viewpoint .

	

He must perfect

his outer Order knowledge so that he is prepared to take on the

mantle of the Second Order in Tiphareth .

	

It is a time of unifi-

cation and completeness of the material .

The geometric symbols of Netzach are the heptangle, heptagon

and heptagram . Mathers says : 'The heptagon naturally represents

the dispersal of the powers of the seven planets through the days

of the week and the year . It alludes to the power of the septe-

nary acting through all things, as exemplified by the seven

colours of the rainbow. The heptayram reflected from every third

point yieldeth seven triangles at the apices thereof ; fitly

representing the Triad operating in each planet, and the planets

themselves in the week and year .

	

The heptagram is the star of

and as the
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heptagram i s the lineal figure of the seven planets, so i s Venus

as it were their gate or entrance, as the fitting symbol

Isis of nature and of the seven lower Sephiroth of the Bride ."

The plant of Netzach is the Rose, a multifaceted aspect of

symbolism. Fludd for example considered the eight petalled Rose

showed regeneration . When viewing this flower, note its petals

and colour . At any rate it does symbolise completeness, beauty,

and passion . The thorns of the Rose show the hardships and

sorrow associated to it . The white Rose shows purity and high

spirituality, while the Golden Rose is symbolic of (Papal)

achievement . The red rose shows the blood of those spilled in

the name of good . The blue Rose is the unattainable and the

elixir of life . The Rose is perfection to the Christians, the

nature of all things to the Kabbalists free from the desires of

the flesh to the Egyptians and beauty and desire to the Romans .

The Emerald is the precious stone of Net:ach and the wearer

was supposed to possess the gift of prophecy . This was done by

holding the stone in front of the eyes and try to see in it

of the

the

future events . It is said to emit such a powerful attraction to

the wearer that it sealed up the aura of the wearer and drew

forth from the auras of others, and as such, would draw the power

out of any charged talisman or spell weaver, thus nullifying it .

This of course applies equally as well to the wearer if he or she

is a magician . If for example two people were attracted to each

other the Emerald could demagnetise ones aura, thus cooling

passions between them .

1
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mother nature and was originally considered
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Hathoor i

	

the Egyptian diety of Netzach and represents

headed goddess when associated to joy and pleasure .

an agricultural

goddess . She was the patron of the arts and women and linked to

the star Sept (Sothis) . In her form of Hathoor of the Dead she

showed herself as a symbol of new life because she perfected the

new born in the underworld .

	

She was often depicted as

	

cow

She was

perfect example of a goddess whom the macrocosm and the microcosm

applied equally to .

Aphrodite was the Greek equivalent of Hathoor and one

stage she was in fact called Hathor-Aphrodite,

was dropped in favour of the latter . Her name was taken from the

Greek "Froth" because she was supposed to have been born from the

froth of the ocean . She was said to be the daughter of Zeus and

Diane and was the personification of beauty itself . All men,

even gods, were inflamed with her beauty and she presides over

love as shown by her girdle, which contained every art of seduc-

tion which captures the hearts of men .

until the former

Venus is the Roman goddess of Netzach and was a copy

Aphrodite ; as such she had the same birth .

	

She is the daughter

f Jupiter and wife of Vulcan and like her Greek counterpart

possesses a magic girdle . As a diety she was more active than

Aphrodite and not as reliable except in matters of love .

The Fourth Heaven i s called Zebul .

	

The Talmud says :

	

'The



Here the soul has transmigrated to an area of
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dwelling place of the heavenly Jerusalem and of the Temple where

the altar is erected near which stands Michael, the great Prince,

offering a-sacrifice upon it, as it is written (Kings 8 :13) "I

have surely built thee a house of habitation (Zebul), a place for

thee to dwell in forever" .' This Heaven is one in which man can

rule as it is granted only to those souls who willingly sacrifice

their lives to the spiritual directive of the inner planes .

chief angel of this Heaven is Pachdial (Fear) then Guvrtial

Kzuial . The Archangel over them is Michael .

The

and

The 4th Infernal Mansion is called Bar Schachath (BARShChTh

911) meaning to open (a pit or hole in earth) . ShCHTh -means to

drain .

	

The entire analogy is to drain from a pit in the earth .

constant death

giving no hope for redemption . A living death is suffered here

in this abode . The chief unholy angel governing this mansion is

called Makatiel which means plague of God .

The King of Edom for this region is Samlah (ShMLH = 375)

which is from ShM meaning "the name (of a sphere within)" while

LH is "a movement of reproduction" (its possible Arabic origin

relates to contraction) . The Duke of Edom is Kenaz (ONZ = 157) .

The root ON means "to lament" or "wail" while DNTz means to hunt .

By gematria we find 157 relates to "leaping forth" . The entire

concept is one of surprise attack . The city which both the Duke

and King belong to is Masrekah .

The animals of Netzach are the Lynx and the Raven (as a

1
1
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Carrion Bird) .

	

The Lynx was originally the King of Scythia who,

jealous of Triptolemus' authority (to teach mankind agriculture),

was about to kill him when he was changed (by the gods) into an

animal of ingratitude . The Raven is another association here and

is usually a symbol of destruction . In alchemy it is a symbol of

the Nigredo (the blackening or first stage of the Great Work) .

The Greeks considered the Raven a symbol of long life and a

messenger of the sun god .

Durga is the Hindu diety of this path . She was the wife of

Shiva and the symbol for both wisdom and motherhood . She is

usually depicted with 10 arms and riding on the back of a lion to

show her great strength . She is also a diety who gives graces

and favours using devotion, discrimination, insight and bliss as

her weapons .

	

She is also known as the destroyer of the demons

due to herrigorous attention to the correct path .

titles is the Universal Mother .

One of her
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NETZACH - VICTORY

LEFT HIP

YHVH TZABAOTH

HANIEL

ELOHIM
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GHOREB ZEREO
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HATHOOR

APHRODITE

VENUS

EMERALD

LAMP & GIRDLE

VISION OF BEAUTY TRIUMPHANT
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HELLS :

	

BAR SCHACHATH

CHAKRA :

	

MANIPURA

ROSICRUCIAN GRADE :

	

PHILOSOPHUS
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LESSON 16

HOD - SPLENDOUR/GLORY

'The 8th Path (Sephira) is called the absolute or perfect

intelligence because it is the mean of the primordial, which was

no root by which it can cleave or rest save in the hidden places

of Gedulah, from which emanates its proper essence .'

'The absolute or perfect intelligence' means in relation

this Sephira that it has reached its point of perfection, for Hod

is the Sephira of the intellect and the intellect is the point of

manifestation in Hod .

	

It does not mean that one who enters into

this area knows it all but gives the individual who enters Hod

the opportunity to come to grips with this facet of their being,

and as such a new rapport is developed as the intellect and body

start to work hand in hand .

	

It is a point of regression, like

the other Sephiroth, each catering for a different aspect of the

self .

	

The reference to the 'hidden places of Gedulah' shows

L16/pg 1

simply the influence of the Sephira (which Hod was once a part

of) holds a special balance or ray as Hod . Gedulah shows mercy

and this ray (working through Tiphareth) draws away the emotion

of Netzach from Hod, leaving intellect .

Hod is the 8th Sephira and stands for Splendour. The Oxford

Dictionary defines Splendour as a great brightness, magnificence,

parade, pomp and brilliance . The masculine centre of Netzach

must now revert to its feminine nature as it enters Hod, as it



nious relationship to truth,
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takes the essence of victory and refines it yet again to a more

stronger aspect by showing all who bear witness that victory has

been won . Hod in fact communicates the news of victory t all

who will listen and as such an important key word in relation t I
this Sephira is communication .

The virtue of Hod is truthfulness . Since the individual who

comes into Hod faces his intellect and slowly develops a harmo-

it is the first thing that must

accompany this alliance . Truthfulness comes through the communi-

cation aspect of Hod's nature, as any exchange here must be one

in which there is no deception or the communicative factor of Hod

will not propel its occupants into Netzach .

The vice of Hod is self deception and deceit . This also

relies on the communicative aspects of Hod's nature . It is here

that one encounters the first major aspect of ego expansion and

self deception, it is that false impression that can sway us off

our path .

	

Hod, in terms of ascent, is analogous to the water

element and there is a real danger of sense and perception loss

	

1
here unless one truly devotes oneself to the path of the Great

Work . The self deception of Hod is rooted in the mental imagery

which must be trained in archetype association when the psyche

begins to come aware of the attempts to corner it into submis-

sion, and it will send out many false impressions that one must

be aware of .

The magical power of Hod is the vision of Splendour and by

11
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association is shown in the vision of Ezekiel .

'And I looked, and, behold, a whirlwind came out of the North,

great cloud, and a fire infolding itself, and a brightness was

about it, and out of the midst thereof as the colour of amber,

out of the midst of fire' .
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Chapter 1 Vs4 :

For all intents and purposes this is

a description of the entry into Hod, for Ezekiel the Prophet was

the communication of Adonai .

The magical weapon of Hod is the badge of office

	

the

ancient mystery schools .

application of the knowledge of equilibrium,

This was used not only as an identifi-

cation or prestigous symbol as a definite magical amulet that

.awakened certain powers of the office of the wearer . If the

office be of a planetary, elemental, or Kabbalistic nature it

would attract those powers to be utilised by the adept in ques-

tion. An example of this is given in the ceremony of the Portal

Grade where the lamen of the Hierophant is thus explained : 'This

Hierophant's lamen is a synthesis of Tiphareth, to which the

calvary cross of six squares forming the cube opened out is fitl y

referred .

	

The two colours of red and green, the most active and

the most passive, whose conjunction points out the practical

are symbolical

the reconciliation of the celestial essences of fire and water,

for reconciling yellow unites with blue in green which is the

complementary to red, and with red in orange which is the comple-

mentary colour to blue. The small inner circle placed upon the

cross alludes to the Rose which is conjoined thereto in the

symbolism of the Rose and Cross in our Order .'



and it represents the water element and is designated by the Moon

as part of its emblem. It is governed by the dieties of Sakti

and Rakini . This chakra governs the reproductive system . It is

this centre that plays havoc with sexual desires when over stimu-

lated, unless these abundant energies are sublimated within the

other body systems . It is here, as in the case of Ezekiel that

mystical manifestation frequently occurs .

The mineral drug of Hod is Mercury or quicksilver and must

be administered in an extremely diluted form . Some of the

various aspects of Mercury are: Mercurius Jodatus (for throat

problems), Mercurius Cyantus (Bronchial), Calomel

Mercurius Corrosivus (kidney ailments) .

	

Mercury helps more

specifically, with complaints of the nervous system .
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The Chinese metaphysical association to Hod is the I'Ching

trigram Sun, and is related to wind . Some of the characteristics

of this trigram are: indecisive, gentle, restless, yielding,

fragrant, obedient etc . But the abstraction is one of penetra-

tion . The body parts it relates to are the thigh, breath, upper

arm, and relates to the compass direction of the south-west . It

is a symbol of growth in its first stages of manifestation . The

human archetype it is associated to is the eldest daughter .

The Eastern chakra centre of Hod is associated

	

the

Svadishthana and has six petals . With the letters b, bh m, y,

(ear problems),

Its psychic

effects are those of the prophet, in whom it induces state

whereby man believes he has seen and talked with God . He in fact

considers himself the Divine Messenger or Herald of the Gods .

1
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One of the vegetable drugs of Hod is a tincture taken from

the Licorice plant (Glycyrhiza) and was used since the times

Egyptians .

	

From a medical viewpoint it was used for bronchial

complaints and the psychic effect helped the voyager on his

astral journey .

	

Valerian is another herbal tincture that can be

used here as well, it is a nervine and antispasmodic .

The effect of the world of Atziluth on Hod is through Elohim

Tzabaoth. God Hosts (or armies) and in a sense shows the

power of God's name in martial concepts . This of course reflects

power of spiritual association to mundane aspects . Atziluth

reflects the collective victory (of humanity as a whole) through

the power of the intellect to discriminate and choose the various

paths offered to us . It is the path on the evolutionary scale in

which the power of the intellect predominates and is the van-

quisher over the emotions (Yesod) and material (Malkuth) . Any

exchange in this area is psycho-spiritual and above the mundane .

The Briatic emanations of Hod are shown through the

angel Michael which means 'Who (is) like Mighty' or

Like God' . Also called Sabbathiel, Michael was generally the

forerunner or herald of any divine plan . He is often called the

Prince

	

Light .

	

He was a leader of archangels into battle

against the forces of evil .

L16/pg

arch-

'Who

	

(is)

Michael's presence in Hod is to show

us enough of the Divine to want and emulate it wherever pos-

sible . Since this archangel is the one next to God out of all

the other archangelic beings he is the one, through reflection,



we should try to look at by the process of example .

easily grasp their concepts .

ually gives us new avenues or paths to traverse in order

stimu-

lates the intellect of nations and civilizations to communicate

along mystical paths and ideals .

The Yetziratic attribution is the choir of angels called the

Beni-Elohim, or "sons of God" or "sons of the chiefs". The

angelic choir are said to reveal all occult matters and secrets

of theology and law .

	

It is they who discriminate the powers

light and darkness for us in intellectual terms so we can more

They provide the patterns of our

thoughts and make us utilise our archetypal concepts the

fullest. They also provide through this service, .the rational

balance of the intellectual as well as stimulating motivation .

The Assiatic forces Hod are expressed through the

planetary emanations of Mercury . These rays govern the intellect

and any form of communication, and the sense of sight . It is a

planet which in esoteric concepts shows us the way to the

Universal Mind . It shows us how to apply will, through the

stimuli of the intellect for a more stronger application of the

true self . Here the discriminator is ever present and contin-

to get

the best from the self . It is the continual searcher or enquirer

who is always looking . for new ideas and actions .

The Olippothic forces of Hod are the Samiel or Jugglers,

whose form is that of dull yellow demon headed dog like monsters .

The disruptive aspect of their nature is by communicating the

1
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Thoth was also called the arbiter of the gods and seldom

with any .

	

He was the central pivot in recording the laws

cause and effect and only used his powers when unfairness deve-

lops between gods .

The Greek counterpart of Thoth is Hermes, the patron god of

travellers .

	

one of his forms he conducted the souls to the

underworld .

	

is often depicted with winged sandals and

helmet . Because he was once guardian of the flock he in turn now

protects the possessions of others . Hermes is also the idea

youth itself by being shown as a handsome youth . As the Roman god

Mercury he was the son of Maia and Jupiter and undertook much the

same duties as he did as Hermes . His Roman name is derived from

the 'Merce' because he was the god of merchandise . His winged

helmet was called Petasus and his winged sandals were called
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impetus to break with order in general . Their idea is to bring

forth total chaotic conditions, so that they can feed from the

random energy patterns of such conditions without the interfer-

ence of the higher Tree .

The Egyptian godfarm associated to Hod is Thoth, the scribe

of the gods and teacher of all the arts and sciences . He was the

personification the god of all knowledge . Because all the

sciences of Egypt were recorded he was the diety who presided

these books of learning, as well as that of divine speech .

god he was curiously apart from most gods because he was

self created and his powers were inrivalled . He had the head of

an Ibis and held the Ankh in his most common form of appearance .

sided
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Talaria while his sword was known as the Herpe ..

The Tarot association to Hod are the 4 eights which show

solitary success :

but not leading to much result apart from the thing itself . The 8

f Wands is called 'The Lord of Swiftness' and shows too much

force applied too suddenly resulting in a quickly expended force .

The of Cups has a title of 'Lord of Abandoned Success' and

shows only temporary success . The 8 of Swords is 'The Lord of

Shortened Force' which shows too much force applied to too small

an area . The 8 of Disks is called 'The Lord of Prudence' and

shows over carefullness in

things .

success in the matter for the time being :

The abtract geometric shapes applied to Hod are the Octagram

and the Octangle . Mathers says : 'The Octangle as a whole is

referred to the 8th Sephirah, Hod . The Octangle naturally repre-

sents the power of the Ogdoad, and the Octagon showeth the Ogdoad

operating in Nature by the dispersal of the rays of the Elements

in their dual aspect under the presidency of the eight letters of

the Name .

	

The Octagram reflected from every third point yielded

eight triangles at the apices thereof ;

Positive and Negative,

or as it is written bound together IAHDONHI' .

Hanuman is the Hindu diety of Hod and is usually shown with

a mans body and a Monkey like head .

	

He was one of the greatest

small things at the expense of great

fitly representing the

Triad operating in each element in its dual form, i .e. of

under the powers of the name YHVH ADONAI

1
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supporters of Rama and was possessed with enormous strength .

	

He

is

	

diety of high spirituality as well as having fantastic

strength and esoteric evaluation he is one who has conquered his

earthly wants for higher spiritual union .

	

The Monkey aspect

his nature relates to his uncontrollable urges, but these are

never unleashed and always under control . His head is a constant

reminder of this . He is triumph, victory, and invincible .

The Opal is one of the precious stones of Hod . It is said

that an Opal is , a stone that reflects the moods of the wearer .

It has as many colours attached to it as there are moods of human

nature. Among its so called mystical attribution was the power

to make its wearer invisible . Hence it was a stone often used by

travellers as a talisman of protection against theft . Also it is

said to enforce the vital aura and guard against age . the Opal

was a stone of both good and bad fortune, depending on its type .

Storax is one of the perfumes of Hod and is obtained from

a variety of trees (Myrrh) which yield the resin Storax . It is

used in ritual as an auric condenser for it lingers in the aura

and transmits the will of the wearer to another individual

whether for good or evil . In medicinal work the Storax as an oil

is used for skin preparations and when utilised as a compound

helps a number of skin problems .

Lavender (Lavendula Officinalis) is a plant of Hod and as an

oil extract is used in the cosmetic industry (for soaps etc) . It

can be used for both glandular and skin complaints and is said to



unwanted attentions .

	

It is used as a relaxant for any type

psychic work .

The Grade associated to this Sephira is Practicus which is

designated by the numbers 3=8 . It is here that the candidate is
linked with the Kamea of Mercury and the water elements . While

in Yesod one becomes aware of emotional control, here in Hod the

intellect is stimulated through study . The effect of the aura of

the lower mental, body which governs the reasoning and thinking

process of the brain patterns is that it completely alters ones

mental approach, by producing a higher vibration level which

creates new patterns of thought and reason .

One of the animals of Hod is the Jackal and is considered as

the Pathfinder . In mythology the Jackal guided souls to the

underworld in the form of Anubis . The Jackal is a scavenger and

lives off the remnants of the kill of other animals . It is

symbolic of ones sensory nature as shown by the collar often

depicted around its neck, which shows knowledge obtained by the

senses . From a psychological viewpoint the Jackal is an aspect

of the darker side of the self, buried in the unconscious . The

magical image Hod is the Hermaphrodite which has a direct

bearing in relationship to the Jackal .

The 3rd Heaven or Mansion is called Shehakim (1018) which

means clouds (or grace) .

	

The Talmud says -of this Heaven :
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get rid of wrinkles .

	

It is used in preserving meat (through

smoking) and in magic it is

1
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'Shehakim is the place of the millstones that grind the Mana for

the righteous for it is said (Ps78 :23) "He commanded the skies

(Shehakim) above, and opened the doors of Heaven and he caused

Mana to rain upon them for food" . The term Mana means brilliance

or brightness (Nogah) .' The entire concept is one light

shining down which in effect opens up higher levels of conscious-

ness . The millstones that grind the Mana are in fact the karmic

patterns of life .

The 3rd Infernal Mansion is called Tithion - the Bilge .

This equates to 749 which relates to TMN meaning to cover up,

hide in the earth. The root TIT relates to earth or mud gushing

forth, hence the action of a pump . It is an area of intense

darkness and as such is constantly trying t cleanse itself

(through the actions of the Bilge) so that it can draw down the

Light to nourish it . It is very much like the actions of the

physical itself with constant incarnation on this planet to

purify the self .

The King of Edom associated to Hod is Saul (ShAL) .

	

ShA

which relates to an opposition to calmness or peace . The Duke of

Edom is called Teman from the root THOU meaning

description' and their city is Rehoboth .

'definitive
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LAVENDER

JACKAL

4 EIGHTS

SELF DECEPTION AND DECEIT

TRUTHFULLNESS

OCTAGRAM, OCTANGLE.

SHEKAHIM
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KING OF EDOM :

	

SAUL

HELLS:

	

TITHION

CHAKRA :

	

SVADISTHANA

ROSICRUCIAN GRADE :

	

PRACTICUS
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LESSON 17

YESOD - FOUNDATION

'The 9th Path (Sephira) is called the Pure Intelligence

because it purifies the emanations . It proves and corrects the

designing of their representations, and disposes the unity with

which they are designed without diminution or division .'

The term 'Pure Intelligence' relates to the emanations -

Kether flowing straight down the Middle Pillar and are refined by

Tiphareth, though they are still pure nevertheless .

	

It is here

the intelligence of Kether acts on Yesod and shapes and forms the

energy of both Hod and Netzach, by producing a compatible vehicle

of energy from both sides of the Tree. Just before i t gives

birth (disposed) into Malkuth which is then in turn reunited with

Kether ('without diminution or division') .

L17/pg 1

Yesod is the 9th Sephiroth and situated in the Middle

Pillar, its English meaning is Foundation . Like Tiphareth, Yesod

has an androgynous centre and is a Sephira of great refinement

and contraction .

	

Everything in Yesod is ready to be built on .

The Foundation has been laid and awaits the builder .

	

many

ways Yesod is like a child in the mothers womb, during the 9th

month, just before birth .

	

It is fully formed and awaits entry

into a new world of existence so that it can grow and develop .

keyword to describe this Sephiroth (apart from Foundation)

"Shaping" .
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The Nephesh or Animal Soul is associated to Yesod and is

loosely termed the unconscious where the automotive reflexes

life are stored, it has a strong relationship to the nervous

system, as the Nephesch is considered the driving force for the

human body .

	

Leiningen considered that the Nephesch is the prin-

ciple form of material existence, the exterior shell of man which

is revitalised by his communication with other like beings, due

its passive sensitivity .

	

He continually calls forth newt

interior,

nally . This of course shows an overspill of the outer layer of

the Nephesch being in Malkuth, while the other two degrees are

firmly entrenched in Yesod .

spiritual element operates and manifests itself exter-

The virtue of Yesod i s ' Independence, for it i s here that

new development or growth is formulated from the two opposite

polarities of the Tree .

	

It is not strictly independent as such

but it is new life being formed in the Tree, on that basis

independence could be ascribed to it as this is independence in

its first stage of manifestation .

	

The vice of Hod is subser-

vience and shows something with absolutely no motivation or "get

up and go" without instruction .

	

It is the 'no mind' situation

and is constantly in a state of passive receptivity .

The spiritual experience or magical power of Yesod is a

aspects of this part of the self then in turn transforms them,

sending them back into his being . Leiningen goes on tosay that

the Nephesch itself is in three degrees (1) concrete, (2)

General, (3) created matter, which are the organs by which the
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vision the machinery of the Universe . This refers to Mans

first venture - into Yesod where his perceptions of the physical

world are left behind him and he sees the higher planes and their

relationships to manufacturing the cosmos itself . The machinery

of the universe does not necessarily mean the stars or planets,

or their microcosmic aspect in man himself, but shows his ability

to transcend the barriers of physical life into another dimension

in time and space (in the astral) . By doing this he observes

first hand the workings of the various planes within the astral

and how they function to bring forth the material world in which

.we live .

The magical weapons of Yesod are the perfumes and sandals .

Though winged sandals are often attributed to Mercury and Hermes,

in Yesod they take on an entirely different meaning . The Moon is

often referred to as "the Goddess of Golden or Brazen Sandal",

which depicts the Moon at its fullness .

	

The entire concept is

one

	

movement which will be discussed later in this lecture

under the planetary heading .

	

Perfumes associated here, in

general sense apply to air, the element of Yesod and are related

to the sense of smell .

The Magical image of Yesod is a beautiful naked strong man .

This is in fact taken from the Atziluthic concepts of Yesod from

the name ShDI which some ancients considered to be part of the

verb ShDD, meaning "strong and powerful, to destroy, oppress" .

The Masculine concept here with the feminine exterior is linked

to Adam Kadmon, for the foundation is placed in the genital



region showing procreative masculine power .

The Chinese I'Ching trigram associated to Yesod is WAN and

stands for water rain clouds etc . Its characteristics show

cleverness and cunning, a flux of ideas and thoughts, changing

concepts . The archetypal association is that of a young man who

in the early stages of youth has not yet settled . The body parts

this associates to are the abdomen, kidneys and circulatory

system .

One f the mineral drugs of Yesod is from Lead (Ph) . Some

of the homeopathic remedies from Lead, such as the Plumbum type,

are extremely helpful in both medicinal and spiritual healing .

They can penetrate the etheric threads of the aura and "ground or

earth them so that the aura becomes denser . Psychological

disorders such as phobias, can be cured by use of Lead extracts .

Plumb (Lead) can also heal diseases of the nervous system, such

as muscular dystrophy, and multiple sclerosis .

	

One must

extremely careful though in use of the Plumbum remedies as they

must always be taken under a doctor's supervision and never

experimented with on ones own .

The Atziluth name of Yesod is Shaddai El Chai, which means

"Mighty Living One" .

	

The influence of this world is that

fertilisation . It is an area of uniting forces into a harmonious

unit, it is the creation and formation of a new life . The vibra-

L17/pg-4

tions at this level utilise a principle commonly referred to as

"Soul Mating" which is the karmic destinies of those to meet and
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live together for some important event . In Atziluth, individuals

as such are not its concern here but rather a birth of a new era

or generation . It is marriage and unification on the grand scale

of mankind .

The Briatic emanations of Yesod are shown in the archangel

Gabriel, which means "Power of his Mightyness" or "strong one of

God". As a rule he was the angel of the annunciation and hence

is sometimes associated with Divine Creation, and is also the

angel of the resurrection as well . Gabriel works in the unifica-

tion of countries and major enterprises. This unification is in

fact a birth of sorts for new development projects and enter-

prises .

	

Gabriel is the archangel of the new generation .

association of his horn with the music of today is a means

communicating new ideas and concepts on international evels .

The Yetziratic influence of Yesod is shown in the angelic

choir called the - Aishim or Fiery Ones . Their task is to constan-

tly arrange the newness in everyday life . It is they who supply

us with dream consciousness, and by manipulating the world of the

dreamer form is introduced by way of creativity .

	

The Ashim

supply us with ideas of how to construct new projects

The

and they

also help with individual births . These angels do not create as

such (although their function first appears as this), but in

effect arrange for the energies of the upper Tree to be manifes-

ted in tangible terms. In short, they are conductors and

arrangers of ideas so that we can on an individual basis, under-

stand the emanations of the higher levels of the self .
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The Lunar influence of Assiah is a very complex one .

	

The

this

planet . Some its main influences are both generation and

conception . Every living thing on earth is affected by the Moon

in one way or another .

	

The tides of the Ocean, the speed

	

f

currents or Lunar tides emanate continual flux on us and on

plant growth and even sanity of mind are all interrelated with

various Moon phases . Moon phases are so powerful in their effect

that magicians check out to see which aspect the Moon is in

before any ritualistic practices are undertaken, as these should

only be done up to and including the full Moon .

The Olippothic elements of Yesod are called the Gamaliel or

obscure ones, whose forms are described as corrupting, loathsome

bull-men linked together . They are also referred to as the

Nachashiel and Obriel (or evil serpents and blind dragon force) .

These forces corrupt the human race in terms of advocating sexual

impetus as the limit of ones power, which restricts those

individuals from trying to rise on the upper Tree .

The vegetable drugs of Yesod differ from other associations

because they are gauged on their effect as an aphrodisiac and not

as a plant association . From a medicinal point view the

aphrodisiac does not exist but legend persists that it does . The

sexual stimuli must come externally first, which relates the drug

t strong auric effects . From an esoteric viewpoint, if a

certain herb flower, like an Orchid root, were harvested at the

correct astrological time, and correct alchemical preparations

j
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The Greek association

	

this Sephiroth is Artemis

Ephesus .

	

In this form Artemis was depicted as a multibreasted

figure, though she was also a figure of virginity .

	

The cult at

Ephesus were said to be a race of Amazons (from the Greek Mazos

meaning breast) .

	

These were the female warriors who only went

•

	

with men for the further continuation of the species . The only

L17/pg 7

were employed, the auric vibrations would remain which when

rubbed externally would affect our own aura which would in term

trigger off a sexual stimulant within the self .

The Egyptian godf orm of Yesod is Shu who could be considered

a divinity of the Air .

	

Shu was a self begotten god in the sense

that no fertilisation was required . He is said to have sprung

from Khephra (along with Tefnut) through the act of masturbation .

The birth of Shu also ascribes to him 'being raised up out of

watery mass' .

	

From an esoteric viewpoint this is an ideal asso-

ciation to Yesod which is both water by descent and air by

ascent .

	

Shu in general is atmosphere, which is also clouds and

dew. He is usually depicted as a seated diety wearing twin

plumes and holding both a septre and ankh . He was a god of light

(Sun or Moon) .

men allowed in their kingdom were slaves . As a race they were

trained for war from birth and had an expanding empire for a time

until they were eventually overcome . Artemis was the personifi-

cation of the Amazon warrior .

The Roman association to Yesod is Diana, or the Gallo-Roman
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Dea Artio .

	

She was the sister of Apollo .

	

Since Apollo was the

Sun she was the Moon .

The precious stone associated to Yesod is Quartz Crystal

which shows numerous colours (when cut correctly) . Though not

precious in the material sense, the mutiple varieties of colour

of quartz shows movement in an abstract and yet restrained sense .

This is likened to the movement of the Moon over a four week

period yet it is restrained in orbit . The colours also stand for

sensuality .

The plants of Yesod are the Mandrake and the Damiana . The

Mandrake (Mandragora Officinorum) was mainly used in helping

nervous complaints and according to Hebraic folklore is used in

rites of exorcism . It has properties of a narcotic . The Damiana

(T. Aphrodisiaca) is both a relaxative and sexual stimulant . It

was used extensively in religious ceremonies of the American

Indians for fertility rites .

The Tarot asociation to Yesod are the four nines which show

a great fundamental force . Executive power for restoration . The

Nine of Wands is the Lord of Great Strength while the Nine of

Cups is the Lord of Material Happiness . The Nine of Swords is

the Lord of Despair and Cruelty and shows the anguish the

mi nd, whilst the Nine of Disks i s the lord of

showing complete transition through birth pains .

The perfumes of Yesod are Jasmine and Ginseng .

	

Jasmine

Material Gain,

I
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Ganesha

nature and image .
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scent is a strong Aphrodisiac but is also a relaxative and is

said to help childbirth . Jasminum Officinale as an oil is used

as a base for some of the most expensive perfumes in the world .

Ginseng is an aromatic which also induces procreative abilities
N

of a sexual nature as well as being taken internally .

is one of the Hindu dieties of Yesod .

	

He has the

head

	

an elephant and is often depicted due to his powerful

He is said to remove obstacles but also gives

sound judgement and never rushes into things before thinking them

out . He was the son of both Parvati and Shiva and is shown to be

a central focal point of balance . There are a number of legends

associated Ganesha and the Moon and even she respected his

power .

The Eastern chakra centre of Yesod is called the Muldahara

and is described by the symbol of a four petalled red lotus with

the letters v, sh, s, s in gold, on each of the petals . In the

centre

	

this is a square with an inverted triangle in the

centre and an elephant underneath .

	

The dieties of this centre

are Brahma, Sakti and Dakini . The sense association to this

chakra is smell . It relates to the adrenal glands and the cen-

tral nervous system . This centre is in fact an anchor for the

Kundaline energy .

The Elephant i s the animal of Yesod and i s a symbol of both

strength and its association to Foundation . Its colour is also

of significance, as a white elephant is considered sacred .

	

The



'Raqia is the support of the Sun, the Moon,

The Infernal Mansion of Yesod is called Perdition

L17/pg 10

Romans linked the elephant with immortality, while in Christian

symbology it shows the power of Christ going forth and trampling

everything evil underfoot .

The second Heaven is called Raqia which means firmament .

the stars and the

planets, as it is said (in Genesis 1 :17) : "God set them in the

firmament of the Heaven" .' This is a Heaven which is almost (but

not quite) visible . It is an area or place which reflects the

emanations (of higher Heavens) but also links certain individuals

who have important duties on earth within the patterns of the

cosmos . 'Their brilliance is reflected therein' is one saying

that is worth repeating due to its accuracy . It gives them the

conscious aspect of cosmic consciousness .

(damna-

tion) or Abadon (113-63) .

	

This relates to a receding abode in

which is filled with affliction .

	

The root of this word is AB

(paternity, fruit) and DON (a cause or judgement - a type

dissension) .

The King of, Edom associated to Yesod is BAAL-HANAN, which is

from the Root BA meaning gradual movement and HA showing deter-

mined existence. The inference of both together shows a birth in

progress .

The geometric figures

	

Yesod are the Enneangle and

Enneagram .

	

Mathers says : 'The Enneangle as a whole is deferred

1
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from every 3rd point representeth the Triple

both in the seven planets with the Caput and Cauda Draconis

the Moon, and with the Alchemical principles counterchanged

interwoven . It is not so consonant with the Nature of Luna as

the Enneagram perfected from every 5th Point. The Enneagram is

the star of Luna, and is especially applicable to her nature . It

represents her as the administratrix to the Earth of virtues of

the Solar System under the Sephiroth . The Enneagram reflected

from every 4th point is composed of three t'-iangles united within

circle and alludes to the Triple Ternary

	

the three

alchemical principles themselves .'

The 2=9 Grade of Theoricus is an Fair Grade and is one in

which the Candidate is exposed to the planetary square of Luna .

this is to stimulate into action the Pituitary gland or the third

eye as it is sometimes called . In alchemy this grade corresponds

t the Xanthosis or the yellow state of the experiment . During

ritual not one but two auras are stimulated here, the vital and

the emotional auras .

one emotional stimuli which draws forth life force (prana)

through the vital aura of the subconscious . It is in this grade

that new designs and symbols imprint themselves in the subcon-

scious of the Theoricus, building the foundation for future work

to come .
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to the 9th Sephirah Yesod .

	

It naturally representeth the power

the Ennead, and the Enneagon showeth the Ennead operating in

Nature by the dispersal of the rays of the 7 Planets and of the

Head and Tail of the Dragon of the Moon .

	

The Ennegram reflected

Ternary operating

f

and

The tuna inflience, associated to Yesod is



TITLE :

TITLE IN MICROCOSM:

KABBALISTIC SOUL :

ATZILUTH NAME :

BRIATIC NAME:

YETZIRATIC NAME :

ASSIAH - PLANET NAME :

QLIPPOTH:

HINDU CONCEPT :

EGYPTIAN DIETY :

GREEK DIETY :

ROMAN DIETY :

GEMSTONE :

MAGICAL VISION :

MAGICAL WEAPON :

AROMATIC :

VEGETABLE DRUG:

MINERAL DRUG :

TAOISM ASSOCIATION :

PLANT :

ANIMAL :

TAROT ASSOCIATION :

VICE :

VIRTUE :

GEOMETRIC ASSOCIATION:

ASSOCIATIONS

FOUNDATION

GENITAL REGION

NEPHESCH

SHADDAI EL CHAI

GABRIEL

ASH IM

MOON

GAMALIEL

GANESHA

SHU

ARTEMIS

DIANA, DEA ARTIO

QUARTZ CRYSTAL

MACHINERY OF THE UNIVERSE

PERFUMES AND SANDALS

JASMINE AND GINSENG

ORCHID ROOT EXTRACT

LEAD

KAN

MANDRAKE AND DAMIANA

ELEPHANT

FOUR NINES

SUBSERVIENCE

INDEPENDENCE

ENNEANGLE AND ENNEAGRAM
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THE HEAVENS :

	

RAQIA

KING OF EDOM :

	

BAAL-HANAN

HELLS :

	

PERDITION

CHAKRA :

	

MULADHARA

ROSICRUCIAN GRADE :

	

THEORICUS
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LESSON 18

MALKUTH - KINGDOM

'The Tenth Path (Sephira) is called the Resplendent Intel-

ligence because it is exalted above every head and sits on the

throne f Binah . It illuminates the Splendours

Lights, and causes an

countenances, the angel of Kether .'

The title 'Resplendent Intelligence' shows that one has

reached Malkuth (by descent)- and by that virtue one attains

L18/pg 1

fully

Mal kuth

all the

influence to emanate from the Prince

the

unification with the brightness of Kether because now the Tree is

developed unit .

	

The old saying "Kether is Malkuth and

is Kether" applies to this instance .

	

The reference

the throne of Binah is complex but we must remember that Binah

was the first separation of feminine polarity (from Chokmah) and

hence the first stirrings of new life being formed on an as yet

unmanifested level which relates to an entire Tree before mani-

festing in a new area of development .

Malkuth is the tenth and final Sephiroth and means Kingdom :

for this is the world inherited by the completed force that has

made its way from ICether . It is the optimum point of development

in this plane of existence. The Tree now must go on to other

areas . Malkuth is also a point of overlap as it is at the point

covered by the three veils of negative existence of the next

Tree .

	

To help understand this we take the element of earth as



Malkuth and the other three elements as emanations from another

plane, all of whom contribute Malkuth's formation .

The virtue of Malkuth is discrimination, a necessary object

lesson for this is the grossest area of existence and a world of

considerable overlaps from the four elements

corresponding heavens and hells . As such, discrimination is

needed for existence alone otherwise these other worlds would

mix in with our own to such an extent one could not tell the

difference between reality of this world and the next. Just as

fire must be separated from water in the natural order of things

so should other foundations making up the world of Malkuth .

The vice of Malkuth is scepticism (of other existences)

which is the result of humans being bogged down on a Malkuthian

level, immersed in their own sensations with little thought or

action dedicated to the spiritual plane .

	

Without the higher

spiritual aspirations the soul must try and widen its scope

the material plane through a gradual build up of events, so that

the entity begins to realise that there are more things in heaven

and earth than just planet earth .

on

The magical image of Malkuth is a young woman crowned and

veiled . The veil shows the hidden essence of the spiritual side

of things . In alchemical terms this is the Anima Mundi and shows

the first stirrings of growth in Malkuth . The unconscious acti-

vity in the astral shows a preparation is underway but it is not

yet ready to reveal itself .

	

From the esoteric concept this is

1
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elements but within the karmic patterns of development .

The esoteric titles of Malkuth are numerous .

	

Some of them

are :

Gates of Shadow of Death - show the karmic pattern of lives

through which one never really dies .

Gate of Tears

	

the sorrows

lifetimes .

Gate Justice -this shows that everything must

balanced before ascention to the next level of existence .

Gates of Prayer - show the devotional aspect of life .

Gate of the Daughter of the Mighty Ones - this shows the

birth of earth itself in terms of planetary relationships .

Gate of the Garden of Eden - the entrance way to the state

of the divine is through Earth's and human incarnation .

The Chinese'I'Ching trigram is Kun, or Earth . The archetype

it represents is the mother image and shows the passive or

receptive qualities of nature . In human terms it relates to the

soft body organs and coverings .

The magical weapon Malkuth is the circle and the

triangle. The circle shows the outward spiral which is growth or

dispersion . The triange at the centre of the circle shows the

balanced form (of matter) that the growth is taking . It is the

evolutionary process of growth controlled by the nucleus, which

L18/pg 3

mother nature, who is guiding our destinies through the four

learning in

	

various



which means "Lord or Master of Earth" .
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is the triangle . Without the circle there would be no current to

extend the growth and without the triangle the currents would

have nothing to extend or grow .

Rock Crystal is the stone associated to Malkuth and is

usually like ice to look at . It was used as a symbol of purity

by the Church . Its relationship to the concept of Kingdom is

that the purity of its appearance shows the state of entrance to

heaven (as Kether) through Malkuth .

The spiritual experience of Malkuth is vision of the Holy

Guardian Angel or Adonai :

	

This title is somewhat . misleading and

- actually refers to awareness of a higher presence within our-

selves which is activated in the hermetic mystery schools at the

process

	

initiation .

	

It is here that man first comes into

contact with the higher planes of his life .

	

One may perceive

higher essence that some call the Christ or Adonai, though its

finer details may not yet be known to us .

The-Atziluthic effect of Malkuth is shown in Adonai Ha Aretz

The effect of this world

is to nourish matter and create a healthy environment for it

grow .

	

The major effect here is that of the environment which

Atziluth creates as a whole .

	

It also stabilises the magnetic

field of the Earth and stimulates growth of things in general .

It has a dual function of both sending emanations (spirit) down

to earth and collecting the devotions of this plane to send back

up the ladder to Kether .

1
r
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Sandalphon which means "Co-Brother" ; from the Greek, Sandalfon

Syndelphos . H is the twin brother of Metatron and because

his remarkable height it is said he can reach his brother in

Kether itself . Sandalphon-influences world affairs in general

from the growth of the various countries but also through the

environment as well . It creates the building blocks and designs

for each civilisation and gradually streamlines them .

The Yetziratic effect is througn the Kerubim, the angelic

choir - who control the elements on the incorporeal level .

	

The

meaning of the word Cherub in Hebrew is from "whence I shall

led ."

	

This angelic choir is a rash departure from the other

angels as they were formed from aspects cf the purest energies of

earth itself (such as gold) (Exod . XXV i8, 19: XXXVII 9) and

their shapes represent aspects of the four energies of the ele-

ments themselves .

	

These though are not elements but are placed

between the angels and the elements in heirachy . They take the

energies of the elements and set them in motion . They effect the

earth, and man himself .

The energies of Malkuth in Assiah are the four elements and

spirit . The four elements are in fact part of man and every

aspect

	

f this planet because they are the physical formation of

L18/.pg 5

The effect of the Briatic world is through the archangel

or

. our very .existence . It is impossible to do a full length study

the elements in the small space allotted here but any good

book on astrology will more than adequately deal with the sub
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ject .

	

The best way of association on a simple scale is : fire

heat and warmth, water - cold and

earth - cold and solid .

name Lilith, the evil woman .

first beautiful, but afterwards changes into a black monkey

like demon . Legend says that Lilith roamed the Earth before Eve

and was later the wife of Sammael .

	

It was she whom Adam thought

would be his first wife . When Eve was created Lilith took flight

other areas outside the Garden of Eden. She was said t b

the mother of Cain . She is the enemy of infants and temptress of

man .

	

She has also other names which she revealed t

	

Elijah :

Abeko, Abito, Amizo, Batna, Eilo, Ita,

Odam, Partasah, Patrota, Podo, Satrina, Talto .

The vegetable drug of Malkuth is a tinture from Corn Silk

and is a diuretic and demulcent that helps with problems of the

urinary tract . Its action is that of breaking down and transmut-

ing solids into liquid, which is part of the action of Malkuth .

Its spiritual effect is on the lower regions of the Nephesh which

stimulate it into increasing its vibrationary level which in turn

raises the psychic pitch of the individual .

Di ttany Crete i s a perfume of Mal truth and i s extremely

powerful in nature . When used as an aromatic it can alter the

energy level of the adepti (during magical works)

damp, air - warm and motion,

The Qlippothic forces of Malkuth are personficated by the

The appearance is that of a woman

Izorpo, Kali, Kea, Kokos,

so that it

provides an enormous residue of magical power .

	

When used in

1
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works of evocation, Dittany (when directed by will) can penetrate

the astral layer and pick up the correct vibration for materiali-

sation . When inhaled for meditative works it can raise the

consciousness to a very high degree of perception, but there is

also a danger of possession if used inexpertly . Note that the

common name for Dittany of Crete is Oreganum .

The mineral drug of Malkuth is Magnesium . It is a silvery

type of metal . - As a medicine i t can be found i n a variety of

formulas such as Magnesium Chloratum which helps the liver, skin

complaints, and abdominal infections . It also helps with

tumours. Magnesium Phos . is good for diseases such as angina,

muscle cramps, neuralgia . From the esoteric viewpoint, Magnesium

is the quality of growth, it gives out lifes energies .

One of the plants and trees associated to Malkuth is Willow,

whose bark is used for skin conditions . An infusion its

berries is used as a sexual sedative . The relationship to

Malkuth is one of refinement .

	

Plants from the Liliaceae family

are also linked here . Any type of alcohol made from the essence

Lily is said to earth people or bring them back to reality,

though it must be administered carefully . Its general character

meaning is to purify, and sweetness . Ivy is another association

to Malkuth and shows marriage and growth true to the receptive

quality of its nature .

One of the Egyptian godf orms of Mal kuth i s Seb who was the

son of Shu and Tefnut, father of Isis, Osiris, Set and Nephthys,



usually depicted as a seated diety with a Goose mounted on his

crown . The Earth was in fact the body of Seb . He was the god of

the Earth's surface and the underworld, and was one of the gods

of k arma . i s said to have been a god of Heliopolis - the

birth place of Egyptian creation according to its inhabitants .

Other associations here also are aspects of Isis and Nephthys, in

their early stages of development .

The Greek godform of Malkuth is Persephone, the virgin

earth. She was the wife of Hades and daugher of Demeter and

Zeus . the legend of her abduction by Hades into the under-

world, the entire myth is one based on cultivation of the virgin

earth so that growth will occur . Psyche is also another corres-

pondence note that can be equally applied here as well .

Psyche (which means "Soul" in Greek) was a maiden of a beauty so

great that she was carried away by Zephyrus to a

was joined every night by an unknown husband who turned out to be

Eros .

	

spite of separation and many trials and tribulations

the two lovers were eventually left to their own resources

. dess of corn and a daughter of Saturn and Vesta .

L18/pg 8

and husband of Nut .

	

Seb can be also called Geb or Keb . e is

place where she

with

the blessing of Zeus . This relates to Malkuth through marriage

and union .

The Roman godform association to Malkuth was Ceres, the

Roman name for Mother Earth . She was in her early stages a god-

During her

search for her daughter Proserpine the earth was neglected which

was an unpardinable sin for the goddess of agriculture .

	

Ceres

1
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first appeared in Sicily which she shed her abundance on .

Mathers says : 'The Dekangle as a whole is referred to the

Tenth Sephirah - Malkuth . The Dekangle naturally represents the

power of the Dekad, and the Dekagram showeth the Dekad operating

in nature by the dispersal of the rays of the 10 Sephiroth

therein . The number of degrees of a' great circle cut off between

it angles is 36, the half of the Quintile astrological aspect .

The Dekagram reflected from every 5th point is composed 2

Pentagrams within a Circle . It shows the operation of the dupli-

cated Heh of Tetragrammaton and the concentration of the Positive

and Negative forces of the Spirit and of the 4 elements under the

presidency of the potencies of the 5 in Binah; the revolutions of

the forces under Aimah the Great Mother .'

Malkuth has in fact two grades associated to it .

is the 1=10 Grade of Zelator (meaning "serious or

student") and its meaning is believed to have been applied

alchemical students .

	

Frater Albertus, in his "`Alchemists Hand-

book" describes some of the old Rosicrucian grades from a 17th

Century manuscript which runs parallel to the Golden Dawn grades

in the early stages .

	

The candidate in the Zelator Grade has the

earthy part of his aura revitalised and enlarged with increased

sensitivity .

	

During the ceremony the Zelator is "introduced" to

the earth element and linked to it . This effect in alchemy is

related to the blackening or melanosis, a stage of consolidation .

In modern terms this is bringing forth the rational for though

this Grade is related to earth, it is also related to the Sephir a

The first

zealous
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of Malkuth which incorporates all four elements in it and harmo-

nises the Zelator with his environment . (The next three grades

are more planetary related) .

The aura affected by this ritual is the etheric aura, which

has

	

type of energy field that is directed directly into the

physical aura during times of illness .

energy to be tapped and can often be experienced as a type

"second wind" when exhaustion or depletion of vital forces is

experienced .

	

This additional

after she went through this grade,

It is a reservoir- of

energy or power force is the

etheric link (in a mild form) through the power of the Enochian

Tablets .

The initiatory Grade into the Order is-called the Neophyte

or 0=0 grade, in which the aura has a vital or life force impreg-

nated into it. Israel Regardie likened the 0=0 Grade to the

alchemical dissolution process while Dion Fortune found that

her aura, which was perforated

some years before by a powerful psychic, was healed. The

Neophyte ritual stimulates the physical aura (which is closest to

the body), by increasing the vibrational pitch of the tattwas

located in the sacral or lowest chakra centre at the base of the

spine. This course has the physical function of promoting

good health .

One of the creatures associated to Malkuth is the Sphinx .

It is said to be the composite form of the breasts and head of

woman, the body of a bull, the paws of a lion and the wings of a

1
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bird . From an esoteric view this figure represents the elements

as the builder of life . The whole key concept is change through

transmutation .

	

One element transmuted, by the process of time,

into another .

The Hindu diety of this Sephira is Lakshmi who was the

goddess of wealth and power .

	

She is often shown standing on

lotus with a lotus in one hand and gold coins in the other .

Lakshmi was a goddess of joy and happiness and was considered the

power behind Vishnu .

The first Heaven is called Vilon which means "veil

	

This

refers to the veil placed over Earth itself . The Rabbinical book

"Pirke Hechaloth" lists 22 angels of this Heaven under Khabiel

This Heaven is one that directly surrounds us but is still invis-

ible

	

our normal senses .

	

It is the essence of the astral

It is perceptible to some of

those sensitive enough to recognise its existence . It is what

the ancients call the astral light, that twilight area where

souls meet during their unconscious moments. It is a world

easily reached by those who wish to try, its main entry form is

merely acceptance of its existence - a receptive state of being .

planes in between life and death .

The name of the Infernal Mansion of Hell associated

Malkuth is Shaol (337) = Depths of the Earth. This world

sometimes referred to as the Well because it is the black void

which the soul sinks into after death . The root ShA relates to a

powerful movement in retrograde and as such is a movement which

is
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is opposed to the Kabbalistic Universe and the Talmud . The root

OL shows anxiety or sorrow and when these roots are placed

together show a powerful opposing force of a sorrowful nature .

ASSOCIATIONS

MALKUTH - KINGDOM

FEET

ADONAI HA-ARETZ

SANDALPHON

KERIBUM

EARTH AND FOUR ELEMENTS

LILITH

LAKSHM I

SEB

PERSEPHONE

CERES

HOLY GUARDIAN ANGEL

ROCK CRYSTAL

MAGICAL CIRCLE AND TRIANGLE

DITTANY OF CRETE

TINCTURE OF CORN SILK

MAGNESIUM

KUN

WILLOW

SPHINX

4 TENS, 4 PRINCESSES

SCEPTICISM
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At this point you have now covered the associations of the

Sephi roth of the Kabbal i st i c Tree of Life, learnt the Banishing

Ritual of the Pentagram practicing it twice daily, and practiced

some forms of Gematri a, Notari qon and Temura . Re read Lesson 3,

Introduction to the Kabbalah, as this lesson brings to light the

use of the Tree of Life, and the Kabbalah in your studies . It is

time now to commence some exercises which are to be practiced

P

}

LESSON 19

throughout the next 22 lessons. Please note though, that these

exercises are not associated to the following lessons . They are

but exercises commencing your practical magical training, to be

included with your reading .

MIDDLE PILLAR

A tape by Israel Regardie, is recommended for use with

this lecture . THE MIDDLE PILLAR is available from Falcon Press

at a discounted price of $10 .00, which includes postal charges .

This tape provides the practical explanation of how to do the

Middle Pillar . Listen to this tape until you have memorised the

exercise . Practice this exercise daily .

L19/pg I

At the beginning of the exercise you must perform the

Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram as given in Lesson 2 Part 2 .

At the end of the Middle Pillar exercise you must repeat the



time it may become almost impossible for you to

DON'T GIVE UP and let your psyche get the better of

L19/pg 2

Banishing Ritual

	

the Pentagram.

	

Please follow these

instructions to the letter .

We hope you will, after doing the Middle Pillar exercise for

a while, realise its benefits and continue this exercise for the

rest of your life, at a later stage including all the Sephiroth

in your exercise . Regardie's book on "The Middle Pillar" should

expound on this for you. I T IS A MUST that you get hold of this

book and study it . As you work through this correspondence

course you will gradually unfold an understanding as to how you

can use the knowledge of the Kabbalah, and the Tree of Life that

we have and will be providing, along with the benefits and future

use of your knowledge of the "Middle Pillar" exercise.

M_E_NTA_L_ TRAINING

THOUGHT CONTROL

While performing your Middle Pillar exercise each morning

you will probably find that your mind wanders, and over a period

concentrate .

you .

	

Your

ego doesn't like getting pinned down and will try all the tricks

in the book to deviate you from your purpose, and have you

believing that it was your "inner" choice . At this stage in your

training it is necessary far you to give this Trickster a break

1
I
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But during your little periods of mental training,

Middle Pillar, that is YOUR TIME, so don't let it interfere .

To help in disciplining your thoughts, do your Middle Pillar

exercise in the mornings on rising, give your mind and psyche a

day's break and perform the following exercise in the evenings on

or just before retiring .

gInEg-i-se
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every now and then, so do this during your every day activities .

like in the

Place yourself in a relaxed position .

Close your eyes and then observe the flow of thought that

moves

Later you can increase the time. Assume the position

being a silent observer, independent of your thoughts

observe .

Try not to fall asleep in this exercise, if you feel your-

self dropping away to sleep, discontinue the exercise immed-

iately, and try again the next day .

During this exercise keep your breathing regular and deep,

breathing from the abdomen .

Now that you are watching your thoughts, begin to hold them

and not let them race past for more thoughts to rush in .

Let each thought go when you want to let it go, rather than

it just slip away, then get hold of the next thought .

tiNNo.rNNhh

across your mind .

	

Do this for five minutes at first .

and
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This exercise is for the purpose of learning to control our

thoughts

	

Various stages of Mental Exercises will be given

the end of future lectures .

	

Unless otherwise stated they will

not be related to the lectures themselves . Only go onto the next

exercise after you have mastered the first . You are your own

guru, therefore it is your conscience to face whether you have

mastered something or moved on to the next exercise due to

boredom . 1
t
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LESSON 20

THE ELEVENTH PATH

'The Eleventh Path is that of Scintillating Intelligence

because it is the essence of that curtain which is placed close

to the Order of Disposition, and this is a special dignity given

to it that it may be able to stand before the face of the cause

of causes .'

simple terms, the above statement, from the Sepher

Yetzirah, shows that as a Path it is placed just outside of the

Godhead in Kether as it is an emanation from it in both terms of

ascent and descent . It is given the quality of a veil or curtain

because the totality of truth can only be shown to the individual

when in Kether itself . The name 'Scintillating' is attributed to

it because this Path is the first essence of life itself, in its

purest form outside the 'cause of causes' (Kether) .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Aleph . By

Gematria ALPh : 1+30+800=831 which means "direct, guide or teach"

which demonstrates an authorative force taking the initiative .

Another method of viewing Aleph is to

L20pg 1

study its shape and compo-

nent parts .

	

In fact Aleph is made up of a Vau placed between a

Yod and a Daleth which makes up the woru IVD = YOD : which by the

pointed hand illustrates the direction of force by guidance . The

shape of the letter is also said to resemble a plough .

	

Since a

plough is used to till the earth and prepare it for growth it



The alchemical symbolism of this Path is

with the divine leash of innocence .
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stands as a symbol of potentiality . The English translation of

ALPh is Ox (or bull) which stands for power and growth, the

beginning of spring .

it is the divine essence and is part of the first matter . From a

practical alchemical viewpoint it is the watery essence of the

experiment, this applies to the three kingdoms, animal, vegetable

and mineral . There is a certain relationship here to the Indian

concept of prana and the Chinese concept of Chi that circulates

within the body.

The Tarot Trump applied here is the "Fool" which depicts a

naked child under a tree. He stands in the shape of the letter

Aleph and holds his darker side (portrayed by the wolf) in check

The blossoms he reaches for

are those of divine wisdom, which show as the microcosm, the

subtle centres of the body and as the macrocosm the stars

(Mercury),

them

selves. Here, in this trump, the child has emerged the victor

(of life) and personifies the concept of the 'Divine Child' for

he (or she) is the child in all of us that has emerged to take

control. It is also important to note that the 'Child God'

aspect, in modern psychological terms relates to the psyche of

the individual in its primordial state which is dependent on the

actions associated to the god in question .

The Hindu belief is that all things are governed by tides or

currents which are called tattvas .

	

These are in five divisions,

1
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having associations to the five elements . The name of the Tattva

for this Path is Vayu which is symbolised by a blue circle . The

keyword this Tattva is 'Locomotion' because if one were to

classify motion it would be cyclic, so its energy is directed

into spheretical ethers. Vayu has the function of skin nourish-

ment and repair which if broken down can be classified into five

different subdivisions (such as Tejas of Vayu or Prithivi of

Vayu) .

One of the Egyptian godforms of this Path is Nu which is one

of the eight gods of the city of Khemennu (Hermopolis) . The

Egyptian Book of the Dead refers to Nu i n the form of an invoca-

tion: 'I am the great godaelf created, Nu, that is to say, who

made his names the company of gods as God' . This undoubtedly

refers t Nu as a sky god who was before the creation of the

earth. Just by studying the Egyptian character for Nu we find

the direct translation is 'God of the watery mass of the sky' .

Because of his unique position a great deal of difficulty was

experienced in pinpointing his exact boundaries in the heavens .

He was neither Pet (the sky) or Nuit (the Heavens) so the logical

placement of his boundaries was in between them . In water dynas-

ties he was later merged into other areas. Other key names

associated to this god are abyss, deep and young . From a moder-

nistic viewpoint Nu was the god of atmosphere

linked with the Vayu Tattva .

which is directly

The Greek attribution to this Path is that of Hermes, mess-

enger of the gods, and the epitomy of the 'Divine Child' myth .
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His birth was in a cave, the chaos and rose to become one of the

main Olympian gods . One important association is god of the wind

and was also guide to the dead souls to the underworld . was

also a protector and benefactor to mankind and acted as a guide

in travels and business affairs . Another important aspect of

Hermes the guide is that he could also lead a soul back to life,

from the underworld . To the Kabbalist this shows that Hermes,

like the 11th Path could be associated to descent as well as

ascent .

The Indian myths associated here is that of the Maruts (who

are an eastern counterpart to the western concept of the Sylphs,

the fairies of the air) who were the son of Rudra and Prisni

(goddess of the monsoons) .

	

The best way to think of them is the

gods of wind, storm and rain (when they united) .

'Book of Ragiel' states that it will acquire

kings, princes and magnets. In modern terminology it is

Later associa-

tions however elevated them above their elemental status to gods

of the atmosphere . They are often depicted flying across the sky

in the company of Rodasi, wife of Rudras, who apparently has some

control over their unruly nature .

The precious stones allotted to this Path are the Topaz and

Chalcedoni . The magical effects of Topaz are numerous but in the

the goodwill

said to

influence those in powerful offices to favour you . In Sanskrit

Topaz is called Pushyaraga, Si-Lang-Syak in Cantonese and Ynakunt

Al-Azrak in Arabic .
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Albert Magnus described its colour like Saffron with the

magical properties of restoring sanity while Rabancs Maurus

stated that it induced prophecy if contemplated on . Chalcedony,

a bright red gem, has the magical powers to ward off evil actions

(of a psychic nature) against the wearer and as a general protec-

tion against evil demons (according to Gonelli) .

The eagle is the bird of this Path and the ancient Egyptian

hieroglyphic for the letter 'A' depicts an eagle over it which

signifies the start of a new day . As an elemental symbol the

eagle stands for air but it goes much deeper than this . Depend-

ing on the context, the eagle in alchemical symbolism shows

Mercurius (1st stage) soaring or being liberated from the Primea

Materia. From the early Christian viewpoint the eagle is a

symbol

	

the divine messenger which equates with the Greek

association of Hermes .
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The Syrian concept also links closely

with the Hermes myth as the eagle guided the souls to

immortality .

The egendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the Sylphs, the elemental spirits of air . The origins go back to

the time of Solomon where they were described as resembling

birds. Their king is called Paralda. Their abode is in the

clouds and they sometimes make their appearance through mist and

vapour. The favour they bring to those who appease them is

wisdom and they affect the intellect of man . They also appear as

winged fairies riding the wind on their steeds around dawn and

sunset .



command the Demus to build his temple .

whose meaning lies in the Arabic root of the verb 't penetrate'

also it shows a chopping movement akin to a sword's action .

The supreme Elemental King associated here is Tahoeloj and

his name is taken from the circle of names surrounding the great

seal of truth - the Sigilum Dei-Aemeth . The Demonic King of air

is called Oriens . He has 30 sub princes under him and eight main

servants ; Sarisel (Minister of God) Gasarons, Sorosma, Turitel

(mountain cast down), Balaken (Ravagers), Gagison (spread on

flat) , Maf al ac (a fragment) and Agab (beloved) . The basis f

Lord Orien (according to Mathers) is from the Latin meaning

rising or eastern, and also if spelled Oriens is URO = "to burn

or devour with flame" .

	

The Greek Eurus, Ezreia, Aneuru (Adj)

meaning extensive or vast can also be applied as well .

L20pg 6

The cardinal point associated to this Path is east and

Mizrach, governed by the Archangel Raphael because of one of his

associations to the sun, which rises in the east .

	

He was the

archangel who brought the magical ring to Solomon who used it t

The angel is Chassan

The virtue of this Path is Noscire (or knowing) it is the

Path of the intellect that craves and seeks intellectual stimuli

as a means or outlet of expression .

	

The vice of this Path

ignorance, here the individual ignores what he knows to be the

, correct way and instead pursues a life that is against the karmic

pattern that has been set for him .
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The magical power of this Path here is divination .

	

a

lecture on the subject of divination to the Golden Dawn, Wynn

Wescott (under his motto of Sapere Aude) says : 'Men perceived

that the free will which they seemed to possess, was only a hope

and not an attainment, and so fell naturally into the idea of

predestination, and then argued that if all before us is to be

predestined it maybe possible to foresee future events and so

divination was -born and it took over a thousand shapes .'

The magical weapons of this Path are the dagger and fan .

The fan of course is an instrument for creating air currents and

as such is associated here . Some fans are made from feathers

which further stressed the Air link and is used as such in the

2=9 grade of Theoricus in the Golden Dawn. The dagger is of

course the elemental weapon in air and it is to be used in all

work of the airy nature, and under the presidency of Vau, and the

"Sword of Tarot

A perfume of this Path is Galbanum and its aroma was used in

ancient times to ;promote divination by lighting incense around

the temple area. Also when astrological calculations were being

deduced Galbanum was used as it was thought to promote the intel-

lect and raise the spirit up to the lofty heights required of the

work being done.

I

I
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Peppermint extract is the vegetable drug of this Path . Its

medical effect is to calm the nervous system down by bringing it

into some sort of equilibrium .

	

In magical rites this herb is



usually given after any sort of ritualistic or trance work, to

bring the adept back to a more calmer plane of existence .

The plant or tree of this Path is the Poplar (Aspen) and the

legend has it that of the Heliades the sisters of Phaeton who

watched as their brother fall from the sky into a river . Because

the extent fo'their grief and the constant vigil at the place

where he died they turned into Poplar trees .

air is the ability of the Poplar to 'quake' or 'tremble' during

	

I
heavy breezes (due to the thin trunks) .

The Demonic Prince air is Azazel which means "God

strengthens" . This angel was one of the leaders of the fallen

angels . He is described as an angel of both the sword and shield

and hence his association to air .

an angel

	

fire he i s i n fact associated wholly

	

air i n

attitude and action .

The River of Eden associated here is and as described in

Gen . 11 .14 : 'And the name of the 3rd River is Hiddekel : That is

it which goeth in front of Assyra' .

	

This relates to the east,

the birth place of the rising sun .

but also for growth of the higher nature manifesting in an earth

plane .

The Elemental Ruler of air is Ariel which means "Lion of

L Opg 8

The relationship to

Though sometimes described as

It stands not only for reason

God" .

	

This angel is usually depicted with a lions head . Being

in the kingdom of the elements, he also controls Qlippothic

I
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This is from the

empty space .

	

It

generalisations .

"Wrath of God" .

Rabbinion texts .

through storms,

Malkiel (meaning

L2upg 9

demons who are under the air presidency . His charge is normally

on the first wind gusts and he sometimes gives favours if called

upon . Ariel equates to 242 which means to rest or support sacred

objects. This relates to air as a cushion for the Heavens over

the Earth .

The intelligence of Uranus (which has a dual association

with air on this Path) is Ausiul who also presides over Aquarius .

root AU (or AO) which is the link that joins

has been described as meaning vague desire,

The spirit of Uranus is Zaaphiel which means

He has control over storm winds according to

According to legend he deals with the wicked

hurricanes and the like . The angel of Uranus is

"Gods King") who according to religious lore

once guarded the gate of the South Wind and he controls the fiery

part of the air element .
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LESSON 21

THE TWELFTH PATH

'The 12th Path is the Intelligence of transparency, because

it is that species of magnificence called Chazchazit (seership)

the place whence issues the vision of those seeing apparitions .'

The Yetziraic text relates to a place or position where one

sees beyond the usual physical d psychic limitation. it

relates to the psychic aspect of the self developed enough to see

the inner workings of the astral planes . Since this Path leads

Kether it shows the luminosity of this divine brilliance (in

reflection), but enough of the presence of the divine can be felt

and even glimpsed with our overt senses that the mortal bound-

aries are cast aside . So that our true will guides us in our

search

	

the unification this is not seership in the general

sense but a magnificent intuitive and emotional experience

the divine bliss of the real Self . It is here that one perceives,

through various diverse means the perceptions of another dimen-

sion. To an extent, one becomes the receptor of various thought

modes emanating from our own higher genius which has permitted

this particular line of communication .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Beth . Fabre

d'Olivet says that this letter when utilised as a consonant,

belongs to the labial sound . As an abstract image it represents

the mouth of man, his dwelling, his interior . As a grammatical



sign, it

integral and

is the paternal and in nature acts as a virile sign,

that

	

interior and active action .

	

In Hebrew, it

	

the

indicates article expression in nouns or action .

Beth has almost the same indicative movement as the extractive

letter Mem, but with more force and without any extraction or

division of parts .

Hebrew word for the letter Beth is BITh which has

value of 412 .

	

By Gematria we find ChDTh "new", YThB "to settle,

dwell" and ThAVH "longing . Since Beth means House the above

associations are easily applied to a new home. From an esoteric

standpoint Beth shows us something just built or completed, and

in turn relates back to the Tarot trump of the Magician, the

young adept .

The alchemical association here is the spirit Mercurius

which has "grown up from the previous state and now has

stability and strength .

	

In this, its secondary state Mercurius

is

	

completed component part . That in turn can either

extracted from or added to the experiment,

spiritual quality . For within its divine seed Mercury here will

in turn now transmute to another level of refinement so that it

can re-emerge with other aspects of itself .

The Tarot trump applied here is the Magician . The grown up

child portrayed in the Fool who stands before the altar (of the

universe) and gazes at his elements and meditates before

them.

	

This i

	

the card of practical ritual magic .

	

His body

giving it an elusive

using

1
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outline hat, and his tunic show the Caduceus as also portrayed

on his clothing, showing an extremely stable state coming from

both externally and internally . It is a symbol of Divine Power

about to be put into practical use through the science of magic .

The virtue of this Path is reason and shows the ability to

rationalise abstract concepts and put them into practical use .

This uses the faculty of the mind, the will to rationalise the

new modes of thought and strength the adept will find on his

Path . It is the Path of direct action through application of the

higher mental faculties . This means that while on this Path the

true Will will be revealed, and followed by the higher aspects of

Self .

The vice of this Path i s falsification and relates t the

blindfold one puts on the self (both conscious and unconsciously)

so the true will is blocked and the aspects of the self are

aimlessly indulged, which is a scattering and waste of energies .

It is here that one lacks direction and the intellect suffers due

lack of consolidation and desperately tries to latch onto any

mode that will give it additional stimuli .

suffers also because its main functions are blocked and those

emanations that do get through are wasted on trivia.

The magical powers or spiritual experience of this Path are

the miracles of hearing which show direct auric control

	

the

aura,

those who are ill .

	

The gift of tongues relates

The spiritual side

t

counterbalance the negative blockages in the aura of

automatic



communication with those energies on the astral plane . This

oPens the channels up with the higher self to direct the know-

ledge sciences not yet known to man . It is here that one

begins to understand these things for the benefit of all mankind .

Egyptian gods this Path are both Thoth and

Cynocephalos . Thoth, as diety, has been explained in the

earlier lessons but his companion the Cynocephalos or dog headed

ape is little known .

	

Like Thoth he was skilled in

balanced the scales and reported the Judgement

Hermes is also associated here (as it was in

and using his flute to luli one of the giants to sleep

mathematics,

weights and measures.

	

I the Judgement Hall it was

	

who

back to Thoth .

Though his origins are pre Egyptian, it was the Cynocephalos who

did the actual weighing while Thoth recorded it which shows that

the Ape was the lower symbol of the two and is the opener of the

way. He was in some circles considered the lower aspect of Thoth

himself .

Aleph), but

here it relates to a different aspect of his nature and shows the

young god as a formidable opponent and wielder of pain . During

the war with the Titans we see Hermes using his skills in a

practical manner in helping Zeus obtain back his strength through

an operation of sorts, and using the invisible helmet of Hades

through

manipulation or vibration through musical notes. Here we have

Hermes the practical warrior an aspect portrayed in the

Magician .

1
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The magical weapon of this Path is the emblem or Lauren

the Caduceus. Unlike the Wand of the Caduceus which is applied

to the Sephira of Chesed the Lauren of the Caduceus works by

reflection and not by direct po.er though the application is

still a practical one . Nevertheless, this is also shown on the

tunic of the Magician in the Tarot Trump . The energies of the

Caduceus are thus controlled indirectly (through element weapons,

ritual etc . . The emblem blinds those who oppose balance and

harmony and gives strength and harmony to those who seek it -

through manipulation .

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the Invisible Adepts . Those Magicians who control the destinies

of nations by subtle manipulations of the astral web . These are

those that are the so called Masters . They are in human form but

live many lifetimes and work directly with the

maintaining the karmic balances .

astral planes i n

One of the perfumes of this Path i s Mace, which i s derived

from the covering of a Nutmeg . As an aromatic it is considered a

carminative and alters the auric vibration so that it is more i n

empathy with Mercury . The yellowish quality of Nutmeg is but one

aspect of its Mercurial association as its effect on the user is

one of aiding concentration and memory . It effects the surround-

ing atmosphere (during ritual) by clearing away the negative

vibrations and opens up a channel to the operator with the astral

plane. White Sandal is an aromatic which stresses the warrior

side of the Mercurial nature and used in conjunction with Mace
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brings powerful magical effect to any ceremony . Mastic and

Storax are also Mercurial aromatics but they are of less density

than either Mace or White Sandal . Mastic is more for reconcilia-

tion while Storax is more a blank aromatic which can be used for

a number of reasons, such as separation, birth, destruction, ill

will and revenge . On its positive side it can be used for crea-

tive work in business.

A tincture from such plants as Wild Lettuce an ideal

association to this Path . The juice and leaves are made into a

tincture which has a number of effects such as a sedative, hypno-

tic, anodyne etc . It is used to help any nerve disorder . Its

effect on the aura though is amazing and links the patient very

deeply with the essence of the plant. Though this is a dangerous

drug its effects are powerful in tearing away the veils of

reality, which the individual must be prepared for . It can be

dried and smoked . Absinthe is another association worth

mentioning .

Agate is one of the precious stones of this Path .

	

Its

esoteric values show that it promotes excellent communication and

favourable disposition to the wearer, giving this individual

certain magnetism. Many old Magical texts cited Agate as a stone

that will guard the wearer against all dangers and t

all obstacles, as well as give courage . The Agate has yet to be

tested for its magnetic quality and its effect on the human aura .

If the ancients are correct these effects could be considerable .

As an amulet it is said to protect the wearer from spells and is

I
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Taphthartharath

also a symbol of authority .

Olympic Planetary Spirit is Ophiel . He is under the

Sovernorship of Mercury and has control of 100,000 legions and

easily gives familiar spirits . He teaches all the arts that are

related to Mercury and has the ability, through ritual alchemy,

to transmute quicksilver into the Philosophers Stone. Ophiel can

appear in a variety f forms and shapes (according to old

Grimores) but usually as a fair thick set man with amiable

speech .

Angel

	

Mercury is Raphael and its intelligence

called Tiriel .

	

As a diety Tiriel is possibly Persian in origin

and relates to determination (from the depths of the mind) .

is the Spirit of Mercury . Its name is derived

from the root TPTh meaning "a sign" or "example" . Another root

THR is also incorporated into the name which means "infusion" or

"distillation" or "the essence of" which is coupled with

determination .

Vervain is one of the plants of this Path and from a medi-

cinal viewpoint it is used as an expectorant for Bronchial prob-

lems and an antiperiodic for nerves .

	

It was also used as

protection against any form of witchcraft .

	

Another association

i

	

herb Mercury (Mercurialis Annua) which is green in colour and

has hairy leaves .

	

It is a dangerous herb but is used for

Rheumatism as well as being a purgative .



The Swallow is an association to this Path and is in fact

dual association (to Venus) . It shows time, the beginning and of
the end and is often ref erred to as the herald of spring and as,,

	

'

such has links to Hermes as Herald of the Gods .

	

The Ibis is yet

another association and is related to Thoth who is often shown

	

∎
wearing the head of an Ibis, as it was believed that he hovered

over the people of Egypt and instructed them while in this form .

The Ape is of course yet another association of Thoth .

The Hindu association to this Path is Rama who is usually

depicted with a bow and arrow (mind and will) . He is considered

by some to be the final incarnation, the perfected man . One of

his other attributes is the challenge, which he dearly loves,

especially of a mental nature . He is married to Sita (his intel-

lectual counterpart) which shows as an abstract concept the

perfection 4 the intellect .

	

One of the Rama's servants is

Hanuman,

as Justice .

the Monkey diety, a symbol of Will and cunning as well

q
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This Path which links Kether to Tiphareth is called Uniting

Intelligence and also has been referred to as the Path of Truth

because it comes directly from the godhead (Kether) on the middle

pillar, and as such is the Essence of Glory, because a form f

clarity is . envisaged . Since Kether is the head of the Tree and

Tiphareth is its heart the combination of the head and heart

∎

	

acting as one can only be truth on its own level .

r
t
I

I

LESSON 22

THE THIRTEENTH PATH

'The 13th Path is named the Uniting Intelligence,

called because i t i s the Essence of the Glory . it i the

Consumation of the Truth of individual spiritual things .'

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Gimel (Camel)

which

	

Gematria equates to 73 and is the numericall value of

Chokmah (Wisdom) and ChSh "to take shelter and trust in" .

de'Olivet says that Gimel as a consonant, belongs to the guttural

sound . The one by which is translated is a modern invention and

responds

	

it rather imperfectly .

certain Carvilius who,

invented or introduced the letter G,

Plutarch tells us that a

and i s so

having opened a school

	

Rome, first

to distinguish the double

sound of the C. As a symbolic image the Hebrew Gimel indicates

the throat of a man, any conduit, any canal, any deep hollow

object. As a grammatical sign, it expresses organic development

and produces all ideas and originations from the corporeal organs



and their actions .

The Tarot trump associated to this Path is the High

Priestess . This shows a young woman, lightly veiled, offering up

a chalice .

	

Here she, as the quintessence gives part of herself

t the finder and is the grail bearer . Her water empathy is

shown by her blue clothing as bearing the very essence of life

itself to all those who would seek her and the cup she nourishes.

Out of all of the devotional qualification, she i s a personifica-

tion of the elusive elixer of life .

The Egyptian gadform of this Path is Aah-Tehuti (a form

Thoth) the Moon God . He is usually depicted as a bearded mummy

(with two faces that symbolise the waxing and waning moon) with a

lunar headdress. He symbolises the growth or power of the new

moon and also was considered the king of gods,

L22/pg 2

maker of eternity

and creator of the creatures . Aah-Tehuti was an agricultural god

as well as a god of new life. He is also a god of time and

prayed to in this category with great reverence . Sometimes Aah-

Tehuti was shown with the head of an Ibis, hence his relationship

to Thoth .

Greek goddess associated to this Path is Artemir (as well

as to Yesod, but in another form), an agricultural goddess who is

also the goddess of the chase . Her name is said to be derived

from the bear which was often given as her emblem . moon

goddess she presided over childbirth and as such was also a diety

of death as well as life . Though there were numerous versions of

1
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Artemis she is often depicted as the

nature . Also he is both guardian and hunter

virgin huntress, with bow

and quiver . She was the daughter of Demeter and Zeus and sister

of Apollo . Also she was the goddess of

bow was said to unleash disease and pestilence those who

gained her disfavour . The Roman goddesses of the Moon were both

Diana, the goddess of light and of swiftness showing the Moon

waxing and Hecate the waning side .

Soma is the Hindu lunar diety and is a departure from the

European feminine concept of a female diety. Our own children

stories of the man in the moon can establish a par with Soma . In

legend Soma was not only a moon god but the quintessence of the

gods in the form of a golden elixer, the drink of immortality

synonymous with the essence within the Holy Grail . He was a god

of the star wars and was considered both good and evil,-his forms

were varied but his two main ones were of a bull (with large

horns) and a bird .

The animal associated to the moon and this Path is the dog .

There is some association to Artemis as she was always depicted

hunting with a dog . More importantly in modern terms, the dog is

a symbol of mans inert nature, the latent or dark side of his

music and dancing .

	

Her

and a symbol of mans

ego nature . Since the dog and ego are the same, the hunter and

hunted are brought closer together until they merge into a com-

plete harmonious whole . The dog without man or his ego self is

one extreme half of the Cain . The dog symbols are often synony-

mous with the watcher or guardian (in Christian concepts) while



the old hebraic concepts showed impurity . Plutarch summed it up

by saying that dogs show the conservative, watchful, philoso-

phical principle of life .

The magical attainment associated to this Path is shown

through dream clairvoyance . These are not happenings of mere

chance but a carefully worked out play in which the dreamer as an

aspect of ego consciousness, directs and takes part in, through

the Yechidah, the core essence of self . Dream divination can be

either spontaneous or induced by experimenting with meditation

before sleep .

	

In reality, this Path relates to the aspects

dream control for divination purposes .

	

Control can and i

usually done, through will power and repetitive exercise .

Lam=. ./ pg '+

of

The

use of dream symbolism for the occultist is shown by the amount

of studies on occult symbology which one has assimilated, and the

acceptance of this material on a very deep psychological level .

When one studies the associations to the Sephiroth and Paths they

in fact interrelate into the subconscious which then puts many of

these kabbalistic images under headings which control our deepest

feelings . They then become more easily identifiable for us to

interpret .

The magical weapons associated to this Path are the bow and

arrow and are undoubtedly related with Diana and Artemis as

hunters . The shape of the bow depicts the lunar crescent, which

when pulled folds out showing the full Moon . On release of the

bow the tension is released and the cycle begins again . There

are a number of associations to the bow, all of them link to the

1
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mind in some way . The bow is intuition which finds it target (in

the dark) with the unconscious or Zen aspect of training . It

shows the mind, through will, directing the energies . f its

unconscious contents.

The virtue of this Path is virginity in its moral and esote-

ric significance . Virginity in its broadest sense of the word

relates to the untapped depths, which when applied across the

board to everyday slang is often called virgin territory, an area

of the unknown . These depths in relationship to Simel relate to

the purest essence of the spirit that has not been contaminated

by any foreign condition .

	

It is this purest essence that we all

possess that aligns us with the concept of both purity and virgi-

nity as a concept to respect, regardless of its physical limita-

tion .

The vice of the 13th Path is stagnation and it only differs

from the above paragraph in the form of potential . Virginity as

a virtue is an untapped resource which awaits awakening . Stagna-

tion is in fact the self same resource that refuses

and as such all the purity and spirituality is stagnated . The

driving point of these two faculties is emotional stimuli . The

virgin is like the drawn bow about to be sprung while stagnation

is a pool that no one uses or comes to .

There are number,of perfumes associated to this Path .

Lignum Aloes is one and is said to relate to the fourth, eleventh

and

	

twenty eighth

	

lunar mansion .

	

Its stimuli

	

is

	

in

awakening,



reconciliation of opposites as well as producing certain psychic

effects .

	

Menstrual fluid i s also a basis for a perfume and i s

said to attract the forces of love when correctly applied and

called forth .

	

This relates not to the blood itself but to the

	

∎

high content of its spiritual value which was recognised from the

laws of Moses to his chosen people, and to the ceremonies of

North American Indians .

The vegetable drugs of this Path are all those of an emmena-

gogue nature, that is, drug that brings on menstruation .

Pennyroyal (Menta Pulegium) is one such herb that an infusion can

be made from to stimulate the menstrual function, and is also

good for rheumatics as well . The Juniper Berry is another plant

whose infusion is well applied here and has a variety of

applications .

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the etheric forms or commonly known as Ghosts . These are in fact

the etheric forms (or bodies) of the deceased . It is also noted

that the actions of these forms appear more frequently after the

Spring Equinox and it has been considered that the magnetic

influence of the sun on the earth at this period produces a field

that activates dormant etheric shells that should have been

dispersed death but exist because of astral-etheric freak

conditions . The etheric body does retain the memories of the

individual who inhabited it in life and when magnetically

effected it can draw on energy to help restructure its fabric

enough for materialisation .

	

In some instances these etheric

1
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shells can draw from the living causing energy depletion and

general ill health .

	

Etheric shells are not to be confused

spiritual hierarchies but should be thought of as a residue

energy that should be dispersed into the atmosphere .

	

It has

soul and no spiritual links on the inner planes

with

no

and generally

wanders in the astral light which can sometimes overlap into the

physical world .

The Olympic Planetary Spirit of the Moon is Phul,

also the angel of Monday and is referred to as

Powers of the Moon and Supreme Lord of Waters' .

extend to changing all metal into silver and gives service t

mankind of his water spirits .

	

Also he teaches the sciences

Lord of

those who call him .

	

The origin of Phul is in the Arabic

the

His powers

fore-

bearer of the root PHL which relates to a privileged concept,

distinguishing or dividing into parts (stages of the Moon) .

Mugwort is also associated to this Path and takes its name

from the old Germanic phrase meaning 'fly plant' and is so named

because its vibrations annoy insects . Folklore shows us that

this plant, apart from protecting one from spells, it can be used

as a tobbaco substitute and when its fumes are breathed in after

dry burnings can induce visionary forms . Its effects are very

noticeable when placed under a pillow for dream or clairvoyance .

Moonstone is a gem of this Path and legend dictates that in

this stone there is a moving light . This is because of the light

variation on the stone's surface . Kunz considers this is because



of a clairvoyancy produced by the angled planes within the gem .

It is a stone of good fortune and is used as a gift for lovers

and it is said to give them the gift of clairvoyancy (if placed

in the mouth) when the moon is full . The stone is said to have

an auric vibration similar to the moon and as such is considered

a moon in microcosm .

The Archangel of the Moon is Gabriel while the intelligence

of

	

the Moon is called Malak B

Schechalim .

	

The spirit

	

Luna is Schad Barschemoth Ha

. Shartathan . The 28 Angels of the Luna Mansions are as follows :

1 . Genie l

2. Enedi el

3. Anixiel

4. Azariel

5 .

	

Gabriel

9 .

Tarshisim Ve-Ad Ruachoth

Amnediel 15. Atliel

	

22. Geliel

Barbiel

	

16. Azervel

	

23. Requiel

10. Ardifiel 17 . Adriel

	

24. Abrinael

11 . Neciel

	

18. Egibiel

	

25. Aziel

12. Abdizuel 19. Amutiel

	

26. Tagriel

6 .

	

Dirachiel 13 . Jazeriel 20. Kyriel

	

27. Atheniel

7 .

	

Scheliel 14 . Ergediel 21 . Bethanael 28. Amnixiel

1
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LESSON 23

THE FOURTEENTH PATH

'The 14th Path is the Illuminating Intelligence and is so

called because it is that Chasmal (scintillating flame) which is

the founder of the concealed and fundamental ideas of holiness

and of their stages and preparation .'

The Yetziratic text which links Binah to Chokmah is called

Illuminating Intelligence because it deals with the concealed

.-(yet of a holy nature) . Since the concepts of this Path are the

opposites of Binah and Chokmah, one must consider that between

them a neutral field exists which is the harmonious influence of

both . Out of two polarities, a third is then born . The scintil-

lating flame is of course life itself, nurtured by . its divine

essence. This relates back to the three pillarson the Tree of

Life with the central pillar joining them .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Daleth, which

in general terms means a door or entrance way . The letters

and

making up the name DLTh equates to 434 which is 'Lord or Man

War' a phrase of the same numerical value of AISh MLChMH

relates to the successful exit of the children of Israel into the

wilderness, and the victory over the Pharaohs Chariots . Here we

have a transition from one lifestyle to another which could

likened to growth and development through freedom .



de'Olivet considers that Daleth, as a letter, belongs to the

dental sound . It was the emblem of the universal quarternary ;

that is to say, f the source of all physical existence . As a

symbolic image it represents the breast, and every nourishing and

abundant object . As a grammatical sign, it expresses in general,

abundance born of division . It i s the sign of di vi'si bl a and

divided nature. The Hebrew employ it as an article, but enjoys

that prerogative in Chadiac, Samaritan and Syrian, where it

fulfils the functions of a kind of distinctive article .

The Tarot card of this Path is the Empress and shows a woman

(wearing a crown) seated on a throne and holding an orb (with a

cross upon) it in her left hand and a wand in the right hand with

a dove hovering over her left shoulder . This shows the personi-

fication motherhood with the divine right to rule over her

life and her children, shown by the dove just above her, she is

.at peak of spiritual growth as the unborn child in her womb,

also shown by the-dove lifts her spiritual and emotional growth

to a high level of development . She is fertility at its best .

The Egyptian godfarm of this Path i s Hathor, who i s also

associated to Netzach as well . In Netzach her association i s

rather a general one (covering .maiden, mother, old crow), but as

the 14th Path it is more directly related to other aspects of

Hathor's nature . In one form she became the tool for the wrath

of

	

to Destroy mankind for his treason against his creator,

which fits in with evaluation of Daleth by Gematria . Also Hathor

in the form of Het-Here literally means "House above (sky or

t
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As a Greek diety Aphrodite occasionally indulges in warrior

pursuits . While protecting her son Aeneas, she was slightly

wounded by Diomedes . She was a love and warrior goddess, the

latter being the darker side of her nature which was a favourite

of the Spartans who offered sacrifices to her on the birth of

female children .

	

As the Roman goddess, Venus, she was a love

' goddess without peer, she was also called Cypria, Cytheraea,

Exopolis, Philomeda, Telessigama, Coliada, Area, Verticordia,

Apaturia, Etaria and Libertina, to name but a few .

The magical weapon is the Girdle of both Venus and Aphrodite

which apply here, as it does for Netzach . The girdle was called

'Cestus' by the Romans and 'Zune' by the Greeks. It gave the

wearer the power to be irresistable to others regardless

physical appearance . It was used by Juno to capture the rapture

of Jupiter so that his attention was drawn from the Greek-Trojan

conflict, while Neptune aided the Greeks to victory .

heaven)

land .

in many ways like the Girdle of Venus .

control ones auric vibrations so that they can attract the vibra-

, she was also the goddess of the underworld,

tions of another member of the opposite sex .

done at a conscious or unconscious level does

It is the ability

or hol y

magical power of this Path is auric manipulationand is

Whether this i s

not matter, just

the ability to do it gives one the essence of this power .

	

On a

conscious level this is more difficult, because it requires



constant attention .

	

In a sense it can be best described in one

word "captivation" .

The vegetable drug of this Path is any aphrodisiac . These

drugs work on the ego and stimulate the flow rate of the chakra

centres through the Tattwas. A highly magnetic aura stimulated

from either the genital or heart chakra will alter the flow

so that it produces a very high magnetic charge, which draws

other auras to it . Once these auras touch and merge the stimu-

lated one then takes on a vampire like action by drawing from the

aura one wishes to control and as such dulls the

stimuli that is normally activated at this time .

rate

normal danger

There are a number of perfumes attributed to this Path and

all are alluring in nature . One of these is from Patchouli

(using the dried roots) and another is Tuberose which was used a

lot in Malaya and Indonesia .

	

A drug that can stimulate sexual

desires is Parachloro-Phenylanilide (Pupa) which at the time

writing is a side product of Tumor research .

The virtue

	

this Path is motherhood and it shows the

chosen receptacle for the divine spirit of life to enter . It is

the highest of virtues in both the human and spiritual plateau

and has been considered as such by just about every civilisation

on this planet . There are teachings of motherhood through the

ages *but all show it is a state of holiness and reverence . It i s

a time where both mother and unborn child share and link their

auras i n a state of communication known only to them .

	

It i s the
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portal for new life to enter on this level of existence .

The vice of the 14th Path is "Extinction" which is when life

is either taken or prevented from being born . Procreation of the

species is one of the prime virtues of mankind,

strongest next to self preservation .

	

It is when the state

motherhood is being prevented or abused, that one can call
extinction a vice. It must be on deliberate or selfish grounds .

Kali is associated to this Path and is to an extent another

form of Durga . Like Durga and Kalika (another of her names) she

is also called "Divine Mother" . As a diety she is often shown

dancing on Shiva with four arms holding a sword and recently

severed head with the empty hands positioning themselves to form

meditational mudras, showing a lack of fear . Unlike her other

form Kali is black in colour which relates to the void from which

all things enter and return . Around her waist and neck are

several: heads which- show that life is in many incarnations . She

is considered the Sakti that awakened her consort Shiva from his

meditations. Devotion to this diety lifts the veil of reality os

that the true will can be known . Like all mothers Kali is both

creative and destructive and she is foremost the mother protector .

The precious stone of the 14th Path is the New Zealand Green

Stone (Jade) which is common to the Maori people (the Polynesian

inhabitants of that country) .

	

This stone was used as both

weapon and an ornament and is usually handed down to

possibly is

families on

the death of the wearer .

	

It has much Mana (power) and depending



greenstone carvings

on how it is cut was reserved for the heads of tribes and their

families .

	

It was used as a buriel stone as

living link to its deceased owner .

well and was said to

Many

	

these old

had a Tapu (curse) placed on them that is

considered very effective by both Maori and European alike .

The main animals sacred to this Path are the dove and swan .

general terms the dove is the vehicle of purity of the higher

nature descending into the lower forms (matter) . In .John 1 .33 it

says -'Upon whom thou shalt see the spirit descending as a dove,

and abiding on him,

great mother images of various religions .

this is he, which baptiseth with the Holy

Christ' .

	

As a symbol the dove is synonymous with most 4 the

In ancient Egypt the

dove showed purity (sitting on the Tree of Life) where the

Greek/Roman beliefs shows love and in ancient Israel the doves

were used as temple offerings .

The White Swan in symbology was usually associated to Venus,

and it is suggested that its graceful lines are analogous to that

a naked woman.

	

The object being the gratification of ones

deepest desires (as in the "Swan Song" being a death wish) . From

Christian standpoint the Swan is often linked with Christ's

mother, the Virgin Mary . It is the bird who became the mother of

the cosmic egg of the universe which Brahma sprang from .

Clover is one of the Plants associated to this Path and for

the most part was used as a charm in and against witchcraft .

Ireland for example its protective abilities were so widely known

1
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that it was adopted as the Shamrock (4 leaf clover) with the

legend

shore .

St Patrick banishing evil influences from Ireland's

In Ireland the four leaf clover was a victorious symbol

of Catholicism with each leaf denoting the Cross of Christ . I

pre Christian times the Shamrock leaves were said to represent

(1) fame, (2) wealth, (3) lover, (4) health . The significance of

the number of leaves on the clover is very important in interpre-

ting its meaning .

The Angel of Venus i s cal 1 ed Anael and was- one of the seven

angels of creation . - He presides over motherhood and reproduction

in general and is brother to the angel Tobit (refer : Book of

Tobit) .

	

His name is derived from the root AN which relates to

"morality" . The intelligence of Venus is called Hagiel and comes

from the root HG meaning intellectual activity,

that excites within the self . Its Arabic counterpart

expatriation .

	

The spirit of Venus is called Kedemel which

from the root QD which means "a type of pivot action

point on which things turn" .

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the Succubi which is the term for a female spirit who takes on

temporary body form in order to have sex with human male .

These beings do not have to manifest visibly but only to the

sensation of touch, in other words they can be felt .

	

This way

they conserve energy for copulation which they draw

partners and take back with them into the astral .

	

In modern

times there have been a

or any movement

shows

or focus

from their

number of cases of Succubi reported and



most tend to be in the ghost category .

	

They are the former

etheric bodies of deceased souls who stay alive through the sex

act . These can best be described as a form of ghosts which are

rare .

The Olympic Planetary Spirit of Venus is Hagith who governs

venereal aspects .

Hebrew

has 4000 legions of spirits under him .

When he appears he is considered fair in statue but can change to

variety of shapes if not challenged correctly .

	

Hagith in

can be spelled a number of ways in (depending on Hebrew

dialect) such as ChGYTh HGYTh, or even AaGyTh . -The latter shows

the root AaG which means "ardour" or "warmth" (of

nature) . The root HG also has a similar meaning .

ASSOCIATIONS

YETZIRATIC TEXT :

HEBREW LETTER :

TAROT :

EGYPTIAN DIETY :

GREEK DIETY :

ROMAN DIETY :

PLANET :

MAGICAL WEAPON :

VIRTUE :

VICE :

MAGICAL POWER :

ILLUMINATING INTELLIGENCE

DALETH

EMPRESS

HATHOR

APHRODITE

VENUS

VENUS

GIRDLE OF VENUS

MOTHERHOOD

EXTINCTION

MANIPULATION

sexual
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VEGETABLE DRUG :

INDIAN ASSOCIATION :

GEMSTONE :

PLANT :

AROMATIC :

ORDER OF BEINGS :

ANGEL :

ANIMAL :

OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT :

APHRODISIAC

KALI

GREENSTONE

CLOVER

PATCHOULI

SUCCUBI

ANAEL

DOVE/SWAN

HAGITH
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LESSON 24

THE FIFTEENTH PATH

'The 15th Path is the Constituting Intelligence, so called

because it constitutes the substance of creation in pure dark-

ness, and men have spoken of the contemplations ; it is that

darkness of in Scripture, Job xxxviii .9. "and the thick darkness

a swaddling band for it" .'

The entire aspect of the above text relates to the creation

of life in the chaotic darkness of space . Though it does not say

it outright,' it refers to the development of light and heat where

there was none. The darkness or void in this instance becomes a

womb so-that creation goes through a gestation period hence the

reference to Job . The definition of the word constitute i n

Websters Dictionary is to compose or elect : setup or establish .

This of course is recognised as the first principle of development .

Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Heh and is

shown as HH which has a numerical value of 10 . By Gematria other

meanings are determined, such as GBH meaning "elevated, exalted,

high", or DAH meaning to "soar. Both of these phrases denote

height the po ition of the ancient windows in the Hebrew temple -:

and also the position as part of the name YHVH . Heh as a window

had a main feature, to let in light, and as such has certain

esoteric considerations .



de'Olivet says that Heh as a letter is a symbol of universal

life . It represents the breath of man, air, spirit and soul : that

which is animating and vivifying . As a grammatical sign, it

expresses life and the abstract idea of being .

Hebraic tongue, of great use as an article .

supreme authority from which all under his rule bow t

later epochs he was shown with a bulls head .

It i s, i n the

The Tarot card of this Path is the Emperor. Here we have

is

energy personified and also shows mercy along with his aggressive

tendencies, illustrated by the lamb under his feet . To many he

is life itself as his word carries the power of both life and

death . He is the masculine dynamic force exercising his right to

exist . He is more than a king, he is the emperor-priest in charge

of his subjects' spiritual and physical well being .

is the conqueror who shows victory and the negative aspects

rule that go along with it .

The Egyptian godform of this Path i s Men Thu, who i s often

depicted wearing a head-dress with a falcon's head, solar disk

and a uraeus-serpent with two large plumes . He was a warrior god

of war (often shown with a sword) and an aspect of the sun god

Amen Ra and was also sometimes called Menthu R and Mont . in

The Emperor

Legend has it that

he was once king of Mermonthis (Upper Egypt) . Ra tried to adopt

Mont, his former rival, but the god preferred his present dwel-

ling and took the attitude that it was better to reign in hell

than serve in heaven .

1
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almost equalled Jupiter in power and stature . It is said that she

	

aided the voyage of the Argonauts in navigation . As a war goddess
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The Greek association here is Athene and the Roman version

is Minerva . Mythology tells that Minerva sprang fully armed from

the head of Jupiter . She was not only a goddess of war butwisdom

and all the arts as well . Her prowess was formidable to say the

least and she was known to hurl thunderbolts, bestow long life

and give prophecy. She was an extremely powerful goddess and

she was often shown with warrior helmet and plume and shield with

the severed head of Medusa painted on it and armed with a spear .

The astrological sign linked to this Path is Aries and is

depicted by a ram's horns which shows it'

	

aggressive head-

person is a dynamic individual full of drive

extremely impulsive along with

butting nature tempered by it's single-mindedness . A Aries

and the urge to get

ahead no matter what level of work they are i

	

They are creative

people who are constantly striving for something new and have

strong authoritarian approach to life in general and are

it . The Arians are the individuals

who have the need to win at everything they turn their hand to .

The key words to their success are willpower and decisive action .

The constellation of Aries is the ram or lamb as it has

been sometimes depicted and is called TLH (Telah) in Hebrew while

its Arabic counterpart is Al Hamal meaning the gentle sheep . Its

ancient Akkadian name was Baraziggar which roughly translated

means the sacrifice of the righteousness (from Bar meaning



sacrifice and ziggar meaning righteous) . The whole ancient

concept of this constellation was one of sacrifice as its main

star was called El Natik meaning slain (or wounded) as was also

the next brightest star in this system which was called Al

Sheratan .

the burin .

magical weapons of this Path are the ram's horns and

The horn is often an Old Testament symbol of victory

(when raised), and defeat (when broken) and links very heavily to

the old fertility cults which related the 'horn of plenty' to new

growth and to sexuality . Jung considered the horn a dual symbol

because it can both penetrate and be a receptacle (its hollow-

ness) which relates to the cyclic concept of nature . The phallic

representations of the horn relate also to power and energy for

it is a sign of strength and power . The burin, like the horn, is

often used like a knife for magical work with

projecting point .

The magical virtue of this Path is martyrdom and relates to

the individual giving his or her life in the pursuit of an endea-

your so that others will benefit from it .

virtues martyrdom is the most revered . -In modern times it is

often shown as the soldier who gives his life in war for his

country .

	

the hermetic tradition the mart,, .- is the individual

who brings through the work for the benefit of others

extent attains immortality (in the eyes of the beholder) by

becoming an example for others to emulate in performing the great

work .

its tip as the

Of all the saintly

and to an
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The vice of this Path is self pity, here the individual

gives up and has no drive or ambition to complete life let alone

understand its spiritual significance . Generally this occurs when

the driving force of the individual has expended itself or in

plain terms when one is simply worn out . From an esoteric view-

point the psyche has rejected the tasks allotted to it from the

higher self and tries desperately not to comply with these direc-

tions which eventually begin to close in on it from all sides,

and in an act of what some would call self preservation simply

shuts itself down to its lowest ebb .

The magical attainment of this Path is the power to

consecrate . This power is one that is developed through both

ritual practice and knowledge, and involves calling and control-

ling names of power that one has been associated with by direct-

ing them to perform a desired task for you . It involves binding

these powers to consecrate an object such as a talisman or eleme-

ntal weapon, or even use their power to clear an area of negative

forces so that one can work in an uncontaminated area (of astral

influences that is) . It also involves projecting ones aura into

the object being consecrated as well so that a vital link is

established between one and the object in question . Sometimes in

simple consecration it does not involve certain spiritual hierar-

chies but merely extending ones own

generally speaking these

aura to clear areas,

types of consecration are almost always

under the banner of some hierarchy or another even if they are

not invoked during a ceremony .



The bloodstone is one of the zodiac gems associated to this

Path and is both green and red in colour with the red aspects

considered to be like drops of blood . Its old name was Heliotrope

and was related to the old Egyptian city of Heliopis where it

first gained some fame during the Egyptian dynasties as a stone

of important religious significance . Legend associated to this

stone says that it has the power to make the wearer invisible and

it was often consecrated by priests to give armies the ability of

stealth and t attack their enemies before being detected .

Bloodstone was often worn into battle as an amulet against being

wounded . It was used as a good luck piece by all those undergoing

surgery and child birth so that no excessive blood would be lost

One of the plants associated here is the Geranium which has

been used in birth control by various civilisations . As a body

wash, solution of the leaves awaken the aura closest to the

skin and performs much the same functions when applied externally

as does Rosemary . It is a type of auric revitaliser which gives

one a renewed vigor and freshness . Potions of Geraniums have been

used for many other

love of another,

ardent desire for you .

during ancient celtic fertility rites .

uses as well, such as an infusion to gain the

which is supposed to fill the individual with

Other uses for it included to wear it

Dragons Blood is a perfume associated here which has a very

1
I
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by the patient. When this stone appeared in dreams it was usually

an unfortunate omen which showed sorrow or loss due to an accident
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unpleasant aroma and gives off a thick pall of red smoke

used as an incense . It was used in ancient

	

times before

battle where soldiers inhaled its aroma, for

when

it was said to aid

them in their fighting ability by filling their nostrils with the

blood or scent of the enemy. In works of evocation it was used to

summon spirits whom you wished to perform a martial task for you .

Also during sacrifices (for victory of a battle) it was used t

engulf the sacrificial animal with its aroma before death so that

the animal would carry the scent with in into the next world so

that there would be no mistake in what the sacrifice was offered

for .

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are the

Eumenidies who were considered the ministers of the vengeance

the gods . They were said to have been born from the blood

Coelus when wounded by his son Saturn .

of these beings : Tisaphone, Megara, Alecto and Nemesis and were

said give repeated torments to those who earned the gods

disfavour . They were sometimes known under other names such as

Furiae, Erynies and Dirae and the weapons they used were

conscience and flagellation. In appearance they were very much

like the Gorgons to look at and had seething serpents instead of

hair and always wore black bloodied garments .

of

There were said to be four

The angel of this Path is Aiel whose name is derived from the

Hebrew root AI meaning "manifestation" or "desire" . It shows the

raw aspect of both passion and desire within the self) with 'no

object or point of direction for it to go to . It is strongly



related to the concept of a blind force . The root AIL relates to

force and desire united . The animals associated to this root are

the ram and deer . AIL equates to 41 and

the same value such as YAL (to willful), LVH (bind or

associate), GAUAL (Divine Majesty) and GChL (to burn), all which

are varying degrees of the nature of Ai el .

The animals of this Path are the ram and owl . The former has

been already discussed in previous paragraphs and we will concern

ourselves only with the latter . The owl, because it is a night

bird, relates to the night, to death and also to wisdom . In

mythology the owl was sacred to Minerva which related to

wisdom of foresight .

relates to other words of

Extracts of Betal Nut is the vegetable drug of this Path and

it is found mostly in the South Pacific . It is simply chewed and

the natural juices which contain arecoline (a volatile oil) are

released when the saliva acts as a catalyst with the calcium

oxide (the lime) in the nut .

The mineral drug of this Path is Potassium Phosphate which

is commonly called Kali .Phos . This mineral cell salt works mainly

on the nervous system and tries to calm it down from a highly

nEr - vous state such as emotional strain, melancholia .nd hysteria .

It is mainly used by those who are over emotional or panic

striken . Kali . Phos . is in fact a nerve nutrient and helps those

whose nerve fluids have been depleted through

which bring an states of exhaustion .

the

over stimulation
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YETZIRATIC TEXT :

HEBREW LETTER :

TAROT :

EGYPTIAN DIETY :

GREEK DIETY :

ROMAN DIETY :

SIGN :

MAGICAL WEAPON:

VIRTUE:

VICE :

MAGICAL ATTAINMENT :

MINERAL DRUG :

VEGETABLE DRUG :

GEMSTONE :

PLANT :

AROMATIC :

ORDER OF BEINGS :

ANGEL:

ANIMAL :

ASSOCIATIONS

CONSTITUTING INTELLIGENCE

HEH

EMPEROR

MEN-THU

ATHENE

MINERVA

ARIES

RAMS HORNS

MARTYRDOM

SELF PITY

CONSECRAT1OIY

POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE

BETAL NUT EXTRACT

BLOODSTONE

GERANIUM

DRAGONS BLOOD

EUMENIDIES

AIEL

RAM/OWL
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LESSON 25

THE SIXTEENTH PATH

"The Sixteenth Path is the Triumphal or Eternal

Intelligence, so called because it is the pleasure of the Glory,

beyond which is no other Glory like unto it, and it is called

also the Paradise prepared for the Righteous ."

The 16th Path is called 'Triumphal or Eternal Intelligence'

because it shows the way and manner to follow so that one can

enter paradise and is placed between the Sephiroth of Chokmah and

Chesed . The combination of both Wisdom and Mercy which influence

this Path is harmonious because they are on the pillar of Mercy .

The object lesson on this Path is the way of life we wish to

choose which hints at religious overtones with the end result

being spiritual happiness .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Vau which means

hook or nail and has a numerical value of 6 . Other root words of

the same numerical value are BD meaning singled, alone, GG mean-

ing to expand or draw out which clearly shows a relationship to a

nail or pin . The numerical value of Vau as a word is 12 and from

this other words such as VV meaning to connect or join together

and ChD meaning to penetrate with sharpness also show varying

links to Vau .

I

Vau is a Hebrew character that has three distinct meanings

L25/pgi



(according to de'Olivet), two are vowe and a third is a

consonant . The first represents the eye of man and is a symbol

light. The following i s an ear and i s a symbol of sound (air

and wind) and the last (as a consonant) is an emblem of water

showing taste and desire . As a grammatical character it is the

knot which unifies or the point between the void and manifesta-

tion . esoteric terms Vau is the transmuting process which

changes one thing into another . Vau has a variety of esoteric

meanings associated to it and was said to be one of the main

idioms preserved by Moses who learnt it when he was under the

tutelage of the Egyptian priests . Vau is also the son in

Tetragrammaton .

Tarot association to this Path is the Hierophant who as

the masculine force is a counterpart of the High Priestess . His

office is firmly entrenched (shown by the bulls heads on

L25/pg2

side of the throne) and he is the spiritual pontiff and the

direct link between man and God and as such is His representative

on earth. The warrant which the Hierophant holds shows that

holds the key to the mysteries beyond the veil while his crook

shows that he represents the shepherd of the flock and is ready

to help those in trouble . His triple crown shows that he repre-

sents the mystery of the blessed trinity and is able to rule with

authority because of it .

The Egyptian godform of this Path i s Api s who was also

Asar-Hapi and Serapis (the Apis-Hapi transmutation was done by

the Greeks possibly because distinct knowledge

	

these two

either

called

Ij
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dieties was unclear) . Apis was often depicted with the head of a

bull with solar disk and plumes and holding the crook, flail and

sceptre. Apis of course was made a god of the underworld and was

a physical Orisis, his outer shell, but he was also an emanation

of Ptah. Legend has it that Apis sprang from a virgin heifer

impregnated by Ptah through celestial fire . It was in many res-

pects the forerunner of the biblical gospels of the virgin Mary

and her impregnation by God to be Father so his Son Jesus could

be born who was i n fact part of himself .

The Greek godf orm associated to this Path is Hera (from the

Greek word 'hario' meaning chosen one) wife and sister of Zeus

and daughter of Cronus and Rhea . The name Hera is taken from the

Greek word hario . She was well known as the jealous stepmother

against Hercules who instigated the 12 labours and hoped that

Hercules would fail . On his return home to Thebes she inflicted

him with a fit of madness so that he killed his children . In many

ways Hera was the stylised wife and gave birth to four children

(Hephaestus, Ares, Hebe and Ilithyia) and was virtue personified

and faithful to Zeus until the end . Her jealousy could also be

considered as simply being overly zealous in the protection of

her marriage in her continual persecution of those who were

lovers of her husband (and his illicit children) . The Roman

counterpart of Hera was Juno . In many ways she is the ideal human

archetype for the old concept of mother church and hence her

relationship to this Path .

The astrological sign associated to this Path is Taurus the

L25/pg3



bull . A person with this sun sign is usually patient and

persistent individual who is strong and unwaving in thoughts and

ideas, opinions and modes of expression . They can be stubborn

individuals on the one hand and be very hasty in jumping to

conclusions on the other . They are also materialistic and are

considered 'rock like' in their devotion to duty and family and

are people who can always be relied on to help . Conservative is a

key word to describe the Taurean, who is born under the most

fixed of the astrological signs .

The Hebrew name for this constellation is Shur (ShUR) which

means both coming and going . It was possibly derived from the

Chaldee Tor (TUR) . The Arabic name is Al Thaur and the Greek

Tauros. The largest of the stars in this constellation is Al

Debaren (from the Chaldee) meaning governor or leader . Other

stars in this constellation are El Nath (an Arabic word meaning

wounded), The Pleiades (congregation of the ruler) star cluster

which translates to kimah (CUMH) in Hebrew meaning accumulation .

Also there is The Hyades cluster which means congregated . Other

stars in this constellation are Palilicium, Wasat, Al Thuraiya,

Vergiliae and Vertex .

The magical weapon of this Path is the labour prepara-

tion . The keyword in the magical attainment of this association

is labour, for without it there can be no work or structure to

ascend. The adept must prepare himself through studious effort

and will power to master the structure he is in, so that at the

focal point of the merging of mind and body he is ready to become

L25/pg4
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the magus, an adept of both power and knowledge . For all those

who study any magical system preparation is the most crucial and

demanding of all the steps of magic . If it is not done correctly

disaster can only result . Preparation also requires relentless

study .and strength of purpose (all attributes of Taurus) often in

the face of ridicule and adversity .

The magical virtue

	

this Path is productivity . The

previous Path deals in raw energy while here it is given shape

and structure so that it has an outlet for the end

L2 /pg5

product to

emanate from. Fertility is also a word of sorts that can be

applied here (though in a somewhat limited fashion) for it is a

growth period which is slow but sure . This is the time of build-

ing and fortifying ones strengths and aspirations so that the end

result can be assured . It is the time of building security, for

if the magical foundation is unstable the growth of the persona-

lity will be lopsided and to avoid this all possible areas must

be looked at as future growth structures .

The vice applied to this Path is when one is materialistic

and works for ones own comforts without the understanding of the

higher aspirations of the soul and what drives it . The work of

building and fortifying still goes on but the main point of

difference betwe :n the virtue and the vice is the reason why one

works and builds . This is when an individual solely rejects any

other concept other than what he sees or feels and he becomes a

slave to his senses . Such a person will get so caught up in the

part that he will forget that there is a whole, let alone how to



recognise it .

The magical attainment of this Path is the secret of physi-

cal strength . This is in fact quite a difficult accomplishment as

it involves understanding of many of the fundamental principles

of nature within the body of the individual who tries to develop

this attainment . If one draws an analogy to the Yogis of India

who do some astonishing feats of strength and endurance with

apparently little physical effort one can then begin to under-

stand the underlying principles this involves . To do this one has

to first master his own body and then be able to command it to do

extraordinay feats. This is not impossible but it does take many

years to develop the competency to do this which can

approached through meditation and self development exercises .

The mineral drug here is Natrum Sulphuretum (Nat . Sulph .)

which works at eliminating waste water from the body . Deficiency

in this cell salt makes one billious and can produce fevers . It

regulates the water flow which we obtain through the atmosphere .

This cell salt works on the digestive system helping to harmonise

any overloads .

The plant of this Path is Mallow (Malva Rotundifolia) and

when used for magical purposes relates both as a love and protec-

tion influence. Generally carried or placed in the home it will

bring peace and harmony to partners . It is also said to be dieal

in rites of exorcism. The flowers of this plant are purple/pink

and are trumpet shaped . As a medicine a tincture of this plant

L2 /pgb
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brings relief to inflammations and bronchial upsets .

One of the gemstones of this Path is Jet (a form of lignite)

which was a gemstone which had remarkable power attributed to it .

Because this was a favourite gem of the gods many associated the

control of the natural forces of nature to it, something which

only gods could do . It was also used as an amulet for travels

over water . It was said that anyone who wore jet would have it as

part of the body for it was believed to gain its power from

living organisims and as such attached itself to them, provided

it was worn against the skin . Also it was often given to ladies

whom one wish to place under their control as it was believed it

had this power . Often one stone was separated into two parts with

the controller having the original part and the person he wished

t control having the other . In general it was gem that

protected the wearer against all evil spells and enchantments .

The animal associated to this Path is the Cherub of earth .

The biblical descriptions of the Cherub of earth is a being with

4 faces and 4 wings though in recent times most use a

explanation of each Cherub having only one face

Greater Key of Solomon "Who was made the guardian of the

simplified

(depending on

which element it represented) and one set of wings . The earth

Cherub is depicted as having a bulls head . They were the figures

placed at the corner of the tabernacle where the tablets of Moses

were kept . The Cherubs are referred to in both the old and new

testaments (Ez ii,i and Apoc iv,6-7) . They are mentioned in the

Terres-

trial Paradise with the Sword of Flame" . Their functions are



still not clear cut though most scholars have aligned them with

forces representative of the elements .

An incense to associate to this Path is Cinquefoil which

strengthens the senses by not only increasing the vibrational

pitch of the aura (so

L25/pg8

that more perception occurs) but also

reinforces the aura with additional strength directly from its

own vibratory level . In evocation work it is a good base aroma to

work with to give substance to the astral body of the spirit in

the triangle and as such acts as a holding or binding. factor on

it . Though Cinquefoil can be used on its own it is generally

mixed with aromatics to give it a finer edge . This applies to

workings not only of this Path . The best way to describe

Ciniquef oil is as a type of universal base aromatic as far as

magical work-goes .

The angel of this Path is Araziel (ARZYAL=249) meaning my

moon is god, and was one of the angels mentioned in the book of

Enoch who was sent from heaven because he mated with, mortal

women . The root ARZ relates to the earth or something permanent

like foundations . This of course shows that Araziel was an angel

who grew more and more into matter until it appears he may have

been trapped in it hence, the term fallen angel . The whole conept

of the fallen angels if viewed in this light sheds slightly

different meaning on the subject than

texts. Being trapped in mortal form meant that Araziel and the

other fallen angels simply could not take back their former state

of pre-existence which was a non manifested

the standard biblical

one .

	

Their only

J

4%
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method

	

salvation was to rework their way back through the

evolutionary process of mankind .

I
I

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the Gorgons and the Minotaur . The former were three sisters by the

name of Medusa, Euryale and Stheno who were the daughters of Ceto

and Phorcys . All of these (except Medusa) were immortal and were

said to have live serpents instead of hair with scales covering

their bodies and wings of gold and hands of brass . Their looks

were said to turn people into stone but they were defeated by

Persus who killed Medusa by using his sword as a mirror so he

would not have to look at them directly. The Minotaur or

Minotaurus as it is sometimes called was a combination of both

man and bull and was said to have been formed from the union of a

white bull (from Neptune) and Pasiphae, wife of Minos . The

Minotaur was confined to a labyrinth where each year sacrifices

(of young men and women) were offered to it from Athens .

L25/pg9
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TRIUMPHAL/ETERNAL INTELLIGENCE

VAU

HIEROPHANT

APIS-HAPI

HERA

VENUS

TAURUS

LABOUR OF PREPARATION

PRODUCTIVITY

MATERIALISM

SECRET OF PHYSICAL STRENGTH

KALI PHOSPHORICUM

NAT. SULPH .

JET

MALLOW

CINQUEFOIL

GORGONS/MINOTAUR

ARAZIEL

CHERUB OF EARTH
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LESSON 26

THE SEVENTEENTH PATH

'The Seventeenth Path is the Disposing Intelligence which

provides Faith to the Righteous, and they are clothed with the

Holy Spirit by it, and it is called the Foundation of Excellence

in the state of higher things .'

The 17th Path connecting Binah and Tiphareth is called

Disposing Intelligence and is said to dispose faith to the

devout. The other title given to the emanations of this Path is

called the Foundation of Excellence which shows that faith and

hope come to those who earn it . From an esoteric viewpoint one

could also consider that the Holy Spirit is Binah (due to its

association to Vau-the Son, the third person of the name YHVH)

which through the 17th Path unites with Tiphareth, which also is

analogous to Vau but on a much lower scale than Binah . Since

Tiphareth is the Sephira of the righteous, Binah sends its emana-

tion down the 17th Path because it is also

Excellence in the state of higher things .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Zain which has a

numerical value of 7 . ABD meaning to perish or destroy is one

Hebrew root of particular interest for this ties in well with

a sword. Other martial roots of the sameZain and the concept of

the Foundation

value are GD meaning to assault and DNA meaning strength . As a

word Zain (ZIN) has a total value of 67 which equates with Binah



whirled about one in the air . He further states that Zain

only relates to a sword but to any sharp instrument such as an

arrow, dart or avelin and as a grammatical sign it shows

abstract form of a lin .

The Tarot card associated here is the Lovers and in its

Golden dawn format is quite unique for it shows the myth

Persues flying though the air and rescuing Andromeda, who

chained to a roc , from the sea monster who is about to devour

her. In this card we have Persues holding the sword and in fact

becomes its outward tool and represents air .

	

Andromeda is

chained to the roc which rises from the sea and she represents

water. The chains show that Andromeda is trapped in the stone and

Persues will rescue her from it by penetration (remember the

previous association to powder which is the shattered stone) with

the sea monster acting as the catalyst. For if he were not going

to devour Andromeda then she would not be trapped in the first

place and hence the

and water .

L26/pg2

which means understanding . Zain can also be spelled as ZYN(F)

which ma es its numerical value of 717 which relates to TChN(F)

and means grind or reduce to powder and YZN(F) meaning prepara-

tions. This can also relate to things being reduced to dust as a

result of a martial conflict .

It is considered by de'Olivet that Zain when used as a conso-

nant relates to a hissing sound, which certain objects ma e when

not

an

meeting with Persues may never have taken

place. The whole concept is one of uniting aspects of both fire

1
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The Egyptian dieties here are any that form a twin function

and not necessarily that of lovers . For example ta e Horus and

Set, the early Egyptian dynasties had Set as ruler of the night

and Horus (the elder) as ruler of the day . Both of these gods

held the celestial ladder which the dead climbed to which had to

be done in harmony . Isis and Nephthys are another example showing

how the two sisters wor ed together . Isis was agriculture goddess

of growth and her sister loo ed after the crops in the twilight

while Isis slept .

The Gree association o this Path is the legend the

Dioscuri or the sons of Zeus . The were conceived by Zues who made

love to Leda in the form of a swan . Leda brought forth two eggs

as a result of the union . One contained Caster and Clytemnstra

and the other Pollux and Helen. Though the parentage of the four

has always been in doubt, they were ac nowledged as children of

Zeus because they were hatched from an egg which would have

hardly been from Leda's husband Tyndarus . Many of their heroic

epics are recorded in the voyage of Jason and the Argonauts .

Eventually Castor was illed and his death was avenged by his

brother, and Zeus permitted Castor to oin Pollux (who was

immortal) as a constellation in the s y .

Though the legend of Caster and Pollux could apply equally

as well here, the legend of Romulus and Remus is a purely Roman

myth that could also be associated to this Path . These infants

survived on the mil of a she wolf until found by Faustaulus, a
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shepherd . The twins were in fact grandsons of the former ing

Numitor of Alba, and were ordered to be thrown into the Tiber by

their Great Uncle Amulus after he had ta en the crown from his

brother .After avenging their grandfather's death the brothers

built the fortifications of a city, and in doing so they founded

(Rome), and Remus was illed by his brother after he ridiculed

his basic design .

The sun sign associated to this Path is Gemini . Those born

under this sign show the attributes of the curious and versatile .

They are more than li ely associated to the arts in some way with

love or flair for the dramatic in communications . They are

people who are quic on the upta e but also disli e stic ing to

routines . They are sensitive individuals but always on the move,

never attaching themselves to one place or thing for any length

of time before i t loses interest for them . The whole idea of this

sign is bound up in the mental pursuits and this is where

excell best providing they remain long enough at them .

they

The constellation of Gemini is called the twins and is said

to have been based on the legend of Castor and Pollux . The Coptic

name for this constellation is Pi-Mahi meaning the united . There

are approximately 85 stars in this constellation with the bright-

est two being Apollo meaning ruler and Hercules meaning who comes

to labour, both of these are in the heads of the twins .

	

Other

stars are Al Henah meaning hurt or wounded and Mebsuta

treading under feet. Ptolemy says 'The stars in the feet

	

f

Gemini have an influence similar to that of Mercury

meaning

and
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moderately to that of Venus .

	

The bright stars in the thighs are

li e Saturn,'

. The magical weapon of this Path is the tripod . One of the

most famous uses of the tripod was the oracle of Delphi who sat

on the tripod seat above the sulphur fumes and became the voice

of the gods . The tripod is in fact a tool of the Inner Order and

as such can only generally be gone into at this level . Mathers

says 'And remember in wor ing with a tripod the cone of reception

will attract any passing Intelligence or Force. Thus, without the

greatest care, much deception could arise, and even against the

intention of the communicating Intelligence, deception may result

through confused mistranslations by the Operator or Operators .

The virtue of this Path is classification, for here the

powerful energies thus developed along certain

L26/pg5

lines are ta en a

step further and classified or pigeon holed . This is a very

necessary thing for without the classification, the energy

attained in previous Paths would scatter and be wasted . This is a

point where logic is introduced to diversify varying energy

forces so that they are channelled into the correct areas . This

is a point where terms of reference need to be applied so that

more growth can be developed .

The vice of this Path is isolation, for it is here that

energies are developed along a single line with no thought for

diversification into other areas . In isolation there is no clas-

sification for it is but a single approach which is restrictive



into useful areas. In isolation
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to say the least . Any different energies found that do not fit in

with the single isolation theme are discarded and not channelled

one also ignores the developments

going on in other areas and in many instances this is a duplica-

tion of effort which can be considered a waste but more

	 tantly it shows a narrow viewpoint .

The magical attainment of this Path is to be able to be in two

places at the same time and of prophecy . The ey word added to

this statement is awareness . To be in two places at the same time

without awareness is no benefit at all and this occurs in the

legend of the doppleganger, that mysterious double who turns up

in other areas and is an exact duplicate of the self with all his

or her memories . These are of course involuntary pro ections with

no direction at all . Using the astral body though to experience

things on the earthly plane is another matter and this when

controlled, is an experience of this Path which is a very power-

ful one at that, for it brea s down all walls of privacy and

because of this a great deal of

those who can master this exercise .

One of the precious stones applied here is the Alexandrite

which was named after Czar Alexandra in 1831 . The stone itself is

a form of chrysoberyl which is a natural green but changes to red

under artificial lighting . It is also found in the east as well,

especially in Sri-Lan a (Ceylon) where large specimens have been

located and where it is nown to be a luc y stone but not un-

associated with bloodshed . The common opinion of it is that the

i mpor-

discretion should be used for

t
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wearer will come into good luc though not without paying a heavy

price for it (through suffering) . Other stones also associated

here are Tourmaline and Iceland Spar .

The plant of this Path is any type

Dictionary says that the definition of a hybrid (in relation to

plants) is the offspring of two or more plants

	

different

species. The whole concept is merely one of grafting to produce

better variety of plant .

Wormwood is a perfume that can apply to this Path due to its

mental stimulation though this perfume can apply to other areas

as well .

	

It i s an extremely powerful aromatic when used i n its

raw state and it is strongly suggested that this

used on its own but mixed with other

control can be ept over i especially during magical

ceremony . It totally penetrates the aura of the magician and when

he or she is involved in evocative wor this can help establish a

rapport between the the magician and the force in question . One

of the problem areas associated to this perfume is that any type

of force can with the perfume penetrate an aura which creates

double visions (which relates to the particular world f the

unwelcomed force mixed in with our present existence resulting in

an overlap of the senses), that is, if the magician is not

prepared .

The mineral drug of this Path is Kali Muriaticum or Kali .

L26/pg 7

hybrid. Websters

perfume never be

aromatics so that better

Mur . as it is sometimes called . This cell salt is essential

a

to



in this existence to eep the manifestation up . Most
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fibrin (a protein essential for clotting of the blood) formation .

Kali . Mur . is often used in an inflammatory illness in its second

stage of development . It helps coughs and colds and any respira-

tory complaints .

The legendary order of beings associated here are any that

become visible in appearance which of course cuts across a

variety of different spiritual heirachies . The one thing they all

have in common is the power to manifest in this world while still

existing in the next . To do this requires a tremendous amount of

energy and the spirit in question must draw from living sources

manifestations though are only for a limited period and

of these

relate

very heavily to astrological influences and certain local condi-

tions that all aid the manifestation .

The angel of this Path is Ambriel and is also associated to

the 12th hour of the night . The name Ambriel is from the root AM

meaning mother, source or origin .

roots li e PRD meaning to render separate and

The root BR is a form of

potential creation or internal movement. Put together it relates

to the movement in the mother's womb or the formation of the

foetus . Ambriel has a numerial value of 284 which relates to

RPD to spread

around. The entire aspect shows us that Ambriel is an angel who

loo s after new developments that are dual by nature and have a

large growth rate .

The birds associated to this Path are those of the spea ing

1
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course an aspect of communication which is a ey word of

Path . Other associations here are animals of dual plumage

is a characteristic of their feathers or s in, such as the zebra,

tiger or penguin .
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variety such as parrots, para eets, magpies etc . Spea ing
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ZAIN
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Path. Other associations here are animals of dual plumage

is a characteristic of th*ir feathers or s in, such as the zebra,

tiger orr .penguin .
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variety such as parrots, para eets, magpies etc . Spea ing is of

course an aspect of communication which is a ey word

	

this
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LESSON 27

THE EIGHTEENTH PATH

'The eighteenth Path is called the Intelligence of the House

of Influence (by the greatness of whose abundance the influx 4

good things upon created beings is increased), and from its midst

the arcana and hidden senses are drawn forth, which dwell in its

shade and which cling to it from the Cause of all causes .'

The 18th Path is called the Intelligence of the house

Influence and oins Binah and Geburah . This shows 'by the great-

ness of whose abundance the influx of good things upon created

things is increased' which relates to the abundance of the Mother

in Binah who dispenses her bounty to the creative Sephira

Geburah directly beneath it . The reference to the hidden senses

simply means that Binah is above the abyss and as such is hidden

from view but its emanations wor directly on Geburah through the

18th Path .

	

The reference 'which cling to it from the Cause

causes' relates to the fact that Binah is a Sephiroth that

of

is

directly connected to Kether which is sometimes called the Cause

of causes .

I
I
I

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Cheth which

means a fence or enclosure. The numerical value of this letter

is 8 which relates to other words of the same value such as AGD

meaning to bind together, GH meaning to restore to its former

state and DAG meaning agitated . All of these can relate to a



boundary of a country or state which also gives thought

	

the

principle of rebuilding and growth .

L27/pg

The word Cheth has a numer-

ical value of 418, when reduced to the double digit of 13 relates

to words such as GY meaning a nation or land rising, YAB to

desire and AYH meaning an enemy . All of these show the martial

aspects of border patrol and expansion of ones boundaries

one is liable to come across .

de'Olivet wrote that Cheth can be considered either as a

vowel or a consonant . As a vocal sound it represents elementary

existence and is a symbol of the vital aspiration. As a consonant

it shows man at his toil and emphasises the effort and labour in

wor . As a grammatical sign it comes between Heh and Kaph which

relate to a balance of things attached to labour and effort . The

whole concept shows that Cheth is something that must be wor ed

and fought for so that a balance can be obtained, which is not

unli e the theory of democracy .

The Tarot association of this Path is the Chariot . This

depicts a winged warrior riding through the s y in

	

chariot

drawn by two horses . The main emphasis is on the concept of

patrolling for here the warrior is ever vigilant and alert . The

area that he patrols is in the s y which tends to show that his

boundaries are almost limitless and are ever increasing, as

strives for not only the material but the spiritual as well which

tends to show a balance of sorts in his aims and directives . His

winged armour shows that he in fact is changing and adapting to

the areas he goes into .

that

1
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The Egyptian god form associated to this Path is Khepra who

originated from an early Egyptian dynastic period . The archetypal

beetl e

(scarab) . In a sense this represented the physical shell of man

after his life had finished for this was the form from which the

spirit rose. Kephra was a god who was self created and as such

used the beetle emblem .

	

The name Khepra means he who rolls and

relates to the beetle who rolls its dung (and eggs) in front of

it where ever it goes. It was considered that as the beetle

rolled the eggs they hatched and generated life from, it was

analogous to the sun rolling across the s y giving both life

heat so that the seeds of the earth could grow.

and

The Gree myths associated here Apollo as the navigator and

Apollo as the charioteer . As the navigator Apollo assumed the

form of a dolphin and guided a ship of Cretans to Crissa where

they :,eventually worshipped him under the name of Delphinian . As

Apollo the charioteer he would go every winter from Delphi to the

land of Boreas in a chariot drawn by griffins or white swans, and

as such was often related to the coming of summer as his chariot

was often considered a solar chariot for he always brought warmth

with him to Delphi .

The Roman myth of this Path is dual and not only associates

to Apollo but to the war chariot of Mars as well . The emphasis

here is that the chariot was an instrument of war, conquest and

victory. Without doubt the attributions of the chariot are all



solar but the chariot also stands

evolutionary process of life itself

rite abode is the home where the Cancerian

receptive individuals who are also reserved and

Sartan meaning he who holds or binds while the

L27/pg 4

for growth, development and the

which when reduced to its

primary concepts shows life in its protoplasmic state emerging

from a shell . The chariot is in fact the shell (body) with the

driver as the spirit who guides it .

The astrological sign associated here is Cancer . Those born

under this sun sign generally show some artistic ability and are

maternal and benevolent in their approach to life . Their favou-

is the strongest

surrounded with his or her possessions .

	

They are sometimes

psychic and dreamy by nature but on the other side of the coi n

they can be lazy and restless . By nature they are generally

in control of

themselves though they have an inert magnificence for self sacri-

4ice if the pressure becomes too much for them .

The constellation of Cancer (The Crab) was originally drawn

as a beetle in both the Egyptian and Hindu zodiacs (around 400

B.C) though earlier Egyptian zodiacs used the haw s head . Its

modern form as a crab is said to have been derived from the

Gree s who maintained that Juno placed this sign in the heavens

in gratitude for bitino the heel of Hercules when he fought the

Hydra .

	

One of the Arabic titles for this constellation is Al

Gree name is

Kar inos which has the same meaning and the latin form is Cancer .

The brightest star in this constellation is called Tegmine mean-

ing holding . Ptolemy says 'The two stars in the eyes of Cancer

01
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are of the same influence as Mercury, and are also moderate li e

Mars. Those in the claws are li e Saturn and Mercury .'

The magical weapon of this Path is the furnace of the alche-

mist which is called the anthanor (an old terminology for

This is of course an empty shell which when heated p to

constant temperature has the power to transmute one metal

oven) .

into

another . The adept who uses this must be well versed in alchem-

ical principles and understand their reactions with each other .

The Primea Materia placed in the anthanor does not have to

metal but can also be from the organic world .

The virtue of this Path is building, for here permanent

roots and structures are set up so that when the security has

been established to its optimum level new growth can develop .

The whole concept is in fact one of stabilisation so that the

emotions and the structure can merge together to form a stronger

union . It is a process of building up one portion that has to

catch up to the part that is more developed than the rest to ma e

a stronger whole . If this does not happen the wea er aspects can

drag the developed ones down so that no growth actually occurs

and a period of regression develops . By building up the wea er

points the full potential is realised which is growth on a pre-

viously unprecedented scale .

The vice of this Path is regression, which is not stagnation

but a point where things decline to such a state that they move

bac wards . Though in some instances regression can be a valuable



vibrational
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tool, in this instance it is a form of decline . It is the point

of hopelessness where one is too far behind to to go ahead, which

results in the the psyche retracing its steps bac to its infan-

tile source. This is a period where these individuals shut them-

selves off from the rest of the world and see things from their

own slanted perspective .

The magical attainment of this Path is the power of casting

enchantments . In simple terms it is the power to create spells

(for want of a better word) over individuals . Here the adept

creates the power of suggestion and this is not unli e hypnotism

but on a larger scale . The magentic aura of the adept captivates

the aura or auras of the individuals concerned by sending a light

charge into them which throws their own defence mechanism into

state

	

confusion . The charge in fact is usually of a higher

level than their own aura and as such ta es control

(for a limited period) until the individual concerned builds p

his or her own defence mechanism against it . On a higher level

this also concerns the adept who controls certain spiritual

hierachies to do his bidding and instructs them to help or hinder

an individual or place this person under their control .

A mineral drug of this Path is Calcareum Fluoricum and is a

cell salt chat deals in elasticity . It helps by firming the gums,

ridding the s in of encrustations and it wor s on strengthening

the internal organs. It also helps correct mental instabilities

such as a fear of insecurity ta en to the point of a mania .

	

It

helps repair s in tissues that form crac s near oints or

a
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orifices and also helps blurred vision . Another important attri-

bute of this salt is that helps memory by strenghthening the

brain fibres .

The Hindu association is Krishna driving the chariot of

Ar una to the battle of Kuru setra given in the Bhagavad-Gita . It

is here that Krishna teaches that hopelessness is but an illusion

and the illing of the earthly forms of the enemy is simply

eliminating the shells of their existances without hurting the

their souls .

One of the gemstones associated to this Path is amber . This

in fact is more of a fossilized resin from a species of ancient

pines which were destroyed during the climatic changes in the

earths temperatures. Amber was used for talismatic purposes for

increasing the value of wealth and to eep one safe from harm and

evil influences. It was held in high esteem for its curative

powers against sore throats, toothache, dropsy, blood and idney

ailments, heat stro es, goitre and respiratory problems . As a

ewel it was generally worn as a nec lace touching the s in and

was considered a great preventer of dying in ones sleep' (if worn

to bed at night) .

The lotus is one of the plants that can apply to this Path

and symbolises the first manifestation of life and is sometimes

considered the symbol of evolution . In western myths we are

reminded of the legend of the lotus eaters which states that

I

those who have eaten the flower of the lotus will never return to



becomes the central or focal point from around which all

evolves .

An aromatic of this Path is Onycha (Ungala aromatica) which

is derived from a species of shellfish and is mentioned in Exodus

(some claim that this is also a species of Roc Rose) . What ever

its origin the most important thing to consider is its effect,

which is a sweet smell that dulls the senses slightly and pene-

trates the aura . It in fact completely hides the vibratory or

magnetic pattern of the aura from others so that ones presence is

difficult to detect, especially in dar ness though this

limited to a short period only . Many adepts in the past

Onycha as a aromatic to help create a shield so that

forces cannot find them.

that gain power over others

L27/pg 8

their home land and shows the concept of the eternal wanderer .

Ta ing many of the myths into account one finds that the lotus

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the vampires . By this it does not mean the common variety of

bloodsuc er, but those beings in the astral that can only exist

by feeding off human energy and this cuts across numerous hiera-

chies of beings. In human terms there are also vampires as

by brea ing into their etheric

and controlling them by draining their energy sources, but these

are generally other humans who generally prey on those who

natural victims by their passiveness .

el se

effect is

have used

negative

wel 1

auras

are

The angel of this Path is Muriel which has a numerical value

OP

1

1
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Reducing this to a double digit figure
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287 . Other words o the same value are PRZ meaning to

disperse, be scattered here and there and PZR meaning dissipate .

we have DChH (17) meaning

to push out, thrust and TCh meaning spread over the surface . The

root MUR from which Muriel is ta en shows united movement which

(goes upwards) and invades space or air, which relates to its

Arabic origin of going beyond or exceeding . It relates to some-

thing moving upwards in space . This angel is also one used in the

grimores to invo e over a magic carpet so that it will fly .

Any shelled animal is associated to this Path . The turtle is

one example and is a symbol of material existence and life itself

in its most basic form. Since it is a creature of both land and

water it also shows the evolutionary process in development . The

crab is yet another form of life that can be applied here and is

a symbol of oblique movement (and of side stepping issues) and

also strongly relates to water .
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LESSON 28

THE NINETEENTH PATH

Nineteenth Path is the Intelligence of the secret

all activities of the spiritual beings, and is so called because

of the influence diffused by it from the most high and exalted

sublime glory .'

The 19 Path is called the 'Intelligence of secret works and

Spiritual activities' and joins Geburah and Chesed which shows

that all activities on this plane are wholly spiritual . There

are also secret works that are happening which can overtake the

spiritual, providing that it goes along and does not interfere

with it . The term 'most high and exalted glory' relates to the

horizontal Paths like this'being a diffused reflection o4 Kether .

In fact the emanation of Kether is the secret influence which

sometimes works with the Paths natural order development,

giving it additional impetus .

The Hebrew letter associated to this path is Teth which

means snake. Teth has a value of nine which equates with other

words such as ACh meaning brother and BGD meaning garment . On the

face of it these words have no relation to Teth but if we use the

word NChSh meaning serpent a link is then formed with both words

meaning serpent . This has a value of 358, as does the word

Messiach (Messiah) which is the brotherhood of Christ . The legend

of the garment or robe of Christ still lives on to this day and

L28/pg 1
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of its miraculous powers .

	

The full word Teth has a value of 419

which when reduced to a double digit figure of 23 relates

ChYH, part of the Kabbalistic soul which shows the strong

to the spiritual insight of the word . Teth representing both

Christ and the Devil at the same time is a perfect example of the

ability of gematria to give opposing views of the same whole or

different aspects of the same thing . As such Teth is a letter of

both resistance and protection .

The Tarot association of this path is the card Strength

which shows a great deal of complicated symbology . Here we have a

.woman holding some red roses standing next to a lion . I the

earlier versions of this card a woman was usually shown prying

open the jaws of a lion which was supposed to show the weaker

overcoming the stronger . The Golden Dawn format takes this a step

further by the .addition of alchemical symbolism with the same

meaning . The rose held shows the emblem of Rosicrucian philosophy

as well as the blood of the lion in the hands of those strong of

spirit .

One of the Egyptian myths of this associated to this path is

that of Bast, the cat and sometimes lion headed goddess who was

called the lady of the East . She is often depicted holding a

sistrum and ankh with a serpent mounted on her head and was often

identified as a female counterpart of both Ra and Tem . Bast is in

fact a goddess of fire, a title she also shared with Sekhet, but

she represented both the sun and heat in a milder form than her

sister goddess. Bast is also linked to the moon through

links

her

J
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The Greek association here is one of the legends of Heracles

(or Hercules) and the Nemean lion . This was one of the twelve

labours or tasks of Heracles who went to Neamea to kill a lion

who had been on a rampage. After finding that weapons were no use

against the lion Heracles threw down his bow and fought with the

lion using his own strength and eventually killed it . One of the

esoteric concepts behind this myth is that if one must fight,

they must fight on their own terms and whatever one starts he

must finish, for if Heracles let the lion go from his grasp he

r

association to fertility and childbirth as was her son Khensu who

also had many attributes of his mother .

would have surely been killed .

The Roman myths associated here is that of Venus and her

union with Vulcan the deformed son of Jupiter . Though Vulcan was

the god of fire Venus often mimicked his lameness and caused him

a great many problems with her infidelities . She eventually tamed

him through the enchantment of her girdle .

The astrological sign associated here is that of Leo . Those

born under this sun sign are proud and emotional

L28/pg

individuals

usually with a great strength of character and are generally

characterised in the mould as leaders . Looking at both ends of

the scale, Leas can be very sensitive and overbearing, both at

the same time . They like pleasant surroundings and can be easily

swayed with flattery. They are the typical autocrat and as such

being a leader is natural to them with their boldness . On the
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physical side of things they often have trouble with blood pres-

sure and other arterial related problems .

The constellation of this Path is Leo the Lion . Throughout

the zodiacs of the various civilisations the Lion is a constella-

tion of importance and has been recorded since the time of the

Egyptians and the Persians . The constellation has over 95 stars

in it . The main star was sometimes called Regulus which means

standing or treading on . Other stars include Denebola meaning

the judge or he who comes, Al Gibha meaning exaltation and Zosma

meaning shining forth. Ptolemy says 'Of the stars

The

in Leo, two

as Mars and Jupiter ; those in the hip and the tail are the

as Saturn and Venus, while those in the thighs are the same

Venus and to a lesser extent Mercury .'

in

the head are like Saturn and partly like Mars . The three in the

neck are like Saturn, and in some degree like Mercury . The

bright star in the heart is called Regulus and is much the Same

same

as

magical weapon of this Path i s drawing forth internal

strength to reinforce the will . This is of course an internal

aspect of consolidation before application and produces an enor -
mous drain on the vitality of the body as the controls in the

main chakra centres (the tattvas) are speeded up to take in extra

energy to reinforce the vital organs which i n turn help streng -
then the will . The whole thing is done through conscious effort .

This is not to be confused with the magical power of Path 16 f or

here all the power is directed to the mental processors while in

the former the power is directed to the muscles .

1
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The virtue of this Path is individualism which is the form

of energy that one learns to handle here . Here the individual has

the energy and drive to but must learn to handle these on his or

her own terms, to an extent it is the breaking away from the fold

to create a new environment for the self . It is a natural pro-

gressive step and must be done with care for here the individual

begins to establish the self in a pattern which is homogenous

with other closely allied environments. Another word that can

also be applied to the virtue of this Path is participation,

which allows one to stay within the social patterns generated by

this type of energy rather than being apart from them yet still

retaining one individualism .

The vice of this Path is dependency and is when one has the

attributes to get ahead, but refuses to use them and settles for

comfort without taking risks of any sort to further ones aspira-

tions. It is a suppression of all ones vital instincts of self

development . Here the individual is so intent on fitting in with

the pattern of life that whole point of the pattern is over-

looked . Dependency also shows the ability to lose oneself in the

scheme of things so that they cannot be singled out to take

any form of responsibility .

The magical attainment of this Path is the power to control

wild beasts. While reading this many of us will think

on

of the

circus performer such as the lion tamer but this goes way beyond

teaching animals to do tricks . This specifically relates to
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individuals who can extend their aura so that it calms that of

animals (such as Daniel in the lions den) and as such is consi-

dered as a magical attainment. This extends not only to wild

beasts but to birds and reptiles as well,

every living thing except man himself who is given the gift

reason .

mineral drug of this Path is Magnesium phosphoricum

which acts mainly on the motor nerves . It is a cell salt that

helps relieve any form of cramp or spasm where the application of

heat it required to alleviate the inflamation and also is used as

a type of relaxative. Magnesium phosphoricum also helps with any

problems in the glandular system by helping to regulate it .

The vegetable drugs of this Path relate to all carminatives

and tonics . A list of some carminatives are as follows : Thyme,

Parsley, Sage, Spearmint, Peppermint, Pennyroyal, Lavender,

Yarrow and Oregano. Some tonics are Blackberry, Mulberry , Aloe,

Red Clover, Thuja, Dandelion , Lemon Balm etc .

generally just about

the negative side of the coin the Onyx was said to cause

mares and general problems for the wearer . Any person

The Onyx is one of the gemstones of this Path which is said

to keep away thoughts of a sexual nature. Because of this it was

widely worn in countries like India in an effort to protect the

young and virtuous from being led astray . From a medicinal stand-

point the Onyx was said to relieve fevers and inflammations .

night-

who was

thought to be effected by an Onyx was usually given a Sardonyx

Go
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Stone (a combination of Carnelian and white Onyx) which was said

to neutralise the power of the onyx . The Arabs called the onyx el

jaza, the stone of sadness, and said that it drained the life

forces from the body .

The plant of this Path is the Sunflower (Helianthus annus)

which according to legend, brings conception to those women who

want children . It is said that if the flower was placed in an

area it would bring wealth to those around it . Most parts of this

plant have some practical use . The flowers can be used as

yellow dye and the leaves can be used as fodder for farm animals .

The seeds are of high protein value and from these a valuable oil

can be extracted which can be used for medicinal as well culinary

purposes . The roots of this plant are used for such things

rheumatism and arthritis .

The aromatic associated to this Path is Almond which can be

used as either an incense or an oil . Its botanical name is Prunus

communisa, both its flowers and kernal are utilised. It is used

as an oil in both fertility and prosperity rituals by both the

Egyptians and the Romans to both Ra and Apollo . It was also used

to anoint lovers for fertility festivals . The Greek legend asso-

ciates this incense or oil with Phyllis, who was abandoned on her

wedding day by Demophon . She eventually died of a broken heart

and was turned into an almond tree which was a symbol of hope .

The legendary order of beings of this Path are the Dragons .

They appear in almost every culture known to man and are consi-

a

as



what they represent one must study

periods of cultural development .
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dered as a combination of a serpent and a bird .

	

understand

their effect during certain

In the Christain religion dra-

gons were considered evil and had to be conquered because of

relationship with the serpent . In the east the dragon is a symbol

solar power and growth . Usually they are symbolic of the

untamed areas of both nature and the psyche . The alchemical

concepts of the dragon is the volatile nature . As beings and not

symbols they can be tamed and directed or cause havoc, depending

on the circumstance of who wishes to control them .

The angel of this Path is Verkiel who is one of the gover-

nors of the Sun . The root VR relates to the noise of the wind

while CR is from the Arabic meaning burn . The concept relates to

burning winds which is in empathy with the desert heat . By using

gematria we find that Verkiel (VRKYAL) has a numerial value of

267 which equates with MRKBH meaning chariot, which in this

instance relates to the Sun's journey through the heavens . Reduc-

ing 267 to a double digit gives 15 which relates to HVD meaning

flashing light, YGB which is'who turns the land' and YH 'He who

is' . All of these show an aspect of angelic power related to the

Sun .

The Lion Cherub of fire is associated here as the animal

this Path and through the fire element he directs the potencies

of heat and warmth to the earth below . He in fact is a corner

stone of the force of fire and links with the zodiac rays so that

his duties are shared by the higher powers above him . Though he

1
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is not the fire element itself he does control the forces o it

and as such holds the balance of power, he is the one who res-

tricts this element to designated areas . Without his control the

element of fire would get out of hand .

A_SSQCI-A-T-IONS

INTELIGENCE OF THE SECRET OF

ALL ACTIVITIES

TETH

STRENGTH

BAST

HERCULES (HERACLES)

VENUS

LED

INTERNAL STRENGTH

INDIVIDUALISM

DEPENDENCY

POWER TO CONTROL WILD BEASTS

MAGNESIUM PHOSPHORICUM

CARMINATIVES

ONYX

SUNFLOWER

ALMOND

DRAGONS

VERKIEL

LION CHERUB
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'The Twentieth Path is the Intelligence of Will and is

called because it is the

LESSON 29

THE TWENTIETH PATH

created being, and by this intelligence

primordial Wisdom becomes known .'

L29/pg 1

so

means of preparation of all and each

the existence of the

This Path is commonly called the Intelligence of Will and is

the preparatory stage for all created things under the creator .

At this point the inherent will, which was previously latent, now

becomes noticed. To a certain extent one could call this the

state of awareness, for i t i s our awareness of being part of a

divine plan under the direction of the higher self . The whole

concept is being very much aware of the spiritual evolutionary

process that one undergoes at this level ., It is here also that

one starts to become aware of the existence of our karmic desti-

nies and the puppet like moves orchestrated by our higher selves

on our behalf .

The Hebrew letter of this Path is Yod which means hand . As a

letter Yod has a numerical value of 10 which relates other

words of the same value like GBH meaning "to be exalted", HH as

an exclamation oi • grief (in the form of a tear drop)

	

As a word

Yod has a value of 20 which relates to other words such as DIV

meaning black liquid or ink, which shows the first manifestation

of the writing of the Hebrew Alphabet . In the book of the Lesser
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Holy Assembly it says : 'And all things are included in IVD, Yod,

and therefore is the Father called All, the Father of Fathers' .

This rather cryptic explanation has a number of different mean-

ings applied to it, depending how. deep one wishes to go, but the

essence is that Yod relates to Chokmah which is also dubbed the

Father .

Yod represents more than the outstretched forefinger or hand

but also to a drop of seminal fluid, lif es essence . De O'Livet

considered that Yod represented manifested power but as a gramma-

tical sign was in fact a potential point of manifestation and

intellectual duration . When applied as a consonant it works on

the material plane and serves only as a link (such as Zain and

Shin) . Yod, by its nature and shape (the womb) is linked to the

female reproductive organs and as such represented the tender

aspect of emotion in its infant state .

The Tarot card related to this Path is the Hermit and

depicts a hermit garbed in a hooded cloak holding both a lantern

and a staff . The entire concept is that of a man who has learnt

the spiritual aspects of what life represents through the forces'

of nature. He travels alone with the light carries which

represents his spiritual guide, his own Higher Genius which

teaches him in solitude . The rod he holds is a symbol of his

ancient powers and gives him strength throughout his

i s .the pathfinder for all those who come after him .

journey. He

Egyptian myths associated to this Path are two varia-

I
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that of Isis the virgin which
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tions of the Isis theme. The first is Isis the wanderer who

travelled in strange lands after the death of Osiris . Because of

her knowledge and manner she soon gained the respect and affec-

tion of all those she served and rose to a position of prominence

i

	

foreign courts. The second form of Isis associated here is

is sometimes connected with the

Virgin Mary . This relates to Isis as both virgin and mother and

also is heavily associated to Mary weeping at the cross for her

dead son . Both as virgin and sometimes as mother Isis is usually

shown with a veil .

One of the Greek myths linked to this Path is that of

Britomartis, which means sweet virgin . She is said to have been

the daughter of Zeus and was apparently a young huntress in Crete

who was once seen by Minos who fell instantly in love with her .

Britomartis refused his advances and when he tried to rape her

she fled to the hills of Crete, where she avioded him for 9

months until eventually caught up with her on a cliff top

overlooking the sea. Rather than give in to Minos she threw

herself into the sea, preferring death rather than surrender . As

reward for preserving her virginity Artemis let her appear at

night to navigators on the seas .

One particular Roman myth that can be applied to this Path

is that of Virginia, one of the oldest of the Roman dieties who

presided over fields and crops as their protectress . Also apart

from being a goddess of protected the fields and crops she was

also

	

goddess a victory and the diety who presided over corn



ear of corn) . Other stars in this region
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festivals . Legend has it that she roamed the fields and woods at

night, guarding crops and guiding travellers. She was said

have visited farmers in their dreams and instructed them in how

to achieve better results from their crops .

Those born under the sun sign of Virgo (which is applied to

this Path) are studious and versatile individuals . By nature they

are methodical and skeptical people who have a knack of getting

to the heart of any problem . Sometimes they become so preoccupied

with their thoughts and problems they tend to be oblivious to

those around them . They usually have a dread of disease and any

form of illness no matter how trivial . As individuals they like to

have their own way in areas that they consider their territory

and to the antagonist they can become very devious .

The constellation of Virgo is associated to this Path and is

called Bethulah (meaning virgin) while the Arabic name is Sunbul

(ear 4 corn). Another Arabic name for this constellation means

"a branch" and in latin is Virga . There are over 110 stars in

this constellation and one of the main ones is Tzemech meaning

"preserved", which in Arabic is Al Zimach (now called Spica - an

are Zavijaveh (the

beautiful), Al Mureddin (who shall come down), Subilon (spike of

corn), Al Azal "branch", and Subilah meaning "who carries" .

Ptolemy observes 'The stars in the head of Virgo, and at the top

of the southern wing, operate like Mercury and somewhat like

Mars: the other bright stars in the same wing, and those about

the girdle resemble Mercury in their influence and also Venus

44
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moderately those at the points of the feet and at the bottom

the garments are like Mercury and also Mars, moderately' .

The magical weapon of this Path is the lamp . Though repre-

sentative f heat, warmth and life, it is also stated in the

Neophyte ceremony of the, Golden Dawn when the Hierophant

addresses the Neophyte and points to the lamp : 'In all thy

wanderings in darkness the light of the Kerux went before thee,

though it was not seen by thine eyes it is a symbol of the light

of the hidden knowledge' . The lamp is in fact a symbol of bring-

ing light into darkness, though it also is a symbol of the person

wh holds it for it is he that traverses the unknown areas

seeking wisdom.

The virtue of this Path is reorientation . Here the self is

thoroughly analysed and goes through a general shakeup. A more

encompassing outlook now develops as the individual goes beyond

the bounds of his previous experiences in the sense that he now

works for the common good of all . It is a completely new spiri-

tual concept that has developed within the self . To a certain

extent this is an initiation of sorts into another mode or level

of existence. The leap forward in this Path, compared to the pre-

vious one, is a drastic change as the ego now must accept its

true place as a part and not as a whole of the the universal

harmony .

The vice of this Path is that of blind acceptance. It is

here that the individual adapts to every changing situation while



traps of this Path are blundered into by the
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not maintaining any single line of approach . All the pitfalls and

individual and are

not recognised for what they are . As a result of this there is no

great leap forward either emotionally or spiritually and the

reorientation process cannot develop properly . Training for this

development i given but in this instance it is the wrong type

and it lacks any depth, so the deep forces of the self cannot be

manifested into taking the correct course of action .

The magical attainment of this Path is invisibility . There

are a number of variations of this theme which can be categorised

into three stages . The first is when the adept can alter the

vibrations of his aura and slow them down to such an extent that

he becomes the typical unnoticed person, someone who tan blend in

anywhere no matter what the situation and go undetected . The

second stage is when a person deliberately cloaks his aura so

is usually done

or attack .

	

The

that it is not detectable on the astral . This

when he is under some sort of astral scrutiny

third and final stage is the highest aspiration of the adept

this Path, when he controls his auric pitch to such an extent

that he can exclude light rays and can attain complete

invisibility .

The mineral drug of this Path is Kali Sulphuricum which when

taken internally manufactures oil in the system . It then unclogs

that oil that has gathered in the tissues and distributes it

throughout the body . Generally it rules the bowels and controls

the oil flow through the entire system. The vegetable drugs of

1
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this Path are any that are classed as a sexual depressant . A good

example of one of these for men is any form of extract from hops,

such as beer . However this has a complete reverse effect in

and actually stimulates their sex drive .

One of the Indian association here is an extract from the

Bhagvad-Gita : 'Learned persons and great sages in the renounced

order of life who utter the Omkara, enter into Brahman . Desiring

such perfection, one practices celibacy .

you this process for attaining salvation . The yogic situation

that 4 detachment from all sensual engagements . Closing all

doors of the senses and fixing the mind on the heart and the

I shall now explain to

women

is

air

of life on the top of the head, one establishes this situation .'

One of the gemstones related here is Peridot (which is Greek

for golden stone) which is a bright green in colour . In early

days Peridot was called Chrysolite and also Topaz, but they are

in fact a distinctly different stone from the Topaz and are not

to be confused with it . This stone had an extraordinary inner

glow about it that is said to be detectable at night . It was a

stone held in high esteem in ancient Egypt . Peridot had the

reputation of protecting one against almost any kind of evil or

sorcery having much the same effect a crucifix has on the vampire

of the movies . It is also said- to be a powerful amulet for

obtaining love and for dispelling fevers from the body .

A plant that could be ascribed

	

this Path is the

Narcissus .

	

In Greek mythology Narcissus was a beautiful young



obtained in both the East and West Indies and South America .

used in fertility ceremonies,
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man who fell i n love with his own reflection and eventually pined

for it so much that he died of a broken heart . Legend has itthat

this flower sprung from the place where he died . This

extracts have

	

narcotic type effect that is said to bring

stupifying effect if eaten or used as an aromatic . The magical

use of this plant is said to bring one in touch with his Holy

Guardian Angel if eaten at the correct time, though this plant is

poisonous and dangerous .

The aromatics of this Path are Narcissus (described in the

previous paragraph) and Cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum) . The oil

of Cinnamom is obtained from the bark of Lauraceae which is

and its

The

Egyptians first used Cinnamon as both a spice and an aromatic

especially in embalming and religious ceremonies . Though mainly

oil of Cinnamon was also used i n

catholicism in later years and became an incense of wide and

varying reputation . It was reputedly used as an anointing oil for

the temple of the vestal virgins in Rome .

The legendary order of beings of this Path are the fairies .

The origins of these beings are possibly Celtic and there are

said to be three stages of them . They are impi-h by nature and

have occasionally consorted with

Another asociation to this Path are

men to be their husbands .

mermaids and although they

are watery by virtue of their environment they are virginal by

nature (in the sense that they cannot mate with man) and as such

are associated to this Path .

1
t
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The Archangel of this Path is Hamaliel (HMLYAL) . The roots

this word are HM meaning a burden or disturbance, while HML

mean "a falling of rains" or "tears". The numerical value of this

archangels name is 116 which in turn relates to others words such

as B1AaDY meaning without . Reduction to a double digit gives us

17 which relates to ZBCh which means slay-food for sacrifice, ChT

meaning press or join together and YHB to give or supply . The

entire concept is that of the waiting virgin for it is a sign of

potential that has not as yet been fulfilled but is looked for-

ward to with a mixture of sorrow and happiness. This shows that

this archangel is one who prepares people for coming events.

The animal of this Path is any animal of a solitary nature .

There are numerous associations here that only relate to the

animals natural tendencies and as such are not really true

representation of the animal itself and what its symbolism stands

for .
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INTELLIGENCE OF WILL

YOD

HERMIT
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BRITOMARTIS
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REORIENTATION
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PERIDOT

NARCISSUS
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FAIRIES (MERMAIDS)

HAMALIEL

THOSE OF A SOLITARY NATURE
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LESSON 30

TWENTY-FIRST PATH

'The Twenty-First Path is the Intelligence of Conciliation

and reward, and is so called because it receives the divine

influence which flows into it from . its benediction upon all and

each existence .'

The 21st Path joins Chesed and Netzach and is titled 'the

Intelligence of Conciliation and Reward" because it receives

divine emanations which flow through from the Higher Self . The

term 'conciliation' in this instance means that the physical body

and the dictates of the Higher Self act in agreement . The body

cannot exist. without the divine spark of creation which is sus-

tained under the direction of the Higher Self while the Higher

Self cannot exist without the energies needed to be worked out on

the physical plane . It is a cyclic concept with each needing the

other, r esulting. i n harmony and growth, hence the use of the term

'reward' .

The Hebrew letter of this Path is Kaph which means 'hand' .

It has a numerical value of twenty which relates to other words

of the same value, such as ChZH meaning "to settle", this in turn

can be linked with the concept of a hand shake t settle a

bargain .

	

Kaph as a word has a value of 100 which can relate

KLKL meaning 'to nourish' which shows the hand as a tool

L30/pg 1

nourishment .

	

Also LAa meaning to 'absorb' or ' swallow' relates



application which shows the

in this case is pointed upward .

O'Livet observed that Kaph represents a hollowed object

or a cupped hand. As a grammatical sign it is assimulative in the

sense that it reflects transient life . As a letter this was said

t have beerr derived from the letter Cheth which in turn comes

from Heh which is one of the images of life which in turn relates

to Gimel which is its backup or reinforcement .

The Tarot association to this Path is the Wheel of Fortune

which depicts a 12 spoked wheel with a sphinx above and an

tion of a project . The sphinx above

that the actual turning of the wheel

Amen-Ra as 'Father of the Gods' .

L:4/pg 2

here as well for it shows the ability of the hand to encompass an

object. The word AaL meaning 'high ' or 'exalted' is yet another

hand as a pointer of direction which

ape

below. The entire concept here is to explore the cyclic nature

of existence and its effect through the four elements . It in fact

shows a complete cycle of development and the successful comple-

the wheel shows that the

turning of the wheel is well balanced while the ape below shows

is continuous which both

contribute

	

the concept of perpetual motion, a power source

that can be tapped if applied correctly .

The Egyptian myth associated here is that of Atum or Temu as

he is sometimes called He was a god that in some areas upstaged

Atum is usually depicted as

bearded man with a double crown, and seated on a throne .

	

The

name Atum is said to be from the root 'not to be' . He was said to

1
f
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brothers who procreated where ever they went,
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the closer of the day and held many varying titles such as

'maker of men' and 'maker of gods' . Atum was in fact a very early

Egyptian God form and in later periods was identified with the

sun god but his main area of worship was i and around

Heliopolis . In the Book of the Dead it says: "I am Atum when he

was alone in Nun, I am Ra when he dawned, when he began to rule

that which he had made" . This clearly shows this god as a force

that was considered to be there before creation .

In Greek mythology there are a number of godf orms that could

be associated to this Path . The first is of course Zeus and his

attributions have already been described in previous lessons . T

a lesser extent some of his attributions are also apparent in his

father, Cronus, who is often associated to time . Cronus was one

of the Titans and son of Uranus and Ge . Legend has it that Cronus

was responsible for creation as we know it by releasing his

eventually laying

the basic foundation of civilisation for man

	

inherit . An

oracle however had predicted that Cronus would be overthrown

Jupiter theme . One of

by

one of his children, so in order to prevent this he swallowed

each one at birth . When his wife Rhea gave birth to Zeus she

felt such affection for the child that she gave-Cronus a stone

(disguised as he- baby son) to swallow which thereby saved her

son who eventually fulfilled the prophecy .

The Roman myths of this Path are all a variation

	

the

the most appropriate is Jupiter of

Estruscanny who was called Tinia .

	

He was the typical personifi-
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cation of the father image, both stern and vengeful at the same

time . In fact he was a typical rendition of the god of the Old

Testament, who hurled thunderbolts at those who earned his dis-

pleasure and comforted those who obeyed and worshipped him .

The magical weapon of this Path is the sceptre, which is

often confused with the wand . First of all a sceptre is used both

as a symbol of authority and also as a magical weapon . While thetformer needs no explanation the latter does . In ancient kingdoms,

and in some churches, the sceptre of the priest or king was used

in consecration (mainly with holy water) rituals and in corona-

tions . The mystical theory behind this symbol of power is that

when raised and waved above the head of the assembly it was said

to bestow benefits upon the people ; generally this was the only

time it was used on a practical basis . The idea behind this was

.that the king represented divine power and that by waving it over

the people they in fact were a recipient of that power in much

the same manner as the touch of the king was said to heal the

sick . This course can only be done from authority and the

lineage behind it .

The virtue of this Path is compassionate generosity . Here

the individual is one who is in a position to help, and uses his

power and wealth in turn to help others . It is a simple lesson

but it can only really be learnt from a position of wealth

(whether of spiritual or material) for the person must come down

from a completely different level to help those who need it .

Those who are at-this level and give out what little they own to

1
t
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form and control the masses .
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others are on another karmic level with a different lesson

learn .

	

The whole concept here is to disperse accumulations so

that one is reminded of their mortality .

The vice associated here is that of indifference to the

wants of others. Here the individual has deliberately shut him

or herself off from feelings other than the wants and the desires

of the self . To a certain extent we must all be indifferent at

times for our own development, but here the ego has completely

taken over by showing only the immediate world around us and

,forgetting that others to have rights and wants . In archetypal

terms we have the empire builder so often shown in big business

today, who has little conscience or concern and will build and

win at any cost . It goes past the stage of want or accumulation

and eventually becomes an obsession that is infinite in its pres-

sures and desires on individuals like these .

One the mineral drugs of this Path is Chromic Sulphate

and relates to breaking down the glucose into vital energy . It

takes energy from the circulatory system and gives protein to the

body part that needs it . Also it helps against high blood pres-

sure and is a good deterrent for diabetes. A deficiency in

Chromium is said to leave way for diseases like diabetes and

arteriosclerosis to form . In its natural form the best sources of

Chromium are Brewers yeast, shell fish and mushrooms .

The magical attainment of this Path is the power to trans

This is a gift often seen in poli-



ticians and entertainers as well as spiritual leaders .
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ability to activate what is called in some occult circles

instances acts like

It is the

the

a magnet to any collective and undirected

energy which often appears in crowds, and absorbs it, which in

turn strengthens the aura which in turn creates more attraction

so that the higher energies in general are focalised into

single unit . At this point control is then asserted and the crowd

i s under the spell of the individual who i s the focal point of

attention .

One of the vegetable world's associations to this Path is

the Oak Tree .

	

Called in ancient times the sacred Oak (as it was

known by more than one civilisation) it was the tree of both Zeus

and Jupiter. It represented security, strength and shelter

(usually from storms) and also longevity . An Oak grove used to be

orange band of the aura. To the sight of a clairvoyant anyone

with this gift literally glows orange . The aura in these

1s

t

I
the sacred groves where Druid priests taught and held their

ceremonies. Many ancient cults offered sacrifices to the spirit

of the Oak tree because it was often the mightiest tree in the

forest . The Oak is also a tree that is noted to attract lightning

and draws a parallel with both Zeus and Jupiter as gods who

hurled thunderbolts .

Cocaine is the vegetable drug of this Path and is obtained

from the leaves of the Coco plant . The medieval history of this

drug is that the South American Indians used it by sucking the

Coco leaves (with ash) which acted as a cerebal stimulant and let
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them perform a number of amazing feats of physical strength and

endurance . Originally the Spanish forbid the use of this plant

but when they saw its benefits to field hands on plantations in

producing more than a satisfactory days work they turned a blind

eye to its uses. Its effect depends entirely on the doses and

length of time one uses it .

The Hindu diety here is Indra, who is the god of thunder and
s

rain. He is often depicted in a chariot and armed with bow

that shoots thunderbolts at his enemies . His title is lord of the

heaven and appears to be a god who was there at the beginning of

creation, though he is by far the most human of all the Indian

gods. There are numerous exploits associated to this god who is

possibly mentioned more than any other god in the Veda .

	

H was

the typical soldier who got drunk for the simplicity of it and

was always travelling and getting into scrapes in which h was

nearly alway victorious . To many he was the essence of nature

itself, good when good and bad when bad but an extremely popular

diety who always brought bounty .

The gemstone of this Path is Lapis Lazuli (from 'lapis'

meaning stone and 'azul' meaning blue) which is a deep blue

stone with both gold and white flecks through it (iron pyrites) .

The medical properties of this stone include a cure for depres-

sion and fevers, when worn against the skin it can tone up the

whole system . Other effects of this gem are curing eye problems

and epilepsy . Its psychic effect is said to keep away negative

influences and bring good luck and wealth to the wearer . Lapis



Its effects,
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Lazul l was also a special symbol of the priesthood i n ancient

Egypt (as an image of Maat, goddess of Truth) and was generally

associated to positions of power .

Saffron, as an aromatic, is also linked to this Path, and is

very old spice and perfume dating back to pre-biblical times .

when inhaled, is that of a calmati.ve. In ancient

times saffron was used in fertility rites and religious ceremo-

nies Cmainly in takirg office) in both Egyptian and Hebrew -; reli-

gions . The saffron aroma is said to enhance and strengthen the

aura of the individual . Its magnetic qualities, overall, are an

extremely useful tool in magical ceremonies and are .said to help

the . individual link up and control the astral. 1 ,nf hueftL4es_-- around

him .

An incubus is the spirit who is associated- - here and is

defined in the Oxford dictionary as an evil spirit who descends

on sleeping persons, giving nightmares . In recent ..years however,

some occultists have used this term in connection with the mascu-

line counterpart of the succubi . This is the male spirit who has

sexual relations with human females . The incubus can infect the

aura of a woman to such an extent that she can be totally subser-

vient to them. These spirits are parasitic by nature and take a

great deal of dislodging as they act like a an astral shell and

attach themselves to the aura of their victim .

The Olympic Planetary Spirit of this Path is Bethor, whose

name is derived from the root BHR which means crystal or marble

41
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spirit i

	

usually depicted as
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(that throws out . bright sparks . This spirit rules 32 provinces

and governs all things related to Jupiter . He is noted for his

generosity in showing people how to obtain wealth and is able to

command some of the lesser ariel spirits to give truthful

answers. Bethor is also able to make the healing powers of pre-

cious stones work as well as prolonging life . He has 42 kings,

35 princes, 28 dukes, 21 councillors, 14 ministers, 7 messengers

and commands; .29,000 legions mf spirits under his control . This

a king .with a drawn t sword while

riding on the back of a stag . Other descriptions of him vary but

he it-'.al- so often shown dressed in regal garments .

The '_ar i mil -of this Path i s a Stag which shows shows royalty

	

.,

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

and regeneration (due to its antlers resembling bushes and

branches) . It is one of the few animals that forge the link with

the spiritual .- plane of existence and the earth. The stag always

had a tremendous power to heal attached to its presence and was

said -to be :able to lead a herbalist to the medicinal herb he

seeking .
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LESSON 31

TWENTY-SECOND PATH

'The Twenty-second Path is the Faithful Intelligence and is

so called because by it spiritual virtues are increased, and all

dwellers on earth are nearly under its shadow .'

This Path connects Geburah and Tiphareth and . i s called
.1

'Faithful Intelligence' . This shows spiritual virtues being

increased (in the ' faithful) .

	

Overall, the concepts of this Path

L31/pg 1

show those that follow the divine plan being augmented, while

those that do not, apparently receive nothing (by assumption) .

The reference to the 'Faithful' refers to those groups and indi-

viduals that obey their own various laws and teaching . Also

within the statement of the Yetziratic Text 'and all dwellers on

the earth are nearly under its shadow' there appears to be

something of a warning in relation to all beings on earth being

subject to certain laws .

Lamed is the Hebrew letter of this Path, it means ox-goad and has

a numerical value of 30 . Other words of the same value are BChK

meaning "nauseate" . KHH meaning "constriction" and KY meaning

"restriction" .

	

All these concepts refer to something restricted

and unwell . The word Lamed has a value of 74 which relates to

other words such as YSD "to create the foundation of" . AaD meaning

"being beyond" and NKD meaning "posterity" . All of these show us

further insights into the meaning of this letter which gives us

r



grammatical sign it gives the basic idea of elevation,
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additional concepts of enlightenment and things getting

but only after initia hardship .

appendage that unfolds, extends or raises itself out from

better

O'livet observes that the image of Lamed is that of the

arm of a man, wing of a bird or any other animal that has an

the

main body. When used as a consonant it is a vocal sound and as a

expansion

and possession .

	

It also expresses any form of harmonious move-

ment or union that helps or propels a desired object .

Justice is the title of the Tarot card associated this

Path . It shows a seated figure between two pillars, holding an

upraised sword in one hand and a set of scales in the other .

Beneath the feet of this figure i s a fox . This i s to symbolise

the action of cause and effect ; what we sow we reap . The entire

concept of this card is one of balancing up, to get rid of the

unwanted and augment the needed . If this is not done, the up-

raised sword will then be put to good use as there is no escape .

The Egyptian myth of this Path is that of Maat, the goddess

of truth and justice . She is usually depicted either standing or

sitting with a huge plume as a headress . This was in fact the

feather used in the Hall of Truth which was placed on the scales

to test the deceased when presented to Osiris . If the good deeds

outweighed the bad the scales would tilt in favour of the

deceased . Budge considered Maaat as a personification of both

physical and moral law and in fact represent order in its highest

1
1
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form . In the Egyptian Book of the Dead, Maat still would not let

the deceased enter the abode of the blessed (even though they

passed the test of weighing of the heart) unless they knew the

magical' names t open the door . This shows that while Maat

expected fairness in the life of the individual it was still not

enough . She also expected that lessons were to be learnt, which

represented having the knowledge to know the magical names on the

door to the next region .

Themis is one of the Greek goddesses associated here . She

was the daughter of Coelus and Tera and wife of Zeus (against her

will) . As a goddess she was held in great acclaim in regions

such as Attica where she directed the Oracle ; she was renowned

for her accuracy . Deucalion actually consulted this Oracle and

was instructed in repairing the loss to mankind . Themis was

usually associated to the seasons, the cyclic law of change . She

presided over the vetting of the petitions men made to the gods

and only asked for what was just and in return also made sure

that the gods fulfilled their promises in return .

The Roman association o this Path is that of the Fates

(sometimes called daughters of the night), the three sisters who

determined the course of life by weaving and interweaving the

destinies of mankind . The Romans also called them the Parcae . In

more eastern terms they would the weavers of karmic

destinies .

Libra is the sun sign of this Path . As a rule those born



The constellation of Libra contains over 51 stars . The

Hebrew name for this constellation is Mozanaim meaning the scales

or something in the act of weighing . Its Arabic counterpart is

called Al Zubena meaning redemption or purchase . The Latin name

is Libra (meaning weighing) which has stuck as the general name

throughout the ages in describing this star cluster . Some of the

stars in this constellation are Zuben al Genubi (meaning the

price which is deficient), Zuben al Chemali (

	

thmeaning e price

which covers) and Zubben Akrabi (meaning the price of the con-

	

'

flict) .

	

Ptolemy observes that the stars in the claws of Scorpio

	

'

(the old name for Libra) operate like Jupiter and Mercury and

those in the middle of the claws like Saturn and in some degree

	

'

like Mars .

The magical weapon of this Path is the scales of balance .

Here everything must be weighed and measured by the adept before

it is acceptable for use .

	

They are mainly used in alchemical

	

I
works that the adept should study as part of his or her occult

training,

b an adept in solving a problem or rectifying a situation .

	

In

but they al so-stand f or the amount of force to be used
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under, this sign are persuasive but tactful individuals who are

sometimes referred to as the beautiful people . By nature they

are materialistic and somewhat superficial . Librans are also

romantics and their confidence is easily upsurged . They are

flighty by instinct and try to be all things to all people . By

profession they tend to gravitate towards positions of power

also act as mediators such as judges and diplomats .

S

and
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short the scales represent the judgement of the adept in making

magical decisions based on his observations .

The magical virtue of this Path is rebirth . Here the indivi-

dual has evolved from a minor state of awareness into a com-

pletely new level of understanding and as such his previous views

and outlooks will now have to be discarded and he will have to

reorientate towards new levels of growth and endurance . To

certain, extent he has emerged at this level with

	

child-like

attitude and now must experience growth pains as he

all his old concepts into new outlets. The key phrase of this

virtue is "to know ones place" and that is experienced at this

level with great effect .

The vice of this Path is superficiality . Here the indivi-

dual cannot break through the important barrier to where growth

or rebirth can occur . At this point drive is lacking as well as

depth and one finds oneself at the mercies of manipulative fates

if true Will is ignored and the Higher Self is not listened to .

Depth cannot be reached unless one realises that one is part of

whole and not the other way around .

	

This is the greatest

obstacle that the vice of this Path throws up i n front of us, for

restructures

it appeases our ego and tells us only what we want to hear .

this instance one knocks at the door demanding entrance as

right and not something that must be earned .

In

The magical attainment .of this Path is when the individual

become sufficiently balanced enough to be able to handle both the

h



negative and positive aspects of the energy o

this is the path of equilibrium and balance .

not in relation to their specific karmic duties .
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this Path, for

If one sways to

either extreme the energies will pick you up and literally des-

troy you . To attain the essence of what this Path represents one

must be also confronted or tempted with the negative energies and

drawn on so that one can be tempted with the righteous indigna-

tion when it is taken to an extreme . The power given to those on

this Path is the ability to discern what is correct and what is
t

The mineral drug of this Path is Naturum Phosphate and it

works mainly on intestinal disorders, assimilation and water

retention so that the kidneys can function more efficiently .

f the vegetable drugs related here as well is any extract

apple, whether it be alcholic beverage or not . Also any infusion

of parsley or cucumber will help as they work on the purification

of the blood stream and the elimination of waste products .

Indian godf orm who i s related here i s Yama the judge of

men . He was the son of Tvashtar and Vivasvat and was married to

his sister Yami and between them they were the creators of man-

kind. Yama is said to be but a reflection of his father the Sun

	

'

and Yami is the passive side of- his nature . Between them they

One

hold the balance of power over mortals giving both warmth and

I

1

protection as well as flood and famine . There are numerous

titles applied to Yama such as judge, king of virtue, punisher,

god of the weather and god of death but he is noted as a fair god

who reunites loved ones after death in the invisible world beyond



I

t

the eyes of men .

One of the gemstones of this Path is the Carnelian which was

considered a stone that gave to the individual where there was a

lack in stature or spirit . Those who wore it claimed it made them
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taller while those with weak voices claimed it made them more

resonant. The colours of this stone vary from pale pink to light

orange and it is said to keep

psychic illusions or astral interference .

the wearer safe from any form f
I

This was a stone said

to have been worn by the prophet Mohammed himself (set in silver

and used as a ring/seal combination) . The stone was widely

acclaimed as a symbol of virtue and as such was usually worn by

the pious of various religious denominations .

The Carnation (Dianthus caryophyllum) as a perfume is the

aromatic associated to this Path . Its magical effect in ritual

is an aid to raise one spiritual aspirations and to seek out

higher powers to be guided by (if the flower is white) .

	

the

other hand if the flower is red it tends to

vera) and is not to confused with Aloe

agallocha) which has been used as aromatic

make things larger

than life and produce a greater awareness around one . The aroma

of the white Carnation is ideal for any type of invocation work

and is said to be a good balancer in any magical ceremony and

helps to keep ones perspective .

One of the plants associated to this Path is the Aloe (Aloe

the wood (Aqui l ari a

since biblical times.

I
I

I
I

Its magical effects are varied but are to a certain extent very



clearly .

'being drenched' which when

The Archangel here is Zuriel (Zuryal=254) which means
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much like those of Garlic . Its most fundamental task is to clear

the air of any negative vibrations and to keep away sickness and

promote good' health . The plant is said to have the characteris-

tics of retaining the "status quo" in a household by draining

away all the bad virbrations and harmonising all things around

it .

The Harpies are the legendary order of beings of this Path

and are said to be the daughters of the sea (Neptune) . They are

regarded as beings who have the duality of both positive and

negative aspects to their natures . On one hand they help the

oppressed and on the other they are merciless with those who have

	

I
wronged others . They are the balancers of the elemental worlds in

an effort to try and help the fates of men as they work out their

destinies .

my

rock is g d" . Legend has also associated this Archangel as a

curer of stupidity by making man see his spiritual lessons more

The name Zuriel is from the root ZU which relates back

its Arabic meaning of "shining light" . The root RY means

added to the previous root relates to

being drenched in a shinng light .

	

By gematria, other meanings

such as NDR "a vow", RUMCh "Spear" and RUChUM "Merciful"

equate here and shows that Zuriel is under an obligation

uphold the illumination of man (the shining light) with martial

aggressiveness (the spear) tempered with mercy .

also



I
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The animal of this Path is the spider and its power is its

beautiful web . Though there is a strong lunar association to the

spider the link to this Path is through its association to the

great mother symbol who weaves the destiny of the world and as

such is linked to the fates . The perfection of the web shows the

interaction of the sticky karmic patterns of men with each other .
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LESSON 32

TWENTY-THIRD PATH

'The twenty-third Path is the Stable Intelligence and is so

called because it has the virtue of consistency among all numera-

tions .'

The twenty-third Path lies between the Geburah.and Hod and

is called 'Stable Intelligence' . The entire concept here is one

of consistency . The two sephiroth that balance this Path give

rise to a type of punishment (from Geburah) or restriction while

the lower sephira tells of splendour . Since Geburah is the first

of the two sephiroth, the restriction or punishment must

imposed first to form the splendour and it is through this that

the stability is formed . 'No pain no gain', is a modern expres-

sion that applies quite well here and reminds us that no develop-

ment can occur without birth and growing pains .

Mem is the letter of this Path and has a numerical value of

40. Other words of the same value are GZL meaning 'to take away

by violence', ChBL 'to bind or connect', YL 'cry out', LAT 'to

hide or cover' and LTA 'keep close to the ground' . All of these

reinforce the harsh aspect of Mems nature and shows the merging

of the higher forces into the lower . As a word, Mem has a value

of 90 and equates to words such as PY meaning 'mouth of a well or

entrance' and SL meaning 'raise or exalt' . This relates to going

into an opening and being raised up or exalted (in spirit) .

L32/pg 1



shows creativity and productivity .

that of the passive feminine state of being . When it is placed

at the beginning of a word it shows a pliable state while at the

end it becomes a collective sign which unites with the abstract

essences f the word . It can be described as an expressive

article in which the names or movement of an action is merely an

instrument which is divided in essence .

The Tarot card associated to this Path is the Hanged Man,

which is a complex form . It depicts a man in a rocky cove or cave

suspended by his feet with his head in a triangle. The most

obvious concept at first glance is that the

going hard times and possibly even some form of punishment . The

triangle around his head however shows us that he is being

immersed in a situation a type of baptism, which results in a

union of both lower and higher forces . Carl Jung stated that the

purpose of pain is to make man more aware of himself and this is

a situation that fits this card . The man undergoes a

illumination through ordeal and as such the old concepts of

psyche are lost and a new reconstructed individual emerges from

the sea of chaos .

The Egyptian goddess of this Path is Heqet who

	

usually

depicted with a frog's head and is linked

L' /pg

de O'livet considers that Mem as a consonant relates to

nasal sound .

	

a symbol it depicts that of the mother which

Its grammmatical influence is

individual is under-

type

the

to both death and

birth . Legend has it that she (along with Shu) were born from, the
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mouth of Ra . Also she was associated with the midwife as she was

present at the birth of the creation . Heqet was in fact a goddess

of transition and is looked on to ease the transformation from

one state of existence to another (such as in death and rebirth) .

Though she is sometimes associated to Hathor Heqet, she is

goddess in her own right as a fertility diety .

Poseidon is the Greek diety associated to this Path and is

the god of the sea as well as lakes and rivers . One particular

aspect

	

Poseidon's adventures applies hereand that is the

battle he had with the giant Polybutes (whom Poseidon

cliff at) thus drowning him in the ocean off the islet

Nisyros . This aspect of Poseidon's exploits is shown in the tarot

card the 'Hanged Man' who is in fact Polybutes submerged in the

the inlet in which Poseidon carved out his doom . Another Greek

association here is the god Oceanus .

Neptune is the Roman god linked here . He was the son of

Saturn and Ops and brother of Juno, Plato and Jupiter. H is

usually shown in a chariot of shells drawn by dolphins or horses .

One of the magical weapons of this Path is the cross

suffering . Though linked to the crucifixion, when used in the

terms of the R .R .et A .C, in esoteric terminology it relates to an

aspect of the 5=6 grade ceremony when the postulant is literally

bound to a cross and made to take the obligation . During this

part of the ceremony the second Adept says (while holding the

rose cross out in front of him) ;

hurled a
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strength . wherefore'The symbol of suffering is the symbol of

boundd as thou art, strive to raise this holy symbol in thy hands,

	

'

for he that will not strive shall not attain .'

The cup and wine, which are also associated here are a continua-

tion of the cross theme and are the instruments from which the

bound postulant is anointed on the hands, feet, heart and brow .

The virtue of this Path is spiritual initiation and is the
t

point where all suffering and hardship start to make sense and

this realisation is the first phase of illumination . This is

where understanding and appreciation come after stress . In

modern terms it is where one reaches the breaking point though

here its esoteric significance is realised for what it is,

initiation into the higher realms. Spiritual initiation, like

the eastern concept of satori has many different levels .

The vice of this Path is estrangement . Here one has suffered

so much that all the suffering is blocked up . All the lessons

that one has come by are now kept from day to day consciousness

which efffectively prevents a merging of the mind and body which

would give illumination . This is because the present mode of

consciousness finds it cannot cope with the day to day pressures

and tries to escape by blocking things out . It shows the psyche

is not yet under control or ready to accept the present lessons

one has been learning . The only way out of it is to try and

consciously corner the psyche by facing up to reality .

The magical powers of this Path are quite varied and cover

t
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such subjects as talismatic work and crystal gazing . All of these

of course relate to the impregnation of the lower forces by the

higher . This is the ability to command the higher powers to come

and manifest themselves in this plane of existence . To be able to

do this shows that the adept can call on his knowledge of spiri-

tual hierarchies and yet still be able to control and direct them

into performing a desired task .

A mineral drug associated here is potassium which affects

the body by taking away its waste products . Along with other

elements it helps regulate the water control in the body . Funda-

mentally potassium is diuretic that purifies the body's

internal mechanism. Any type of mental or physical stress draws

heavily on the body's supply of this mineral so it is important

to regulate its intake through liver, fruit and vegetables .

The vegetable drug of this Path is a tincture of Artemisa

(Artemisia dracunculus) or Tarragon as it is sometimes called .

An infusion of this drug is said to induce psychic dreams as well

as having both culinary and medicinal values . As an oil it is

used in talismatic rituals to act as a catalyst in bringing the

higher forces through to impregnate the talisman . Also if taken
e

internally (as an oil) it produces a relaxing effect and allows

the higher forces to act through ones aura using much the same

technique as a medium does .

The tattwa applied to this Path is called Apas which relates

to the water element and is depicted by a silver crescent . By
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direction it is a downward movement with the keyword to describe

its function being 'contraction' . It relates to any type of

liquid formation and represents the sense of taste with the

tongue being the body organ that it is most related to .

The Indian diety associated here is Sarasvati, who was

originally a goddess of the rivers and waters but later grew to a

diety who represents wisdom and music . As a form she . i s usually

shown as a beautiful woman

on a lotus .

with four arms and is generally seated

The gemstone o this Path is the Beryl or Aquamarine .

Legend has it that any one who wears beryl is unable

defeated in battle, and has his intellectual_ capacity expanded .

Other attributions associated to it are, that it can keep

married couple together by being able to rekindle lost or waining

love ; Andreas, Bishop of Ceasarea in the 5th century wrote the

following on this stone :

'The Beryl, imitating the colours of the sea and of air, and not

unlike jacinth, seems suggest the admirable Thomas (St .

Thomas), especially as he made a long journey by sea, and even

reached the Indies, was sent by God to preach salvation to the

peoples of that region .'

The Beryl also gained some fame as a shewstone in which some

could make images appear . In this type of clairvoyant work it

remains as yet unsurpassed .

One of the plants associated here is Watercress (Nasturtium
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high content of manganese in it which is used

purifier . Another plant that can classed here is that kelp

which is found in the ocean and is used as a type of cleanser for

the body as it has a high iodine content, it works mainly on the

thyroid and is an ideal body toner .

Willow as an aromatic applies to this Path . An - incense can

be made up from the leaves, bark, or both . Its ritual association

is to death and rebirth but also it is used for love, attraction

and for divination and protection. Willow incense has often been

used by many civilisations in fertility rites . Also it has been

used by a number of sages who use the shewstone (crystal ball)

and is said to help prevent illusion as well as obsession .

Another aromatic that can be used here is Verbena, which is

widely used as an enchanting aromatic and is often worn by a

woman who wishes to attract the attentions a particular

individual .

The order of beings associated here are the varieties

water spirits such as the Nymphs, Undines and Nereids. The Nymphs

generally come under the water spirits who reside not only in the

sea but in any form of stream or river . Though there are both

male and female Undines they have mainly been depicted by men as

females who were young and beautiful . Offerings by ancient cul-

tures to them included milk, honey and oil .

	

The Nereids were

mainly associated to the ocean and were said to be the daughters

of Doris and Nereus and had the power to calm rough seas, all

as
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officinale) which is usually found in streams and usually has a

a blood



The Demonic King of Water is called Ariton who also goes by the

name of Egin (from the Hebrew root OGN "delay" or "hinder") which

is said to be from the Hebrew root ORH "to bear oneself" or "be

naked" . Mathers considered that it may have been taken from the

Greek word Arhreton meaning "secret or "mysterious"

L32/pg S

were under the will of Neptune who commanded them to attend the

needs of the ocean . Sailors often offered sacrifices to them for

safe and prosperous voyages.

The Supreme Elemental King

	

this world is

	

called

Thahebyobeaatan while the Element King of the spirits is Niksa .

with an

emphasis on the negative aspect . The Greek root Aix "goat" also

may be a possible origin for this word . Ariton has 22 servants

under him .

The Archangel related to this Path is Michael who is asso-

ciated to the cardinal point of the west . Michael is of course

the archangel of both water and of the Sephiroth of Hod . The

chief ruler of water is in fact Tharsis (ThRShIS=97n), this

relates t other words of the same value such as MLTz meaning

'smoothness and slipperiness" and RAaN meaning "flourishing

which show a distinct relationship to water . The root ThR means

"turn around" or "circular arrangements" while ShI which means

"tribute, justice" . These collectively show that Tharsis relates

t

	

watery form that nourishes (in the sense of

	

gift or

tribute) . The angel of this Path is Taliahad while the Cardinal

Direction that water represents in the West and is known by the

Hebrew name of Maim .
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The Holy River associated to this Path is Gihon : 'And the

name of the second River is gihon ; the same is it that

the whole land of Cush (Ethiopia) .

compasseth

The Whale is a mammal associated to this Path and in general

relates to anything swallowed,

	

absorbed or concealed . The

biblical story of Jonah and the Whale is a good example of this .

I modern times however the Whale has developed a whole new set

of symbols and relates to the merging of the higher and lower

forces which also hints at resurrection, rebirth and regenera-

tion . It also relates to the soul incarnate passing through its

karmic sufferings .
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LESSON 33

TWENTY-FOURTH PATH

'The Twenty-fourth Path is the Imaginative Intelligence and

it is so called because it gives likeness to similitudes which

are created in like manner similar to its harmonious elegancies'

This twenty fourth Path connects Tiphareth and Netzach and

is called 'Imaginative Intelligence' because it is the prototype

for those energies of like manner who come after it, for the

outward form always follows the hidden law. Thus from chaos is

produced harmony, just as a beautiful flower is produced from

decaying matter . This adequately describes the esoteric concepts

of death . All things that die in this plane of existence are

really not decayed matter but transmuted energy . Using the words

ascribed to Hermes Trismegistos 'Whatever is below is like that

which is above', one can concieve that the spiritual level in

which the soul resides also undergoes a transformation of sorts

during the physical death .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Nun which means

fish . Nun has a value of 50 and relates to other words

	

the

same value such as BMCh meaning "to be high or
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elevated", MTA

meaning "reach unto" or "come to", TMA "pollute" and k,L "comphre-

hend" . All of these easily relate to death and the state of both

the soul and . the body during this period of adjustment . The word

Nun has a value of 106 and equates to words such as BDQ meaning
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'breach', DBG meaning 'close to or attained' and OV meaning

'thread or line' . All of these show varying aspects of the tran-

sition period .

According to de O'Livet, Nun is symbolic of the image of the

son of man . The original Hebrew glyph actually represented seed

or fruit (Nun is also the verb 'to sprout') and from this its

esoteric significance has developed even further so that in many

respects it has hidden associations to both Yod and Vau . As

grammatical sign it relates to being brought into existence while

in its final form it is augumentative .

The Tarot card associated here is 'Death' and is amply named

as it describes beautifully the whole concept of this Path's

energies. This trump depicted a a skeleton brandishing a reaper

and is a typical archetype concept for the "grim reaper", which

to a certain extent is latent in us all . The scattered body parts

in the card relate to the fact that he makes no distinctions

between kings and commoners . The eagle depicted in the card shows

the transmigration of the soul departing from

soaring to newer heights of existence .

the bodies and

The Egyptian myth related to this Path is that of Apepi who

is usually depicted as a serpent . It was he who attacked I:a and

was beaten each day . Apepi was in fact a symbol of the darkest

hour f the night . The fight each day with Ra was to try and

prevent the sun god from spreading his warmth and goodness over

the land . Since f a was everything good and light, Apepi was

I

t

t
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everything dark and vile and was the personification of evil .

One of the Greek myths associated to this Path is the tor-

ture of Prometheus on Mount Causcasus by the eagle sent by Zeus,

as punishment for his thefts and tricks played upon the gods . The

legend states that the eagle would feed upon on the liver of

Prometheus by day, which would then regenerate and grow back to

its normal size at night . This whole episode was to be repeated

day after day on the Titan who never wavered in his hate for Zeus

and his desire to overthrow him . The suffering was said to have

lasted for 30 years when Prometheus was rescued by Heracles (with

the consent of Zeus) .

The Roman myth of this Path relates to Vertumnus who was

known as the 'Changling' .

	

He was an agriculture diety

	

who

wanted

	

seduce Pomana but in order to surprise her he had to

become different forms, from a labourer to an old woman .

	

The

transformations that Vertumnus underwent is the main point

consideration here as it shows victory or attainment after

succession of changes . Vertumnus is usually shown as a young man

crowned with flowers and covered up to the waist, holding fruit

in his right hand and the horn of plenty in his left .

Those individuals born under the Sun sign this Path,

Scorpio, are what one would call natures investigators . They are

individuals who do things at a very deep level and as such have

very strong intellectual traits . Because of this depth of feeling

they do things in extremes .

	

They have a strong sense of emotion



Akrab meaning "conflict" .

	

In Arabic it is

"wounding the one who comes" and in Coptic i called Isidis

"oppression or attack" . There are over 45 stars in this

constellation with the brightest being Cor Scorpii (heart of the

scorpion) which is sometimes called Antares "The wound The star

in the tip of the tail is called Lesath "the perverted" . Ptolemy

says that the bright stars in front of the body of Scorpio have

an effect similar to that of Mars, and also Saturn (in part) . The

three stars in the body of the Scorpion have much the same effect

as Mars and a little like Jupiter . Those in the sections of the

tail are like Saturn and a small' influence of Venus . Those in the

sting of the tail are like Mercury and Mars .

The magical weapon of this Path is the pain of the oath or

obligation . Here one is bound to ones Higher Genius with the

lant a firm commitment . This commitment

L'_'•• '_•. /p g 4

and rarely forgive an ill done to them; if an opportunity arrives

they will try and seek revenge and pay back the ill done to them

multifold . On the whole Scorpions are secretive but imaginative

individuals who can be quick tempered if put to the test .

The constellation of Scorpio (Scorpion) in Hebrew is called

called Al Akrab

concept being that if the oath is broken the higher genius will

punish the individual concerned in its own way. The obligation of

the 5=6 ritual of the Adeptus minor grade of the R .R. et A .C .

(which is what is referred to here) literally breaks through the

various layers of the kabbalistic soul and anchors in the postu-

also supplies a vital

link with the deepest aspects of the higher self, which is used

I
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The virtue of this Path is transformation . Here individuals

are literally transformed into a higher echelon . This type of

transformation is in fact a fundamental urge to merge and commu-

nicate on levels other than the mundane . The spiritual value

lying deep within us all makes us slowly transform to a higher

code of ethics and ideals, and gradually merge into the area

Jungians call the 'collective unconscious' . Here directions and

guidance is seen and felt as a unified form or pattern working to

a group plan . It is in this area in the building of new ideas

and structures that is based on, 'in touch awareness', which can

only be based on ones personal experiences .

The vice of this Path is introversion . While the virtue

the Path opens the individual up to a whole new level of exper-

ience the vice obstructs this by focusing and narrowing the scope

of the individual . One then becomes aware of his own farseeing

experiences in terms of lust, control and power, all of which

stem from introversion of this Path's energies .

people not only cause misery for others but

	

irrepairable

damage to their own karmic existence . - They get into a

of action and thought from which there is virtually no escape .

The magical attainment of this Path i s

ability

	

raise and converse with a spirit

	

a desceased
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as a life line or beacon for the lower self to climb and merge

with its upper counterpart for the higher in the lower (and vice

versa) and must be acknowledged due to the obligation.

As such these

whirlpool

necromancy, the



control . This is not a very appealing magical power but it

still a power nevertheless and as such must be treated with

certain amount of respect .

Nephesch, Ruach, Chiah and Neshamah of the deceased and once

again unites them into an organism . In ancient times the necro-

mahcer usually obtained a body part of the deceased and used it

as a key or link to bring back the dead by making the soul

retrace its steps towards unification . This linking, though, only

appears in Assiah and can cause havoc for the spirit and

necromancer . Though there is a fine line between this and evoca-

tion, there i s def i natel y a line, and that i s the use of a body

part (usually obtained from a robbed grave in ancient times) .

Evocation uses one plane only while necromancy uses several with

Assiah as its manifestation point . There are a number of other

points of difference between necromancy and evocation which are

not be pertinent to this lesson .

The mineral drug of this Path is Calcium sulphate (plaster

Paris) . Fundamentally this is known as a healing cell salt

which eliminates worn out blood cells by water extraction . Apart

from this Calcium sulphate puts a lining on the stomach and other

organs . This creates form of protection from adverse body

acidity . If there is a lack of this salt in the body system this

L3 /pg 6

person. This is not to be confused with mediumship which is

somewhat passive state in which the vehicle of the medium is used

as a receptacle for spiritual energies to come through . In

necromancy one directs the spirit to perform the desired task and

that is the difference, which can be summed up in one key word-

a

is

In necromancy one calls, forth the

I
1
I
t
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causes a disruption in the metabolic processes, resulting among

other things in all types of skin eruptions . Also if there is a

deficiency of this cell salt in the system it can cause impotency

in males and barrenness in females .

One of the vegetable drugs associated here is an extract of

Valerian . This is a composite of alkaloids such as velerine and

chatine which have a rejuvenation type effect on the cerebralz
spinal system .

.The Indian association to this Path is the Kundalini . This

is considered by some as the ultimate force in the human body and

has been called the "serpent power", a term coined by Sir John

Woodroffe. Kundalini was in fact shown as a diety as well as

vast terrifying power within the self which can be raised to

travel through the various chakra centers, thus unblocking and

modifying each to work in harmony with each other so that illumi-

nation occurs . Raising the kundaline up through the spinal column

can be a terrifying experience for an individual whether or

she is prepared for it or not, and during this transition period

it can cause a lot of psychic and physical illnesses . Once there

is union with the lotus chakra the kundaline then returns to its

residence in the base of the spine, but it has left a clear path

in the body for potential growth and spiritual development .

One of the gemstones here is Malachite which is derived from

the Greek word ."malackee" meaning "mallow" . It has a soft green

colour that resembles the malachite plant . Legend has it that



into various pieces and thus forewarning him .

stone was usually cut in a triangular shape and mounted in silver

and worn as a protective amulet against the 'Evil Eye' . This gem

was used extensively in Moslem mosques as a form of repelling

negative influences and keeping the area that contained it pure .

The Cactus plant and flower (Cactus grandiflorus) is asso-

ciated here because of the its watery interior which is a life

saving virtue in the desert, and for the poisonous spikes which

can have the opposite effect . An infusion of the plant can help

in kidney and bladder complaints as well as cardiac conditions .

Generally the magical influence of this plant i s a form of pro-

tection against theft and is often planted around the house (in a

circle) with this in mind . It is a fiery masculine symbol that is

said to be able to ward off negative influences .

Opaponax resin is the aromatic o this Path. The word

Opaponax comes from the Greet; meaning "Healing juice" . This

resin was used as a healing incense for bad cases of illness . It

has not been used in any major cultural rituals as its effect was

to cure the sick . Its magical properties is said to drive out the

evil causing the illness .

The order of beings linked here are the Lamiae which were

said to be a race of monsters (in Africa) who resemble women from

the waist up but have the underbody of a serpent . Like sirens

L33/pg G

this stone protects children at night from evil influences and

protects the wearer from any approaching calamity by breaking

In Italy this
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they attracted strangers to them with their hypnotic beauty and

the hissing-like sound they made (they did not have the power of

speech) so that they could devour their prey .

	

They were also

known as devourers of children and were sometimes thought to

witches . Legend states that they were descended from the affair

of Jupiter and Lamia and the children from this union were born

deformed due to Juno's curse on them .

	

Lamia became insane at

this horror and in her grief devoured all children who came her
I

way .

The archangel of this Path is Barkiel which is a name that

has many variations but primarly means "Lightning of God", it is

said to have power of this element and helps those who invoke him

in any game of chance . Barkiel (BRKYAL=263) relates other

words of the same numerical value such as SRS meaning "break t

pieces" and SGR meaning "shut or lock up" . This shows Barkiel is

able to shatter (like the lightning flash) and shut away those

who displease him . The root BR means "to purify" while BRK(F)

means to "lie down, rest on one knees" which shows the godliness

of this angels nature .

The Scorpion is one of the animals of this Path and a

certain extent shows the destruction of the lower aspects of man

so that the higher can develop . There are also certain self

destruct ramifications in connection with the Scorpion, for it

shows the mortality of the outer shell of man which can be ended

at almost any time (shown by the sting in the Scorpions tail) .
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LESSON 34

TWENTY-FIFTH PATH

'The twenty-fifth Path is the Intelligence of Probation or

L34/pg 1

Temptation, and is so called because it is the primary

tion, by which the Creator trieth all righteous persons'

tempta-

This Path lies between Tiphareth and Yesod and is called the

'Intelligence of Probation' because it is the primary temptation

by which all people are tried in this level of existence . Here

our : ideas of sensation (in Yesod) must be now lifted to see the

higher spiritual values in Tiphareth . The temptation and pull of

Yesod is ever present if we divert our attention from Tiphareth,

and the only way to avoid the pull of this lower Sephira is

simply set ourselves higher ideals and goals and g for them

without distraction . Our ideas and actions are in fact "on trial"

with the final 'Judgement being death itself .

e Hebrew letter associated here is Samekh (or Samech) and

means "prop" or "support" and has a numerical value of 60 . This

relates. to other words of the same value such as BNCh meaning

build a .house" . ' BChN "tried by fire" which relates to Sagittarius

as a fiery sign, . YKL "Power or ability" .

	

The word Samekh (SMK)

has a value of 120 , and equates with other words such as NAa

meaning "to move" or "be agitated", KMS "to store up things of

value", TzL "to shade" or shelter", SS "being active

	

This

entire concept is one of a fiery pursuit or disposition .
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Samekh when utilised as a consonant relates to all types,

hissing sounds . In its primal outline form Samekh is said

represent a bow with some emphasis on the sound the released

string makes.

	

a grammatical sign it relates to any type

circular movement . Like the drawn bow it will ultimately return

to its original state when released . Some consider that Samekh is

an aspect of Zain that has turned back on itself and thus becomes

reinforced .

The Tarot card Temperence is the trump associated here and

shows an angel standing with one foot on land and another in the

sea while pouring liquid from one jar to another as

	

volcano

explodes in the background This is the distillation or merging

of the higher and lower forces so that a careful type of balance

can be attained . It shows that a cycle has been completed and

the next level is to be ascended . Mundane meanings of this card

relate t o co-ordination and adaptation .

The Egyptian myth of this Path is that of Sati, or Satet as

she is sometimes called . Her name is said to have been derived

from the root meaning "to shoot or pour out" .

ing a bow and arrows

I

	

early times

Satet was a fertility goddess and was connected with the sprink-

ling of water (over dry land) . Sometimes was she depicted carry-

(and sometimes water pots) and was also

considered a divinity of the hunt . Satet is often shown wearing

a crown of bulls horns and as such is identified with the Isis-

Hathor concept . Legend has it that Satet was the counterpart of

t
t
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Khnemu and sister of Anqet,

southern part of Egypt .

The Greek myth associated here is that of Chiron, chief

the centaurs and son of Saturn and Philytra (when Saturn visited

her in the form of a stallion) . Chiron was possibly the only

noble centaur and as such was said to be the the perfect balance

between man and animal . He was married to Charicles, one of the

water goddesses . Overall Chiron was a teacher of esoteric skills

that he knew man must have, if he was able, to try and rise above

himself .

	

Chiron died when he offered to trade his immortality

for the life of Prometheus .

	

The Roman godf orm related here i s

that of Diana because of her prowess as an archer .

The Sun sign of this Path is Sagittarius and those born

under this sign are mostly energetic people who take great pride

in what they accomplish . Though they are considered idealists

they seem to take things in their stride and are extremely open

and frank in discussing their ideas . Sagittarius could also be

considered the sign of the extrovert as these individuals are

extremely outgoing in attitude with a pleasing disposition . They

are what could be described as "up front people", what you see is

what you get . Sagittarians are generally open air type people

with a love of sports though they tend to be a little excessive

in their pursuits .

The constellation

	

Sagittarius (the archer) is called

Kesith in Syriac (which also means archer) ; in Arabic it is

L34/pg 3

and was worshipped mainly in the
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called Al Klaus "the arrow" and in Greek it is To>sotes "the

archer" . There are over 70 stars in this constellation with the

main one being Naim (Hebrew) meaning "gracious one" which is the

same as the Arabic name Al Naim .

	

This constellation is a very

old one as far as recorded astrological history goes, though

Greek mythology relates the shape and name to Chiron while even

older civilisations still relate it to an archer . Egypt

Sagittarius was called Pi-Maere meaning "appearance of gracious
t

beauty" . Ptolemy said that the stars at the point of the arrow in

this constellation have much the same type of influence as Venus

and Mars . The stars on the bow and grasping hand are like Jupiter

and Mars. Those in the waist are like Jupiter and a little of

Mercury while those in the feet are like Jupiter and Saturn .

The magical weapon of this Path is of course the arrow which

apart from its phallic representations is one of penetration and

light (of the hidden knowledge) . The arrow in this instance is an

aspect of the rays of Tiphareth and the Sun which have been able

to be penetrated by those who stay on the Path . In esoteric terms

the arrow is a merging and a balancing of mans forces so that he

can be let into the secret mysteries without deviating from the

path . In the ritual of the Portal it states : 'Therefore by

straight and narrow Path of Sagittarius let the Philosophus

advance like an arrow from the center of Qesheth, the Bow .'

The virtue associated to this Path is to regulate or place

the

in order .

	

It is here that man must merge the lower and higher

aspects of his nature into a single unit so that he can advance

t
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towards spiritual progress to uncover the nature and essence of

his real self . It is a perfectly balanced concept of power and

direction for it is here that man must take this new found unity

and aim it a place where it will do the most good . The

concept of regulation relates as much to the unification as it

does for the direction one is about take . Although journeys of

this type for spiritual growth can be unconscious ones and guided

by the spirit thay also can be ones governed by hermetic and

esoteric orders who have mapped out clear and safe Path for mans

self attainment .

The vice of this Path is Puritanism and is the state where

order for the whole transcends the rights

	

the individual,

which are wavered, so that the masses are served . In esoteric

terms, individuals who are corrupted by this vice find that to
k

impose this type of ideology places others in situations where

personal freedom is lost and everything is decided by the state .

One of the offshoots of this vice is t surrender these

forces, which reduces any growth experience that one has had into

hardship . It also regresses back into past experiencs that should

have already been transcended .

Transmutation is the magical experience of this Path and

relates to change .

tion is changing one form into another form or substance .

The oxford dictionary states that transmuta-

hermetic terminology, transmutation relates strongly to

though it does not mean it specifically . In this instance

transmutation is the ability to transmute an aspect of the self

alchemy



or unconscious

up

	

homeopathic
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into a unified force (such as a merging

	

the

Nephesch and Ruach) so that a higher state of spiritual awareness

can be perceived .

The mineral drug of this Path is Silicea and is

	

white

powder that is classed as a type of quartz, though it is also

known as Silicis Anhydride, Rock Crystal, Flint and Oxide

Silicon . It is a powder that has been used

(such as Paracelsus and Glauber) for medicinal

recent years it has been much favoured in Homeopathy . This cell

salt travels throughout the body eliminating various congested

waste so that better elimination can occur . Its fundamental job

is to rid the body of unwanted products, which usually brings out

the poison in the system as well as helping bone growth and teeth

enamel . Silicea is also found in the brain and nervous system

and is considered one of the body's repairmen .

Birch elixir is one of the vegetable drugs of this Path and

is made from the young leaves of the Birch tree; from it is made

by many. alchemists

purposes and in

remedy of Anthroposophical medicine for the

purposes of correct elimination and distribution

	

protein .

Betula cortex is another association here ;

bark of the Birch tree and works on

tion and acts against the dermatoses

it is made from the

the process of demineralisa-

on the skin which also helps

in diseases such as sclerosis . The Birch tree is hailed by

Rudolph Steiner as one of the best sources of balancing the

body's good health due to the numerous actions and interactions

of both the bark and leaf .
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The Indian association to this Path is that of the Pragapati

who was known as lord of the creatures . He was a diety who was

abstract in form but known to be a unifier of forces as the

following quote from the Sata Brah', shows :

'Some call the Pragapati the Father with the five feet and the

twelve shapes, the giver of rain in the highest half of the

heaven : others say that the sage is placed in the lower half in

the chariot with seven wheels and six spokes .'

The numbers, here of course relate to the five seasons, twelve

months the seven planets and the six months, which relate to

the Sun passing over the equator to both the summer and winter

solstice .

	

This diety however was a fire or solar diety asso-

ciated to Agni and relates to dispersing and spiritual gifts

those who deserve it .

Jacinth 'is one of the gemstones of this Path and has been

used since the beginning of antiquity as an amulet against fever,

plague and wounds . This was a stone much sort after by travel-

lers as legend has it that anyone who wore the Jacinth would

always receive a courteous reception wherever they went . Other

stories associated this stone are that it augmented ones

riches and protected one against lightning . Among others, this

stone was a symbol of protection against phantoms and evil

magical influences . Andreas, a Bishop of Ceasarea in the 10th

Century wrote : 'The Jacinth, which is of a celestial hue, signi-

fies Simon Zelotes, zealous for the gifts and grace of Christ and

endowed with a celestial prudence' . Though archaic in language it

L



The Elder tree (Sambucus canadensis) is the tree

L 74/pg 8

adequately describes the spiritual aspirations connected with

this Path .

associated

o this Path . The name Sambucus comes from the Greek "Sambuke"

which relates to a pipe-like instrument which is usually made

from the wood of this tree . There has been a great deal of myth

surrounding the magical properties of this herb which is said to
t

hide a spirit called the 'elder mother' who tries to protect the

wood of her tree whether it be a piece of furniture or anything

else . Though it was considered bad luck to own anything made from

Elderwood, the point that relates to this Path (from a magical

viewpoint) is the concept of the spirit of protection (of the

The medicinal qualities (accordingtree) for its various parts .

legend) attracted the goddess Freyga who chose to live in the

Elder tree .

and as use as a diaphoretic .

The aromatic of this Path is Nutmeg (Myristica fragans),

which is extremely good for psychic work and helps concentration

and memory. If the oil is rubbed into the temples the aromatic

properties take over and it produces mild hallucinogenic

effect . Wherever used internally or externally this plant can be

extremely toxic and care is needed .

Centaurs here have a dual association as the animals asso-

ciated to this Path (due to their speed) as well as the legendary

order of beings .

	

Chiron the Centaur was the exception to the

The leaves of this tree are good for skin diseases

t
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rule regarding the behaviour pattern of Centaurs for they drank

when they could and were famous for their sexual encounters with

human females and were considered nothing but wasters, though

their physical prowers as beings of both human and animal natures

gives them association here . They were extremists in what they

did and bear many of the hall marks of the Sagittarian .

The Archangel of this Path is Advakiel (ADVKYAL= 72), who is

sometimes called Adnachiel . The root AD indicates single

powerfull object . The numerical value of 72 relates other

words such as ChSD meaning "abundance" and in another contest

"mercy", BCN "in", BSUD "secret" ., This shows that Advakiel is a

merciful archangel that goes about his work in secret . His reign

is a vast one but he gives gifts to those who seek him out in

abundance. By using theosophical reduction his name reduces to 9

and relates to AZA "make hot" GAH "increase" and ZB meaning

"gush out" which are of course more relative meanings of this

archangel when using the tarot trump as a descriptive basis .

INTELLIENCE OF PROBATION

SAMEKH

TEMPERANCE

SATI/SATET

CHIRON

DIANA
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LESSON 35

TWENTY-SIXTH PATH

'The Twenty-sixth Path is called Renewing Intelligence,

because the Holy God renews by it all the changing things which

are renewed by the creation of the world'

This Path lies between Tiphareth and Hod and is called

'Renewing or Renovating Intelligence' because, by it, the Holy

Spirit renews all changing forms which are renewed by the crea-

tion of the world . Taken to another level it shows a continual

change in the growth structure of the individual, his conscious-

ness. H uses. what he can and discards whatever he cannot

utilise. In many ways this Path is a testing or proving ground

in seeing how the mind can cope with the rapid changes, yet still

retain a formal structure . It begins

universal consciousness through . Tiphareth which is perceived and

acted on by the structure that governs the individual's own inner

beliefs .

Ayin is the Hebrew letter associated to this Path and means

eye. It has a numerical value of 70 and relates to other words

of the same value such as ML meaning "pluck off", SChB "pull by

force" and KN meaning "honest" . These root meanings relate

heavily to the biblical aspects associated with the eye, such as

if it has seen something it should not have and is to be plucked

out . On a deeper level this shows or relates to the all-seeing

L35/pg i

to emanate a stream



eye that one cannot hide ones actions from .

.value

	

130 and relates to such words as KPL "t

	

double or

repeat",

to both eyes and their function .

According to those like de Olivet, Ayin represents by its

vocal characteristics the inner ear of a man and as such repre-

sents the state of the confused or dull and sounds without

harmony. consonant it represents the body cavity of the

upper chest . The Zohar states: 'To the letter Ayin, the initial

word Avon, though it is claimed the origin of Anayana, the Holy

one said : 'I shall not create the world by thee' and forthwith

Ayin departed . By associating Avon (roughly translated as an

evil act) to Ayin it relates it very heavily to evil manifesta-

ti ons .

The Tarot Trump related to this Path is the "Devil ." and

shows a winged goat headed satyr like demon whose legs are hairy

and who has claws for feet . In his left hand he holds a downward

each side of it . The entire concept is to show

one archetype . It

spiritual forces

it . Whatever one

cannot be ignored .

L=am/pct 21

The word Ayin has a

and SML "image or idol of worship" which clearly relate

pointing torch while in his right an elevated horn of water .

i s perched on an altar with a male and female (demon) chained

us the evil

He

negative side of the astral forces collectively gathered under

i s very much the lust for the material over the

of life with a strong sexual theme attached

attaches to this card it is still a force which

or
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Set (whose name means "below") is one of the Egyptian asso-

ciations too this Path . This god is often shown as a camels head

with large ears and a forked tail . He was the son of Seb and Nut

and the husband of Nephthys and was considered the archetype

evil itself and represented the negative forces of nature .

reign not only extended to land but to water as well and any area

that rejected light . Though he was the god of the underworld Set

also had kingdom in the heavens which was typified as the

constellation known of in modern times as the 'Great Bear' and

was associated with the elemental forces of cold, damp and mist .

Pan (meaning "all" or "everything") is the Greek diety

this Path. He was the son of Hermes and Penelope and resided in

the wooded area of Arcadia .

	

Legend has it that he had two small

horns on his head with a ruddy complexion

His

temple named after him in Palatine where goats were

and the lower body of a

goat . He was on the odd occasion able to change his form and in

one famous incident managed to seduce Selene by assuming the form

of a white goat and drew her into the forest . Pan was strongly

associated with the art of seduction but on its more lustful side

than that of any of the other gods or goddesses . It is said that

when he played on his flute he could captivate the heart of any

woman .

The Roman god of this Path is that of Faunus who was known

as chief of the satyrs . He was the son of Picus and Canente and

was also a fertility god . His other name was Lupercus and had

sacrificed .

Another association who is equally at home on this Path is the
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subjects
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Roman version of Bacchus (as the god of wine), the son of Jupiter_

Pacchus was often shown as a young man with a crown

vine leaves with a thyrsus in his hand . Though many of his

exploits are nothing to do with this Path his religion of drunken

orgies does link him with Faunus and masculinity with distinct

sexual overtones .

The Sun sign related here is that of Capricorn . Those born

under this sign are emotionally immature and often show it

being an introvert . They are forever in thought and never

anything before thinking about it first . They can be timid people

who often brood if things do not go their way yet will make no

direct attempt to alter the situation . As a result of this intro-

version their entire resources are tuned into the mental

approach which is their real source of power . Capricornians have

powerful concentration which can be useful when turned to

by

like economics, in which they seem to have

	

natural

affinity . On the negative side they can be the very voice of doom

itself and are said to be fatalistic in attitude .

In the early zodiacs of Egypt this sign was shown to have a

goats body and a fish tail and was called Hu penius 'place of

sacrifice' . The Hebrew name for this sign is Gedi which means

the kid (or cut off) while its name in Arabic is Al Gedi with

virtually the same meaning . There are over fifty stars in this

constellation such as Deneb Al Gedi 'the sacrifice comes', Al

Debik 'the sacrifice slain' . Saad al Naschira 'record of cutting

off' and Maasad 'the slaying' .

	

Ptolemy observes that the stars
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in the horns of the goat are like Venus and a little like that of

Mars. The stars in the mouth are like Saturn with small

Venusian influence . Those stars in the feet and belly are like

Mars and Mercury while

Jupiter .

those in the tail act like Saturn

The magical weapon of this Path is to use sexual energy and

its conversion for practical magical use . In Indian yoga this

referred to the manipulation of the Tantric principle while in

China it was called Taoism. In the west the sexual act itself

and the tremendous auric power it generates was utilised for

practical ends . Sexual energy however does not have to specifi-

cally generate from the sex act itself but can be harnessed (as

the Taoists have shown) and converted back into the body system

so that additional psychic power can generated, but it

requires supreme discipline to be able to do it .

The virtue of this Path is assimilation and is the jump off

point where man leaves the self alone to seek another source or

center of his power or purpose of life . In the initial stages of

this Path he puts together his structure in a way that h

	

sees

that

gaze was still on the self . With contact from other levels

existence these borders have now narrowed and he realises that he

must venture into this other area, but not only this for he must

discover the core essence of it and act accordingly for the

larger plan . In the latter stage of the Path the information he

and

his far flung boundaries now can be confines because his

receives must be assimilated and this is the 'point de part' into



the next level of spiritual growth .

The vice of this Path is collectivising energy which differs

from assimilation only in its use . While the former worked to a

grand- plan the vice works on an ego expansion and ignores the

purpose of the greater plan and centers completely on the

This still does not ignore the the greater plan,

stepping stone or a glorification

seen often in government today .

The magical power associated here is the power of the curse

and its effect . The curse is of course not a negative concept but

something that has polarities though it is described in the

Websters Dictionary as a tool of evil intent but one can in fact

be cursed with benefitting gifts as well . The concept here is

that an individual can alter certain elemental and planetary

aspects and bend them to suit his or her own purposes. Curses can

in fact be broken down into the following catergories: (1) using

the name of a spirit to implement the procedure ; (2) using ones

own power .

The mineral drug is Calcium Phosphate which works

vehicle, which is

L'5/pg 6

self .

but focuses on

how the individual can achieve greater power by

it with little regard to the plan itself other than that of

	

I
participating in

something

on the

bones of the body and supplies a type of bone strengthener it is

	

'

commonly referred to as the limestone of the skeletal system .

Deficiency in this cell salt causes bone diseases such as rickets

and tooth decay but when taken it acts quickly in helping the

r
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food from being digested correctly and plays havoc

gastric juices .

The vegetable drug associated here is a tincture

	

Black

Cohosh (Cimicifuga racenosa) which has ranunculin,

acid, tannin and resin among its properties and works on helping

to ease arthritis and rheumatic complaints as well as preventing

cramps and helping to balance the bodies sex hormones .

There are a number of gemstones associated

L75/pg 7

rebuilding of blood corpuscles . A lack of this salt also prevents

with the

salicylic

this Path

which can overlap with other paths . Some of these are White Onyx,

Moonstone, Jet, Sapphire, Ruby and the Black Diamond . Some have

considered that all stones that are black in colouring be applied

here, while others have considered all stones that bring bad luck

should be related to this Path which of course cuts across other

associations . If a gemstone had to singled out that had all these

characteristics it would be the Black Opal . These became commonly

mined in Australia and were considered bad luck, so a Black Opal,

though very valuable was the considered the worst possible stone

to wear . This superstition comes from ancient Aboriginal legends

that filtered through to those who mined the stone late in the

last century and found their way to the outside world .

The plants associated to this Path are the Thorn and

Thistle . The bible says in Gen iii : 'Thorns also and thistles

shall it (ground) bring forth to thee ; and thou shalt eat the

herb in the field' . This passage relates these two plants to both
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suffering and sorrow. The Thistle has long been a symbol

vindictiveness and suffering while the Thorn relates heavily

Christs suffering when crowned with thorns . The Thorn al so

relates to the Rose and guards it against being picked . In

esoteric terms it is the suffering one undertakes before achiev-

ing union within the self .

Pine is the aromatic used on this Path as both an incense

and an oil . As an incense it is mainly used to accumulate

material possessions while the pine needles were used in purifi-

cation and fertility rituals (of Celtic origin) . The pine cones

were often burnt in houses to make the female pregnant and the

male more fertile . The pine oil has many attributes related

from protection against magic to being able to attract member

of the opposite sex with ones virility (through body scent) . Also

pine needles have been used in exorcism .

The legendary order of beings associated here- are the

satyrs, fauns, panes or sylvani . They were beings with an upper

body like men though covered with thick black hair, and had two

horns protruding from their heads and the lower body of a goat .

Bacchus as their chief and attended all his

orgies . They noted as seducers of women and despite their

extreme ugliness they become the inspiration of desire in any

woman making her completely let go of her sexuality . It is said

that one was actually captured while asleep in a cave and was

brought t the Roman general Sylla, who was amazed that it

closely resembled the above desribed creature so well documented

I
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by poets and painters alike .

The Archangel associated to this Path is Hanael (HNAL=e6)

who also presides over the Sephirah of Hod . The Hebrew root HN

relates to a painful act expressed though meditation . It links

with the concept of relenting, clemency and pity .

relates, through its Arabic origins, to the ideaof being apart

and fixed in a defensive stance against the unexpected . The root

MUS means "Cup" (which has a numerical value of 86) and presents

the idea of mercy and prayer .

The goat and the ass are two of the animals of this Path .

The ass in Christian terminology represents the animal who

carried Christ to safety in Egypt and also carried him on

triumphant entry into Jerusalem . In the Egyptian-Greek culture it

was linked to Typhon . In fact the ass along with the goat have a

dual set of symbolism associated to them depending entirely

the time and place . Both these animals have also been used

witches sabbaths in a manner that would have raised the eyebrow

of many

	

Christian or Jew. Today there has been
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Also it

his

on

distinct

leaning towards considering the goat a symbol of evil and the ass

'

	

as its positive counterpart in the forces of light .
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mental and physical

"union"

LESSON 36

TWENTY-SEVENTH PATH

twenty-seventh Path is the Active or Exciting

Intelligence and it is so called because through it every

existent being receives its spirit and motion .'

This Path joins Netzach and Hod and called Exciting

Intelligence because every being in existence receives its

impetus . Another title allocated to it is Active Intelligence

because it shows continuous active changes or transformations .

This of course relates to a fiery disposition because of the

constant changing activity which shows little

beginning of the Path shows excitement and stimulation
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or no rest .

energy, while at its maximum point

The

both

thi s

energy in abundance swells and gushes forth so strongly that it

reacts something like an exploding volcano .

Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Peh (which

means mouth) and has a numerical value of 80 . Some related words

f the same value are KS meaning "throne" YAa "shovel", VAaD

and . YSUD "foundation" .

	

The positive aspects

	

shows

throne and foundation while shovel is neutral and GZAa meaning

"to cut" works on the negative side. The word Peh has a value of

83 and relates to YAaH "shovel away", NLH "to complete" and MYLH

"circumcision" . Broken down into abstract concepts one finds

that Peh can be analogous to an object that is a fundamental



basis for merging and splitting and is phallic in shape (due

MYLH) while a shovel relates strongly to stoking (a furnace) .

It is considered by de O'livet that Peh has two distinct

articulations . The' first i s that it reinforces Beth (by virtue of

its shape) which gives it an outlet . The second is that in Peh in

its final form we find a reinforced Vau . The link between Peh and

Beth also goes back to pronunciation which ties in closely with

ancient Egyptian usage . The Zohar says of this letter : 'I am the

beginning (Peragina) and deLiverence (Peduth) thou will execute

in the world . . . . but thou also givest rise to evil (Peshang), and

in thy form resembles those animals who walk with bowed heads,

like wicked men who go about with bowed heads and extended

hands.' This warns that Peh can be a dual edged sword that will

quickly cut the wielder i f he i s not careful, and warns of the

danger beneath the surface of things .

The Tarot trump related here is the 'Blasted Tower' . It

depicts a single tower (with three windows) struck by the light-

ning of Mars whichs takes off the crowned top of the tower . From

this disaster two bodies fall . On the right hand side of the

tower there i s the Tree of Life and on the left hand side the

Tree of Evil . The whole concept here is the application of an

external force (heat) which is used to separate the factor in the

tower . This card is very alchemical and

L36/pg

relates heavily to the

anthor of the alchemist . In its general sense it foretells

disaster and the splitting up of a project .

1
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Anher (Anhert) is the Egyptian godfarm of this Path and is a-

derivitive of Ra the Sungod and personifies. his most warlike

attributes . He is often depicted as a bearded warrior holding an

upraised spear. His headdress was usually one with four tall

plumes mounted above it . Originally he was the god of the dead

but his title was taken over by Osiris . Anher's main function in

later Egyptian Dynastic periods seems to have been the avenger

for h hunted down the foes of his worshippers from his divine

chariot and showed them no mercy . The festivals of Papremis were

in honour of this divinity and were noted for their violent

exchanges between priests and worshippers alike .

Ares is one of the Greek divinities of this Path and has

already been described in the lesson on Geburah . Another set of

divinities that also could apply here as well are the Cyclopes,

who were Arges, Brontes and Steropes and represented the various

elements of destruction (such as thunder and lightning) and it is

they who in fact made the thunderbolts of Zeus . They were consi-

dered the repairmen of the gods and built fortresses for them

though their own home was in Hesiod . Legend has it that they were

destroyed by Apollo after his son was killed by the thunderbolts

of Zeus which were fashioned by the Cyclopes . The Roman associa-

tion is of course Mars who is explained in the lesson on Geburah .

The Magical Weapon of this Path is the lightning flash which

in the old testament was delivered by Yahweh to destroy his

enemies. This is the tangible spiritual descent of power from

ones higher self which shows both the destruction of ignorance

e



individual, and the greater the wrong the

understand the impact of hurt and injustice
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and •truth. In order to control and direct a force of nature

this magnitude one must be able to be in communion with ones

higher self or at least be able to petition it and be helped in

return . It is in fact far more than being able t

	

direct an

aspect of the elements but shows that one is in harmony with ones

karmic destiny, for apart from the physical aspect of the light-

ning flash itself, it is also symbolic as being representative of

flashes of illumination, with this also a weapon in itself that

shows deep insight and understanding in a situation when

appears to be lost which can completely reverse the outcome

ones advantage .

which when placed on a mundane level have little

all

The Magical virtue of this Path is forgiveness and relates

forgiving those who have harmed you or those near you . To

forgive is not an easy thing when a wrong has been done to

holiness but first appear to come under the heading of

an

greater the virtue it

is to forgive those who have wronged you in the first place . To

done to an individual

on karmic level is closely allied to the doctrine of

Catholicism on gaining grace which amounts literally to stockpil-

ing ones good traits. There are many practical reasons for this

with

hedging

one bets . In short we are all subject to the laws of cause and

effect and while we should try to protect ourselves from harm it

does not mean we go on a vigilante hunt after those who have hurt

us . The real hidden concept of forgiveness is to understand why

things have happened to us and with that thought in mind turn to
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workipg

	

way at making the best of a bad situation and not

shifting the blame on people who also have their karmic act

play in life .

to

The vice associated here is Wrath, which is a cross between

cruelty and vengeance, but hints that the meaning of the word

relates to having to retaliate in a an overly zealous manner or

rage. Wrath is the point where indignation ends and vengeance

begins but it is a vengeance so soul destroying and encompassing

that it becomes the focal point for almost the entire existence

of the individual and gradually consumes him or her . Many of us

have heard the saying 'wrath of god' and in some ways this is

quite frightening, for the Yahweh of the Old Testament smited the

foes of the Israelites left, right, and center and used every-

thing from thunderbolts and plagues to good old common battle

strategy . The point to be made here is that only those who are

considered omnipotent' can afford the luxury of wrath and there

are not too many of them around today .

magical attainments of this Path are works of Wrath and

Vengance which have already been discussed at length in the two

previous paragraphs . The main point of consideration is that

like the curse of the previous path, works of wrath are an

attainment and can only be accomplished (from a magical perspec-

tive) through spiritual growth, it i s .an energy that is given to

us so that we may comprehend power and its uses and misuses, for

without our coming into contact with this type of energy on the

path of the Magus it would never be able to be handled

v
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A mineral drug associated here is Sodium which can be repro-

duced in many forms such as Sodium Chloride which is table salt .

This differs slightly from the esoteric alchemical description

which describes the state the primea materia is in and not the

effect the ingredient has. This mineral can be found in the sea

and in kelp as well as vegetables, fruits and nuts, dairy pro-

ducts and herbs. It can be used as a diuretic, anticoagulant,

analgesic and as an antidote for some poisons . Salt is necessary

for nerve and muscle repair though too much of it can cause many

problems, such as high blood pressure .

Garlic oil is one of the vegetable drugs of this Path and is

considered as a sulphide of allyl . Apart from stabilising both

and high and low blood pressure garlic oil will rid the blood of

excess glucose as well as helping to quell bronchial complaints .

It helps promote better blood circulation and is good inhelping

to clear sinus congestion .

One of the gods of Indian mythology related to here is that

of Rudra who was considered a vedic god of storms whose arrows

acted like lightning bolts to his enemies He is also called lord

of animals after being named as such by a terrified Prajapati who

was caught in the act of incest by Rudra . In many ways a number

of the attributes of Shiva the destroyer were associated to Rudra

whose fame was at an early stage in . Indian history .
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One the gems associated to this Path is the Loadstone

which is a brownish red in colour and composed mainly of magne-

tised iron . Legend has it that this stone was worn by Alexandra

the Great and some of his men as - a talismanic protective device

that attracted and gave power to the

magnetic . contents that Loadstone was also associated

	

the

reconciling f friends or lovers which ancients considered

powerful pull of attraction. With the recent studies on magnetic

auric fields the Loadstone could indeed (depending on the

strength of the magnetism) alter the aura so that it could liter-

ally attract certain etheric forces to it. On a medicinal point

this gemstone also was said to bring down swellings and help

gout .

plant associated here is Rue (from the Greek word Ruta

meaning "repentance") and its botanical name is Ruta graveolens .

A large number of legends have sprung up about this plant which

have been recorded since Hippocrates

medicinal plant that acted on the nervous system and produced

calming effect . Greek soldiers used it the night before

to dispell their fears . The plant was also a well known antidote

against poison and the plague .

aromatic of this Path is Pepper. which is made from

crushed berries and is associated here due to its fiery nature

which when brought into contact with the nostrils produces a

violent reaction . Pepper is usualy used as one of the main ingre-

dients for any type of Martian incense . Stories associated the

wearer . Because f its

where it was a recognised

a battle
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use of -Pepper in witches rituals for dispelling an evil demon of

sickness from the body by forcing it

nostrils.

The Order of Beings associated here relate to the Chimaera

who was a monster that sprung from Typhon and Echidna . It was

said to be so terrible that it had three heads,

leave through the

and goat, but was eventually slain by Bellrophon and Pegasus . The

Calydonian Boar isanother association to this Path . Legend has

it that it was sent by Diana to ravage the countryside (because

her worship had been neglected by the King) and went unchecked

because of its great size and strength . Eventually it was slain

by Meleager who offered its hide to Atalanata .

The Olympic planetary spirit of Mars is Phaleg who is said

to give honour in warfare . He is often depicted as a king armed

and riding on a wolf, horse or stag .

The archangel this Path is Samael (Zamael) who rules

Mars. His name is derived from the root SM meaning "spice or

poison" . He is known for more dark traits than good ones and was

the angel who wrestled Jacob at Peniel and has often been called

the angel of death and destruction . He is often interchanged with

fallen angels because of the destruction he causes but

a lion, dragon

this is

because he directly organised the wrath of god . For the ignorant

this was misinterpreted as evil and he was associated as an angel

of hell . Among his better duties Samael was the guiding angel of

John the Baptist when he entered the desert . He is considered a
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The animal of this Path is the horse due to

and association t war as a tool to carry both soldiers and

weapons . It has a variety of meanings associated to it from

lofty spiritual to the lustful

the

Renaissance concept . In many

symbols it is closely linked with the solar power and the mascu-

line struggle for supremacy. However if one is more discerning

about its colour one then gets into a maize of associations .

Y
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teacher of theology and the guiding light of missionaries .

his swiftness
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LESSON 37

TWENTY-EIGHT PATH

'The Twenty-eight Path is called the Natural Intelligence :

by it is completed and perfected the nature of all that exists

beneath the Sun'

L37/pg 1

The 28th Path lies between the Sephiroth of Netzach and

∎

	

Yesod and is called 'Natural Intelligence' because through it, is

consumnated and perfected the nature of every existing being

.under the orb of the sun .

	

It is growth, pure and simple, but

growth that develops in its own way and is not induced. Any type

of interference at this stage would halt its development and

alter the finely balanced polarity of Victory

which in themselves bring about successful development .

The Hebrew letter associated here is Tzaddi, which means

"hook" and has a numerical value of 90 . Other associated words of

the same value are PY meaning "mouth of a well or opening in a

garment", SL meaning "raise" or "exalt" and MHMH meaning "delayed

departure . It is not too difficult to relate this to the baited

hook of a fisherman ready to catch an unsuspecting fish . The word

Tzaddi has a value of 104 and relates to words like OD

	

divide

or tear length ways", TzVL;H "to cry out",

and foundation

and DO "beat" . These

also show further meanings of what will happen to the unsuspect-

ing fish because of the hook . Though the analogy of a fish is

used, it can be substituted for man who becomes an actor for the



with seven minor stars below it. The representation is that

restored world which functions in beauty and
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karmic destiny that hooks him on something which only death will

separate him from .

As a consonant Tzaddi relates to the hissing of wind and air

and all such associated objects . The Zohar states : 'Tzaddi went

before Him, saying : "Because I mark the Zaddikim (righteous), and

also it is written, the righteous Lord loveth righteousness, it

will become Thee to create the world by me" . Then said the Holy

One: "Zadai, Zaddi though art truely righteous, but though must

keep thyself concealed, and the occult meaning must notbe made

known or become revealed ; and therefore thou must not be used in

the creation of the world . Thy original form was a rod, symbol of

the male principle, surmounted by a Yod, letter of the Holy

name and also the Holy covenant, and the emblem of the male

principle but the time will come that thou shalt be divided , and

Thy faces turned towards each other" .' This relates to the

cyclic nature of the letter which starts to turn in on itself and

relates to the inward spiral where man, by looking inward starts

to be in harmony with those external and internal influences both

in and around him .

The Tarot Trump related to this Path is the Star and depicts

a naked woman pouring water from two jugs while kneeling by a

pool . On each side of her are two trees, the tree of life and the

tree of knowledge, while a seven pointed star shines above her

harmony as

of

the

waters of life flow from the jugs . It is the merging of the vital

1

1
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colouring haivng golden stars over her body with both hands and
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forces

	

the kundaline so that all is revealed and one gains

access to the deeper resources of the divine within us all .

The Egyptian godform of this Path is Nut the sky goddess who

often shown as a naked and arched elongated woman of blue

feet leaning on the earth . Nut represents the heavens or night

sky above the regions of the earth . There are many different

versions of Nut, some have her as a holy cow while others show

her uniting with Shu . She was called the daughter of Ra and and

also Mut. In the Wallis Budge book 'Gods of the Egyptians' there

is a coloured illustration of Mut sitting in a sycamore tree

pouring water over the soul of the deceased . This has very

defined links with the 'Star' and one can easily see the deve-

lopments from this myth .

bathe. Hebe had a vital power despite her diminutive status and

that was to be able to restore in both men and gods the vigour of

youth. Some f the legends of Juno relate to the Roman myths

associated here .

J

Hebe the Greek goddess associated to this Path and was

the wife of Heracles and daughter of Zeus and Hera . She was

considered the goddess of youth and the cup bearer of the gods .

This office she lost when she presented an indecent posture while

pouring out the nectar to the gods at one of their various festi-

vals. Her other duties were general household ones such as pre-

paring her mothers chariot and assisting her brother Ares to
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The Sun sign that this Path relates to is Aquarius . By

nature the Aquarian is emotional, temperamental and very active,

they are individuals who are in general fairly well liked for

their outgoing natures . They are extremely clever people who

usually gravitate towards careers in the arts and sciences and

are generally called the free thinkers of society . Their negative

traits show they can be extremely self opinionated and superfi-

cial when confronted with ideas that they do not like . Often they

can be very unpredictable and their friends and partners

suffer because of it .

can

The constellation of Aquarius which is called Deli in Hebrew

meaning "bucket" or "water urn" and Delu in Arabic, with much of

the same meaning . There are over 108 stars in this system with

the brightest being Saad al Melik which means "the' record of

pouring forth" and is situated in the right shoulder . In the

left shoulder another star of interest is Saad al Sund "who goes"

or 'pours out' . In the right leg is a star called Scheat "who

goeth and returneth" while the star in the urn is called Meon

"urn" . Ptolemy considers that the stars in the shoulders give out

an influence like Saturn and Mercury, as those in the left hand

and face . The stars in the legs are like Mercury and to a lesser

extent Saturn while those in the water flow are like Saturn and

to a lesser extent Jupiter .

The Aspergillum (from the latin aspergere meaning t o

sprinkle) is a brush or a metallic instrument used for flicking

holy water during ritual . This is the directing of forces that
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one has allied oneself with to clear out negative vibrations

other etheric entities by literally saturating the area with

familiar etheric forces. It is bringing new or fresh energies to
ones aid .

The virtue of this Path is liberation and it i

	

here that

one comes to a point of emerging with the stream of energy that

i

	

futuristic in form and action . In many ways those who awaken

t the virtue of this Path will be liberated and be catipaulted

into totally new mode of thought and ideas which may appear

radical to some but are in reality the first seeds or vibrations

that accompany change . Someone has to be first in the mode of

thought and those who merge with the energies of this Path will

be. The main point of reference i s that those who share the

virtue of this Path are in step with harmonious change and , any

criticisms or preventive measures imposed on them will only be

transitory .

The vice of this Path is insecurity and relates to the

individual who outwardly appears to have the virtue of liberation

but on a closer inspection one finds that he is unable to take

that final step (within the self) where he is free from the

confines of a dying set of values, and refuses to go with the

wheel of change . The individual cannot advance and yet cannot

retreat and appears to remain motionless as the insecurity arises

within making it impossible for him to make a commitment . At this

point these individuals slowly begin to destroy themselves as

they are first pulled in one direction and then another .



excessive dryness in the body and is a good cold

where an excess of mucus builds up .
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. The magical power or attainment associated here is both the

study and application of astrology . Here the adept must

conversant with astrological timing for it is a vital part of

study of the magical arts .

	

From i t the adept can learn when,

where and how one can apply themselves or withdraw to wait for an

appropriate moment in which to begin a project . From astrology

the adept can learn of his own inner worth and that of the

positive and negative currents generated by the heavens but most

important of all he learns to live with these energies and abide

by their influence .

The mineral- drug related to this Path is the cell salt

called Naturum Muriaticum . One of the functions of this salt is

to regulate acid in the system so that correct balance of

digestion can take place (where there is a lack of it) . Also it

helps regulate the water supply in the system correcting both

over or underbalances of this vital fluid as well as helping

clean out deposits in the arteries preventing hardening . It helps

preventative

The vegetable drug here is associated to all diuretics which

relates to almost any drug that brings on the secretion of urine .

This of course cuts across other paths as well but some of the

plants used for this are : Blackberry, Strawberry, Barley Water,

Dandelion, Red Clover, Mulberry, Onion, {Garlic, Thyme, Cornsilk,

Sage and numerous others .

I

I
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The Indian myths related here are those- of the Nasatyas who

were the golden twins who lighted the way for both the dawn and

twilight. They are the healers of the gods (and men) and are

especially noted for restoring youth . Another myth closely

allied with the Nasatyas is that of the Asvins who performed much

Nasatyas. One day they saw a beautiful

woman bathing in a stream but were appalled that she had an old

husband . On offering her eternal youth if she chose one of them

she refused . They became so impressed with her devotion that

they allowed her husband to bathe in the sacred stream with them

thus restoring his lost youth and beauty .

The Garnet is one of the stones of this Path . Garnets are

small stones of a variety of colours . They were considered stones

that could heal any type of blood disease as well as keep lovers

together .

One o the plants or trees associated here is that of the

Coconut. This is because the fruit of the Coconut tree are milk

laden containers that provide nourishment for those who live in

the tropics . Another association of the coconut here is its

relationship to chastity . The grape vine is yet another associa-

tion which provides the nectar of the gods (when fermented) or

wine. Almost any other type of .fruit bearing tree or vine

applies here that produces a berry or fruit with a high water

content .



Th legendary order of beings

Mermaids .
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Spikenard is an aromatic that could apply here and was one

of those used by the ancient Egyptians to farewell their dead on

their astral boat in the sky .

associated here are the

These water breathing creatures are said to behave alot

like Sirens and Water Nymphs and are always on the lookout for a

husband to help continue their species . They are seductive indi-

viduals who are said to play a major part in governing the work-

ings of the oceans .

The Archangel of this Path is Kambriel (KAMBRIL) . This is

taken from the root KA which relates to a type of "contraction"

or

	

"condensed form",

	

MB (from the Arabic

	

form)

	

means

"remittance", and RI "Spiritual emanation" .

	

This shows that

Kambriel is associated to the essence of giving out spiritual

emanation . Using gematt-ia we find that Kambriel has a numerical

	

∎
value of 304 .

	

Other related root words of the same value are

SMDR "buds on a vine , ROD "leap about " s ShAG "roar" and ShGA

increase" . These show the positive aspects of this Archangel's

nature which relate to the concept of potential growth that i s

about to burst forth in a quantum leap . The negative aspects are

DOR "sti i", DSh "breakup", and ShD "destroy" which shown quick i

destruction .

The animal associated to this Path is the peacock which has

a multitude of meanings related to it . Generally i t i s a symbol

the stars at night which are likened to the many eyes on the
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tent fact is that it

the heavens and mans
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birds tail and as such also relates to immortality . Although it

had . many different meanings in each civilisation the one consis-

was a symbol of importance and related with

soul . In alchemy the peacocks tail is called

caudia pavonis and relates to the seven colours

cycle of an experiment .

AS~SQQJ.flQr

NATURAL INTELLIGENCE

TZADDI

STAR

NUT .

HEBE

JUNO

AQUARIUS

AQUARIUS

ASPERGILLUM

LIBERATION

INSECURITY

ASTROLOGY

NATURUM MURIATICUM

BLACKBERRY, RED CLOVER, THYME ETC

NASATYAS

GARNET

COCONUT TREE, GRAPE

in a complete
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SPIKENARD

MERMAID

KAMBRIEL

PEACOCK
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LESSON 38

THE TWENTY-NINTH PATH

'The Twenty-ninth Path is the Corporeal Intelligence, so

called because' it forms everybody which is formed in all worlds,

and the reproduction of them'

This Path lies between Netzach and Yesod and is called

Corporeal Intelligence because it forms the very body which is

formed beneath the whole order of the worlds and the increment of

them. In modern terms this means a consciousness of the material

or simply_ body consciousness . It is the life blueprint within the

self much the same concept as the DNA factor . Carl Jung once said

the purpose of pain is to make man more aware of himself and this

can only be done on the physical level (emotions are classed

under this heading) . Any subtle body change that does cause any

type of reaction in this instance is related to a growth factor

or Corporeal Intelligence .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Qoph meaning

"back of the head" which has a numerical value of 100. As an

ancient heiroglyph, Qoph relates to an axe or other type of like

weapon . Other words of the same value are AaL "high" or

"exalted", TzY "dryness" and PK "flask" or "bottle" . The word

L38/pg 1

Qoph has a value of 186 which relates to MUSP "increase"

"place" . All these show various associations to Qoph which

and MQUM

can

help define the letter more fully . In the first instance we have

r
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the 'reference to a high dry area where one gains nourishment (the

water flasks) . In the second instance (by interrelating with the

first) we have a place that has nourishment on the increase .

This is a letter representing repressed force and is consi-

dered a materialisation of the letter Kaph, for it is the meaning

of life itself expressed in showing the struggle for life on the

material plane .

The Tarot card of this Path is the Moon which shows the Moon

on the increase with four Yods beneath it . Below this are two

towers and two dogs separated by a winding stream which leads to

a pool at the bottom of the card from which a crayfish appears to

be emerging . This relates to the concept of the struggle of life

and shows the pitfalls one has after leaving the safety and

protection of the womb, typified by the pond . It is a card of

hardship, for nothing will come easy but it is . not necessarily a
card of defeat, just difficulty in trying to accomplish task .

It is also a growth card in which lessons are given and learned .

Upuaut meaning "opener of the way" is the Egyptian wolf

headed god of this Path . T .is-ancient god was Lord of the under-

world and Necropolis and was a warrior god of some considerable

power and was considered one of the principle gods before Osiris,

who was in later periods of worship amalgamated- with Osiris .

Often he is shown in the boat of Ra as it goes across the night

sky . Along with Anubis, he is a guardian of Osiris . Upuaut was

the guide of Ra and was also considered the scout of the nrw-

11
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for all came after him.

The Greek Myths

	

this Path relate

	

the voyage

Odysseus as he journeyed to Aeaea when he had to prevent himself

from succumbing to the call of the sirens by lashing himself to

the mast of his ship and keeping to his course . Another story

which also relates here is the myth of Hero and Leander who were

two lovers that were parted by a straight of water . She lived in

a tower and shone a light to guide him as he swam towards her in

the night but the wind blew out the light and he drowned after a

valiant effort. She also plunged into the water where they were

united in death (some endings of this myth say that she

survived) .

The Roman myth relates to Venus and Cupid sitting on the

bank of a river (the Euraphrates), when due to the shock of

seeing Typhon approaching they leapt into the river and were

saved by two fishes who towed them to safety .

The Sun sign associated to this Path is Pisces and those

born under it are said to be psychic and inhibited individuals

who seem to the outsider as brooders but in fact they are people

that have difficulty in adjusting to change . There are strong

occult tendencies in this sign and those born under it generally

have some leaning toward its many halls . Piceans are notorious

procrastinators but once they get into gear they cover their

L38/pg

related subjects in considerable depth due to their versatility

and religious devotion to their causes . This sign affects the
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lower body parts (such'as the feet) as well as the skin hair and

lungs .

The constellation Pisces means "the fishes" . The

Hari

which means 'the fishes of he that comes forth' . In Hebrew this

is called Dagim and Nuno in the Syriac language . There are over

113 stars in this constellation with two of interest being Okada

meaning "united" and Al Samaca "upheld" . Ptolemy considers that

the stars in the head of the southern fish have the same influ-

ence of Mercury and to a lesser extent, Saturn . Those in the body

are like Jupiter and Mercury while those in the southern line are

like Saturn and moderately Mercury . The stars on the backbone of

the northern fish are like Jupiter and Venus while those in the

northern line are like Saturn and Jupiter .

The magical weapon of this Path is the shewstone or crystal
I

used in skrying . The crystal ball has long been the joke of the

layman about the occultist but in fact, when used correctly, is a

very powerful tool in the adepts arsenal of weapons . It has been

used by those with psychic ability since the beginning of anti-

quity when any reflected surface would suffice . As a round shew-

stone, usually made of crystal or coloured glass, it can through

the operators ability produce a vision of the past present or

future. It also can be used to contact beings from another dimen-

sion such as i the works of John Dee and Edward Kelly who

obtained through the basis of the Enochian system of magic as

used in the Golden Dawn, through using the crystal .

Egyptian zodiac of Denderah called this constellation Picot

t

I
I
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The virtue of this Path is psychic transcendence . It refers

to the state of awareness when the individual must go it alone

and follow the new perceptions he has developed which will ulti-

mately lead to breaking free from his previously limited perspec-

tive. What he ultimately sheds is his old idealism and the

structure that went with it. Because this shattering effect is

part of the evolutionary process the individual grows in the

manner he was destined . This way is usually difficult at first,

like all births, but as the individual begins to see the new

concepts around him he will gradually grow to accept them for

what they are and with none of the old preconceived values .

Th vice associated here is that of psychic inversion that

relates to the pent up psychic forces not being released, which

then turn back on the individual, creating problems with both

mental and bodily health as the negative forces try to unleash

their havoc on the safety mechanism that in fact has tried so

hard t release it. Here the individual is so bound up in the

self that a type of self destruction develops .

one has learned up to this point is turned away from its goal, to

present the ultimate reality and is then sent backon the self

so that reality can be avoided .

magical attainment this Path is what has been

Every lesson that

commonly called a bewitchment which is in fact nothing but an

illusion. The ability to create an illusion is sometimes linked

to hypnosis and is the concept of an adept being able to control
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the -aura of an individual or group to see a desired object or

vision . The adept in fact sends out a boost-o4 his auric power

that forces an entry into the aura of the person one wishes t

control and simply takes over the thoughts and actions of the

individual . This is the ability to be able to control those

around one and while it is not an area that one should dabble in

too much, it is still a fact that the adept must study and

able to control, if he or she wishes to continue on with the Path

of magic .

The mineral drug related here is Ferrum Phosphate which

helps in stopping inflammation and regulates the water balance in

the body . It helps against respiratory infection and fevers and

helps strengthen the walls of the blood vessels as well as help-

ing produce red blood cells to guard against anaemia. It is also

helpful in injuries such as sprains and severe bruising . It also

can be placed directly on an open wound to help stem the blood

flow. The vegetable drugs of this Path relate to any type of

narcotic drug or plant .

One of the Indian myths associated to this Path is that

Matsya, the fish avatar . This myth relates to the

found a small fish in his hand which pleaded for life .

moved by the little fish and its will to live so he placed

time Manu

was

it in

a jar. The following day he found that the fish had grown i n size

and would not survive in the small jar so he carried it to the

lake. In gratitude for saving him the fish told Manu f the

coming deluge and sent him a large ship where two of every living

11
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There are a number of gemstones associated here such as

Moonstone, Topaz, Amethyst, Hyacinth and Tourmaline. Most of

these have already been explained in other paths, for this Path

is one of overlaps in gemstone association . Tourmaline however

is the exception and it can be found in a variety of colours and

has been used in pressure measuring in atom bombs .

ship- here though is less dramatic and is because of its use

•

	

optics that it is placed on this Path .

One of the plants of this Path i s Ergot (Cl avi ceps purpurea)

and is more of a fungus than a plant, it generally replaces seeds

on rye grass. Ergot is in fact the base for the hallucinogen d-

lyergic acid diethylamide (LSD) . All other plants which cause a

hallucinogenic effect can also apply here which cuts across

associations to other paths . Ambergris is a perfume associated

here which has already been described in previous lessons .

One of the legendary order of beings here is the Were-Wolf

because of its direct lunar association to change at the full

moon . These are ordinary people who transform at the full moon

into a beast . The transformation in fact can b

involuntary and relates to a magnetic influence in the aura

is in empathy with the lunar tides to such

LZB/pg 7

creature were to be' taken . With the help of Vishnu as a giant

golden fish and the snake Vasuki, Manu got the animals

boat and all that managed to get aboard were saved .

on the

Its relation-

an extent that the

moon takes over the body's mental and physical characteristics .

voluntary or

that



The archangel

The root AMN means

meaning 'growth' .

MYPPRUN which relates

power, AChRChYQ

the concept of long awaited growth along correct lines .

The animal associated here is any type of Shellfish because

it stands

organism to reach land and exist out of its environment through

slow adaptation .
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of this Path is Amnitziel (AMNYTzYAL =323) .

'firm' or 'faithful', YTz is an Arabic root

Other words of the same numerical value are

to Shekinah and the feminine characteric of

meaning 'long-absent brother' . This relates to

for the beginning of life and the base for the sea

AS29GIOU0_NS-

CORPOREAL INTELIGENCE

QOPH

MOON

UPUAU

ODYSSEUS

VENUS AND CUPID

PISCES

PISCES

SHEWSTONE

PSYCHIC TRANSCENDENCE

PSYCHIC INVERSION

BEWITCHMENT

FERRUM PHOSPHATE
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ANY NARCOTIC

MATSYA

TOURMALINE, MOONSTONE, AMETHUT, ETC

ERGOT, HALLCINOGENS

AMBERGRIS

WERE-WOLF

AMNITZIEL

SHELLFISH



LESSON 39

THIRTIETH PATH .

'The Thirtieth Path is the Collective Intelligence and

astrologers deduce from it the judgement of the stars and celes-

tial signs, and perfect their science according to the rules

the motion of the stars' .

This Path lies between the Sephiroth of Yesod and Hod and is

called Collective Intelligence because it utilises the principles

f the macrocosm shown in sciences like astrology . It also goes

further because it shows the harmony of the celestial spheres or

planets as they move from one orbit to the next without colli-

sion. To certain extent this is perfection of a type which

revolves around the principal sphere of the sun which provides

the magnetic fields of our solar system. The Thirtieth Path in

fact reflects this type of harmony 'according to the rules of the

motion of the stars' .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Resh meaning

"face" and has a numerical value of 200 . Other words of the same

value are KNPIM meaning "wings", YTzQ "pour out", PTzL "peel

off", AaLQ "cling fast" and QLAa "a casting net" . All these

allude to the concept of something moving and pouring forth its

energies which captures all in its path . As a word Resh has

value f 510 which equates with other words such as ShIR meaning

"song", YRSh "gain by succession", LPTh "turn aside from" NThS

L39/pg 1
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"destroy" or "spoil" . 'These also show us the negative aspects of

the word as well which illustrates that to much of this force can

destroy, peel or turn aside one . It is also fairly evident that

this letter has a close relationship with the Sun for the

tive and negative attributes

influence.

The abstract concept of Resh is a mans head which relates to

his development . Some authorities, such as Boeheme, consider that
1 -1

Resh is analogous to fire while others relate it directly to

solar influence . The whole aspect of this letter though is one of

renewal, growth and generation .

L39/pg-

posi -

clearly brings out the Sun's

The Tarot card of this Path is the Sun and depicts the Sun

shining its influence through 12 zodiac rays over a wall of 72

stones which stand for the holy angelic boundary of the Schem-

phamphorash Angels . Below this and where appears to be outside

the stone boundary, are two children next to a pool of water .

This entire theme is the warmth of the Sun bestowing its benefi-

cient rays which have created life and the elements . It is the

period of growth and prosperity as the initial phase of a project

is entered into on a new plateau of existence.

The Egyptian godform associated here is Aten who was the god

of not only the Sun but also its spirit as well . The Aten-R&

relationship is best described when Nekht says to Ra: 0 thou

beautiful being, thou dost renew thyself and make thyself young

again under the form of Aten.' In modern terms Aten was the

a
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archetype or physical vehicle of Ra, the Solar god . There is the

analogy in the Christian concept with Ra as God the Father and

Aten as God the Son (with a possible dual role as the Holy Spirit

as well). It also must be considered that gods like Aten rose to

prominence during certain periods and then were replaced with

other variations of the solar theme . Aten was a very old version

of the Sungod and at one period was even said to have upstaged

the supremacy of Ra as Sungod .

The Greek association to this Path is Helios (not to be con-

f used with Apollo who represented the elemental form of the Sun),

•a diety of the Sun itself . Legend has it that Helios drove across

the sky in a golden chariot until he found the golden cup of

Hephaestus on the island of Hesperides at the end of the day when

h would sail all night to return its contents to his wife,

children and mother on the island of Aeaea and the next day con-

tinue on his timeless .journey back again to Hesperides . He had

many children, and the - attribute to see and know everything that

went on in both the abode of the gods and earth, which also has a

strong relationship to the all seeing eye of Horus. The Roman

myths relate heavily to variations of the exploits of Apollo .

The zodiac association here is the Sun while its Angel is

Michael and its Intelligence is Nakhiel and its Spirit is Sorath .

The numerical value of Nakhiel (NKYAL) is iii and relates to

other words such as QVH "stretch out" MHULL "mad", ADMUNY "red

and ASN "ruin" which show varying aspects of this Angel's nature

and its solar roots. Sorath on the other hand has had a less

1
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brings relief to inflammations and bronchial upsets .

One of the gemstones of this Path is Jet (a form of lignite)

which was a gemstone which had remarkable power attributed to it .

Because this was a favourite gem of the gods many associated the

control of the natural forces of nature to it, something which

only gods could d . It was also used as an amulet for travels'

over water. It was said that anyone who wore jet would have it as

part of the body for it was believed to gain its power from

living organisims and as such attached itself to them, provided

it was worn against the skin . Also it was often given to ladies

whom one wish to place under their control as it was believed it

had this power . Often one stone was separated into two parts with

the controller having the original part and the person he wished

to control having the other . In general it was gem that

protected the wearer against all evil spells and enchantments .

The animal associated to this Path is the Cherub of earth .

e biblical descriptions of the Cherub of earth is a being with

4 faces and 4 wings though in recent times most use a simplified

explanation
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each Cherub having only one face (depending on

which element it represented) and one set of wings . The earth

Cherub is depicted as having a bulls head . They were the figures

placed at the corner of the tabernacle where the tablets of Moses

were kept . The Cherubs are referred to in both the old and new

testaments (Ez ii,1 and Apoc iv,6-7) . They are mentioned in the

Greater Key of Solomon "Who was made the guardian of the Terres-

trial Paradise with the Sword of Flame" . Their functions are



still not clear cut though most scholars have aligned them with

forces representative of the elements .

An incense to associate to this Path is Cinquefoil

strengthens the senses by not only increasing the vibrational

pitch of the aura (so that more perception occurs) but also

reinforces the aura with additional strength directly from its

own vibratory level . In evocation work it is a good base aroma to

work with to give substance to the astral body of the spirit in

the triangle and as such acts as a holding or binding factor on

it. Though Cinquefoil can be used on its own it is generally

mixed with aromatics to give it a finer edge .

	

This applies to

workings not only of this Path .

	

The best

Cinique#oil is as a type of universal base aromatic as far as

magical work goes .

The angel of this Path is Araziel (ARZYAL=249), meaning my

	

I
moon is god, and was one of the angels mentioned in the book of

Enoch who was sent from heaven because he

women . The root ARZ relates to the earth or something

like foundations. This of course shows that Araziel was an angel

who grew more and more into matter until it appears he may have

been trapped in it hence, the term

mated with mortal

permanent

fallen angel . The whole conept

4 the fallen angels if viewed in this light sheds a slightly

different meaning on the subject than the standard biblical

texts. Being trapped in mortal form meant that Araziel and the

other fallen angels simply could not take back their former state

of pre-existence which was a non manifested one .

	

Their only

L2Z/pg 8

way t describe

which

1



would not have to look at

Minotaurus as it is sometimes called was a combination both

man and bull and was said to have been formed from the union of a

white bull (from Neptune) and Pasiphae, wife 4 Minas . The

Minotaur was confined to a labyrinth where each year sacrifices

(of young men and women) were offered to it from Athens .

them directly . The Minotaur or

L2S/pg`9

method

	

salvation was to rework their way back through the

evolutionary process of mankind .

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the Gorgons and the Minotaur . The former were three sisters by the

name of Medusa, Euryale and Stheno who were the daughters of Ceto

and Phorcys. All of these (except Medusa) were immortal and were

said to have live serpents instead of hair with scales covering

their bodies and wings of gold and hands of brass. Their looks

were said to turn people into stone but they were defeated by

Persus who killed Medusa by using his sword as a mirror so he
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TRIUMPHAL/ETERNAL INTELLIGENCE

VAU

HIEROPHANT

APIS-HAPI

HERA

VENUS

TAURUS

LABOUR OF PREPARATION

PRODUCTIVITY

MATERIALISM

SECRET OF PHYSICAL STRENGTH

KALI PHOSPHORICUM

NAT. SULPH.

JET

MALLOW

CINQUEFOIL

GORGONS/MINOTAUR

ARAZIEL

CHERUB OF EARTH
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than , friendly nature and has a value of 666 relating to the

traditional number of the beast of the Apocalypse in the visons

of John the Divine .

The magical weapon of this Path is of the Greek Cross . It

states in the Practicus ritual of the 30th Path : 'The Solar Greek

Cross i s formed of 13 squares which f i tl y refer the Sun's

motion through the Zodiac, these signs being further arranged on

the arms of the cross according to the - four elements with the Sun

in the center and representing that luminary as the centre of the

whole.' When worn as a lamen on the breast this produces a

balancing effect in the aura but when directed as a force from

the solar center of Tiphareth (the heart) it becomes potent

weapon to protect oneself from negativity .

The virtue of this Path is artistical development and

relates to the state of harmony within the self that often

expresses itself in signs and symbols . The type of artistic

temperament here must not be a forced one but a natural progres-

sion of development, for expressional use through symbols and

signs is a step towards understanding universal consciousness

and unravelling its mysteries . The most important thing about

this virtue is that it must originate from within as a form of

expression, for only then will one be able to adapt to the lan-

guage of the Western mystery schools .

The vice of this Path i s bewilderment and relates to rejec-

tion by the self of the new concepts that are beginning t
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emanate from the Higher Self, which if accepted would mean

shattering effect for the Lower Self which would have to release

its hold on the individual . Since the Lower Self or mind has

limited faculty of expression and understanding i t puts out an

automatic ejection signal to anything that is new and beyond its

level of acceptance . Continued pressure by the Higher Self will

eventually shatter these boundaries though not without some un-

pleasant side effects.

purge himself of his negativity and to release the stored

The magical power or expression here is sometimes called the

red tincture which in alchemical terminology is the albedo - the

reddening process . Transferred back to real terms one finds that

it relates to (1) the emotional state of expression (2) gratifi-

cation (3) core stimulation, all of which have sexual overtones .

This is the fiery emotional state the postulant will go, through

p

psychic energy within the self that normally has to be control-

led. These energies in turn provide us with our drive, the

ability to get things done and are the stimuli for our motivation

on this level of awareness .

The mineral drug of this Path is Iodine which is better

known under its synthetic name of Potassium oxide . This relates

strongly to the thyroid gland which helps regulate body_ weight,

produce more energy and make one more mentally alert . It is said

to help i n keeping down the effects of too much radiation through

stimulation of the thyriod . As a trace element it keeps the skin,

hair and teeth healthy as well as controlling the cholesterol in

1
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the blood stream .

The vegetable drug 'here is alcohol which if taken in small

doses becomes a stimulant,

relaxant which, dulls the senses and

effect . It can also take some to the
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but if taken to excess becomes

can produce

	

stupor-like

stage of delirium .

The 'Indian myth of this Path is Surya who is often depicted

as red man (with three eyes and four arms) seated on a lotus

with rays emanating forth from his hands . Legend has it that his

wife Sanjna had to leave him because of his brilliant radiance

but arranged for a substitute in the form of Shaya (known as the

shade) . After a time he was reunited with Sanjna but had part of

his brilliant radiance toned down so his wife could live with

him. Mythology dictates that Surya had twelve names that are

analogous to the zodiac signs .

One of the gemstones of this Path is Garnet which has been

used by civilisations, such as the Egyptians, for a variety -of

cures from snake bite to blood poisoning . Their esoteric consid-

eration is to promote healing of the body and reconcile rifts

between friends and lovers . Other gemstones associated here also

cut across associations to other paths and Sephiroths . These are

the Chrysolith (the golden stone), Alectoria, Aetites (eagle

stone) Amber (Lyncurius), Hyena, Gold pyrites, and Thenarcus .

The Heliotrope i s one of the plants related to this Path and

also has dual associations to other paths . This plant was origin-



ally introduced from South America into
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Europe though Greek

mythology is also linked with it in the form of the legend

Adonis. This relates to a woman who was in love with him who

watched for his golden chariot across the sky so often that she

eventually turned into the Heliotrope . Its medicinal qualities

are that of a nervine . The magical properties of this plant are

for prophetic dreams and in exorcism rites .

of

The incense association to this Path is numerous and relates

all incenses that bring on strong etheric influences which

increases vitality . Some of these are Frankincense, Cloves,

.Camphor, Laurel Berries and Mastic, all of which have dual

associations .

The Olympic Planetary Spirit of this Path is Och who has

36536 legions of spirits under him . His rule is said to last 600

years and is based on a rotational basis and is said to teach all

those who summon him wisdom and the use of medicines . He is one

of the powerful' alchemical spirits that aid in the transmutation

of base metal into gold . Och is said to teach the ways of angels

and is said to appear to those who call him in the form of a king

or a lion.

The legendary order of beings associated here are the Imams

who were . twelve in number and were associated to Ali and his

descendants in Moslem mythology . They were beings of time and

each governed an hour of the day and they were often depicted as

living flames . Between them they covered mans entire knowledge

1
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One of the animals associated here is the Leopard which is

generally associated to aggressiveness . In Egypt the Leopard was

symbol of Osiris

YETZIRATIC TEXT :

HEBREW LETTER

TAROT :

EGYPTIAN DIETY :'

GREEK DIETY :

ROMAN DIETY :

PLANET :

MAGICAL WEAPON :

VIRTUE :

VICE :

MAGICAL POWER :

MINERAL DRUG :

VEGETABLE DRUG :

INDIAN ASSOCIATION:

GEMSTONE :

PLANT :

transmutation from one life to the next .

Q jgSQQ I Aj jQN_S

for the the spots on it showed the

COLLECTIVE INTELIGENCE

RESH

SUN

ATEN

HELIOS

APOLLO

SUN

GREEK CROSS

ARTISTICAL DEVELOPMENT

BEWILDERMENT

RED TINCTURE

IODINE

ALCOHOL

SURYA

GARNET

HELIOTROPE
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and a prayer to them would impart this knowledge if it was said

at the appropriate hour .



AROMATIC :

	

FRANKINCENCE

OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT :

	

OCH

ORDER OF BEINGS :

	

IMAMS

ANGEL - ARCH:

	

MICHAEL

ANIMAL :

	

LEOPARD
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which means "tooth" and
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LESSON 40

THIRTY-FIRST PATH

'The Thirty-first Path is the Perpetual Intelligence, but

why is it so called? Because it regulates the motions of the Sun

and the Moon in their proper order, each in an orbit convenient

for it .'

This Path lies between the Sephiroth of Hod and Malkuth and

is called 'Perpetual Intelligence . . . because it regulates the

motions of the Sun and Moon' . To make sense of this one has to

look at the Sun and Moon from a magical viewpoint, and to look at

the principle of both positive and negative and their various

associations . In addition the Moon's orbit is the closest to us

and acts like a sort of filter trap of the planetary rays which

are of course in turn influenced by the Sun . It is a combination

of both these energies that gives us life for the Moon receives

the Sun and we receive their mixture by their emanations

cojoined .

	

The Moon in fact shelters us from the Sun's harshness

by use of a barometer effect which are called the Lunar

These produce an ebb and flow of the Sun's emanations .

tides .

The letter of the Hebrew alphabet associated here is Shin,

has a numerical value of 300 . Other words

of the -same value are STIR "to stand upright", OR "spring out" or

"emanate" and RU "evacuate" or "draw out" . The value of the word

Shin is 360 and equates to other words such as ROMIM "thunders",
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KMSh "swift" or "penetrating", NShGHH "attaining to higher know-

ledge" . TzRAa "smite" and QRS "shoot forth" . The first group of

words relate to something that is emanating and is drawing forth

i much the same way the Holy Guardian Angel will draw us forth

at death. The second group relates to attainment but also cau-

tions us against the negative aspect which after death will be

the karmic wheel of rebirth and retribution for those who need

it .

Th Tarot card associated here is called Judgement which

shows the angel which some have associated to Michael who blows

his trumpet through the triangle of fire causing the growth f

the seven stages of development . Below are bodies rising out of

the earth at the sound from the trumpet which also heralds the

beginning of a new age . Here man does not have to rise from the

clay of earth but meets, through evolution, the stage of develop-

ment when the karmic ties are no longer needed . This card

strongly shows rebirth and regeneration into a higher echelon of

development than ever before .

The Egyptian myth relating to this Path is the legend of Mau

the cat goddess (a variation of Ra), who fought with Neb-er-tcher

which is another version of the battle of night against day, with

the victorious Mau rose the first rays of the dawning light .

Taken to a deeper level it shows the birth of new era of

knowledge that drives away ignorance. Other associations here

are Thoum-aesh-neith, Kabeshunt, Horus and Tarpesheth . All of

these are variations of the solar theme and hence a strong rela-

11
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tionship to the fire element .

The Roman association here is Pluto who was the son

Saturn and Ops and is the Greek counterpart of Hades (who has

been discussed in previous lessons) . His kingdom was hell and

anything beneath the earth . Legend has it that Pluto sat on a

throne of sulphur and had the hound of hell, Cerebus, as his

watchdog. During the fight between the gods and the Titans the

Cylopes made an invisible helmet for Pluto to wear so that he

could strike . unexpectedly . . It is Pluto who is often deemed the

one responsible for winter when he carried away Proserpine and

made her his wife for six months of the year .

The astrological association to this Path is that of Pluto

which effects things on a grand scale . The effect of Pluto on us

here on earth is very much like the seasons as it germinates

slowly and gradually until a crop is harvested . This harvest in

the spiritual '"sense is deeper awareness . Its energies in the

human race will be deeply rooted and highly concentrated which

could cause possible explosive effects .

This Path also has a dual association to the fire element

which is ruled by the Governor Seraph . The cardinal point which

is associated here is the South and is ruled by the Archangel

Michael due to his association to fire . The angel under Michael

is Arael (ARAL) and is from the root AR meaning "strong and

vigorous" .

L40/pg 3
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The magical weapon of this Path i s the Universal Fire which

is utilised - in both the practical and esoteric sense, and is

symbolised by the pyramid . In the ritual of the 31st Path the

Hierophant says: 'The Solid Triangular Pyramid is an appropriate

hieroglyph of Fire . It is formed of three triangles, three

visible and one concealed, which yet is the synthesis f the

rest. The three visible triangles represent Fire, Solar,

Volcanic and astral while the fourth represents the latent Heat -

AUD, active-AUS, passive-AUR, equilibrated-while ASCH is the name

of Fire ' . The spiritual aspect it relates to is the divine power

called down by the adept which is the astral and then in turn

activates the latent which in turn becomes active . The three

visible aspects of fire are then brought into play by practical

work with the element itself utilised for magical purposes . Fire

in its practical usage is heat applied to an external impetus

over a gradual period to bring about transmutation which then in

turn impregnates the matter with the said Universal Fire . This is

not actually charging an object but more in line with the tool

one uses so this end can be accomplished . The fire provides the

means to accomplish the task while the source of the accomplish-

ment must come from higher spiritual essences .

virtue of this Path is reformation, and is not to be

confused with rebirth for this is a type of change that is total .

Here the individual who reforms himself places himself outside

normal concepts, for reformation of the self is done under cons-

cious direction while the rebirth process, though natural, is

done on a far deeper level . To reform is a complete turnabout in

t
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direction and requires a tremendous source of will power that

stimulates the intellect to direct its vast energies in a chan-

nelled format .

The vice of this Path is entanglement and relates to an

individual who actually begins to start reforming but cannot

complete the process or return to how he once was . His spiritual

and mental faculties then become bogged down because not enough

energy is available to carry him through . He finds himself in

semi permanent state of change which can only have disastrous

consequences . This constant state of unbalance is a no growth no

win situation with one merely marking time .

The magical power or experience associated here is that of

evocation (not to be confused with necromancy or raising of the

dead) which gives one the power to assert oneself in another

dimension, then contact a force required and bring it through the

veil to, the triangle and command of it a service . Experience

this type also applies as well to the spirits of our animal and

vegetable kingdom and archangelic and demonic spirits . Though

almost anyone can perform the mechanics of evocation the real

feat is to be able to do it .

One mineral drug associated here is Selenium Dioxide and

relates heavily to the metabolic process .

vitamin E and helps keep

It partners with

ones elasticity as an antioxidant . It

helps keep the red blood cells from being destroyed too quickly

by oxidation . This is a drug that could well help solve the
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ageing' process . Another mineral drug that applies here as well

is Sodium in its varying forms

disorders and general weakness .

and helps prevent nervous

A vegetable drug of this Path is Atropine and is an alkaloid

obtained from plants such as Belladonna . Atropine is a stimulant

to the nervous system working those nerves primarily above the

neck .

The Tattva associated to this Path is Tejas (Agni) and is a

red triangle with its apex pointing upwards which relates to its

upward lifting vibrational characteristic which is allied to the

principle of expansion . This relates to the fire principle and

by breaking Tejas down into five subdivisions one can pinpoint

the different degrees of heat and expansive energy that this I
tattva produces .

One gemstone associated to this Path is Almadine which is

dark red in colour and is said to provide energy to those lacking

in energy . It also reduces fevers . Other attributions associated

to it are that it cures impotency and brings down inflammation .

The stone is said to transfer its energies back and forth to the

wearer an -' will only give out its rays when called on to do so .

Other stones related to this Path

which cut across associations to other paths .

The plant of this Path is the Hibiscus (Hibiscus spp .) which

has red coloured flowers . This flower is said to produce passion

are bloodstone and red agate

t
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and •l ust and as such relates to the fire element due the

sexual state of arousal it is said to bring'one to . This will

also share a dual association to Venus and the water element as

well but it is more fiery in instigation and watery in applica-

tion. Any aromatic that is fiery in nature relates here which

also cuts across associations to other paths.

The Salamanders are the Fire Elementals (sometimes called

Jinni in Arabic) and are said to be seen as beings comprised of - a

smokey hue . Their king is called Djinn and it is said that there

are over 3,000 divisions of them over the earth and according t

Arabic mythology they live in a realm called Oaf, which is an

invisible kingdom which surrounds the earth . The, Supreme

Elemental King of this Path is 0hooohatan .

The Archangel of this Path is Uriel which means "fire

God" and is the Archangel who gave both alchemy and an under-

standing of the .kabbalah•to man. The Intelligence is Abaddon

which means "destroyer" and according to legend is the angel of

the bottomless pit .

	

The Spirit is Arkhas "firm heavy and red"

who commands division and from this division came the birth

creation itself . Paimon is the Demonic King of Fire and his name

is derived from POMN meaning "tinkling sound" I :'le the root POM

means "to strike Paimon is directly under Lucifer and answers

only to him and has 200 legions under him . The animal of this

Path which also cuts across other associations is the Lion .

The Holy River related here is Pishon .

	

In Gen .ii .11 it



which compasseth the whole land

This relates to the essence of pure spirit which circles

elements .

ASS_OCIA_T_-IQNS

YETZIRATIC TEXT:

	

PERPETUAL INTELLIENCE

HEBREW LETTER:

	

SHIN

TAROT:

	

JUDGEMENT

EGYPTIAN DIETY:

	

MAU

GREEK DIETY :

	

HADES

ROMAN DIETY :

	

PLUTO

PLANET:

	

PLUTO

ELEMENT :

	

FIRE

MAGICAL WEAPON:

	

UNIVERSAL FIRE

VIRTUE :

	

REFORMATION

VICE:

	

ENTANGLEMENT

MAGICAL POWER :

	

EVOCATION

MINERAL DRUG :

	

SELENIUM DIOXIDE

VEGETABLE DRUG:

	

ATROPINE

TATTWA :

	

TEJAS

GEMSTONE:

	

ALMADINE

PLANT :

	

HIBISCUS

AROMATIC:

	

ANY OF FIERY NATURE

ORDER OF BEINGS :

	

SALAMANDERS

ANGEL - ARCH:

	

URIEL
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says= 'The name of the first river is Pishon : and that is it

of Havi 1 ah where there i s gold' .
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ANIMAL :

CARDINAL POINT :

SUPREME ELEMENTAL KING :

DEMONIC KING :

ELEMENTAL RULER :

HOLY RIVER :

LION

SOUTH

OHOOOHATAN

PAIMON

SERAPH

PISHON
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LESSONS 44-46

LESSONS 44-46 CONSIST OF THE LECTURES ON THE TREE OF LIFE AND THE
EGYPTIAN GODS (GOLDEN DAWN TAPE SERIES III) . UNFORTUNATELY, THESE TAPES
ARE CURRENTLY OUT OF STOCK . THEY WILL BE SENT TO YOU AS SOON AS THEY
ARE AVAILABLE . YOU MAY, HOWEVER, CONTINUE WITH THE NEXT GROUPS WITHOUT
LOSS OF CONTINUITY .

THANK YOU,

THE GOLDEN DAWN TEMPLE
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Assiah, the material world which is

by the seven churches . It refers to

Kerubi m

plane . Overall it

the Material

and their counterpart the Qlippoth along with the astral

and

passes through the

the shells of the dead .

LESSON 41

THIRTY-SECOND PATH

'The Thirty-second Path is the Administrative Intelligence,

and is so called because it directs and associates the motions of

the seven planets directing all of them in their proper course' .

This Path is placed between the Sephiroth Yesod and

Malkuth . It is called Administrative Intelligence . because it

directs and regulates the actions of the seven planets . To it,

therefore, is attributed the due knowledge of the seven abodes of

L41/pg 1

symbolised in the Apocalypse

the Angelic Choir called the

represents the connecting binding link between

Formative Worlds, Assiah and Yetzirah, and

astral plane, the abode of the elementals and

The Hebrew letter associated here is Tau or Th which means

"mark" or "cross" and it has a numerical value

words of the same value are ShAaL "Hollow,

ShQ "pushing forward", QSh "gather together"

When viewed from an overall concept we

form that is pushed forward in a humble

400 . Other

of a concave form",

and K?Sh "humble" .

have a hollow or concave

manner .

	

As a letter the

ancient Egyptians attributed Tau to Thoth which related to the

universal or cosmic mind, which has been likened to the collec-
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tive unconscious . It constitutes the idea of perfection and from

an esoteric consideration is likened to the Ankh as the symbol of

life .

The Tarot association to this Path is the World . This

depicts a nude woman surrounded by twelve large spheres and 72

smaller ones . She has a' scarf surrounding here and holds two

batons in each hand and has a seven pointed star beneath her . In

each corner of the card are the four Kerubs . This refers to

very high spiritual plateau where ones mind is in harmony with

that of the macrocosm and all beat as one unified pulse . This is

the last card of development and shows an area where man has

transcended his karmic destiny before he goes on to a new level

of existence .

The Egyptian goddess related here is Mut which means

"mother" . This goddess was known under a'variety of names and is

usually depicted with a vulture as a crown with the crown of the

north above it . Mut was the wife of Amen-Ra

ciated to the Sephira of Binah .

	

She is the personification

the great mother theme and was said to have been formed from the

god Nu . As a goddess she had the title of 'Lady of the two

lands' which indicated the depth of her reign in both upper and

lower Egypt .

The Greek association to this Path is the legend of Gaea .

Whether she appeared from Chaos or not is not clear but she was

fertility itself and bore Uranus (the sky) . One of the titles of

and is also asso-

1
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the festivals of Saturn was the removal of chains

L41/pg

Gaea was 'deep breasted' and was possibly a fertility goddess in

her original form . Also she not only had the distinction of being

self created but was the mother of the human race . Her attributes

are many and those wishing the gift of prophecy, or a lasting

marriage and honour would offer sacrifices to her, in later years

she was also said to have had the power to heal the sick .

Roman mythology Saturn is the myth related here and the

__ part that responds more to this Path than other legend is

Saturn's reign on the throne of Italy with Janus which was called

the golden age although human sacrifice was offered to him

stopped by Hercules . One of the important things celebrated

from

until

the

statues of the various god forms so illustrate that freedom and

independence could be enjoyed by all . On the flipside of the coin

Saturn was also the devourer of children, but this aspect of his

nature was apparently only transitory and helps remind us that

positive and negative attributes must go hand in hand in relating

to various godforms .

The planetary association here is of course Saturn with its

Angel being Cassiel from the root CAS meaning "unity" or "gather-

ing" (who shows the unity the eternal kingdom) . The

Intelligence is Agiel (from the root AGI which relates its

Arabic origins and means "spreading") and the spirit i s Zazel

(from the root ZA meaning "dart" or "arrow") . It is said that

Zazel was one of the angels used by Solomon to help create love

potions though he is also associated with preventing sudden death .



The cardinal point associated this Path is North

(Tzaphon) and is related to earth which shares a dual association

to Saturn . The Archangel of this Path is Auriel and means "light

of God" . The Angel under him is Phorlak who shares earth with 7

other Angels - Admael, Azreil,

Harabael, though these are said to be on a rotational basis with

Phorlak being the Angel who is currently the one to call .

The Tattva here is Prithivi which is often depicted as

yellow square . This Tattva .relates to the sense of smell and its

keywords are cohesive resistance which tends to act as

	

type

solidification process .

The magical weapon of this Path is the sickle which relates

to the varying myths of Saturn as a slayer . In a practical sense

it is symbolic of the harvest that has to be cut . As a weapon it

slays in order to feed and allows regeneration in much the same

process as depicted in the Tarot card Death .

that are to, be used in

usually done in one slashing motion .

The virtue of this Path can only be described as Super

consciousness, and relates to the magical influences working

directly on the mental stimuli by giving_ the mentality f the

individual a shot in the arm, so that one can perform mental

tasks that were previously impossible or extremely dificult to

do .

	

It is not strictly speaking an IQ boost but a new dimension

L41/pg

Arkiel, Arciciah

	

Ariel and

Herbs and plants

ritual are cut by the sickle which is

I
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of mentality . Old values are thrown away for new ones when the

old ones are too outdated for this new outlook . This is a striv-

ing and balancing period for the mental regions as the spiritual

impetus uplifts and retunes the mind on both a conscious and

unconscious level . Here one gains access to uncharted regions of

the self which when coupled with greater awareness results in

superconsciousness .

The vice

	

this Path is schizophrenia

	

psychosis'

withdrawing from reality), which in this instance is a part

the superconscious mechanism that has started to inject into the

mental process which somehow becomes overloaded, (possibly due to

some structural weakness that has not been repaired), and concen-

trates so much on the mental stimuli that one loses touch_ with

reality living in a fantasy world trying to captivate the indivi-

duals psyche and prevent the massive amount of change that should

be taking place during the transition of the spiritual energies .

The magical attainment or power of this Path is change

the shapes of things through invocations . The adepts who have

this power are known simply as shape changers. They have the

ability to direct power from one area and transform it to another

which becomes for all intents and purposes matter transference .

theThis is not merely an altering of the aura without changing

object itself but a complete alteration of the subject matter .

The mineral drug related here is Calcium and relates

various drugs such as Calicum Carbonate and Calcium Gluconate
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etc . . Calcium is responsible for maintainence of the ske l etal

system, bones and teeth . In the blood stream .Calcium helps main-

tain the correct balance between acid and alkaline and also in

cell division . Fluorine is another mineral drug related to this

Path, especially in its synthetic form of sodium flouride which

helps reduce teeth cavities as well as strengthening the skeletal

system .,

The vegetable drugs of this Path are all those that are the

builders of the body tissue and maintainence repair . This will of

course cut across associations to other paths and is rather a

group association than a single one . Some of these are tinctures '

of Yarrow, Celery Seed, Valerian and Passion Flower etc .

The Indian association here is the three Gunnas who are

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas which i n fact reflect the mental state of

the individual in three divisions . The Gunna that is related here

is Tamas who relates to what is known as the Tamasic state f

mind, which concentrates mainly on desire and is the material

aspect of mind . Tamas is considered as a form of ignorance, and

delusion that one breaks out of to achieve the Rajasic state

which is more outgoing and the next level on the evolutionary

scale. The Bhagavad-gita says: 'Tamas is the deluder of all

creatures ; it imprisoneth the Ego in a body through

folly, sleep, and idleness . Tamas, surrounding the

judgement with indifference, attaches the soul through heedless-

ness . Tamas produceth only senselessness,

indifference' . Chapter 14 .
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Spinel or Balas Ruby is the gemstone associated to this Path

and generally forms octehadral crystals which have a variety of

colours which change under artificial light to a deep violet . The

psychic vibrations of this stone relate mainly to its colour

which can be linked to some fundamental planetary colours, though

it still is associated to Saturn because the vibrations of that

planet seem control its power through its astrological

aspects .

Hellebore (both black and green) is the plant of this Path

and has a dual association to the aromatic of this Path . As a

herb it is a stimulant but if taken in large doses can kill . On

the positive side it is said to have cured some forms of madness

by bringing the individual back to reality . As an i ncense. i t is

used in rites of exorcism, where it has the effect of consolidat-

ing the area around it with the earth element (which it draws its

etheric force from), and forces the negative spiritual influence

back to its own plane of existence .

Phrath is the Eternal River associated here and represents

the physical plane . Sweedenborg considered that Phrath meant the

ultimate state of the senses where science was formed .

The Legendary Order of Beings of this Path are the Gnomes

which are the elementals of earth who are said to live in the

subterranean areas of the earth . The feminine aspects of these

beings are called gnomides and are said to be of small stature .
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Their Elemental King is called Ghob and the Supreme . Elemental

King is Thahaaotahe .

111 spirits under him .

The Demonic King of this region is called Amaimon is taken

from the Greek "Maimon" meaning "violence" or "vengeance" and has

The animal of this Path is a Crocodile because of its Saturn

like nature linked to the devourer . It is said that when the

crocodile swims against the current with an open mouth it repre-

sents the limitations of the material plane . Being a reptile it

shows a firm entrenchment in the physical . Other associations to

it are as a guardian to hell (if sallowed) and deceit .

I
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YETZIRATIC TEXT : ADMINISTRATIVE INTELLIGENCE

HEBREW LETTER: TAU

TAROT : WORLD

I EGYPTIAN DIETY : MUT

GREEK DIETY : GAEA
I

ROMAN DIETY : SATURN

I
ELEMENT : EARTH

PLANET : SATURN

11 MAGICAL WEAPON : SICKLE

VIRTUE : SUPERCONSCIOUSNESS
11 VICE : SCHIZOPHRENIA

11
MAGICAL POWER: TRANSFORMATION

MINERAL DRUG : CALCIUM

I VEGETABLE DRUG : YARROW, CELERY SEED, VALERIAN ETC

TATTWA : PRITHIVI

11 INDIAN ASSOCIATION : THREE GUNNAS

I
GEMSTONE : SPINEL OR BALAS RUBY

PLANT : HELLEBORE

11
AROMATIC: HELLEBORE

ORDER OF BEINGS : GNOMES

11 ANGEL - ARCH : AURIEL

ANIMAL : CROCODILE
11 CARDINAL POINT: NORTH

I
SUPREME ELEMENTAL KING : THAHAAOTAHE

ELEMENTAL KING GHOB

11 DEMONIC KING : AMAIMON



ETERNAL RIVER :

	

PHRATH
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LESSON 42

THE FOUR COLOUR SCALES

The colouring of the four worlds of the Kabbalah is some-

thing that has been only partly published in books about the

Golden Dawn . The formation and blending of these scales is a very

intricate and time consuming task that is so finely balanced that

errors in colour mixing are easy to make . It also must be pointed

out that in the Golden Dawn there were two schools

	

thought

regarding the colour generating process . The first view is that

colours in the first scale (called the King Scale) -should

translucent and gradually attain brightness as one worked through

to the final scale . The second concept is that the colours of the

first scale should be as bright as possible, for these are in the

highest-echelon allied to the world of Atziluth, and as such are

free from the tints of the lower scales and their

papers for an easier explanation . The formation

L4 /pg

associated

worlds which would gradually make the colours dull by comparison

to the first scale .

The second method of colour development is the one utilised

in this course and has been updated from the early Golden Dawn

the four

scales colour was originally Inner Order material, but was

brought to the Outer Order level so that more time could be spent

on such a complex system of learning and understanding .
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THE FORMATION OF THE COLOURS OF THE KING SCALE

The first three Sephiroth have definite colours associated

and are not generated colours .

The Generation of the Sephiiroth- of the King Scale

KETHER - This is allocated Brilliance because it is strictly

speaking no direct colour but is designated by spirit which is

brilliant white .

CHOKMAH - This is butterfly blue and represents the feminine

passive principle that has evolved from spirit .

BINAH - The crimson of this Sephira is said to represent the

masculine principle .

DAATH - The colours of this Sephira are formed from the previous

three on the ratio of Kether 3, Chokmah 2 and Binah 1 .

CHESED - The deep violet of this Sephira is formed from the

merging of Chokmah and Binah .

GEBURAH -The orange of this Sephi ra i s formed because i t i s the

complementary of the violet of Chesed .

L4 /pg 71
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and Binah .

NETZACH - The amber colour here is formed from the orange

Geburah and the rose pink of Tiphareth .

HOD - The violet purple here is the complementary of the amber of

Netzach .

YESOD - The butterfly blue of Chokmah unites with the rose pink

of Tiphareth to form the indigo of this Sephira

MALKUTH - The citrine yellow of this Sephira is a reflection

the brilliant white of Kether on the top of the tree . Since

brilliance is not a colour, the first colour must be citrine

yellow which is a full colour manifested from what Kether repre-

L42/pg

TIPHARETH - The rose pink of this Sephira is,formed from Kether

sents (this is not a generated colour but a placed one) .



_The_ Generation of the Paths of the King gSAIR

The formation of the paths i s a very simple one that one

could relate the principle of the book Sepher Yetzirah to . Simply

imagine a colour circle with every colour in the spectrum in it,

which would appear brilliant white . Divide it into three and you

have the association to the three Mother letters and the three

elements . Divide these colours yet again into seven parts and you

have the planetary associations . Again divide the seven colours

by twelve and you have the association t the twelve zodiac

signs .

NOTE : The following colour scales are considered more up to date

versions of those of the old Golden Dawn and as such those of you

who are familiar with the old colour scales will note a number of

changes in the colours and the odd colour reversal of the paths,

which was needed to balance
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up the harmony . These scales were

developed by members of the Thoth Hermes Temple in New Zealand

and were checked (by practical and clairvoyant analysis) by

various Inner Order members of the now defunct Whare Ra temple

who have been experimenting in study of the colour' scale for

over 50 years .
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FORMATION OF THE COLOURS OF THE QUEEN SCALE

The Generation of the Seehir-oth of the Queen Scale

KETHER - This is again brilliant white for formlessness contain-

ing all things .
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CHOKMAH - This colour is described as bluish grey and is the

intermediate colour between white and blackish red, the

	

ast

colour in the spectrum.

BINAH

	

This is blackish red, the final colour before black

(which is not really deemed a colour but simply space) and

appears black to the naked eye. (note that black must not be used

here for when one begins to generate the paths blacks basic tint

throws the colour generation completely out of sequence and

roduces a different set of scales .) .

DAATH - This is formulated from Kether working through Chokmah or

a mixture of white and bluish grey and becomes a grey white .

CHESED - The rimary blue of this colour re resents the watery

rinci le and is an allotted colour a shade darker than the blue

of the ath of Mem i n the King Scale .

GEBURAH - The rimary red colour of this Se hira is also an

allotted or laced colour and relates to fire and is a shade
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darker than the colour of the ath of Shin in the King scale .

TIPHARETH - The yellow of this ath is also a laced colour and

is said to re resent air, it was originally a colour darker than

the ath of Ale h of the King Scale but because it is on the

central illar the brilliance will shine through it

gold effect .

roducing

NETZACH - The green of this Se hira is formed from the merging of

the blue and gold of Chesed and Ti hareth .

HOD - The red of Geburah and the the golden yellow of Ti hareth

form together to make the orange of this Se hira .

YESOD - The blue of Chesed'and red of Geburah unite with the

golden, yellow of Ti hareth to form the violet brown of Yesod .

MALKUTH - The colours of this Se hira are made u of com osite

rays, each forming a se arate section of the Se hira . The red

blue and golden yellow of the second triad form the citrine . The

green, golden yellow and blue colours of Chesed, Ti hareth and

Netzach then unite to form the olive green section . The red,

orange and violet brown colours then form the russet brown

section . The blackk_section of this Se hira is an allotted colour

for the earth element (when considering the rinci le of descent,

green is generally only used for the earth element when thinking

in terms of ascent which does not really a ly here) .

I
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Generation of the Paths of the Queen Scale

,The aths of the Queen Scale are formed from the following combi-

nation of the Se hiroth .
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Path SyMbgl Colour combination

11 A KETHER AND CHOKMAH

12 KETHER AND BINAH

13 KETHER AND DAATH

14 T CHESED AND DAATH

15 T BINAH AND CHOKMAH

16 CHOKMAH AND CHESED

17 1-~ BINAH AND TIPHARETH

18 BINAH AND GEBURAH

19 1 GEBURAH AND CHESED

20 Crz DAATH AND TIPHARETH

21 4 BINAH AND CHESED

22 CHESED AND TIPHARETH

23 NETZACH AND HOD

24 0-0 GEBURAH AND TIPHARETH

25 10 KETHER AND TIPHARETH

6 HOD AND YESOD

GEBURAH AND HOD

28 o YESOD AND KETHER

29 NETZACH AND OLIVE OF MALKUTH

30 O TIPHARETH AND HOD

31 Q HOD AND RUSSET OF MALKUTH

32 YESOD AND CITRINE OF MALKUTH



FORMATION OF THE COLOURS OF THE PRINCE SCALE

King Netzach +

	

Queen Netzach

King Hod

	

Queen Hod

King Yesod

	

+

	

Queen Yesod

	

=

King Malkuth +

	

Queen Malkuth =
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Prince Netzach

Prince Hod

Prince Yesod

Prince Mal kuth (all four

corners mixed with its

counter art)

I

This scale is formed through the union of the King scale and

the Queen scale .

	

For exam le :

	

The colours from the following

Se hiroth and aths are mixed to form the colour o the Prince

scale .

Generation_ of the S_eghi_ro_th_ of the Prince_ Scale

King Kether

	

+ Queen Kether = Prince Kether

King Chokmah Queen Chokmah = Prince Chokmah

King Binah Queen Binah Prince Binah

King Daath Queen Daath Prince Daath

King Chesed

	

+ Queen Chesed Prince Chesed

King Geburah + Queen Geburah = Prince Geburah

King Ti hareth + Queen Ti hareth= Prince Ti hareth



1

I

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

King

	

V /

King

	

LJ

King

King

King O

King 0

King

T

17

•

	

Queen

•

	

Queen

•

	

Queen

Queen

•

	

Queen

Queen

•

	

Queen

Queen

Queen

Queen

Queen

Queen

•

	

Queen

Queen

•

	

Queen

Queen

•

	

Queen _

•

	

Queen

Queen

	

J

	

_

•

	

Queen O =

Queen

	

A _

Queen

	

I

IT

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale
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Generation of the Paths of the Prince Scale

The

	

following Paths are illustrated by their astrological

association for a uick and easy reference .

ID

Prince Scale

	

T

Prince Scale

	

b
Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale CT

Prince Scale

	

0

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale

Prince Scale



Prince Scale, and a heavy influence of Kether

King Scale's Bin z h

invisible s here .
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FORMATION OF THE COLOURS OF THE PRINCESS SCALE

Gener--ation of thh-e Seehirot-h of the Princess Scale

KETHER, CHOKMAH and BINAH - are formed from the to triad of . the

King, Queen and Prince Scales, the influence of Kether dominating

the colour formation .

KETHER - is brilliant white, rayed with the A (yellow) of the

King Scale in Malkuth (because it is Kether Manifested) .

CHOKMAH - is a combination of Chokmah of Binah and the Prince

Scale with a heavy influence of Kether and flecked with the blue

V ) of the King Scale Chokmah, yellow ( A) of the Mal truth of

the King Scale and red ( A) of the King Scale's Binah . Chokmah

was originally considered the s here re resenting the zodiac

although it is thought Uranus is re resented, in this case just

the 0 of the triad could be satisfactory .

BINAH - is formed by Binah of the Queen Scale and Binah

	

the

flecked with the

DAATH - is formed by Daath of the Queen Scale and Daath of the

Prince Scale .

	

Daath is neither flecked nor rayed being the
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1
I
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CHESED, GEBURAH, TIPHARETH, NETZACH and HOD are formed from their

res ective Se hiroth in the Queen and Prince Scales . The flecks

again are from their res ective s heres in the King Scale, but

where colours are too dark or similar to the Princess

colour, com lementary colours are used .

Scal e

CHESED - Queen Scale Chesed + Prince Scale Chesed flecked with

com lementary gold yellow - which in turn is an emanation from

the King Scale .

GEBURAH Queen Scale Geburah + Prince Scale Geburah flecked with

com lementary .

TIPHARETH - Queen Scale Ti hareth + Prince Scale Ti hareth .

	

NOT

flecked or rayed .

NETZACH - Queen Scale Netzach + Prince Scale Netzach flecked with

the King Scale colour of Netzach .

∎

	

HOD - Queen Scale Hod

	

Prince Scale Hod flecked

	

with

com lementary .

YESOD

	

Yesod's combination of Queen Scale Yesod + Prince Scale

Yesod is as much like the colours it was formed from that the

com lementary colour was laced in Yesod

com lementary citrine also seems to re resent the combination of

the Queen Scale's Malkuth citrine and the Prince Scale's Malkuth

citrine rising u into Yesod of the Princess Scale .

instead .

	

This

Yesod is
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flecked with Sagittarius of Atziluth coming from Kether according

to western conce ts .

MALKUTH -being the final stage is the black of the Queen Scale

and Prince Scale Malkuth rayed with Malkuth of the King Scale .

The attern of flecks and rays goes thus :

two end Se hiroth, Kether and Malkuth are rayed holding the

ends of the s ectrum, all the other s heres are flecked exce t

Ti hareth which is neither flecked or rayed .

I



Generation of the Paths_ of the Princess Scale

The zodiac aths are all formed by mixing their res ective

aths in the Queen scale and Prince Scale . These aths are

neither rayed or flecked .

The elements are rayed and not flecked as . mentioned in

earlier texts, due to the attribution of Uranus, Ne tune and

Pluto to these aths .

The aths of the lanets and elements are formed and rayed

thus :-

® Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed with King Scale A ath .

Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed with King Scale

	

ath .

Queen Scale + Kether rayed with

	

of the King Scale .

King Scale Binah + Kether rayed with green of King scale ath ,:

Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed com lementary .

0 Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed com lementary .

LJ

0
0
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Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed King Scale Netzach .

Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed King Scale Ti hareth

Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed com lementary .

Queen Scale + Prince Scale rayed King Scale ath .

Com lementary colours are used when the reflection from the King Scale

is too similar to the colour of the Path in the Princess Scale .



------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLES OF CORRESPONDENCE

(Note : A colour descri tion has been given alongside the colour

name . This has been given to hel in identification of colour .)

COLOURS OF THE KING SCALE
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t
Path No . Colour Name

-------------------------

Colour Descri tion

-------------------------------

Brilliant White Pure White

Butterfly blue Pale Soft Blue

3 Crimson Crimson

Dee Violet Dee Violet

5 Orange Orange Peel

Flamingo Clear Rose Pink

7 Amber Yellow Amber Greyish Yellow

Clematis Blue Dee Violet Pur le

9 Indigo Blue Indigo dark violet

10 Primary Yellow Vivid Yellow

11 Pale Yellow Pale Yellow

1 Primrose Yellow Greenish Yellow

13 Pale Silvery blue Pale Bluish Grey

14 P-iris Green Emerald Green

15 Blood Red Dee Brownish red
16 Flame Red Reddish Orange

17 Persian Orange Marigold Orange

18 Dark Amber Brown to light Yellow Brown

19 Poison Yellow Greenish Yellow
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-------- -------------------------- -------------------------------
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20 Yellowish Green Yellowish Green

21 Vivid Violet Violet

22 Grass Green Dee Green to Greyish Green

23 Dee Blue Dee Blue

24 Blue Green Bluish Green

25 Reddish Blue Dee Blue with hidden Red

26 Dee Indigo Bluish Grey

27 Scarlet Vivid Red

28 Amethyst Violet

29 Ruby Red Ultra Violet Crimson

30 Maize Yellow Reddish Yellow

31 Pa rika Red Glowing Orange Red

32 Light Indigo Dull Violet

Daath Lavender Light Lavender Grey



--------------------------------------------- ---------------------

Path No .

	

Colour Name

-------- --------------------------

White

.Bluish Grey2

COLOURS OF THE QUEEN SCALE
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Colour Descri tion

-------------------------------
White

Bluish Grey

1
I

Reddish Black Reddish Black

Primary Blue Vivid Blue

Primary Red Vivid Red

Daffodil Yellow Soft Yellow

7 Primary Green Vivid Green

Dee Orange Dee Tawny Orange

9 Dark Petunia Violet Brown

10 Tertiaries (Black, Dee Black, Olive, Citrine,

Tur uoise, Gra efruit, Russet

Venetian Red)

11 Pastel Grey Pale Grey

12 Greyish Violet Light Violet

13 Silver White Silvery White

14 Sky Blue Light Blue

15 Dull Violet Dull Violet

16 Porcelain Blue Light Greyish Blue

17 Greyish Red Mauve Red

18 Oxide Red Red Brown

19 Dark Violet Dark Violet Pur le

20 Pale Green Soft Green

21 Ultramarine Blue Violet Blue/Red Blue

22 Dee Tur uoise Green Blue Sea Green



Daath Very light Grey Grey White

-------- -------------------------- -------------------------------
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23 Greyish Green Olive Green

24 Jas er Red Orangy Red Brown

225 Light Yellow Clear Pale Yellow

26 Olive Brown Greenish Brown

27 Po y Red Orange Red

S Violet Grey Light Grey tinged with Violet

29

t

	

30

Signal Green

Melon Yellow

Green

Golden Yellow

1 Co er Red Brownish Orange

32 Chocolate Brown Very dark Violet Brown



Path No .

2

6

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Colour Name

-----------------------

White

Grey Cadet Blue

Garnet Red

La is Lazuli

Lobster Red

Peach

Green

Greyish Ruby

Dark Bluish Grey

Olive, Brilliant Green,

Green Grey, Brownish

Orange

Greenish Grey

Khaki

Tur uoise White

Co er Green

Old Rose

Se ia Brown

Cinnamon Brown

Mahogany Red

Dark Olive Brown

Lime Green

Dee Blue

COLOURS OF THE PRINCE SCALE
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Colour Descri tion

-------------------------------

White

Greyish Blue

Dee Red/Violet Brown

Very Dee Blue

Red Orange

Pastel Red

Fernleaf Green

Greyish Ruby

Dark Bluish Grey

Yellow Green, Vivid Green,

Green Grey, Tan Brown

Very light Greenish Grey

Greyish Pur le Green

Bluish White

Greyish Green, more Green

than Grey

Reddy Violet Brown

Dee warm Olive Brown

Brownish Orange

Reddish Brown

Dark Olive Brown

Light Yellow Green

Very dark Dee Blue

I

r



I

t
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22 . Chrome Green Bright Bottle Green

23 Dark Tur uoise Blue Grey Green

24 Teak Brown Dark Brown

25 Oriental Blue Dull Greyish Blue

26 Dee Violet Brown Dee Red Brown

27 Madder Red Madder Red

28 Light Amaranth Light Amethyst

29 Dark Magneta Grey Pur le

30 Orange Golden Yellow Orange

31 Venetian Red Red Brown

32 Brownish Grey Brownish Grey

Daath Very Light Bluish Grey Very Light Bluish Grey



10

11

12

13

Path No .

COLOURS OF THE PRINCESS SCALE

----------------------------------- -------------------------------
Colour Name

--------------------------

White rayed Gold

White flecked red, blue,

yellow

Light Red Lilac flecked

with Crimson

Very dee Blue Azure

flecked Lemon Yellow

Currant Red flecked

with Green

Butter Yellow

Green flecked with Amber

Ruby Grey flecked with

Yellowish Green

Olive flecked with Blue

Black rayed with Yellow

Pale Greenish Grey rayed

with Pale Yellow

Sallow rayed with

Primrose

Bluish White rayed with

Silver Blue
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Colour Descri tion

-------------------------------

White rayed Gold

White tinged with blue flecked

with red, blue, yellow

Pur lish Pink flecked with Red

Violet/Red Blue flecked with

Yellow

Red Flecked with Fernleaf

Green

Soft A ricot Yellow Orange

Yellow/Green flecked with

Mustard Yellow

Dee Maroon Grey flecked

with Yellowish Green

Yellow Olive Green flecked

with Blue

Black rayed with Yellow

Pale Greenish Grey rayed

with Pale Yellow

Greyish Pur le Green rayed

with Yellow

Bluish White rayed with

Silver Blue

t

I
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I 14 Cerise rayed with Emerald

Green

Dee Red Pink rayed with

Emerald Green
0I -15 Greyish Magneta Violet Red Grey

16 Dark Green Dee Grey GreenI 17 Mahogany Brown Dee Red Brown

I 18 Ca ut Mortuum Dee Brown

I
19

I

Green Black

Greyish Yellow

Very Dee Green

Yellow Lime Green

I
21 Violet Blue rayed with

Yellow Gold

Strong Royal Blue rayed with

Gold Yellow

2 Dee Green Dee Green

23 Dull Green rayed with

Cuba Red

Grass

Red

Green rayed with Cuba

24 Agate Rich Brown

5 .Water Blue Greyish Tur uoise

26 Very Dee Olive Brown Very Dee Olive Brown

I
27 Cherry Red rayed with

Amber

Cherry Red rayed with Amber

8 Greyish Violet Pale Violet

I 29 Dull Green Dull Pine Needle Green

I
30 A ricot Yellow rayed

with soft Pink

Orange Yellow rayed with

light Pink

I 31 Russet Red rayed Green Red Russet rayed Grass Green

I
32

Daath

Greyish Brown rayed Blue

Very light Bluish Grey

Greyish Brown rayed Royal Blue

Very light Bluish Grey

I
I
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Draw u five Trees of Life identical to the exam le attached .

four of them aint each of the four scales, one scale er Tree .

0 the fifth aint the s heres the colours of the s heres in the

Queen Scale, and the aths the colours of the aths in the King

Scale, and there you will have the Minutum Mundum .

The Minutum Mundum is generally referred to as the Paths of the

King Scale and the S here of the Queen Scale, but technically the

Minutum Mundum is all colours of creation in their formation

generation .

I

r
I

t
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LESSON 43

AN INTRODUCTION TO ALCHEMICAL THEORY

Whenever the subject of alchemy is discussed the inevitable

uestion of how does it differ from modern chemistry arises, so

the first as ect that should be studied is what alchemy exactly

does mean . The Oxford Dictionary considers that the word alchemy

relates to chemistry of the middle ages, es ecially in the ur-

suit of the transmutation of the baser metals into gold . A fur-

ther investigation into the name alchemy shows that it is closely

allied to the Greek word khemia, which is the name for Egy t, is

often used in trying to relate alchemy to an Egy tian source .

Unfortunately this a ears to be a blind as the real focus of

attention should on the Greek word Khumeia which means

ouring . It

Khumeia or chemeia was used to describe the work of what could

described to-day as metalurgists .

	

Some 400 years later
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is found that around the third or fourth century A .D .

or khumeia was altered under Arabian influence by adding

the refix Al, forming alchemia as it was then called . Al is a

refix which injects universal force into a word, the divine, and

is from the Persian root -:"/.

Another interesting story on the root meaning of the word

alchemy comes from the Alexandrian Greek alchemist by the name of

Zosimos (4th century) who considered its origins lay in the

legends of the Book of Chemu which re utedly contained the

secrets of the angels and was later given to man . This of course

t
t
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runss arallel with the biblical book Enoch which the

traveller, Bruce, brought back from Abysinnia in the 18th

century .

Alchemy, as a science, not only develo ed in ancient Euro e

and Arabia but in India and China (where it develo ed inde en-

dently from Western influence) as well . It is in China however

that the Taoist doctrines combined the ractical task of transmu-

tation

	

metals (as shown by Marco Polo in his travels) but

devoted themselves to s iritual alchemy as well . India also had

the

inner

similar conce ts though their overall teachings went more to

s iritual side and like tha Taoists involved the study of

transmutation (by mani ulation of the chakra centres in the

etheric body) . At this oint, when referring to the theory of the

ancients in connection with metallurgy there is a very fine

between alchemy and chemistry as we know it today . Alchemy

transmutation through consistent heat over long eriods of time,

sometimes years, on just one ex eriment .

Though alchemy is most commonly associated to metals it does

in fact cover the three basic worlds of animal, vegetable and

mineral . The animal world is man and relates to organic transmu-

tation through meditative means and this is called s iritual

alchemy . The vegetable world is one what could be described as

herbalism but differs considerably from the mundane meaning

the word . In the vegetable world we find our first major alchemi-

cal division . This is the ractical use of transmutation of base

herbs and their extracts without the s iritual ualities used in

the animal world, and the ractical combined with the s iritual

line

is



the highest as iration

	

f the alchemist in this world is to turn
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(using meditation and or ritual for the im regnation of the vital

forces of nature) . In the mineral world we come to the mecca of

the alchemist who, like his redecessor, uses both ractical and

ractical/s iritual conce ts in his work . It has been said that

base metal

the elixir of life, for in the hysical life,

nothing so recious as immortality .

Egy t, alchemy of a sort did exist though no one is

certain how advanced they were save for the series of documents

binded together under the title of the Leyden Pa yrus which

contained an a roximate total of 75 rocesses which mainly deal

with the mineral world . It is here that alchemical terminology

such as mercury, uicksilver, owdered earth, blood of the

ser ent, seed of Hercules etc are first noticed in any uantity

which shows that the rocesses were more than just standard

chemical reactions .

into gold, however the main goal of the alchemist is

as man, there is

Though early develo ments in alchemy are obscure, their

terminology is multifaceted . Not only can it a ly-e ually to the

recise moment of an ex eriment, or to transmute a substance, but

it can also be used-in sychology as well . Both Carl Jung's

mammoth works on alchemy and sychology and Israel Regardies book

'Philoso hers Stone' use a yschological a roach which can b

tied in with Western hermetic hiloso hy .

When studying many of the old alchemical texts the student

will constantly find himself in a maize of symbology which is

1
t
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often, contradictory due to the fact that (a) alchemists often

used their own sets of rivate symbols, which if com ared with

other sets of alchemical symbols would show overla s, and in many

instances the same figure would have a number of different mean-

ings, and (b) certain alchemical manuscri ts were written about a

articular stage an ex eriment was at,

to guess what it is or reach it himself on a

before he can understand it correctly .

and the student will have

ractical

	

evel

A good exam le of this are the various 'ste s and stages

cited by alchemists . Some use a seven, eight or a twelvestage

system but this de ends entirely on the alchemist and the ex eri-

ment, seven and twelve stages are the most common though these

even differ in ste allocation when laced side by side with

other alchemical texts . At first glance one will think that they

cannot all be right but most of them do work, but the ste

allocation is often due to astrological timing which a lies not

only to the time the ex eriment starts but also must harmonise

with the astrological birth time of the alchemist as well .

In astrology you have the four elements, in alchemy you have

the four stages which are denoted by their colourings and are

analogous to each other . These are the blackening, reddening,

yellowing (this stage was dro ed about the 16th century in

favour of only three because it was a transition stage and diffi-

cult to observe) and the whitening . For the ur oses of balance

the yellowing state has been reintroduced though modern

alchemists consider it a art of the reddening .
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Th
•

e next ste is a seven stage system made famous by

Paracelsus who linked each alchemical ste to the energies of the

seven lanets . Some of the ste s have been laced in varying
•

	

order by alchemists but this

ste s a ly to the workings on a articular metal which they

start to transmute that have a direct bearing on the order of

ste s taken . If one started to transmute iron then co er

would adjust his re aration to start with the energies of the

metal he is to start with . The following seven stage system is in

is mainly due to the fact that the

fact an am lification of the revious four stage system . This

can be identified by colour which showed that a more discerning

eye was needed to identify the seven ste s than the four .

1 . Cal ci nati on

2 .Sublimation

3 .Solution

4 .Putrefication

5 .Distillation

b . Coagulation

7 . Tincture

We now come to a twelve stage system of alchemy which is a

further refinement of the seven stage system . Again colour iden-

tification is aramount and a twelve stage system even more

com licated . These energies are allied to the zodiac signs which

are as follows :

1 .Calcination

2 .Dissolution

3 . Se aration

t

I



4 .Conjunction

5 .Putrefication

6 . Congeal ati on

7 .Cibation

8 . Sublimation

9 . Fermentation

10 . Ex al tat i on

11 .Multi lication

12 .Projection

In alchemy there are in fact three basic rinci les that all

alchemy attains to and this is the se aration of the sul hur,

salt and mercury from the rimea materia. This not only a lied

to the hysical ex eriments but to the alchemist as well, because

transmutation is a rocess of give and take with not only the

rimea materia of the ex eriment undergoing a change but also the

director that force which is of course the alchemist . In

Kabbalistic terminology the Yechidah relates Philoso hical

mercury, Chiah to salt and the sul hur to the Neshamah, all of

which are uite a art from the four or twelve stages of alchemy .

Some years ago in the book Philoso hers Stone, Israel

Regardie ex ounded the magnetic theory of alchemy which in fact

is the core essense of transmutation a lying to what ha ens to

the alchemist as well as the ex eriment .
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The alchemist of old

when erforming his ex eriment would start revitalise and

change art of his aura (i .e . its magnetic uality) which would

literally ass on a magnetic charge to the metal or lant being

mani ulated and which would give the needed link between alche-



the control mechanism to transmutation . The

tender care and devotion, and in many
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mist and ex eriment . This as ect of alchemy is vital and it is

forging of the magne-

ti'c link during the ex eriment was not always done on a conscious

level by the alchemists of old and in modern times alchemical

ritual work has been introduced to establish this link on

conscious level to control and mani ulate it . It is usually t

this oint that the failure occurs in an ex eriment even when

astrological times have been carefully worked out before start-

ing . From a sim listic view oint the aura can be broken down into

seven sheaths (or twelve for that matter), and when the link

during the ex eriment is correctly controlled (such as during

ritual) each of these in turn establishes a ra ort or link with

the lant or metal to be worked on .

If one was using a metal like co er he would activate the

art of the aura that would be in em athy with co er and the

ste s or stages would start from this oint . The old alchemists

usually unconsciously established this ra ort at first during

lant or metal selection as it was done with great care . The

result being that the selected material would be cared for with

instances for the alchemist

it became a living breathing organism that he named a ro riately

(which was usually a figure from mythology) .

SUGGESTED READING LIST

Philoso hers Stone by I .Regardie

Alchemists Handbook by Frater Albertus

Alchemy re-Egy tian Legacy, Millennial Promise by R .Grossinger

Alchemy the Great Work by Cherry Gilchrist

i
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Gold of a Thousand Mornings by Barbault

The Alchemist of the Rocky Mountains by Frater Albertus

Alchemists and Gold by Jac ues Sadoul

Suggestive In uiry into the Hermetic Mystery by Mary Anne Atwood

Metal Magic by Mellie Uyldert

Lexicon of Alchemy by MarIrin Ruland

L49NIaL TRAINING

THOUGHT CONTROL (continued)
_execsi_s_e

By now you should be ade t at controlling your thoughts at will,

even to the stage of stilling your mind, and have taught youself

to focus on a single oint, thought or image .

	

Do not enter or

L43/ g 8

loose yourself in that thought or image as that is weakness of

Will, for you must make all movements or thoughts through Will

alone . Now do the following exercise :

You must learn to still your mind and revent any thoughts' at all

from entering . You must not occu y yourself with any inruding-

thought . They must be dissolved immediately until you attain a

self invoked fully conscious blankness (stillness) of your mind

with a total awareness and alertness . Set aside your own rivate

time to ractice this until you can invoke this state of mind at

an instant . The following lectures will assist you in this

exercise. Kee this exercise for the s an of your life as it

shar ens your mind, strengthens your memory, awareness and

consciousness .



1
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LESSONS 47 TO Sb

GEOMANTIC DIVINATION

Geomancy is method of divination using random dots or

dashes. within a framework to formulate a synchronistic concept

allied to the 16 subdivisions of the four elements . By studying

the meanings of the four elements and and applying them to the

random answers generated by the dots and dashes a logistical

concept of meaning is gradually developed . The term Geomancy is
from 'Ge' meaning Earth and 'Manteia' or' Mancy' which means

divination . though it was well known in Africa and Asia under a

variety of other names .

The structure and method of Geomantic Divination as given in

these combined lessons is in fact an updated version from those

given in the original Golden Dawn documents (see the Complete

Golden Dawn by I .Regardie for the original lectures) which has

been formulated over a number of years by members of the Order .

Though geomantic figures are asociated to planets and signs

it must b

	

understood that the meaning of the figure is

combination_

	

the element first then the planet and sign to

lesser degree . To explain this, consider that Geomantic rays

come up from the earth . These rays are not the rays of the solar

system or anything external to this planet . Now nothing is fixed

in the heavens or on earth and as the earth spins different rays



emanate from it and meet those coming from the heavens at
different times . This is very similar to the aspects between

planets or fusions between certain elements or chemicals,with all

creating different reactions . Examples of these reactions can be

seen by certain events on the globe, such as flash floods,

revolutions, earthquakes, increase or decrease in the financial

economy and so on . Other less happenings are also the influences

of the meetings of the rays .

The following sigil of Malkuth is applied to the Sephiroth

and is used in conjunction with the Geomantic figures as the

Kabbalah is neither planatery or Terrestial in application but is

a unifiying concept in which can be found both energies . When the

process of the macrocosm and the microcosm is utilised such as it

is here, the earth element and the astrological house divisions

become a type of synthesied outlet for these energies .

Under the old system the spirit of the planets were util .ised

as the presiding genius which tended to ground or partly

immobilise their negative influences by directing it to link up

with the earth elements . The divine names acting through the

sigils awakened the element of the planetary ray within them thus

synthesing their current or force . This created something of an

imbalance as the sigils or seals which did not come from the

planetary squares, not being compatible with the Geomantic

figure as it worked from an entirely different structure . The

sigil of Malkuth is obtained through the ray of the Rose Cross

(to be explained in later lessons) which is perfectly balanced

1

1
1
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and utilises the energies of this Sephirah through the World

Assiah thus containing and limiting the astrological influence .

Before a working is begun the student must decide what

planetary catergory the questions falls under then drawing the

invoking pentagram of earth (remember you invoke my going the

opposite direction to banishing which is from north t south

west) vibrating ADONAI ha-ARETZ then trace the sigil the

Malkuth in the center of the Pentagram . By doing this the student

opens up within himself the vital forces which link to the earth -

for the process of divination .

SUN

	

- Vitality

MOON

	

- Emotional matters

MERCURY

	

- Relationships and communications

VENUS

	

- Social life,love, artiistic pursuits

MARS

	

Energy, quarrels, action

JUPITER

	

Wealth,health

SATURN

	

Consolidation, disapointment, duty

URANUS

	

Unexpected changes

NEPTUNE

	

- Deception

PLUTO

	

- Death

ft



THESIGIL OF MALKUTH AS APPLIED TO THE BODY OF MAN

An additional method of utilising the sigil of Malkuth is once you have ,

traced the sigil in the center of the pentagram, then through creative

visualisation, trace the sigil of Malkuth within your own body . This makes

sure that the automatic forces within the self that formulate the figures

work entirely through Malkuth and it is a good safeguard to 'grounding the

figures and preventing outside disturbance .

t
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GeneralMeaningsofGeomanticFigures

The following meanings of the figures ,.,e based on the modern interpret-

ation of the

	

Geomantic aspect of the figures . They are compiled

from a mixture of the earth elements and the astrological meanings .

Purer

This figure shows the initial thrust of energy in a new project . There

is a caution that this thrust will be short lived as people with this

type of energy tend to burn themselves out . This intensified type of

energy if directed can push against all odds and win. The important

thing to conserve is that this energy directed towards an object or

project is the initial impetus only and is generally used by an

individual who has made his mark and who is already in a position of

power and authority to do so .

•

	

0

T V
8Amisso ~,

This figure shows not only a loss of goods but also in. an emotional

sense,being cut off from ones homes and loved ones as well as in the

business aspect also . There tends to be a jealous streak in the

individual who will cause his own problems .

Albus ~ •~

	

0

This figure shows a tremendous energy of intellect and who is consistantly

on the go in search of intellectual pubsuits . Warnings are indicated

though due to nervous exhaustion because of this intellectual curiousity

which tends to bog the individual down. in the part while forgetting the

whole.Also this figure shows a lack of practical effort .

•

	

•
QI •

Populus

	

'Pr 9

This shoes material emotions taken to the extreme resulting in au

extreme sensitivity of the individual . Also there is strong hints of

psychic ability . While there is a great deal of instability here there

is a structure of sorts that shows some type of possible occult mode

of transformation taking place . Due to the reflective nature of the

water element Populus can act as a type of psychic conductor . At any

rate it shows tremendous underlying power attributed to the unconscious .

Fortuna Major

This is a generous figure which shows good fortune coming to the individ

ual . The sun here bestows its warm influence to those under it . It is
warmth from above descending below which has a type of conducive

quality about it .

3



Conjunctio

Puella

	

.' •

Is

	

0

side of mans nature .

T 'P? A

This shows success in the communicative field as well as financial as the

practical outlet for intellect . There is a great deal of precision and

analysis indicated by this figure of partnerships and meetings.

0 -A-

1
Adornment of beauty is the key phrase surrounding this figure, hence

beautiful things and people are shown to represent Puella . Wealth,art and
intellect are shown here as the individual tries to achieve them through '

a tremendous effort of will by adhering to his true wants and desires .

There is however a very strong superficial quality attached to the way the

wants and desires are achieved.

•

	

• f 0
Rubeus

	

• `•

	

•
The traditional meaning of this figure was passioa,vice and a fiery dispos-

ition with an emphasis on sexual overindulgence . Normally Mars took the '

place of this figure in its Retrograde position (considered adverse for

Geomantic purposes) . Rubems however relates to Pluto, one of the slower '

moving planets and recently discovered in 1930 . Because= •o f Rebeus's
association to Pluto its adverse effects will not be highlighted, the ovCl

all meaning will be considered when combined with the Geomantic rays of

the earth. Rubeus is a figure of regeneration, going through the pains

of rebirth, a very necessary part of the growth structure . It signifies 1
end of a matter or near its crucial point whick causes a lot o4 s tress .

i s a necessary evil to put up with if the growth factor is to continue . Thl

rays of Pluto here go much further than the Martian influence, it shows

pain but gives us hope for the future by immediate relief but only after
suffering. This does not mean that one has to be a matyr but rather show #e

outcome of our actions if we take a particular line .. There is much is

common here to the penetration of the virgin, pain before extacy, each

	

'

needed for persona development .

•
Acquisitio . • •

This shows spiritual gain and insight as the figure represents mans ques~

for his spiritual truth in the form of esoteric ideas, heavily influenced

by religion. This figure shows how man applies structure and order to the-t

belief by his intellect . There is no indication of material gain.here,on:1- - I
spiritual . If material wealth does come it will only be through the spir--_ .ual
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Carcer

This figure shows drive and energy put into action as the struggle for
attainment of ones goals begins . The old meaning of this figure was
bound or prision but this showed merely one aspect of the Geomantic
figure . The struggle for success with its limitations imposed . Here we
see a struggle but with a sense of purpose behind it which is considerable

along with a serious minded dignity,. .
Tristitia ; ;

There is a tendency for this figure to discard the old in search of the

the new, reformation as a key word of whatthis figure represents. This
is a certain humanitarian aspect associated here but the old meaning only

considered the upheaval, part of the reformation structure but not the

reason behind it nor its bentfits which is usually for all to ben2fit fro.-t.

.
Laetitia T 7 V
This shows the development of a new age of though and feeling on a higher

evolutionary cycle than before . Here all the intellect and material face~.a

expand with the new awareness . Everything is now recognised for its true

value.

v~ e

Cauda Draconis

	

;

This shows the objectivity of the individual who is about to go into

another area of development . Man has achieved his status through past efforts

There is however a type of restriction here because of mans past condition-

ing which he should alter to suit the circumstance . This past conditioniu,~,

can hold the individual back though from this point on if he is not care Vi.;. .
The person here must master his own destiny if he wishes to advance furtbnr .

Capnt Draconis

v

n
This was called Entering the threshold ' and while Cauda-Draconis shows

the preparation of the exit this shows the actual sphere when one enters

a situation. It has an expansive quality about it where the individual

has arrived at the given situation which hints at a favourable outcome
but still it is up to the individual to make the best of his situation



Fortune Minor , I . . o Vt
This figure shows a controlled and well balanced mental and physical

	

'

aspect towards a given situation as well as an abundance of energy to
follow the project through . It shows good aspects and leadership qualitie

but warns about possible problems with ego overinflation .

Via • ) ---~

	

V

	

,

This shows a strong emotional intensity making swift changes in temp'keaent

and location. It indicates that past conditioning will be a major problem
to overcome as well as adjusting to the everchanging emanations emitted

by this figure .

1



Method of Construction

The figures of Geomancy consist of various groupings of odd

and even points in 4 lines . Of these the greatest possible number

of combinations is 16 . Therefore these 16 combinations of odd and

even points arranged on four lines are the 16 figures

Geomancy . These are again classed under the heads

elements, planets and signs while the

Caput and Cauda Draconis or the Head and Tail of the Dragon (the

North and South Nodes of the moon) . Furthermore, to each planet

and sign certain planetary spirits are attributed .

Roughly speaking, the mode of the first four Geomantic

figures, from which the remainder of the Divination is

calculated, is by marking down on paper with a pencil held by

loosely tensed hand 16 lines

	

f points or dashes, without

counting the number placed in each line during

should be done very rapidly . When the 16 lines are completed,

the number of points in each line should be aded up, and if the

result be odd, a single point or cross should be made in the

first of the three compartments to the right of the paper . If

even, two points or crosses . The 16 lines are presented below .

a

remainder are attributed to

the

the operation . It



QUESTION :

HOUSE :

LEFT WITNESS RIGHT WITNESS JUDGE

These yield four Geomantic figures . The results, odd and/or even, of lines 1 to 4

inclusive comprise the first figure, of Fortuna Minor. Of lines 5 to 8 the second

figire ;.of lines 9 to 12 the third ;of lines 13 to 16,the 4th Figure,as shown in the diagram .

s#6
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15 points odd

15 points odd

16 points even

14 points even

15 points odd

16 points even

15 points odd

14. points even

12 points even

f6 points even

9 points odd

.-7 points odd

10 points - even

11 points odd

10 points even

10 points even

	

• .

PLAN OF GEOMANTIC DIVINATION

ii

Fortuna Minor

Amissio

Fortuna Major

Rubeus



A pencil is preferable to a pen for this task of tracing the dots . Otherwise, use a
contemporary felt pen or marking pen which is ideal for this purpose . It is practically more
convenient to draw or rule four lines across the paper beforehand to mark off the space for
such four lines composing a Geomantic Figure as shown on the previous page .

The first four Geomantic figures formed directly from the 16 lines of points are called
The Four Mothers . It is from them that the remaining figures necessary to complete the
Geomantic scheme of direction are derived .

These should now be placed in a row from right to left, for the greater convenience of the
necessary calculation though much practice may render this unnecessary . The first figure
will be. attributed to the South, the Second to the East, the Third to the North, and the
Fourth to the West .

THE FOUR MOTHERS

4th

	

3rd

	

2nd

	

1st

Rubeus

Albus

Fort. Maj. Amissio

	

Fort. Minor

From these Four Mothers, four resulting figures called the Four Daughters are now to be
derived, thus: The uppermost points of the First Mother, will be the uppermost points of
the First Daughter. The corresponding, that is the first line of, points of the Second Mother
will be the second points of the First Daughter. The same line of points of the Third Mother
will constitute the third points of the First Daughter . The same points of the Fourth
Mother willl be the fourth points of the First Daughter . The same rule applies to all the
figures.

The second line of points of the four Mother figures will comprise the Second Daughter .
The third line of points of the Four Mothers will comprise the Third Daughter, and the
fourth line of points of the Four Mothers will comprise the Fourth Daughter and so on .

Applying the above rule throughout, the following will represent the Four Daughters:

4th

	

3rd

	

2nd

	

1st

Conjunctio Career

I2

Fortuna Minor
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These, again for the convenience of the beginner, are now to be placed on the left hand of
the Four Mothers in a single line from right to left .

Four Daughters

	

Four . Mothers

Sib

	

71b -

	

6111 Sib

	

4tb

	

3rd

	

2nd

Con-

	

Cues

	

Fort.

	

Rubeus

	

Fort.

	

Amissio

	

Fort .

Junetio

	

Minor

	

Major

	

Minor

From these eight figures, four others are now to be calculated which may be called the
Four Resultants, or the Four Nephews. These will be the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th figures of
the whole scheme. The Ninth-figure is formed from the points of the first and second figures
compared together. The Tenth from the 3rd and 4th figures; the 11th from the 5th and 6th
figures, the 12th from the 7th and 8th figures. The rule is to compare or add together the
points of the corresponding lines . If, for instance, the first line of the First M other consists
of one point, and the first line of the Second Mother also consists of one point, these two are
added together, and since they form an even number two points are marked down for the
first line of the Resultant. If the added points are odd, only one point is marked for the
resulting figure. The Ninth figure of Conjunctio is thus formed .

First Figure Second Figure

	

Conjunctio .

1st

Now the first figure has one point at the top, the second figure has one point at the top
-together they make two, an even number, thus making 2 points for the new figure . The first
figure has one point on the second line, and the second figure has two points on the second
line. Together they make three points, an odd number, therefore represented by one point
in the new figure . The rest follow similarly and is represented again by the figure below.

13
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Four Daughters

$th

	

t+th

Cow

	

Career

•

CONJUNCTIO

The other Resultants are calculated in precisely the same way :

In this way are yielded the four Resultants :

12th

	

11th

	

10th

	

9th

•

	

• .

Rubeus

	

Acquisitio

	

Caput Drac .

	

Conjunctio

And thus the Twelve Principal Figures of the Geomantic scheme of Divination are
completed. These again correspond to the 12 Astrological Houses of Heaven, with which
they will later on be compared .

For the greater assistance of one Diviner in forming a judgment upon the general
condition of the scheme of 12 figures thus far obtained, it is usual to deduce from them three
other subsidiary figures. These three are of less importance than the twelve previous

Sth

	

4th

Four Mothers

!f .

•

Fart . Rubes Foot.

Miaot

	

Major

Aims

	

Fort.

iat

Minor

1
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figures, and are not to be considered at all in the light of component figures of the scheme,
but only as aids to the general judgment. These other figures are known as the Right
Witness, Left Witness, and the Judge .

The two witnesses are without significance in the divination, except as they are the roots
from which the figure known as the Judge is derived . The Right Witness is formed from the
9th and 10th figures by comparing the points in the manner before shown in the formation
of the Resultants . That is the corresponding lines of points in the two figures are compared
together, and the addition, whether odd or even, comprises the points of the Witness . The
Left Witness represents the combination in a similar manner to the l 1 th and 12th figures.
The Judge again is formed in precisely the same way from the Two Witnesses, and is
therefore a synthesis of the whole figure .

If he be good, the figure is good and the judgment will be favourable ; and vice versa .
From the nature of the formation of the 15th figure, the Judge, it should always consist of
an even number of points, and never of odd . That is, adding together the four lines of
points, comprising the Judge, the result should be an even number. For if the Judge were a
-figure -of odd points it would show that a mistake had been made somewhere in the
calculation .

The Reconciler is a 16th figure sometimes used for aiding the Judgment by combining
the Judge with the Figure in the Particular House signifying the thing demanded . Thus, in
the preceding scheme, the Judge formed is Populus, and the Second Figure, being Amissio,
their combination also yields Amissio .

In order to discover where The Part of Fortune will fall, add together all the points of the
first twelve figures. Divide that number by twelve, and place the Part of, Fortune with the
figure answering to the remainder. If there is no remainder it will fall on the 12th figure . The
Part of Fortune is a symbol of ready money, money in cash belonging to the Querent, and is
of the greatest importance in all questions of money.

I



While the position of a geomantic figure in a house can give

one a rough idea of the entire circumstances the question touches

you can first should be familiar with the house system

astrology and some keywords for each house .

First House (Ascendent)

Life, health, querent etc .

Second House

Money,property, personal worth .

Third House

Brothers, sisters, news, short journeys, etc .

Fourth House

Father, landed property,inheritence, grave, end of matter .

Fifth House

Children, pleasure feasts, speculation .

Sixth House

Servants, sickness, uncles and aunts, small animals .

Seventh House

Love,marriage, husband or wife, partnerships, associations,

public enemies and law suits.

Eight House

Deaths, wills, legacies ;pain, anxiety, estate of deceased .

)L
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Ninth House

Long journeys, voyages . Science, religion, art, visions and

divinations .

Tenth House

Mother,rank and honour,

	

trade or professian,authority,

employment, and worldly position generally .

Eleventh House

Friends, hopes and wishes .

Twelfth House

Sorrows,

	

fears,

	

punishments,

	

enemies

	

in

	

secret,

institutions, unseen dangers and restrictions

I7
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HOUSE DIVISION METHOD

ANGULAR HOUSES

MOTHERS

	

HOUSE 1

4

4

	

10

SUCCEDENT HOUSES

DAUGHTERS

	

HOUSE

2

	

5

J 8

11

CADENT HOUSES

NEPHEWS

	

HOUSE

9

4

	

1

An Angular House are the main or most powerfull houses

placed on the zodiac wheel due to their

the houses that initiate events .

.0

key positioning and are

Succedent Houses are the intermediate houses separating the

1
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Angular Houses from the Cadent Houses .

Cadent Houses are considered the finishing houses for the

show the completed part of the undertaking .

The diagram below shows the houses placed on the horoscope

wheel

	

The inside ring shows the number of the inside house

division and represents the field of experience . The geomantic

offigure is the the initiating force acting through the field

experience and the signs show how this will come about . Since this

geomantic figure applies to a planet

to a planet) one then could, if they wish, place the planets in

the zodiac wheel as well for an easy reference .

4

(in some cases two figures
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Placement is taken �rom t�e �irst �ouse, e .� . in t�is case
t�e �irst �ouse �eomantic �i�ure is Fortuna Major, w�ic�,
on c�eckin� t�e correspondences �rom pa�e is t�e zodiac
si�n Leo VI , t�ere�ore t�is si�n is placed on t�e �irst
�ouse . T�e rest o� t�e �ouses are slotted t�e zodiac si�ns

w�ic� �ollow in natural pro�ressin� �rom Leo . e .�.

Leo, Vir�o, Libra, Scorpio, Sa�itarius, Capricorn, Aquarius,

Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer - in t�at order .

For anot�er example, i� Aries was t�e �irst si�n, t�e next

si�n would be Taurus, t�en Gemini, Cancer, Leo etc . . .

Alt�ou�� in t�e ot�er �ouses ot�er t�an t�e �irst all t�e

�eomantic �i�ures may not matc� up in correspondence to t�e

si�ns placed, unless by accident, 'vie can look at t�e �i�ures

as planets in �ouses o� t�e alotted si�ns . Naturally t�e

correspondence colourin� would always be considered alon�
wit� t�is to �et t�e true nature o� t�e readin� .

T�e �eneral rule �or readin�s are not to make a readin�

durin� t�e BALSAUIC moon p�ase . T�is is t�e p�ase o�

and durin� 3J days be�ore t�e new moon .

Aspects

T�e aspects �ere di��er �rom standard astrolo�y in t�e sense t�at

t�ey are taken �rom planets in a composite o� 30 de�rees . An

example o� t�is is t�at t�e 1st �ouse sextile to t�e 11t�. T�is

means t�at t�ere is one �ouse between t�e �irst and t�e elevent� . So

i� lookin� �or a sextile it will be one �ouse distance away .
A square o� t�e �irst �ouse would eit�er be wit� t�e tent� or t�e

,�ourt� �ouses t�us a distance o� two . �ouses between eac� aspect .

A trine �rom t�e �irst �ouse would be wit� eit�er t�e nint� �ouse or

t�e �i�t� �ouse so t�ere you �ave a distance o� t�ree �ouses between

eac� aspect.
An opposition would be t�e �ouse directly opposite t�e �irst �ouse,

w�ic� would be t�e sevent� �ouse . Apply t�ese aspects to t�e distances

su��ested wit� any �ouse t�at is under concern . A conjunction is

not considered �ere because only one �i�ure can be in one �ouse w�ere

as in astrolo�y a conjunction would normally be wit� two planets in

one �ouse, or two planets wit�in a 7 de�ree orb o� eac� ot�er.

01



TABULATED TABLES FOR FIGURES IN HOUSES

Payer in t�e i st House

Indi��erent, best in war says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows people o� action w�o use a stron� masculine approac� to
t�eir �oal in li�e . Sel� con�idence, coura�e wit� qualities o� leaders�ip
are s�own �ere . It s�ows an a��ressive approac� to almost anyt�in� is li�e . -

Puer in t�e 2nd House

Good but wit� trouble sa�s t�e old Jud�ement.
T�is �i�ure s�ows material success in business ventures wit� individuals
bein�. t�e initiators o� many projects in t�is �ield, it is very competitive
�i�ure in t�ese matters.

Puer in t�e 3rd House,

Good �ortune says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows an abundance o� ener�y in communicative �ields and also

in travellin� in �eneral. A �reat deal o� activity is indicated.

Puer in t�e 4t� House

Evil except in war and love says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows t�e domination o� t�e env1roamental aspect surroundin� t�e

quereat, but mainly re�ers to t�e domestic scene .

o� ot�ers, o�ten deceased. T�ere is also a �eavy occult tendency and intaresi_,

o� w

Puer in t�e 5t� House
Medium �ood says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows a stron� drive in sexual and ezotional pleasures and

recreational pursuits. It s�ows also leaders�ip over c�ildren in �roup

activities, especially in teac�in�.

Puer in t�e 6t� House.

Medium says t�e old jud�ement .
T�is �i�ure in�luences abundent ener�y towards creative

work t�rou�� t�e mot4vation o� sel� .

Puer in t�e 7t� House

Evil, save war says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows an overabundance o� ener�y wit� a partner or associates

w�ic� will create servers interaction. between parties wit� a �reat deal o�

�riction.

Puerint�e 8t� House

	

!
Evil save �or love says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�-are s�ows an a��ressive drive towards t�e manipulation. o� t�e �inanc •ss

skills and practica'

t



Puer int�e9t� House

Evil except �or war says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure �as muc� o� t�e soldier o� �ortune air about it and its
application to individuals . It indicates travel, competitiveness and
p�ilosop�ical reli�ious inspiration . It is an extremely adventurous �i�ure
in all �ields o� endeavour .

Puer in t�e 10t� House

Rat�er evil, �ood �or love and war, medium �or most ot�er t�in�s says t�e
old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure represents t�e desire and ener�y �or �ame and leaders�ip on a lar�e
scale. Also it s�ows t�e individual �as �ood executive constructive
leaders�ip .

Puer in t�e 11t� House

Medium, �ood �avour says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows stron� mental and p�ysical ener�y poured into ones �opes
desires and. wis�es. Due to t�e ;amount o� e��ort involved it is a �i�ure o�
an individual w�o keeps tryin� no matter w�at odds are a�ainst �im .

Puer in t�e 12t� House

Very �ood in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure positioned in t�is �ouse s�ows t�e secretive aspect w�ere one is

in tune wit� t�e deeper levels o� t�e mind . T�e secret nature will �enerally
persuade t�e individual to join lar�e institutions w�ere to a certain
extent �e cannot be sin�led out .

Amisso in t�e let House

Ill in all t�in�s but �or prisioners says t�e old jud�ement .

Grace and adornment are t�e two key words �ere . T�e ener�y emitted by t�is

�i�ure in t�is �ouse s�ows a pleasin� demeanor in all t�in�s but t�ere may

be a sli��t tendency to be super�icial . T�e old idea was expressed in t�e
concept o� 'Prisioner o� Love' w�ic� s�ows �i��li��ts o� t�e Venus aspect .

Amisso in t�e 2nd House

Very ill �or money but �ood �or love says t�e old jud�ement.

T�is s�ows ener�y bein� directed on material pursuits wit� a very �ood
c�ance o� obtainin� it . Also t�is �i�ure s�ows people marryin� �or wealt�
and not �or love �ence t�e ne�ative warnin� o� t�e old sayin� 'I11 �or money' .
Amisso �ere counsels us to marry �or love but �ints t�at t�is will be at

t�e expense - o� wealt�.
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Amissoint�e3rdHouse

Ill end except �or quarrels says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows love and �armony t�rou�� communication. but Amisso �ere

	

,
warns o� a disruption in t�is communication w�ic� is likely to ocCCAr

Amisso in t�e 4t� House

Ill in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows a disruption in t�e �ome and business �ronts wit� a possible lose

o� money involved .

	

I

intense wit� every relations�ip and association as it will cause many

problems .

Amisso in t�e 8t� House
Excellent in all questions says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure-placed �ere is ideal �or partners�ips,business associations

and �inance in �eneral .

Amisso in t�e 9-t� House

Evil in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement

T�is �i�ure s�ows t�e individual tryin� to convert ot�ers to �is viewpoint

wit� an overzealous attitude . T�is causes t�em to be�ave in an erratic

manner. T�ere is a �reat deal o� instability �ere wit� bad psyc�olo�ical

aspects .

Amisso in t�e 10t� House

Evil except �or �avour o� women says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure re�ers to one seekin� partners o� t�e opposite sex .

reasons (suc� as status symbols) . It s�ows t�at t�e individual may be

suscess�ul in doin� t�is, �ence t�e evil warnin� about t�e ori�inal intent .

�or sel�is�

Amisso in t�e 5t� House

Evil except �or a�riculture sass t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows t�e breakin� up o� associations . T�e old idea was 'Breakin� up

t�e soil' is s�own �ere w�ic� o� course promotes �rowt� �ence t�e �avourabi
aspect towards breakin� up w�en re�errin� to a�riculture.

Amisso in t�e 6t� House

∎

IRat�er evil �or love says t�e old jud�ement

T�is warns about mixin� emotion and work to�et�er . T�e oldmeanin� ment
in simple terms t�at t�e wi�e works wit� t�e �usband and becomes ill t�rou

overwork. Also it cautions a�ainst �usbands and wives workin� to�et�er .

Amisso in t�e 7t� House ∎

Very �ood �or love ot�erwise evil says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure �ere s�ows a deep and intense relations�ip w�ic� is ideal �or

t�e partner but it is adverse i� one �as too many o� t�ese or i� one is too



Amissoint�e11t� �ouse .

Good �or love, ot�erwise bad says t�e old jud�ement .
T�is s�ows loss suc� as loosin� ones partner but

becomes a �riend and vice yerser. T�e outcome in
s�ips will �owever in t�e lon� run be ben.�icial
emotional pain.

Amisso in t�e 12t� ��ouse

Evil in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement,

T�is s�ows a tendency �or secret a��airs, all o�

T�e cause o� t�e secrecy will �ive bad results is t�e end .

Albus in t�e 1st House

Good �or marria�e- Mercuraial peace says t�e old jud�ement .
T�is s�ows �ood clear communicative expression between individuals,

intellectual stimulation and awareness .

Albus in t�e 4t� House

Very �ood except in war says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows communication. and intrest in domestic subjects -t�e material .

Albus in t�e 5t� House

Good says t�e old jud�ement

T�is s�ows stimulation o� t�e creative e��orts o� t�e individual in any

project o� sel� expression.

Albus in t�e 6t� House

Good in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement

T�is says exactly w�at it means and also it re�ers to practical application

o� intellectual e��orts, especially in t�e �ields o� �ealt� and wel�are .

Albusint�e 7t� House

Good except �or war says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows �ood co-operation between individuals w�o utilise t�eir

communicative skills in a project to t�e best o� t�eir ability .

2C

in doin� so t�e individual

t�ese matters o� partner
t�ou�� not wit�out some

w�ic� eventually turn sour .

Albusint�e 2ad Souse

Good in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement .

Here t�e communicative ideas o� Albus �ave now turned into a steady cas�
�low into various business assets .

Albusint�e 3rd House

Very �ood says t�e old jud�ement

T�is s�ows �ood communications between. �amily wit� possible trips involved .

T�e ability is in all �ields .



Albus in t�e 8t� House

Good says t�e old jud�ement

T�ere seems to be some sort o� �ame �ere at t�e expense o� ot�ers . T�e
occult �ield is very prominent and �i��ly motivated by t�is �i�ure . A
stron� reli�ious tie is also very evident .

Albus in t�e 9t� House

Amessen�er brin�s a letter says t�e old jud�ement .
T�e �i�ure placed in t�is �ouse activates t�e communicative skills �or

ones �i��er ideals- �enerally way beyond t�e p�ysical at any rate .

Albus in t�e 10t� House

	

I
Excellent in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement

T�is s�ows some communicative skills in t�e business and political �ield 1
Albus in t�e 11t� House

Very �ood says t�e old Jud�ement

Here aspirations may be too airy, t�e t�ou��ts can. be too muc� in t�e
clouds . T�is �i�ure s�ows t�e �at�erin� o� �riends around you and many
�roups are �ormed or joined .

	

!
Albus in t�e 12t� House

Marvellously �ood says t�e old jud�ement

T�e intellect is applied to activities o� t�e spiritual and c�aritable
sense . T�is s�ows a person w�o is extremely intui tive .

Populus in t�e 1st House

Good �or marria�e says t�e old jud�ements

T�is is very �ood �or initiation o� �roup activities . T�e actions �ere
are coloured by t�e emotions w�ic� in t�is instance is, a �ood t�in� .

T�ere is a word o� warnin� t�ou�� about crowds �ettin� a little too

excited -bein� spurred on by t�e individual w�en related to �roup acti

Populus in t�e 2nd House

Medium �ood said t�e old Jud�ement

�inancial security is �ound t�rou�� community wealt� . T�is s�ows also

some aspect o� a �ood business accumen relyin� on t�e intuitive insti .

Populus in t�e 3rd House

Rat�er �ood t�an bad said t�e old jud�ement .
Ideas are in�luenced by t�e en-ror .-meat and t�ose around t�e individual
s�owin� stron� emotional ties . T�e �eelin�s o� t�e individual will
�uide �is or �er actions .
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Populusint�e4t�House
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Good in all but Love said t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows visitors in t�e �ome, �at�erin�s w�ic� may make t�e �ome

an institution. T�e variety o� people w�o come and �o s�ow t�at i� t�is

�i�ure re�ers to love t�e male or �emale concerned will �ave many companioaS

w�ic� possibly may prevent a �ood sin�le lon� term relations�ip develop-

in�.

Populus in t�e 5t� House

Good in most t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows t�e individual wit� a stron� emotional dependence, t�e

�ood or bad o� it depends i� �e takes t�is dependency town excess,

Populus in t�e 6t� House

Good said t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows a state o� continual c�an�e w�ic� t�e sel� wants and is
�enerally s�own t�rou�� t�e work . outlet .

Populus in t�e 7t�. House

Good in war -else medium says t�e old jud�ement.

T�is s�ows dealin�s wit� t�e public stron�ly in�luenced by a partners�ip

makin� t�e dealin�s possibly materialistic .

Populus in t�e 8t� �ouse

Evil said t�e old jud�ement,

Sexuali3y

	

is expressed rat�er �reely �ere wit� money also �ained t�rou��

�roup activities o� some sort o� reli�ious nature .

Populus in t�e 9t� House

Look �or letters says t�e old jud�ement .

Inspiration t�rou�� intuitional promptin� . A possible indication o�

travellin� or rec�ivin� .news . Here t�e individual may �ind t�at �is

past conditionin� may impose reli�ious restrictions oa �is searc� �or

spiritual �rowt�.

Populus in t�e 10t� House

Good says t�e old jud�ement .

Here an individual is ambitious and will rise to prominence (possibly

t�rou�� t�e �elp o� a woman) and will �ave some sort o� public aclaim .

Populus in t�e 11t�. House

Good in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement.

T�is s�ows �roup activities o� almost every kind comin� up . Also

t�is s�ows an emotional tie to t�is type o� recreation �or t�rou�� t�is

t�e individual obtains mental peace and �ull�ilment.



Popnlus in t�e 12t� House

	

Z~r I
Very evil says t�e old jud�ement

Moods �ere are very muc� in�luenced by t�e unconscious t�rou�� learnin�s
--- psyc�ic and esoteric w�ic�re. pans t�rou�� some,institutions •
Your abilities will be used �or t�e public t�ou�� . one will tend to �eel
isolated t�ou�� in a crowd .

Fortuna Major in t�e 1st House

Good-save in secrecy says t�e old jud�ement
T�is �i�ure �ere s�ows an abundance o� stren�t�, vitality and awareness

coupled wit� a stron� stren�t� o� purpose . T�e old idea o� secrecy bein�

bad �ere is due to t�e �act t�at t�e restriction o� secrecy imposes

strin�int limitations w�ere t�ere s�ould be none,

Fortuna Major in t�e second �ouse .

Good except in sad t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement

T�is s�ows t�e enjoyment o� t�e material aspects o� li�e .

Fortuna Major in t�e 3rd House

Good in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement
T�is �i�ure �ere s�ows t�e ener�y o� t�e communicative aspect o� t�e

intellect (t�at is exploration) . Also t�ere is a stron� trend to study

in connection wit� t�is �ield .

Fortuna Major in t�e 4t� House .

Good in all but melanc�oly says t�e old jud�ement

Fortune comes t�rou�� t�e �ome in warmt� and �appiness but i� t�e
individual is unable to obtain t�is �ortune w�ic� comes t�rou��

estates ,land etc. �e will become depressive and melanc�olic in attitude .,

T�e lesson to be learnt �ere is not to overcompensate one security by

makin� t�e material a s�ow piece w�ic� leads to super�iciality .

Fortuna Major in t�e 5t� House

	

-'
Very �ood in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement ..

One �ere is is a very �ortunate position w�ere creativity can be expres s :~

to t�e �ullest in w�atever direction one desires . T�e pit�all is takin�

all �or �ranted and not extendin� onesel�. �ere one t�en �inds a certair

lack o� direction i� one expects it to be �anded to �im on a, plate .

FortunaMajor in t�e 6t� House,

Very �ood except �or debauc�ery says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows �ood �ortune in almost all projects undertaken but t�e dan�er

o� excessiveness carried to t�e extreme is very present as it e��ects tbr

�ealt�. T�e object is to learn to command and �old t�e power wit�out

bein� too demandin� . I� t�is is so sel� esteem and a certain di�nity is
obtained.
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FortunaMajorint�e7t� House

	

2
Good is all says t�e old jud�ement .
T�e individual learns �ow to express power potential t�rou�� close personal

relations�ips . Formin� a partners�ip is o� prime importance to t�e individual

it is a time o� co-operation and control domination must be learnt .

Fortuna Zajor in t�e 8t�. House

Moderately �ood says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is is a time w�ere potential will development and stren�t�enin� can take

place �or sel� improvement . A deep level o� spirituality can transcend
outer material circumstances rootin� t�em in t�e'w�ole' . T�e li�e o� t�e

individual may be in stri�e but it will not a��ect t�e inner reality .

FortunaMajorint�e 9t�House

Very �ood says t�e old jud�ement .

T�ere are stron� moral convictions w�ere by w�ic� one �uides ones own li�e .

T�ese convictions can be narrow and bi��oted . T�e �i�ure s�ows a desire

to be in aut�ority in �ields o� �i��er education or reli�ion.

FortunaMajor in t�e 10t� . House
Exceedin�ly �ood,�o to superiors says t�e old jud�ement .

Desire �or �onour and reco�nition is stron� in t�is position . T�e person could

�o �ar obtainin� - �elp �rom �riends w�ic� s�ows stron� �umanitarian �eelin�s
but t�is can also delude t�e individual i� taken to t�e extreme by constant

t�inkin� o� sel� .

Fortuna Major in t�e 11t� House
Very �ood says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows a stron� desire and drive

inventions . Creativity is put into practice .

Fortuna Major in t�e 12t� House

Good in all says t�e old jud�ement
I� one directs onesel� to explorin� t�e

unconscious �reat bene�its will come .

Conjunctio -in t�e 1st House,
Good wit� �ood, evil wit� evil says t�e
T�is s�ows a desire to express sel� t�rou��

�or mental ac�ievement s and

t�e resources o� �is or �er own

old jud�ement .
mental initiative and will power

an analytical mind wit� �reat practical reasonin� power . T�is s�ows an
en�orcement .o� will applied to a situation makin� it better i� t� situatio z

is �ood or worse i� t�e situation is bad .



Conjnnctio in t�e 2nd House

Commonly �ood says t�e old 4ud�em8at .

T�is �i�ure �ere s�ows a preoccupation in business and money a��airs . As
a result o� t�is practical application is put towards earnin� power . T�is
s�ows �inancial �ain t�rou�� partners�ip or a union o� t�e mental wit�
t�e p�ysical.

ConJunctio in t�e 3rd House

	

I
Good �ortune says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows �i�� intellectuality in t�e individual wit� a considerable

emp�asis on �i��er education and s�ort distance travel it also si�ni�ies

t�at communications wit� relations is more t�en likely .

Coniunctio in t�e 4t� House

Good save �or �ealt� says t�e old jud�ement

T�is s�ows a joinin� o� work and �ome as one - t�e �ome bein� t�e work

residence t�is s�ows a possible intr+rest in real estate and a�ricylture .

T�e dan�er to �ealt� is one o� overwork .

Coniuactio in t�e 5t� House

Medium says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows attraction to t�e �orm o� arts t�at convey in�ormation w�ic�
will �ive t�e individual �reat ability in t�e �ield o� sel� expression .
All activities are stimulated t�rou�� intellectual excitement w�ic�

to a certain extent �ull�ills t�e needs .

Conjunctio in t�e 6t� House

�inancial success' and status is sou��t . T�is s�ows as individual capable

o� dele�atin� and yet �ivin� detailed analytical work T�ere is a certain

amount o� super�iciality about t�e w�ole a��a%r t�ou��.

Conju=ctio in t�e 7t�. House

Rat�er �ood says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure s�ows t�e advent o� partners�ips and public communication

alon� wit� arbitration and counsellin� .

Conjunctio in t�e 8t� House

Evil, deat� says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows an inbrest in le�alities o� deceased persons . Also t�ere

is a dan�er o� loss o� �unds (t�e estate) due to tec�nical di��iculties .

T�e w�ole aspect o� t�is �i�ure �ere is one delvin� into anyt�in� to do

wit�. deat�.
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Conjunctioint�e9t�Souse

Medium �ood says t�e old jud�ement

P�ilosop�y based on practical application . T�is s�ows leanin� towards culture
and creative type people suc� as teac�ers etc . It also s�ows lon� distances
are travelled to �ain knowled�e .

Coajunctio in t�e 10t� �ouse

For love �ood, �or sickness evil says t�e old jud�ement
T�is s�ows t�e pursuit o� knowled�e to suit pro�essional ambition . It s�ows
t�is pro�essional type role played in communications wit� people in position

o� power and aut�ority. T�e strate�ist .

Conjunctio in t�e 11t� House

Good in all says t�e old jud�ement

T�is s�ows a joinin� o� �roups,leaders�ip indicated . Particulary on social
issues and �umanitarian, �oals and ideas .

Conjunctio in t�e 12t� House

Me.diuyo bad �or prisoners says t�e old jud�ement,
T�is s�ows extreme s�yness wit� men�ic.l illness and blocks . Unconscious
inre�erence t��t upsets practical application, di��iculty relatin� to t�e

external envir-nment

Paella in t�e 1st Souse

Good, except in war says t�e old Jud�ement

T�is s�ows a love o� beauty and status . T�e dan�er �ere is wantin� too muc�

and bein� alone . T�is is a �oo position �or experiencin� t�e beauty o� li�e .

Paella in t�e 2nd House

Very �ood says t�e old jud�ement

Fru�ality and extrava�ance can. loose t�e money t�is position can attr ct . It
s�ows a �ain t�rou�� partners�ips, business arran�ements w�ic� can brin�

a �ortune .

Paella in t�e 3rd House,

Good says t�e old jud�ement

T�is is a �ood position �or t�e writer as it s�ows �ood communication wit�

�riends and �amily . It s�ows social contacts t�rou�� an intellectual way .

Puella in t�e 4t� House

Indi��erent says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows t�e experience o� w�y t�e environment is made a t�in� o� beauty,

somet�in� to appreciate and it also s�ows a place w�ere people" �at�er and

stron� attac�ments are made ; Possible in�eritance .



Puella in t�e5t� House
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Very �ood but notice t�e aspects says t�e old jud�ement .
Romance and love is very prominent �ere alon� wit� t�e desire to be in t�e
limeli��t . T�ere is �owever a dan�er o� promiscuity . A �ood position to
advance artistic talents .

Paella in t�e 6t� House

Good, especially �or debauc�ery says t�e old jud�ement .

	

I
T�is s�ows muc� social contact, possibly t�rou�� ones work . A �ood position
�or �ealt� providin� t�e body is not abused .

Paella in t�e 7t� House

Good except �or war says t�e old jud�ement.

For t�is �i�ure �ere i� love can be expressed t�rou�� personal relations�ip,. I
�reat rewards will come . Con�licts are solved t�e easiest way possible .

Puellain t�e 8t� .House.
Good says t�e old Jud�ement

T�rou�� marria�e t�ere is �inancial �ain t�ere is also an overemp�asis

on sex- sensationalism . T�ere is a dan�er �owever o� extreme possessiveness-

Puella in t�e 9t� House
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Good �or music ot�erwise only medium says t�e old Jud�ement.

T�is s�ows many lon� journeys to �orei�n countries wit� a love o� p�ilosop�y

and �i��er education . �is s�ows a tendency to be stron� in ideas and tryin�

to sway ot�ers over to your point o� view.

Puella in t�e 10t� House
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Good �or peace says t�e-old jud�ement

T�e mediator- peace correspondent . Stron� ambition �or wealt� and status.

Paella in t�e 11t� House

Good, and love o� ladies says t�e old Jud�ement .

T�is s�ows a �reat deal o� �roup activity and social contact . You can become

t�e center o� attention i� desired .

Paellaint�e 12 t�. House

Good in all says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows �reat dedication to or�anisations, instutions or movements . T�e
�ivin� o� sel� sacri�ice .

Rabeus in t�e 1st House
T�e old idea �ere was to destroy t�e �i�ure i� t�is came up and start a�ain

a�ter a suitable time period . T�is may �old true to a certain extent but in

t�is version o� �eomantic divination t�e �i�ure is kept because it is now

understood as a person w�o under�oes pain and �ards�ip �or sel� development

�or t�e spiritual side o� t�in�s . A c�an�e is bein� brou��t about in t�e

individual by �is adverse su��erin�. Durin� t�is time t�e individual
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Rubeus in t�e2ndHouse
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Evil in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement

T�e new concept o� meanin� �ere is t�at t�e individual will try and aquire

t�e materialistic t�in�s at t�e expense o� ot�ers . W�ile t�is may appear
evil in itsel� we �ind t�at t�is is needed �or inner development and peace

�or t�e individual w�o �as to stabilise �is position to �elp wit� t�e state

o� trans�ormation �e or s�e is presently �oin� t�rou�� .

Rubeus in t�e 3rd House

Evil save to let blood says t�e old jud�ement

Now we �ind t�at t�e old idea was to let blood to releive pressure on a
particular body part . T�e same principal also applies �ere but t�e . twist is

sli��tly di��erent . It s�ows tension o� a sin�le pointed mindedness towards a

�oal, bowlin� over all t�ose in your pat� and winnin� t�e approval o� ot�ers

w�o are attracted to your �oal . I� tension is relieved t�e person will
slow down, but t�is is �i��ly unlikely . I� attuned to writin� on occult matt ::z
one t�en �inds t�at t�is tension and sin�le purposeness can �ind relie�

in expendin� t�e latent ener�ies o� sel� . One s�ould try �or a structure

t�at allows release o� t�ese tremendous ener�ies .

Rubeus in t�e 4t�House

Evil except in war and �ire says t�e old jud�ement
T�is s�ows disruption in t�e �ome due to obstinacy o� sel� . To recti�y t�is

one would �ave to under�o a complex c�an�e in attitude or t�e power stru��le

and petty domestic intri�ues will take on monumental proportions . T�is disrupt

-ion can be a beu �it t�ou�� i� it is turned to areas w�ere disruption is
necessary.

Rubeus in t�e 5t� douse

Evil save �or love and sowin� seed says t�e old jud�ement .

�ere we �ind t�e individual in tune wit� t�e cravin�s o� t�e sel� and �enerally

�avin� a �ood time o� it, 'To t�ine own sel� be true' is an old sayin� t�at

applies �ere as one bows down to t�e creative power o� sel�,a very necessary

part o� �uman. development. To ot�ers �e may appear reckless and �eartless but t

to �im sel� �e seeks w�at �e craves �or- creation o� t�e duad (partners�ip)

�or a stron�er w�ole sel� and sel� �eneration to stren�t�en �is roots . T�e

problem �ere is to �o about t�is constructively and nct sap t�e vital

ener�ies away wit�out any o� t�e �i��er beat�its . Here t�e �i��er �enius,

just below t�e conscious is takin� control to brid�e t�e �ap between it and

sel�.

Rubeus in t�e 6t� House .

Evil except �or blood lettin� says t�e old jud�ement,
T�is s�ows a direct relations�ip to �ealt� . Tension �ere �as built up to a
�is 1 001 aH



Rubeus in t�e 7t� House

Evil except �or war and �ire says t�e old jud�ement .
T�is is t�e �ouse o� partners�ips and personal relations�ips . T�e partner
will cause a trans�ormation in t�e individual due to a stron� will and
domineerin� attitude . A �eneral lack o� rapport wit� ot�ers is s�own

	

1n�s

	

no land t�i

	

will t ast or �et done unless t�e individual accepts t�e
c�an�e in li�e style and attitudes t�at �ave taken place around �im .

Rubeus in t�e 8t� House

Evil says t�e old jud�ement,

Here one is swayed to try and use occult power �or misuse. T�e key aspect
t�ou�� is power misuse t�rou�� manipulation o� t�e a��airs o� ot�ers,
more so in t�e business sense . Also wit� t�e �i�ure placed �ere compulsive I
sexuality also comes to into t�e power trip and is somet�in� to be care�ull
o� . T�e way around t�is bad aspect o� t�e �i�ure is to try and rec�annel
t�e ener�ies into t�e trans�ormation process you are under�oin� .

Rubeus in t�e 9t�. House
Very evil says t�e old jud�ement .

Reli�ious and moral bi�itory are t�e key words to describe t�e �i�ure �ere .
It is a time o� very deep p�ilosop�ical c�an�es in t�e sel� and �is relatio_~_'
s�ip to a �i��er spiritual plane . T�e person must reco�nise t�ese values
in �imsel� and curb �is ent�uisiasm in t�is particular �ield .

Rubeus in t�e 10t� House .
Dissolute love, �ire, says t�e old jud�ement .
T�is s�ows stron� tendencies �or success by t�e individual w�o can,i�
let be, become a type o� mini dictator in t�e extreme . T�is s�ows a stron�
power and desire to succeed. T�e occult aspects come out very �eavily �ere .

Rubeus in t�e 11t� House

Evil except to let blood says t�e old jud�ement .
Rubeus placed �ere s�ows a release o� tension is needed. T�e �oal �ere is
more important t�an t�e t�in�s we �ive up to obtain it . It s�ows a misuse t
o� will power over ot�ers is �roup �ora,w�ic� we �ave to curb .

Rubeusint�e 12t� House

Evil in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows �ow one strives �or true spiritual values and tries to brin�

t�em to t�e sur�ace and it is an intense and o�ten. lonely time w�ile t�is
trans�ormation to t�e �i��er aspects o� one nature continues .
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Aquisibo in t�e 1st House

	

3

Happy, success in all t�in�s says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is �i�ure �ere s�ows aboundin� ent�usiasm in a project wit� an inclinatia-
to be sli��tly extrava�ant .

Aquisiboin t�e 2nd House,
Very prosperous says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows an individual w�o �as �ad more t�an �is s�are o� luck,
person w�o is determined to win and usually does .

Favour and ric�es says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows t�e �aculty o� reason applied to ideas on a �rand scale . A lot
o� travellin� is involved wit� �eavy indications o� a syccess�ull venture .

Aquisibo• in t�e 4t� House .

Good �ortune and success says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows �ain w�ic� is especially �elt in t�e domestic scene .

Aquisibo int�e 5t� House .

Good success says t�e old jud�ement.

T�is s�ows .emmense �ood luck and �ood �ortune in almost every �ield o�

endeavour, especially in business and love. T�is also s�ows leaders�ip
over a youn�er �roup .

Aquisibo int�e 6t� House .

Good, especially i� it a�rees wit� t�e 5t� says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows a �enerous individual w�o may be involved in some social work

and out o� it will receive �ood �ortune .

A�uisibo in t�e 7t� House.

rieasonably �ood says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows someone w�o attracts a lot o� support in a project �rom

partners and t�ose �e wis�es to woo .

Aquisibo in t�e 8t� House .

Rat�er�ood-but not very- t�e sick s�all die says t�e old jud�ement .

T�e s�ows �ain t�rou�� t�e deat� o� a partner or �amily or t�e �inis� .

o� an enterprise,possibly business .

Aquisitoin t�e 9t�. House
Good in all demands says t�e old jud�ement .

T�is s�ows acclaim o� a project you �ave entered into . Also t�ere are

indications o� a deep �umanitarian aspect bein� present.

Aquisibo in t�e 10t� House .

Good in suits -very prosperous says t�e old jud�ement .

Grand sc�emes are reco�nised and one is put into t�e lime li��t but t�ere
is a caution o� e�o in�lation .

Aquisibo•in t�e 3rd House
01 t



Aquisitioint�e11t�Muse.
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Good in all says t�e old jud�ement .
T�is s�ows �ood communication and constructive endeavours in t�e �ield

o� �riends�ip and business wit� a special pre�erence to �roup activities .
AQuisitio in t�e 12t� House
Evil,paia and loss says t�e old jud�ement ..
T�is s�ows t�at t�e individual �ives �enerously to t�e institutions or
societies t�at �ave a spiritual leanin� .
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Carcer in-the 1st House

Evil except to fortify a place says the old judgement .

This is a depressive situation where the only hope one has is to be still
and not attempt to do anything,

Career inthe2nd House
Good in Saturnine questions ; else evil says the old judgement .
This shows a slow and steady buildup in all things which are carefully planned
and executed .

Career in the 3rd House

Evil says the old judgement .

This shows an individual who is cautious to the extreme and also shows a very

slow approachment of a situation which can be bad when. instant action is
called for .

Carcer in the 4th House

Good only for melancholy says the old judegement .
This shows an individual with servere anxiety problems, especially about the

home . .

Carcer in the 5th House .

Receive a letter within three days,evil says the old judgement,

Restriction in the field of sexual activity with a very conservative
attitude .
Carcer in the 6th House .

Very evil says the old judgement .

Because of ones almost clinical approach to problems and detail you gain

enemys because of the almost total neglect for human feeling you have .
Career in the 7th House
Evil says the old judgement .
This shows that one is out of tune with the ideas and thoughts of ones

partner .

Career in the 8th House

Very evil sags the old judgement,

This show an aimless individual who lacks incentive and drive possibly due
to former hardships and as a result will bring problems with those he or she

associates with .

Career in the 9th House

Evil in all says the old judgement .

This shows a traveller who is very ambitious and who sticts to the letter of

the law. Anindi vidual who has no give for himself or others. No compassion or
mercy is present .



Carcer in the 10th House .
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Evil save for hidden treasure says the old judgement .

This shows work for an unknown goal,lack of conscious direction .
Career in the 11th House

Much anxiety says the old judgement .

This shows an individual who seeks total love of all he or she encounters .
This results in the individual trying to please all the people all the time .
One must take stock of the . self and work for the self possibly at the expense
of others .

Career in the 12th House .

Rather good says the old judgement .

This shows an indivudal who has to be shown the way s, a lack of independent
thought . The individual should try to be independent and stand up for what
or she believes in.

Tristitia in the 1st House

Medium,good for treasure and fortifying says the old judgement .

A strong drive for personal liberty at the expense of others . A constant flu

of experiences and a need to lead is shown here . Advanced spiritual and
occult tendencies aspect themselves here . While the main drive for leadershi ._-
is shown there seems to be a tendency to to to the extremes in these field5. :

Trisitia in the 2nd house
Medium but good to fdrtify says the old judgement .

This shows one who is impulsive with material goods . The person will have to

curs tendencies of spending and direct the money flow into worthwhile proje(
if one is going to ride out the bad aspects of this figure .

	

1
Trisitia in the 3rd House

Evil in all things says the old judgement .
Here unusual stimulation of ideas and relationsips are shown The figure s :
good intuigtive faculties of mind, searching for the X factor , beyond the

physical concept and structure . A flux of generative force of ideas in the

abstract sense is also ever present here with a lot of communication betwee :
the individual and various groups involved.

Trisitia in the 4th House

Evil in all things says the old judgement

The figure here shows strong occult tendencies to form group associations

in the home or with close friends and relatives . The sudden flux of change

ever present in this figure . One should give preference to family structure .

Trisitia. in the5thHouse
Very evil says the old judgment .

This figure shows the unconvential in terms of excitement and shows an off _.a
though not necessarily bad psychological trait . An expression in communicat._ -:~

ideas is a very real necessity. Also a slight instability factor is apparen`~
well.
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Evil except for debauchery says the old

	

3 1judgement,

This figure here shows extretie sensitivity to the plane of life, in touch

with the unseen and in many instances able to manipulate the vital energies
of life . Psychic healing is but an example of one of these forces under the
control of the individual . Structure here is very important also for the person
to analyse what he or she has done .
Tristitia in the 7th House .

Evil for inheritance and magic only says the old judgement .

This figure shows the need of partnerships but suppresses the nedd of personal

freedom with it . Also it shows a rapport with the individuals feelings etc .
that border beyond the physical . It is an unpredictable figure able to go
+b either extreme at a moments notice .
Trietitia in the 8th House .

Evil,but good in secrecy says the old judgement .

The figure so placed shows the realities of the occult mysteries and mans relay-

ionship to them . It also shows great insight and understanding of these
qualities. The whole aspect is to make the individual more aware of his
spiritual values which is often done by being aware of the advance situation

before it comes .
Tristitia in the 9th House

Evil except for magic says the old judgement .

This figure in this house shows a new plane opening up and making contact

with the inner forces there . Here modern ideas and methods advance beyond the

old teaching methods and a new type of philosophical approach is given.

Tristitia in the 10th House

Evil except for fortifications says the old judgement .

This figure so placed shows a strong type of energy that needs to lead and

create . AtSo because of its unusual drive the figure under the old system

appears radical with leaning towards the metaphysical structure with the

freedom to follow their true will within a given structure or framework.

Tristitia in the 11th House

Evil in all things says the old judgement .

This figure shows the new age of* occult manifestation coming out with a free

flowing freedom to form a liaison with an esoteric group . On the other hand it

bodes ill for partnerships due to the offbeat and unstabile attitude of the

figure .

Tristitia in the 12th House

Evil but good for magic and treasure says the old judgement.

This figure here shows the highly developed link the individual has with the
occult powers who motivate and direct him . Because this link is so fine

some individuals develop a form of neuco5is and often can not distinguish
between the real and the unreal .

t



Laetita in the 1 st House

Good, except in war says the old judgement .

This fikare shows an uncanny grasp of self awareness and realisation of the i

divine powers linking the individual to the elements . The figure so placed

represents a type of mystical approach the individual has with the divine
plan . Because of the sensitivity of the figure one can be too receptive to

these forces resulting in possession and control by external forces .

Laetita in the 2nd House

Sickly says the old judgement .

The figure shows a loss of funds (material) on unworthwhile projects . At

any rate it shows a loss to the individual one way or another . If a loss i. :

about to take place it would be better to channel the funds into a project

with a high spiritual content behind it .

Laetita in the 3rd House

Ill says the old judgement .

This figure shows one going back to the core essence of the archetype

structure of self. Here the core of occult energy is formed and given

substance in much the same way as the Briah world of the Kabbatah. It

shows how a channel or structure to the inner planes . can be formed and

utilised on this plane of existance and communicated to others .

Laetita in the 4th House

Good says the old judgement .

.This shows the karmic ties to friends and families- group karma . Also it
can mean - to go ahead in a desired project of a spiritual nature,dictated

by the inner planes .

Laetita in the 5th House

Excellently good says the old judgement .

This figure shows the intuiative creative aspects of ones development

through an outlet that will take it .

Laetita in the 6th House
Evil generally says the old judegemnt.

T$±s figure shows the actions of the creative current of the 6th- House

Mere the impetus is structured along, lines to suit the individuals but

shows a heavy occult influence .

Laetita in the 7th House .

Indifferent says the old judgement .

This figure shows how individuals work together to create an . outlet for

energies directed from the inner planes . This shows a unification of

group activities linked to the spiritual .

1
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Laetitainthe8th House.
Evil generally says the old judgement .

The figure placed here shows the material aspect of the inner plane
contact . Some have asstciated evil to this because it draws on black magic
for gain .
Laetita in the 9th House
Very good says the old judgement,
This figure here is that of the mystical leader who directs the various
energies to and from spiritual worship . It shows prophetic qualities of
spiritual direction .
Laetita in the 10th House .
Good rather in war than peace says the old judgement .
This figure so placed shows the formation of an esoteric order or secret
meetings . Also it shows these ideas being communicated to others . It is the
motivation of self in the spiritual and dramatic sense as a direct result
of personal achievement .
Laetita in the11th House
Good in all says the old Judgement .
This figure here carries on the idea of esoteric and secret society meeting,,
but is more concerned with the associations connected to them but the 11th
House looks at their formation .
Laetita in the 12thHouse
Evil generally says the old judgement .
This figure here shows the charismatic mystical . quality that almost approaches
sainthood with a tendency to 'go it alone' type of attitude until the
transformation process . one is undergoing is complete and the ideas of the
individual are realised . Sensitivity to all art forms are apparent here . This
could describe an individual undergoing the kundaline experience .

Cauda Draconis in the 1st House
Destroy the figure here because it makes the judgement worthless says the
old judgement .
This shows someone or thing who will not initialy accept change no-matter

what argument is presented .

Cauda Draconis in the 2nd House
Very evil says the-old judgement .

This shows the restricted and cautious attitude of the individual in a

project. Very little will be forthcoming from this person in the way of help,

Cauda Draconis inthe 3rd House

Evil in all things says the old judgement .

This shows that a persons ideas will not be accepted by others due to their

conservative attitude .



Cauda Draconisinthe 4th House
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Good,especially for the conclusion of the matter says the old judgement .
This shows a type of retirement, possibly to the home, where the individual
is happy- to live a type of recluse existance .

	

I
Cauda Draconis in the 5th House

Very evil says the old judgement .

	

'

This shows someone who sticks to the old ways ignoring change . This is
properness or correctness taken to the extreme .
Cauda Draconis in the 6th House

Rather good says the old judgement .
This shows hard work, done mostly alone, to achieve ones ends .
Cauda Draconis in the 7thHouse .

Evil in war and fire says the old judgement .

	

'

This shows a form of caution when forming alliances .
Cauda Draconis in the 8th House

No good except for magic says the old judgement.
This shows that caution is needed when handling money,yours or someone el"'z-'t. .,
Cauda Draconis in the 9th House

	

∎Good for science only,bad for journeys and robbery says the old judgement .
This shows a philosophical approach ie a tradditionalist-one who does not
differ from his fellows and thus . does not bring trouble on himself .
Cauda Draconis in the 10th House
Evil save works of fire says the old judgement.

	

,
It shows success in a professional pursuit but only if obtained through
honest means .

	

tCauda Draconis in the 11th House

Evil save for favours says the old judgement .
This shows sincere individuals who join associations for their meaning and

	

t
intent and not for any superficial reason .
Cauda Draconis in the 12th House.

	

∎
Rather good says the old judgement .

This shows isolation of self and not being very much aware of ones snrroun4-" .
and is not a good time for business or speculation or movement .

Caput Draconis in the 1st House .

Good in all things says the old judgement .

This shows a person who fits into all forms of society .

Caput Draconis in the 2nd House .

Good says the old judgement .

This shows an individual who makes profit very easily .

Caput Draconis inthe3rd House
Very Good says the old judgement.

This shows good forms of communications of current trends presented to
:eople .
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Caput Draconis in the 4th House .
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Good save in War says the old judgement .

This shows good fortune and peacefullness in the domestic front .

Caput Draconis in the5th House .
Very good says the old judgement .

This shows a modern trend to romance and sex with some of it coming your

way.
Caput Draconis and the 6th House

Good for immorality only says the old judgement .

The basic idea of this figure here is pleasent,especially with the work

envitament'where there is little or no trouble at all .

Caput Draconis in the 7th House .

Good especially for peace says the old judgement .

This shows the good communicative skills of the individual effect_ng others

to the bentfit of both parties .

Caput Draconis in the 8th House

Good says the old judgement .

This shows good fortune for profits as an individual here is intune with

the current trends regarding business matters .

Caput Draconis in the 9thHouse

Very good says the old judgement .

This shows people who introduce a new type of religious awareness and

cultural sense to others .

Caput Draconis in the 10th House

Good in all says the old judgement .

This shows people who like some in the 9th house are aware of social trends

but here they introduce them for purely business reasons .

Caput Draconis in the 11th House
Good for the church and ecclesiastical gain says the old judgement .

Here we have people who communicate in a sense of groups or associations

as well as in everday life . They have a special skill with this particular

communicative field.

Caput Draconis in the 12th House

lot very good says the old judgement .

This shows an empathy with the enviorment which can be diasterious if this

very fine link finds that too many impressions intrude which could cause

mental problems . A very fine psychic quality is evident here that must be

looked after and protected .

& . 4



Via in the 1st House
Evil except for prison, says the old judgement .
Good for modification of survival techniques, also settling foundation ;
though against the tendency to be too subjective .

Via in the 2nd House
Indifferent, says the old judgement .
Good for financial reward, as a result of personal effort . The minds
inclination to build barriers (mainly of possessions) to hide behind ii
likely to surface more, possibly as an opportunity to rectify it .

Via in the 3rd House
Very good in all, says the old judgement .
Swiftness of movement will lend a certain hazardousness to relationships
(general), though if well directed can be used to implement constructive
changes . Intellectual learning is at a higher level, though its lack
of depth must (by integration and balancing with subtler forms of knowing)
be transmuted .

Via in the 4th House
Good in all save love, says the old judgement .
The potential for an intense and signficant relationship is present, though
likely to be short-lived due to conflicting domestic views . An excessive
emotional involvement - or inclination towards - would also be detrimental,
with emotions definitely in need of restraining .

Via in the 5th House
Voyages good, says the old judgement .
The channelling of energies takes on a deeper significance, through the
furthering of ones creative self, and new forms thereof . Good for the
beginning of a pregnancy .

Via in the 6th House
Evil, says the old judgement .
A change in the structure of ones employment will shake up the psyche
a little, though beneficially if ones beliefs are flexible enough to change
with the flow . Health goes through a bout of inconsistency, more likely
to be aggravating than anything else .

Via in the 7th House
Rather 'good, especially for voyages, says the old judgement .
Circumstances cause temporary movements outside ones normal sphere of
activities, with energies

	

mainly those having an emotional base
being of great value when focused through connections with others .

Via in the 8th House
Evil, says the old judgement .
Replacement of recent loss by legacy or similar . Sexual partner appearing,
beware of the potential energy drain .

Via in the 9th House
Indifferent ; good for journeys, says the old judgement .
Higher aspirations will be fed to, though not without conflict from the
lower self to be contended with . Longer journeys are favourable, and
likely to be interspersed with a number of enjoyable social visits .
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Via in the 10th House
Good, says the old judgement .
An increase of involvement in the local community strains ones resources,
though not without tangible and significant reward . Watch for problems
with tripping over the fixed beliefs of others, also don't yield to suit
their expectations .

Via in the 11th House
Very good, says the old judgement .
Ones inclination towards expansion (of the mind) surfaces, to take advantage
of new data and situations for learning . Also the need to aid the learning
of others shows itself .

Via in the 12th House
Excellent, says the old judgement .
something done long .ago will bear fruit ; also a move to break down a-res-
triction will produce a sudden reaction - likely to be for the better .



Fortuna Minor in the 1st House
Speed in victory and in love, but choleric, says the old judgement .
Definitely favourable for expansion, but an advantage to be mindful of
the follow-through, with persistence a relevant key .

Fortuna Minor in the 2nd House
Very good, says the old judgement .
Business matters attract and will benefit from attention, particularly
re property . Generally good for taking steps to build up ones financial
wellbeing .

Fortuna Minor in the 3rd House
Good, but wrathful, says the old judgement .
Diverse forms of travel are beneficial, particularly short journeys .
Self-analysis, concentrating on more accessible parts of the mind, is
well worthwhile . The possible wrathfulness is brought about by problems
with the ego over-inflating itself, and clashing within unbalanced rela-
tionships . The development of a realistic self -perspective is a significant
key .

Fortuna Minor in the 4th House
Haste, rather evil except for peace, says the old judgement .
A long-term plan focusing on ones home life can be begun, being very advan-
tageous if carried through to its conclusion. The potential for stress
is high, indicating a need to channel some energy into relaxation .

Fortuna Minor in the 5th House
Good in all things, says the old judgement . Beneficial in all, except
for possible excesses in ones social life and self-aggrandisement . Can
be excellent for developing the expression of compassion, also the sense
of equality with others .
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Fortuna Minor in the 6th House
Medium in all, says the old judgement .
Progress in building on to the material base is definite, though false
perspectives about the value of it all must be countered . A tendency
to look down on others must be controlled, whilst not suppressing any
abilities one may have to teach or lead others .

Fortuna Minor in the 7th House
Evil except for war or love, says the old judgement . Plans already begun
need be continued, and without surrendering dominion over ones actions .
Pay more attention to connections with neighbours and friends .

Fortuna Minor in the 8th House
Evil generally, says the old judgement .
Regeneration a strong influence on movements, to be taken advantage of
by maintaining consistent actions through any irregularities . Restrain
any tendency towards anger .

Fortuna Minor in the 9th House
Good, but choleric, says the old judgement .
The causes and effects forming local politics will gain significance in
your sphere, enough to boost your understanding of it all, and if necessary
educate you further as to how your position can be strengthened . A good
time to proceed with changes needed in the local realm of religious affairs .

Fortuna Minor in the 10th House
Good, except for peace, says the old judgement . Very settled, with progress
in the work place at a premium . Contact with parent's rewarding .
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Fortuna Minor in the 11th House

	

`f . 7
Good, especially for love, says the old judgement .
Through changes in the work place, there will be an increase in the activity
of the intellect . This will influence growth patterns, so more emphasis
must be placed on identifying these patterns, and adjusting them in keeping
with the flow of the environment .

Fortuna Minor in the 12th House
Good, except for alteration, or for suing another, says the old judgement .
A hidden enemy surfaces, with provocative moves tempting a reaction -
to be avoided . Concepts re punishment need revision .

A. -%



Ia a great many instances we may wish to find out the description of an

individual whom the divination process tells us to watch out for . The

table -below at first glance may contradict some of the old meanings such ,

as Puella,commonly called girl . The full meaning actually is good fortune

relating to women. So in fact there is no contradiction in point. The

table below gives us descriptions and colours of the figures which are

	

,

brought in line with other aspects of order teachings but most important

of all they are given as archetype association .

	

'

Meaning
Man with red gold hair and hazel eyes,middle aged and

holds a position of some importancePuer

Figure

Fortuna Major

Acquisito

Cauda Draconis

Populus

Rubeus

Laetitia

Via

Paella

Tristitia

Albus

Fortuna Minor

Woman. with red gold hair and blue or brown eyes, she is

cultured and has good business sense

Fair haired young man with blue-grey eyes, a friendly

individual,a traveller

Young woman with red gold hair and blue eyes,messenger

Fair haired man with blue eyes, fierce nature and calm

exterior

Woman with gold brown hair and blue eyes, distinguished
with possible psychic gifts

Young man approaching someone o r thing,brown hair and

grey or brown eyes

Brown haired young woman with blue or brown eyes whois

kind and studious

∎
A man. with dark brown. hair and eyes who is suspicious aid

over cautious, a thoughtfull individual

	

I
Grey haired woman. with light brown eyes, as intensely

perceptive woman of authority

Dark haired young man with dark eyes who is active and

clever and has a tendency to rush into things .

Young woman with light brown hair and blue eyes with a -I
streught of purpose and inquisitiveness .

I
t
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Carcer

Amisso

Conjuncto

Caput Darconis

Dark haired man with dark eyes and friendly manner q7
and steady disposition in a position of authority

Dark haired woman with dark eyes- generous and intelligeh

intelligent with power and authority

Young man with dark brown hair and dark eyes who is pat

patient and helpfull, a traditionalist

Young woman with rich brown hair and dark eyes, a

careful person with good. business acumen

r .



ELEMENTAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE GEOMANTIC FIGURES

The following Geomantic figures are constructed from the

four elements though they have a strong empathy with the Earth .

When their use is extended to an astrological framework such as

houses, planetary meanings and signs etc . some of the base

elemental meanings of the figures actually alter . The following

esoteric analysis is based on the formation of the figures and

their elemental composition before

influence .

PUER Yod

	

Fire

Heh

	

Water

Vau

	

Air

Heh

	

Earth

merging with the astrological

In the figure of Puer it is found that the two dots

corresponding top the Air level allows the remaining elements

Fire,Water and Earth to dominate which shows Fire

water that erupts in the Earth like the action of a volcano .

AMISSO

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

Here the strong elements of Fire and Air combine over Water

and Earth which produces a gaseous effect once the solid elements

have been removed .

co
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ALBUS

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

Air is the only strong point here and the lack of other

elements shows the exposure of the intellect about to enter new

growth

POPULUS

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

In this instance we have a total withdrawl of the elements

into the self which concentrates totally in this area .

FORTUNA MAJOR Fire

Water

Air

Earth

4b

Here Earth and Air are joined with a lack of Fire and Water

which relates to soil (loosened by the Air)

tilled and god for potential growth .

S1

which is easily



CONJUNCTIO

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

This shows a strong Water-Air combination and lack of Fire

and Earth which relates to nourishment in the form Water

(rain) being blown to areas that need it .

PUELLA

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

The lack of water here illustrates an imbalance of emotions,

and being extremely receptive to others .

REBEUS

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

Water here is in its strongest position and easily overcomes

the other elements showing extremism in the emotional area .

AQUISTITIO

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

The lack of Fire and Air gives the strong water earth

combination an air of solidity and one can become bogged down in

c2
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materialism . (note how the meaning of this figure changes with

the introduction of Jupiter and Saggitarius) .

CARCER

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

Fire and Earth are strong here and both of them contain

Water-Air combination producing h eat . i n a contained area .

1

the

TRISTITIA

	

Fire

	

•

	

•

Water

Air

Earth

The Earth element is the strongest here and shows that there

is no growth situation or a situation to solid to produce

movement .

LAETITIA

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

This figure is the opposite in meaning to Tristitia with the

the Fire element being the only spark and relates to almost pure

essence of spirit before new growth begins .

S3
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CAUDA DRACONIS Fire

Water

Air

Earth

This figure produces a lack of earth which does away with

obstacles necessary for rapid and almost uncontrolled growth .

CAPUT DRACONIS Fire

Water

Air

Earth

-The lack of Fire relates to death and separation as the

other elements on their own without fire produces a no growth

situation and one that cannot succeed .

FORTUNA MINOR Fire

Water

Air

Earth

This shows a Fire and Water combination which is the merging

opposites and shows unification but the lack of Air and Earth

show that the succesfull completion will not be material .

VIA

	

Fire

Water

Air

Earth

This shows good and even balance and harmony . (Note the

effect of merging with the astrological influence which drasticly

changes the base elemental meaning of the figure) .
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COMPANIE OF THE HOUSES

The "Companie of the Houses" is a method used and described

by MacGregor Mathers . This method was the pairing houses

calling them a "Company" . The pairs of houses were : 1+2, 3+4,

5+6, 7+8, 9+10, 11+12, and not 2+3 or 4+5 for they were not

pairs, 2 was only paired with 1, and 3 with 4, 5 was paired with

6, not 4 . In these pairs the geomantic figures were placed and

looked on in various ways, depending on the question of the

diviner and read as influencing factors, for example :

As "Companie Simple" :

identical : persons - the figures in the paired houses

were looked on as companions or associates and their natures

show how they influence each other ; or when a figure repeats

itself in the paired house, these show good or bad

influences for the present or time to come and/or

separately, the first figure shows the present, the second

the future .

"Companie Demi Simple" : When the figures in a particular

houses are not identical, but these figures arepair

ruled by the same planet .

Finally the method described as "Company Compound

the figures were upsidedown to each other but identical

Used as examples were Fuer and Puella, Albus and Rubeus,

Ls

When figures in paired houses were

Where



Acquisitio and Amissia, Laetitia and Tristitia . From a pair

a Reconciler Figure was formed, e .g . the same way as the

"Judge was formed . Another mehtod of "Company Compound"

was if the figures in a pair, although not identical, had

mutual dod or even first lines - both figures must have an

even or both an odd set of dots .

formed .

Mathers was describing a method called the

and the houses following as 2, Z.,

A Reconciler was then

"Derivative House

Method", which has come into common use of late . This method was

used mainly for Horary readings although it worked

	

quite

adequately in Natal charts . The Derivative House Method is a

method that extracts comprehensive information from ones reading

and deals with circumstances (i .e . the question) and how one tends

to behavelf, what factors are influencing it and how others tend to

act .

This technique is based on the fact that each of the 1 .: houses,

which represent circumstances of life, are related to every other

house . Its method is by regarding the house of the question as

the first house of the chart . Now this does not mean giving the

first house in a geomantic chart a new meaning, it means for

example, if the question erlates to the sixth house, then one

would look at the sixth house and count that one as number one,

4 etc .

	

All the other houses

although still retaining their original traditional meanings,

then focus on the 1st house {the house of the question) reacting

through the pattern set form them with the renumbering .

1
I
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This is where the "Companie of the Houses is used .

	

The pairing

of the houses shows the relationships

S1

of the figures to a matter,

channelled into an area of life shown by the Derivative

technique . Then of course one looks at the general rules in

Geomancy . Evil with evil makes evil ; good with good makes good ;

a good figure in a good house is double good and a good figure in

good house paired with an evil figure in a good house shows

lingering malice but unoperational as it cannot move ; or a gcjod

figure in an evil house paired with an evil figure in a good or

neutral house shows duress due to negative influences etc ., etc .

SUGGESTED READING

Planets in Houses by Robert Pelletier for

	

detailed modern

description of the Derivative House Technique .

Terrestial Astrology, Divination by Geomancy by Stephen Skinner

which is a must for Geomantic History and different methods used

with an excellent bibliography section .

A Practical Guide to Geomantic Divination by Israel Regardie .
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• •

•

Fortuna Major (Great Fortune) :- Good for gain in all things where a
person hopes to win.

! '
Fortuna Minor(Lesser Fortune) :- Good in any matter where a person

proceeds quickly.

•
Via (The way) :- Injurious to the goodness of other figures generally

but good for journeys .

	r Acquisito (Acquisition) :--Generally good for profit and gain

•
•

Paella (Girl) :- Good in all demands, especially those relating to
women .

.~ •
Conjuncto (Conjunction) :- Good with good,evil with evil, recovering

of lost things.

Puer(Boy) :- Evil in most demands excepting those relating to love and
•

	

war.

•

	

•
•

	

•
Populus (People) :- Sometimes good and sometimes bad ;Good with good

Evil with evil .

.~ . Laetitia (Joy) :- Good for joy,now or the fature .

Amisso (Loss) :- Good for lose,love or otherwise,bad for gain .

.. •
Albas (White) :- Good for profit and entering into a place or under-

taking .

Rubeus(Red) :-Evil in all that is good and good in all that is evil .

•

	

• Triatitia (Sorrow) :- Evil in almost all things.

	 • . Career (Prison bound) :- Generally evil,delay,binding,barred,restriction

•

	

• Caput Draconis (Entering) :- Seart,upper threshold .

• Caudia Draconia (Exit) ;- Leaving a project


